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ABSTRACT 
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Cornell University 2018 

This dissertation conceptualizes “native information” as both an object of governance and a 

process of engagements between the original inhabitants of the western hemisphere and 

European colonists that prefigures and produces an indigenous subject. I demonstrate this 

through a study of the period of colonization in the western hemisphere between the years 1492 

and 1688, and the impact of colonization in the western hemisphere on the knowledge produced 

in the course of the late Renaissance and early Scientific Revolution. I focus especially on the 

interactions between the Taino and Inca and the Spanish, and also between the Roanoke and 

Catawba and the British during this period to illustrate my argument. Native information 

emerged in this context through debates over four overlapping elements that were said to 

characterize indigenous subjects in the Americas: Difference, Nature, Vernacular Histories, and 

Proprietary Identities. Native information was collected from the original inhabitants of the 

western hemisphere, and was curated by colonial agents so as to speak to these concerns in the 

late Renaissance and early Scientific Revolution. In turn, the political and legal categories that 

European scholars of this period developed on the basis of native information came to define and 

circumscribe the terms of life and death for the original inhabitants of the western hemisphere 

under the increasing pressure of growing colonial occupation. However, not all information with 

which European colonists and intellectuals were presented was treated as equally relevant. 

Consequently, those points where either native information was refused by Europeans or where 

Europeans’ attempts to enforce the indigenous status that the former claimed to flow directly 
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from native information were sites in which the original inhabitants of the western hemisphere 

critically highlighted the contradictions, limits, and violences of colonial governance and its 

attendant systems of thought in ways that confound the indigenous subjects colonists both 

imagined and sought to produce.  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INTRODUCTION: NATIVE INFORMATION 

“The New Adam of Western Culture” 

The impetus for the study that follows flows from a curious semantic fact with significant 

implications for intellectual history: There were no “indigenous” or “native” peoples in the 

Western Hemisphere prior to the arrival of European Christians in 1492. This is because, of 

course, the categories of “native” or “indigenous” are insufficient descriptors for any community 

with distinct characteristics emerging from the fact of an unbroken origin to the place that that 

community resides, unless those categories are understood in relationship to forms of human 

community which are characterized by their non-origin in a place – such as colonies and 

diasporas. To be sure, this does not mean that there were no communities of people on the 

American continents prior to the arrival of European Christians and enslaved Africans. It is 

estimated that there were at least 72,000,000 people living throughout what are today referred to 

as the continents of North and South America and their satellite archipelagos (Thornton 1987, 

25). Those original inhabitants, upon whose extant modes of life European Christians forcefully 

encroached, always supplemented by the violently enforced labour of African peoples, doubtless 

possessed their own names for themselves and the places they lived, their own understandings of 

who their people were, where those communities ended and where new ones began, and the 

meaning of their existence in the places they existed. But, this is quite another matter from the 

fact that these populations were characterized as “indigenous” and “native,” with very specific 

meanings, and very specific implications of understanding the meanings, of the distinctiveness of 

those categories. By definition, these latter two categories could only exist, and only continue to 
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exist, in a mutually-constitutive opposition to the populations and the forms of life that they 

brought with them from across the Atlantic to the western hemisphere after 1492. 

It would be tempting to dismiss the need for an inquiry into the implications of this 

semantic fact as a rather solipsistic and largely inconsequential exercise in making too much of 

the subject-verb-complement structure of the internal meanings of “native” and “indigenous,” 

whereby the “native” or “the indigenous” (subject) is not (verb) the migrant, the foreigner, the 

colonist, the chattel slave, (complement), etc. Such a dismissal would be foolish, however.  This 

is because the solicitation of the information necessary to determine the distinctness of the 

categories applied to the original inhabitants, the discriminations of  relevance or irrelevance to 

Europeans’ ideas about the original inhabitants according to that principle of distinction, and  the 

curations of the meaning of those boundaries and the imperatives for action that were to follow 

from what they were said to mean, were of central and direct consequence to the consolidation of 

modern political subjectivity, generally, in the late-Renaissance and the early Scientific 

Revolution. What follows demonstrates why this was the case.  

 The 1492 “discovery” of America disrupted what Edmundo O’Gorman (1961) famously 

described as that “narrow, highly particular, and archaic given image of the world,” (6) that was 

largely held to govern the order of the cosmos and the earth prior to the fifteenth century (e.g., 

Koyré 1957; Tillyard 1943; Wey-Gomez 2007). However, it is more appropriate, as O’Gorman 

(1961) notes, to describe the “invention” of America itself. This is because America was, in 

O’Gorman’s words, “an unforeseen and unforeseeable historical entity… [which] slowly 

develop[ed], act[ing] as a solvent on the old structure, and at the same time [as] the catalytic for a 

new dynamic and more generous concept of the world,” (6). America was not a place lying in 
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wait that was “discovered” simply by virtue of Columbus’s placing his feet and planting his flag 

on what he held until his dying breath to be the shores of Asia. Nor, consequently, was America, 

even after Europeans realized the folly of the Admiral’s claims, a pre-given ontological entity 

around which an idea of a singular world could cohere. This, not least because there was no 

immediately given image of the world in which “America” as a hemispheric and geographic 

place could be slotted, and so too was this true of its original inhabitants — though, for 

O’Gorman, this was largely an extension of the geographic question. America was instead 

something that had to be drawn up by observers of it, given its specific cartographic coordinates 

according to contemporaneous techniques and so also its meaning that was within (even as it 

reconfigured) the limits of the ideas and values of the day. Thus as O’Gorman argued, “the 

painful questions implied in doubts raised by Columbus’s findings… [necessitated the 

conception of] the structure of the universe and the nature of its reality in a new and different 

way, to work out a different kind of relationship between man and his Creator, and to develop a 

new idea of man’s place in the cosmos…. this is the deeper meaning of the story of the invention 

of America. For this story is the first episode in the liberation of man from his cosmic prison, 

from his ancient servitude and impotence—his liberation from an archaic way of understanding 

himself, which had already yielded the fruit that it was destined to produce… American man was 

the new Adam of Western culture,” (86-7). 

 O’Gorman’s account tended toward the historiographic and metaphysical implications of 

this claim. I am more concerned, however, with how the very “nature of reality” was both 

presupposed and asserted through ideas and strategies of governing the original populations that 

were positioned as the bearers of its truth par excellence. Nativity and indigeneity, particularly as 
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these categories were applied to the original inhabitants of the Americas, constituted the 

Anthropological subject bearing those knowledges against which were measured the successes or 

failures indicative of the legitimacy of the regimes of truth and right which arts of governance 

proposed for the western hemisphere. These categories, in other words, were what O’Gorman 

referred to as the “new Adam of Western Culture.” “Native information” was the Gospel which 

constituted the moral orders that were to cohere around that subject. “Native information,” was 

therefore at once an object of colonial governance, and a process through which the original 

inhabitants of the western hemisphere were prefigured and produced as “indigenous.” 

 In the sixteenth and seventeenth century processes of colonizing the western hemisphere, 

there were four distinct but overlapping prefigured elements which constituted native 

information as an object of concern, and so the points around which the subsequent management 

and production of native or indigenous subjects cohered. Each of these elements respectively 

constitutes the focus of this study’s substantive chapters: 1) testimonies of cultural difference; 2) 

correspondences between the spatial location of populations and the meaning of perceived orders 

of nature; 3) local vernaculars that disclose global historical trajectories; and 4) proprietary 

formations of political agency that are capable of entering into compacts that legitimate colonial 

governance, within the limits set by the identity of the subject entering into the compact. 

Difference, Nature, Vernacular History, and Proprietary Identities were the stuff of which native 

information was made in the western hemisphere during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 

And, they were consequently the fuel that the process of native information metabolized in its 

production of an indigenous subject. 
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 This study focuses especially on the relations between the European Christians executing 

colonial projects in the western hemisphere and several different segments of the populations that 

originally inhabited the Americas between the years 1492 and 1688. My geographic focus is 

mainly, though not exclusively, the Greater Caribbean Basin stretching from the northernmost 

reaches of the South American continent, through the Central American isthmus and the 

Antillean islands, into the Southeast of the contemporary United States. However, continental 

Europe, the pre-Columbian Incan Empire, and the subsequent Viceroyalty of Peru are also 

important locations to which portions of this study turns its focus. Demographically speaking, 

the European Christians whose writings constitute the lion’s share of my objects of study 

represent primarily the Spanish Empire and the British Empire, with select French intellectuals 

and one key native informant, Garcilaso de La Vega el Inca, making up the rest of my textual 

analysis. I am particularly concerned with the ideas these writings expressed because of the ways 

in which they were drawn from the experiences of Europeans’ engagements with the original 

inhabitants of the western hemisphere. The Taino, the Roanoke, the Catawba and their 

antecedents in the American Southeast, and the Inca and the Quechua-speaking Andean 

communities which they folded into their empire before the arrival of the Spanish, are the 

specific groups whose presences loom the largest in this study. Africa and enslaved Africans 

were a third major location and group of persons involved in the process of colonization. While, 

as this study indicates, the geographic status of Africa and the presence of enslaved Africans in 

America were centrally consequential to many of the ideas and processes I track below, concerns 

for brevity and focus have necessitated that I postpone a sustained examination of the 
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triangulated sociology operating between colonial governors, native information, and 

enslavement and maronage. 

 The four chapters contained in this study demonstrate that native information, and the 

indigenous subject it both prefigured and produced were borne out of several epistemological 

and political exigencies that were characteristic of the late Renaissance and early Scientific 

Revolution in general, both of which were acutely exacerbated by Europe’s realization of the 

existence of the western hemisphere and its original inhabitants in particular. Difference, Nature, 

Vernacular History, and Proprietary Identities were elemental categories to this period, the 

critical definitions and conceptualizations of which generally formed the foundation of the 

governing strategies and arts and sciences that were new to the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries. Native information collected from the original inhabitants of the western hemisphere 

shaped changing European understandings of these elemental categories and so the governing 

strategies and arts and sciences which often drew on those changing understandings. In turn, 

moreover, the political and legal categories that flowed from those understandings came to 

define and circumscribe the terms of life and death for the original inhabitants of the western 

hemisphere under the increasing pressure of growing colonial occupation. Of course, not all 

information with which European colonists and intellectuals were presented was treated as 

equally relevant. Consequently, those points where either native information was refused by 

Europeans or where Europeans’ attempts to enforce the indigenous status that the former claimed 

to flow directly from native information were sites in which the original inhabitants of the 

western hemisphere critically highlighted the contradictions, limits, and violences of colonial 

governance and its attendant systems of thought. This study therefore not only demonstrates how 
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the solicitation, discrimination, and curation of information from the original inhabitants of the 

western hemisphere provided canonical figures in the history of western political and legal 

thought with the necessary material to draft works about the nature of indigenous peoples and 

thus the proper treatment of them as political subjects. What is more, it suggests that the action of 

informing such thinkers on the part of the autochthonous representatives itself structurally 

reshaped the social and political categories of European thought. 

Contributions of the Present Study to Existing Literature 

There are two broad, and inherently interdisciplinary, sets of literatures to which the following 

study contributes. The first is the historical and theoretical study of empire and colonialism in 

general, but especially the particular manifestations of those formations that occurred in the 

western hemisphere during the period I examine. The second is the broadly-defined field of 

“Indigenous studies,” that focuses especially upon the effects of colonization on the original 

inhabitants of the western hemisphere, and their responses to those effects. The bibliographies 

characterizing each of these fields are too vast to comprehensively examine here. Thus, because 

each of the respective chapters of this study identifies specific problems and works of 

scholarship addressing those problems that characterize these two distinct but overlapping fields, 

I refer the reader to the introduction of each chapter for a more coherent point of entry into the 

specific conversations that I am drawing from here. However, it is worth pausing to comment on 

what the general value of this study is for that literature. This is because this study speaks to 

these literatures’ overlapping concerns insofar as this project offers an account of what it means, 

and what it has meant, to speak of  the native and the indigenous as distinct and identifiable units 
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of social and political thought, and so as objects of concern for coordinated efforts or organize 

social and political life in the western hemisphere — or as I refer to these efforts, “arts of 

governance.” 

 At the level of social and political analysis and thought, this dissertation demonstrates 

that to think and to speak of the native or the indigenous through the information provided by 

populations designated by those categories has meant to think about the modern subject from an 

outside vantage point. Specifically, it has meant to think about that subject that can think of 

itself, for itself, in terms of its ethical and moral behaviour, its belonging in the world, its place in 

history, and its claims to order, community, and right, through political judgement, from at once a 

constitutively different position of relating to such questions, and from an aspirational ideal to 

what it might mean to offer an answer to them. “Native information,” and the constitution of the 

categories of “native” and “indigenous” on the basis of that information, allows the modern 

subject to see itself as another, if only so that it may return itself to its proper place in the 

universe. 

 At the same time, and by consequence of this philosophical function of this unity and its 

identifying characteristics, to think and to know the native and the indigenous through native 

information has been to think in a distinctively modern way. This is not only because, as we will 

see, those four identifying characteristics of the indigenous and the native are essentially modern 

problems brought about through the collision of European Christians with the original 

inhabitants of the western hemisphere (and their distinctiveness from, also, Africana peoples) — 

that is, as noted, the very categories of the native and the indigenous make little sense outside of 

the attribution of them to the original inhabitants of the western hemisphere in opposition to 
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those that arrived after 1492. What is more, the meaning that one can infer from the study of 

those categories as units of thought in their early appearances have concretely operated as objects 

whose management was, and remains, understood to be essential for the right and correct 

ordering of the modern political world.  

 In this sense then, this study offers at least four concrete and specific contributions to the 

overlapping fields that consider theories and and histories of empire and colonialism, particularly 

in the western hemisphere, and the effects of those theories and their histories on the original 

inhabitants of the western hemisphere, and so their responses to those effects. First, It provides a 

new history of the native informant as both an abstract concept of government and as a specific 

social and political type that emerged in the early-modern colonies. The history and 

conceptualization that this dissertation provides flows from its second intervention in the existing 

literature. This is, namely, that it retrieves and emphasizes the importance of both the empirics of 

“first colonies” such as Hispañiola and Roanoke, as well as taking seriously the historiographic 

centrality of these colonies and later formations which relied upon their model heavily — Peru 

and Carolina, in particular — for both contemporaneous strategies of governance and 

contemporary concepts and critiques of colonialism. Thirdly, and on the basis of the way in 

which this study treats the importance of those first colonies one of the chief theoretical 

interventions that I make here is to trouble the demands of purity and authenticity that tend to be 

built into ideas of “indigeneity” and “nativity.” However, I have also made careful efforts to 

resist the urge paint the necessarily mixed, syncretic processes of the formation of these 

categories in a comforting and conciliatory gloss. Finally then, I offer an historically and 

empirically informed account of how the meanings embedded in the categories native and 
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indigenous have come to both limit their strategic effectiveness politically for contemporary 

goals of achieving epistemological, legal, and social autonomy for groups descended from the 

from the original inhabitants of the western hemisphere. And at the same time, I demonstrate 

why it is that these categories enabled the continued saliency of claims by the original 

inhabitants of the western hemisphere against modern political formations. In so doing, I 

challenge contemporary treatments of these issues to take seriously, but also resist the seductions 

of parsimoniously treating “indigenous” politics as somehow separate, oppositional to, and 

distinct from “modern” politics. 

Outline of the Chapters of the Present Study 

I have suggested that native information as object and process is composed of four interrelated 

but distinct conceptual elements, Difference, Nature, Vernacular History, and Proprietary 

Identity. As I have already mentioned, each of these constitutes a core focus of each of the 

respective chapters in this study. Focusing on these elements, in this order, is reflective of not 

only the overall trajectory of the emergence of native information as both an object of 

governance and a process of prefiguring an indigenous subject through the meaning attributed to 

that object, who is brought into being through the implementation of the principles that follow 

from the meaning of the object and the indigene it antecedently signifies. What is more, it allows 

us to see how, at every stage of its emergence during the years that spanned from 1492 until 

1688, native information spoke to more general problems characteristic of the late Renaissance 
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and early Scientific Revolution, the answers to which were often either found in or applied to the 

colonial situation in the western hemisphere. 

 Chapter One, “Difference and Legitimacy,” demonstrates how knowledge of Taino 

difference was an essential element of the Spanish empire’s claims to legitimate authority over 

the peoples and lands of the Antilles in the early decades of Conquest. I track how these claims 

were articulated and matured through a progressive examination of the relationship between 

Ramón Pané’s Of Indian Antiquities, Peter Martyr d’Anghierra’s First Decade, and the 1512-13 

Laws of Burgos. Chapter Two, “Nature and the Native,” demonstrates how the etymological and 

conceptual relationship between the idea of nature and that of the native emerged out of the 

readjustment of natural law in the context of the Spanish empire’s “discovery” of the Americas, 

on the one hand, and the early adventures of English mercantilist empire and the rise of 

empiricist modes of scientific observation, on the other. I do so by examining the work of 

Bartolomé de Las Casas, José Acosta, Thomas Harriot, and their respective contexts. Chapter 

Three, “Grammars of History,” demonstrates how the category of “indigenous” emerged as a 

conspicuously European form of subjectivity that was later attached to understandings of the 

original inhabitants of the western hemisphere in ways that were essential to the consolidation of 

Renaissance humanism. In this chapter, I focus on the work of François Rabelais, Claude Duret, 

and Thomas Browne, to demonstrate how “indigenous” emerged as a signifier for vernacular, 

local histories, which increasingly aligned with Renaissance humanists’ ideas about the original 

inhabitants of the western hemisphere. Finally, Chapter Four, “Chief Properties of Sovereignty,” 

examines how John Locke relied upon the work of the Incan author Garcilaso de La Vega, as 

well as reports from the field in Carolina, in order to consolidate native identity as a proprietary 
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claim to territory that possessed specific rights of ownership over that territory. For Locke, I 

argue that so long as natives remained within the strictly circumscribed terms of the identity that 

he presupposed, they were entitled to specific territorial claims to property in Carolina, in ways 

that both enabled and constrained the terms of what it meant to be a native subject in the early 

colonial period. As the reader shall see, the four primary movements represented in each of this 

study’s respective chapters are therefore essential elements that are necessary to examine and 

conceptualize native information as an object and process of prefiguring and producing an 

indigenous subject in the late Renaissance and early Scientific Revolution periods. 

 The central claim of this dissertation is that invention of America and the new 

Anthropological bearer of its world-shattering truths in the original inhabitants of America were 

therefore central to inaugurating the modern world. In this way, the categories of native and 

indigenous are decidedly modern categories, veiled as pre-, non-, or anti-modern through all of 

the adornments of classical modern tropes which were formulated out of the colonial experience 

in the western hemisphere between 1492 and 1688. This is not to say that all ideas about native 

and indigenous peoples were simply imposed, however. Indeed, the ultimate claim of this study 

is that the willingness of the original inhabitants to provide information about themselves to 

European Christians — both when it was solicited and so discriminated to be relevant, and when 

it was not — was essential to the success of the modernity that they curated in the image of what 

they wanted to see in that information. Thus, as much as it was an object of colonial regard, 

native information must also be understood as a process of curation to the extent that, as the 

solicitors of it conveyed the meaning of what they had discriminatively determined was relevant 

information unique and proper to native and indigenous persons, this information was 
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institutionalized in such a way as to encourage the production of the original inhabitants of the 

western hemisphere in the image that the information thus curated presented. This process that 

continues today through the curations of meaning about nativity and indigeneity. 



CHAPTER ONE: DIFFERENCE AND LEGITIMACY 

Introduction 

The 1492 collision of European explorers with the original inhabitants of the western hemisphere 

remains a foundational allegory through which historians of the human sciences critically 

diagnose the violence of which the modern subject is capable when confronted by its 

“other,” (Anaya, 2004; Anghie, 2007; Barrera-Osorio, 2010; Cheyfitz, 1997; Grafton, 1995; 

Greenblatt, 1991; Grovogui, 1996; Hanke, 1994; Martens, 2016; O’Gorman, 1961; Seed, 1995; 

Seth, 2010; Todorov, 1999; Wey-Gomez, 2007; Wynter, 1995). This has been the case virtually 

since news of the event was first reported back on the shores of Europe in early 1493. The 

existence of the so-called “New World” so fundamentally threatened to dislocate the categories 

of knowledge that structured the explorers’ civilization that the present state of the human 

sciences can hardly be understood without at least a rudimentary appreciation of the collision and 

its immediate effects on both sides of the Atlantic (Elliott, 1992). Accordingly, the response to 

the “shock of discovery” in the form of European Christendom’s violence toward Amerindians 

has been the occasion for a variety of contemporary scholarly attempts to critically address their 

fields’ historical entanglements with that violence. Debates continue to circle around such 

attempts, however. It remains an open question whether, and if so when, how, and to what extent, 

those entanglements can be undone. Accordingly, few variations of this question exhibit such 

contentiousness as those which center on the intersection between early-modern discourses of 

Anthropology, politics, and law in the context of Spanish imperialism and the Conquest of the 

Americas. As Michel Rolph-Trouillot (1995) argued, “the narrative structures of Western 

historiography have not broken with the ontological order of the Renaissance” that contributed to 
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the distribution of human hierarchies which placed European Christians at the apex of the order 

of “Man” (106). It is this question, and the implications of Trouillot’s response to it, with which 

this chapter is centrally concerned. 

 Conventional accounts of the intersection at issue typically take the form of studies of 

Thomist Natural Law doctrine during the sixteenth century, and how it was varyingly applied to 

questions of the rights of Conquest. Such studies are especially interested in the ways in which 

the question of the perceived humanity or inhumanity of the American Indians were staked out 

by various participants to that debate. Specifically, scholars have been concerned with the extent 

to which those debates turned on the degrees of “barbarity,” the rectitude of applying the 

Aristotelian doctrine of natural slavery to Amerindian populations in the Americas, and the ways 

in which Catholic understandings of heathenism, evangelization, and salvation coloured the 

variety of legal proposals for imperial governance and early versions of Anthropological and 

humanitarian discourses that frequently informed such proposals (Alland, 2009; Anaya, 2004; 

Anghie, 2007; Brading, 1996; Elliott, 1992; Grovogui, 1996; Pagden, 1986, 1998; Hodgen, 

1971; Hanke, 1959; Todorov, 1999; Williams, 1992).  

 Francisco Vitoria, for instance, argued that the Indians were indeed human beings that 

had both natural and human legalistic systems that ought to be observed and respected by the 

Crown and the Church. But, because this also applied in reverse, said Indians bore the burden of 

responsibly and hospitably welcoming the Spanish as visitors to their country and as potential 

trading partners, the abrogation of which would justify their conquest, plunder, and enslavement 

in wars waged by the Spanish. Scholars such as John Mair, Juan Lopez de Palacios-Rubios, 

Fernandéz de Oviedo, and Juan Gildes de Sépulveda took a much coarser approach, arguing 
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simply that the Indians had no discernible religion or civilization; or, if they did, that they were 

effectively satanic, cannibalistic, death cults whose extermination was the Holy mission to which 

Providence had put European Christendom. Still others, most famously Catholic mendicants 

such as the Dominicans Antonio de Montesinos and Bartolomé de Las Casas, the Franciscan 

Bernardino de Sahagùn, and the Jesuit José de Acosta, varyingly maintained positions that 

advocated for the equal appreciation of Indian difference as humanity and rationality, with the 

caveat that the Indians still must be evangelized. On this view, the recognition and 

accommodations of that difference within the realm of Catholic imperialism would ultimately 

affirm the justness of the enterprise of evangelization and territorial expansion as such. Finally, 

alongside these three established modes of conceptualizing Indian humanity has recently been 

recognized a fourth. These are the works which were produced by mostly semi-elite, male Indian 

and mestizo authors themselves, especially in the Mexican and Peruvian contexts. Figures such 

as Guaman Poma de Ayala and Garcilaso de La Vega in Peru, and Fernando de Alva Ixtlilxochitl 

in Mexico, not only rigorously catalogued the languages, cosmologies, sociopolitical structures, 

and material cultures of their respective ancestors. Moreover, they frequently did so on the basis 

of a critique of the violence of Spanish Conquest and occupation on epistemological and moral 

grounds drawn from both the forms of thought of their ancestors, and those introduced by 

European Christians. 

 For better and worse, contention over this history tends to arise not with regard to its 

basic chronological or historiographic parameters, but instead, over which of these groups of 

authors can be taken to be most representative of attitudes toward, and of, Amerindian difference 

as it related to European Christianity during that period. Emphasizing the admirable 
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contributions of, say, Las Casas and Acosta can overwrite the fact of the precipitous and violent 

decline of Amerindians throughout the hemisphere during the sixteenth century alone (Stannard, 

1992, 1995). Conversely, emphasizing that violence, for some, neglects and undermines the 

achievements of those humanitarian authors (Elliott, 1992, 1995). Even in the rare case where 

these practices are treated somewhat more critically by contemporary scholars, the line of 

argument is that mendicant practitioners did not really attempt to understand the lifeworlds, 

practices, and sociopolitical organizations of scholars such as Ayala, which would have in turn 

allowed for their perspectives and enunciations to be recorded, and not silenced. As Daniel 

Brunstetter (2012) has argued, for instance, an ultimate commitment to the evangelization of 

Christianity among the Indians during the period, no matter how benevolent, represents a 

tradition of “killing difference as an emblematic part of the modern notion of the human as a 

rights-bearing being,” (9). Consequently, even the most pointed contemporary critiques of 

sixteenth-century discourses of Conquest retain either an implicit or explicit faith in some kind of 

ability to recognize and accommodate non-modern cultural difference within political modernity, 

such that that difference can take root in contemporary thought (Adorno, 2000; Castro, 2005; 

Mignolo, 1995, 2011; Quispe-Agnoli, 2006). Ultimately, it is believed, such abilities can be 

traced to — however problematically — the sixteenth-century appreciation of cultural and 

human difference, especially when it was directed toward (or voiced by) the original inhabitants 

of the western hemisphere. 

 Each variation of this contention tends to concur with Trouillot’s above-cited remark 

then, that the Spanish Conquest of America germinated the development of modern notions of 

“the human” as both an object of knowledge and as a subject of universal rights over the course 
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of the sixteenth century. The Conquest of America is thus said to mark the origin of a modern 

Anthropological perspective, which Margaret Hodgen (1971) famously characterized as not only 

“ennumerating similarities and differences” but, in doing so, attempting to “grasp their historical 

and scientific meaning” (26). That perspective is in turn said to mark the origin of humanism, 

humanitarian legal thought, and modern cosmopolitan negotiations of difference as knowledges 

and arts of governance within and without “the West.” This perspective is typically characterized 

as being, at a minimum, ecumenical, self-reflexive, and capacious to human difference, and 

especially that of the Amerindians (Brading, 1996; Elliott, 1992, 1995; Hanke, 1959; Todorov, 

1999). At a maximum, it is said to be resistant, emancipatory, and wholly different from 

modernity to such an extent that, if properly appreciated, it will deliver humanity writ large from 

the immiseration of the modern condition (Mignolo, 1995, 2011; Quispe-Agnoli, 2006). Thus, 

the frequently innovative means through which anthropological knowledge about Amerindian 

populations was produced over the course of the sixteenth century remains a salient and lasting 

gift to the human sciences generally.  

 The present chapter re-frames the assumptions built into these claims by considering the  

first instances of knowledge production about Amerindian difference and the circulation of that 

knowledge back in Europe as an essential element in the emergence of native information as both 

an object of knowledge and a process of prefiguring and producing an indigenous subject. The 

discourses and institutions critical of colonial policy during the sixteenth century took 

Amerindian difference very seriously as the basis for understanding those populations as full 

human beings — that is, Anthropologically. These discourses and institutions took Amerindian 

difference seriously by soliciting the testimony of the Indian objects of that knowledge and its 
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subsequent policy themselves — that is, they frequently made space for what some today refer to 

as “indigenous voices” in both knowledge and policy-making. However, taking difference 

seriously even through the solicitation of Indian testimony, and mobilizing knowledge of that 

difference as the critical corrective to policies and institutions of colonial governance, was an 

essential element of continued claims to legitimate authority on the part of the Spanish Crown, 

the Catholic Church, and their (frequently overlapping) representatives. The knowledge of Indian 

difference-as-humanity consequently furnished the necessary material upon which the claims to 

the intellectual and civilizational superiority that were central to the justification of Empire could 

be sustained. 

 This chapter thus tracks the initial appearance of the figure of the Indian in European 

thought and law during roughly the first three decades of Conquest of the islands in what is today 

referred to as “the Caribbean” or “the Antilles.” During that period, the Indian was transformed 

from and object of knowledge into a subject of governance. In the next two sections, I focus on 

the first-drafted and most primary works concerned with this region and its original inhabitants 

through which this transformation took place and remains observable. The first work is a 1493 

ethnography of the Taino people of the island of Haïti (later Hispañiola under Spanish rule) 

written by a Hieronymite Monk, Ramón Pané, who had accompanied Columbus on his second 

voyage across the Atlantic. While Pané is likely the first European to make Indian difference an 

object of knowledge, that difference did not come to be attached to the textual and legal 

valuations enabling the Indian to emerge as a subject of governance until in 1504. This 

transformation occurred in the second set of works I examine, what are known as the the first 

two Decades concerning the New World written by Peter Martyr d’Anghierra. Martyr was a 
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scholar from Italy working in the employ of the Castilian Court who was in regular contact with 

members of the Royal Council of Castile (the primary body tasked with administering affairs in 

the Indies) and who was to be made its official chronicler in 1518. In his accounts, he explicitly 

and implicitly referred to Pané’s work in order to ground his claim to authority in knowing what 

transpired and what was discovered during Columbus’s voyages. Accordingly, through Pané’s 

data, Martyr conceived for the Court the ability to produce Indian subjects as Indian subjects — 

that is, in accordance with the specific attributes of difference by which they were characterized, 

within certain limits — was the primary purpose authorizing a Spanish presence in and claim 

over the lands and peoples of the western hemisphere. And, if this purpose was served, Martyr 

argued, both Indians and Spaniards would be delivered unto a better world than the one in which 

they currently lived. 

 The following section goes on to trace the intensification of the form of Anthropological 

knowledge of Indian difference that can be observed in Pané and Martyr in a parallel and 

contemporaneous setting. This is the first systematic schema for colonial governance in the 

western hemisphere, the 1512-13 Laws of Burgos. Explicitly proposed as a critical response to 

the mass death among the original populations of the western hemisphere catalyzed by European 

Christians’ arrival, this schema had a two-pronged strategy. First, it sought to mitigate the 

corporeal damage done to the original inhabitants of the Antilles by the presence and practices of 

European Christians. Second, and in the course of that mitigation, it sought to cultivate subjects 

capable of governing themselves through both a Christian education and the accommodation of 

autochthonous sociocultural practices. Thus, the Laws and the knowledges that they drew from 

renewed the evangelical optimism about the European Christian presence in the New World 
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palatable to the Royal Court back in Spain, uneasy that it was betraying its claim to the haute-

lieu of human civilization and righteousness in sending expeditions of unsavoury and frequently 

brutal colonists to carry the banners of Christianity and the Throne. 

 Focusing on the works and laws of this period not only historically corrects the 

chronology of the conventional accounts of the production of the human through knowledge of 

Indian difference in the sixteenth century. What is more, it attempts to offer a historiographic 

corrective to existing studies of the period that seek to place the exclusion and elimination of 

difference on one side of a dividing line which separates those practices from the recognition, 

announcement, and celebration of that difference from the other. Indian difference was not what 

was excluded in the course of early colonization, it was what was produced. It was produced 

through attention to the difference of the elemental aspects Indian society, and the solicitation of 

the disclosure of that difference from Indians themselves. Ultimately, the production of Indian 

difference by European Christian observers was a response to their elimination and 

disappearance as a consequence of European Christians’ presence, a fact which threatened the 

legitimacy of that presence in and of itself. It was thus this productive aspect that characterized 

the Spanish attitudes toward Amerindians and justifications for Conquest as much as, if not in 

direct and consequential relation to, those rightfully-maligned aspects of exclusion and negation 

that characterize much of the historical record of colonial governance in the Americas.   1

 Accordingly, examining the transformation of the Indian from object into subject 

demonstrates how the problem of Indian difference and the necessity of responding to it 

appropriately for European Christians’ claims to legitimate authority was the first constitutive 

element through which native information emerged. This is because, if native information is both 
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an object and process of prefiguring and producing an indigenous subject, there is no more 

foundational aspect to that object and process than the way in which the very line of demarcation 

whereby the knowledge and characteristics which will become typical of native information are 

drawn and how that line is subsequently negotiated. The way in which this line was drawn by 

Pané and Martyr, we will see, was to first set the Indian off from the European Christian as a 

particular kind of object of knowledge, only to render him intelligible to and evaluative of his 

own government by European Christians through the speech which rendered him a knowing 

subject. While the Indian was prefigured as different, he was produced as the subject who could 

legitimize or delegitimize the entire basis of the claims to colonial authority through the 

information that he provided to European scholars, like Pané and Martyr, and administrators of 

the colonial enterprise who depended on that information in order to make judgements about the 

best way to continue with the colonial process. 

 What follows is therefore a study in the knowledge of modern subject and the strategies 

of its transformation through the management of the conduct of both that subject and the 

authority by which it is governed. Accordingly, the following inquiry treats the moment, authors, 

and institutions it examines as a discursive stratum organized by contemporaneous, parallel, 

frequently mutually-constitutive, sometimes diverging, and sometimes directly connected, 

enunciations oriented toward the production of a specific object of knowledge in order to 

produce a specific form of subject (Foucault, 1982, 1994): In this case, that object of knowledge 

is the Indian, the production of knowledge about which opens it toward its transformation into a 

subject capable of both being conducted and conducting itself. Both enabling this process and 

contingent upon it, moreover, is the capacity for governors to properly identify in the governed a 
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limit against which government must conduct itself, as the condition of possibility of reifying 

and legitimizing its claim to authority in the first place (Brett, 2010; Foucault, 2009; Hacking, 

1975 [2006]; Mantena, 2010; Mamdani, 2012). Examining the emergence of these arts of 

government in the early Antillean context adds crucial depth to the story of that phenomenon. It 

does so by demonstrating that a significant chapter in the story of these arts the chapter which 

took place in the Antilles in the first years of Conquest. 

The Indian as Object of Knowledge 

Ramón Pané has been referred to as “the founder of American anthropology” (Bourne, 1906). 

His only known text, the Indian Antiquities (1571 [1999]), is regarded as “the first to attempt a 

careful description of the natives,” of the newly acquired Spanish colonial territories (Hanke, 

1935: 22). Less observed, but of equal significance, is the fact that the Antiquities set into motion 

many of the themes that, we will see, would later be explicitly and implicitly echoed in Martyr’s 

first two Decades, and intensified as specific legal ordinances in the Laws of Burgos. Chief 

among those themes were the spiritual congruity of the Amerindians to European Christians; the 

Indians’ capacities with letters and writing; the sociopolitical forms structuring Taino community 

life; the fundamental importance of strictly defined gender roles within those sociopolitical 

orders; the cultural practices sustaining those sociopolitical orders, the most important being the 

administration of medicine and the maintenance of social cohesion through dances and songs 

known as areytos; and central to all of this, the disclosure of this knowledge from Indian 

informants to European observers.  
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 These themes often were often internally contradictory in the logic that Pané articulated 

for the justification for his inclusion and treatment of them. Not the least of such contradictions 

were Pané’s continued claims to be accurately and transparently recording what he had learned 

from his Taino interlocutors, on the one hand, and his narrative punctuation of that record with 

his own editorial commentary, on the other. Therefore, of less interest here is the actual truth-

content of any of the particular claims that Pané made concerning the Taino than is the fact that, 

through his perspicacious account of the social, political, and spiritual elements through which 

the Tainos’ differences from European Christian could be perceived and recounted, the Monk’s 

Antiquities produced Indian difference as an object that could and ought to be known to colonial 

authorities.    

 Comprised of twenty-six short chapters, the Antiquities focused exclusively on the Taino 

people inhabiting Haïti. The island itself was divided up into five distinct chiefdoms prior to 

Columbus’s arrival, each with its own specific dialect within the family of Arawakan languages 

(Rouse, 1993). Pané related that, in the course of the researching and drafting the Antiquities, he 

habited, conversed with, and evangelized at least two of those groups and their primary caciques, 

or chiefs. First was the Macorís, led by a cacique by the name Guanaoboconel, and whose 

brother, Guaticabanu, was reportedly the first Indian to be baptized in the Americas, taking the 

name Juan. The second was a chiefdom of people led by the cacique Guarionex, the first cacique 

Columbus had reported meeting on his arrival in the Antilles, according to Martyr (1504). On 

Pané’s account, he was sent to these chiefdoms to evangelize and learn their languages — 

especially Guarionex’s, as Columbus believed it to be the most widely-spoken on the island — 

during a siege laid upon the fort of Magdalena by a third cacique, Caonabó. 
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 Pané’s text went into extensive detail in an effort to portray, as accurately as possible, the 

particularities of the Taino’s beliefs as he ascertained them throughout his time in 

Guanaoboconel’s and Guarionex’s respective territories. As Pané (1571) wrote, “in observing the 

idols they keep at home, which they call zemis, they observe a particular manner and 

superstition,” (3). Consequently, a significant proportion of the text was dedicated to not only 

providing the necessary background narrative for appreciating the specificities of the zemis 

behaviour, but additionally, to cataloguing and explaining several significant zemis and their 

primary functions. Pané’s text is not only remarkable for its chronological priority, however. It 

also demonstrates a quite alien and, to the contemporary reader, seemingly paradoxical set of 

scholarly sensibilities.  

 On the one hand, Pané evinced a tendency to emphasize not only the particularity of 

Taino society and customs, but indeed, to do so as accurately as possible. So pronounced was 

this tendency that, even as he chastised the Taino for the ignorance which, he concluded, 

followed from the beliefs that they held, Pané simultaneously admitted that he was himself guilty 

of “knowing likewise” — that is, being ignorant of — the neighbouring peoples of the region (4). 

Particularity and accuracy was here rendered, in effect, an operative hermeneutic principle 

according to which Pané conducted his researches and attempted to guide his readers in the 

understanding of the Taino that he wished to communicate. Therefore, on the other hand, while 

this principle of particularity enabled Pané, as anthropologist, to document and demonstrate what 

he took to be “absurdities” of Taino beliefs, it simultaneously rendered him ineligible to 

comment on anything but the immediate context in which he was performing and transcribing his 

observations. 
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 Thus, Pané sought to reassure his readers of the superiority of Christendom by 

highlighting parallels between Christian dogma and Taino belief systems. In doing so, however, 

he transgressed his own internal hermeneutical principle of hyper-localized, particularistic 

understanding, in order to translate — or “convert” — that understanding into terms that were 

cognizable and so assimilable into Catholic Christian consciousness. “They recognize that there 

is in the sky... an immortal being, which no one can see,” Pané (1571) wrote of the Taino, 

continuing that, “[this being] has a mother and that he is not subject to any laws, and they have 

named him Iocahuva and they named his mother Atabei, Iermao, Guacarapito, and Zuimaco, 

which are five names.” (8). This belief, for Pané, seemed to suggest the presence of an incipient 

and unrecognized Christianity, a kind of natural reason, in Taino beliefs and society. Accordingly, 

if nothing else, the formal position of the Godhead was acknowledged by the Taino, albeit in 

inaccurate and idolatrous modes. Although the Tainos had incorrectly applied five names to the 

Holy Trinity, Pané concluded, their belief in an immortal, indivisible, and invisible Supreme 

Being who was the author and not the subject of the laws of nature, and borne of a divine mother 

no less, made them ready candidates for conversion.  

 This was underscored by the fact that, on Pané’s account, Guaticabanu/Juan was 

murdered by his compatriots for his having received the baptism along with his four brothers, 

and for this reason, the Monk was “sure he died a martyr.” And this was not least because, Pané 

continued, “I have learned from some who were present at his death that he said ‘Dios naboria 

daca, Dios naboria daca’, which means ‘I am a servant of God’,” (32-3). This, Pané argued, 

surely evidenced that many Taino were least amenable to the inevitable necessity of European 

Christians caring for their souls and bringing them into the one true faith. Indeed, Pané wrote, 
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Guaticabanu/Juan and the other Indians who converted to Christianity on the island did so 

“because they were inclined to believe easily” though there might still need be the use of force to 

convert some of the more obstinate holdouts (38). “If someone were to ask me why I believe this 

business [of conversion] to be so easy,” Pané affirmed, “I will say I have seen it in my own 

experience and especially in a principal cacique named Mahubiaíre who has continued to be of 

good will for three years now, saying he wishes to be a Christian, and who wants to have but one 

wife, although they usually have two or three, and the principal men have ten, fifteen, and 

twenty,” (38). As we will see, the attention that Pané drew to the way in which women were to be 

subsequently positioned in Taino society was to foreshadow point of differentiation on which 

visions of Indian conversion turned. 

 Still, while Pané speculated quite positively on the possibility of Taino conversion, he 

tended to defer that possibility for a later point. It was first up to Pané to render their difference 

legible to the European Christians who would inevitably be tasked with converting the Indians, 

and therefore in this way, the Taino remained largely an object of knowledge for the Monk. 

Accordingly, where the Taino readiness to believe the Word underscored the spiritual authority of 

the Catholic faith, the Tainos’ absence of textual literacy in their society worked, for Pané, as a 

necessary support for sustaining the epistemological authority of the author and his narration 

over that of those persons he was observing. To be sure, Pané maintained an outward 

commitment to accuracy and verisimilitude when confronted with the challenges of transcribing 

oral traditions, writing that “because [the Taino] have neither letters nor writing, they do not 

know how tell these fables well, nor can I write them well. Therefore, I believe that I put first 

what ought to be last and the last first. But everything I write, they tell it thus, in the manner I am 
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writing it, and thus I set it down as I have understood it from the people of this country,” (11). 

Thus, Pané’s efforts to first represent, then to re-organize Taino belief systems were not limited 

to his evangelization efforts alone, though all of his efforts were indeed subsumed by the end of 

evangelization as such.  

 It is in this way that we must read his attempt to represent the Taino’s beliefs and 

attendant sociopolitical orders as he claimed to have received them first-hand from his 

informants. This is because Pané (1571) elsewhere betrayed the possibility of his having taken 

editorial liberties when he wrote that “because they have neither writing nor letters, they could 

not give a good account of how they heard this from their ancestors, and therefore they do not all 

say the same thing, nor can anyone even write down in an orderly fashion what they tell,” (8). 

This leaves open a series of questions about the text which remain difficult to answer, given its 

murky provenance and the absence of any recorded contrapuntal accounts of Pané’s interactions 

with the Taino: What was an orderly fashion of such stories, as Pané could conceive of it? Did he 

perhaps set his editorial hand to work at some point in compiling these stories? Or, at a 

minimum, did Pané project his own cultural assumptions into his interpretation of those stories 

he was told?  Consequently, the authority that Pané’s privileging of his own literacy, in addition 

to his certitude in the superiority he possessed as a Christian, should be understood to have 

necessitated, for the Monk, his own emplotment of the testimony he received in an order that he 

thought most fit for his European Christian readership, especially interested in the suitability of 

the Taino to a Catholic Faith, and vise versa. It is therefore worth engaging in the brief 

speculative exercise of reading the major narrative element of the Antiquities with an eye toward 

the explicit ends to which the drafting of that text was directed. 
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 Pané’s text began by describing the Tainos' origin story, which concerned the emergence 

of humans from a cave named Cacibagiagua high in the mountain of Haïti. Over the course of 

the first six chapters, Pané’s ethnography sought to demonstrate that for the Taino, the relations 

between men and women, and the sociopolitical order of their society, were centrally knotted up 

with one another through the events that transpired after their ancestors had left the cave. Indeed, 

on Pané’s account, much of the misfortune that subsequently befell the ancestors of those who 

had left the Cacibagiagua was the consequence, for the Taino, of their ancestors’ having broken 

a sacred oath to remain in the darkness of that cave, never to cross the threshold into the light. 

And crucial to the implementation of these punishments was the establishment of the division of 

men and women in Taino society. This division involved, first, the portrayal of women as 

creatures easily seduced by the promise of a paradoxical combination of Earthly delights to 

which only beings more divine than they could provide access, the latter of whom would 

ultimately find themselves corrupted by the women they seduced. Secondly, this division also 

involved the establishment of political order among men in the wake of the women’s absconding. 

 As Pané re-told it, a zemi by the name of Guagugiona was said to have coaxed the women 

of Cacibagiagua out of the cave, telling them to “leave your husbands and let us go to other 

lands… Leave your children and bring only the plant [digo] with us, for afterwards we will 

return for [your children],” (7). Accepting Guagiona’s invitation, the zemi took the women from 

Haïti to the island of Matinino (today Martinique), left them there, and himself went to Guanin. 

In his absence, Pané wrote, Guagugiona put the women under the leadership of the cacique 

named Anacucagia, who also happened to be his father. Upon returning, Guagugiona tricked 

Anacucagia into seeking out a beautiful cobo (sea snail) they had both noticed lingering in the 
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shallows, only for Guagugiona to pick up his father and cast him into the sea. Departing 

Matinino once again for Guanin, Guagugiona would now leave it populated only with women, 

their existence there serving solely for the function of his own pleasure (9-11). As we will see, 

Martyr would take this story up and use it to bolster his authorial credibility in the first of his 

Decades concerning Columbus’s explorations of the New World. 

 Accordingly, on Pané’s (re)telling, the formation of Taino sociopolitical systems was the 

direct product of the original absence of women because of an inherent dupability borne from 

their lasciviousness. In this way, not only did Guagugiona’s luring of Taino women to Matinino 

result in the installation of the chieftain system on that island under the leadership of his father 

Anacucagia. What was more, the resulting struggle between the two men over this singular seat 

of dominance left a society of exclusively women both an exception to the rule, and additionally 

only possible to the extent that it existed at the pleasure of a man. Indeed, the men back in Haïti 

were forced to not only reconstitute their society, but to refashion the entire female sex out of 

mysterious, sexless spirits that a group of hunters had watched form out of the rainwater in the 

forest (7-8). In this way, Pané rendered an image of Taino society that was fundamentally 

centered on the authority of men and the necessity for a rigid code of conduct of its women 

which, we will see, was implemented by 1512 in the Laws of Burgos. 

 If women fared the worst in Pané’s interpretation of the Taino’s oral traditions, their 

sociopolitical order as it was practiced during the time of the Monk’s sojourn and observations 

among them did not fare much better. Indeed, Pané’s Antiquities portrayed Taino society as being 

led by and ordered around the corrupt and exploitative influence of its priestly class, which in 

addition to their purported illiteracy, served as the moral, spiritual, and political basis upon which 
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Pané judged them to be an inferior society. To that end, in a chapter concerning “Concerning 

whence [the Indians] deduce this and who leads them to hold such a belief,” Pané went to great 

lengths to stress to his readers the unsavoury nature of the Tainos’ sociopolitical structures. 

“There are some men who practice medicine among them, named bohuti,” Pané reported. And in 

doing so, they engaged in, he wrote further, a litany of deceptions which gave the people to 

believe that these medicine-men not only conversed with the dead. Thus, these bohuti led the 

people to believe that they knew all of their intimate secrets. For these and related reasons, Pané 

reported, these were the men to whom Tainos turned when they fell ill, mistakenly believing that 

they had the powers to cure people’s maladies (19-23). “Indeed,” Pané argued the caciques were 

especially prone to “believ[ing] in these fables with greater certainty than the others,” (20) 

though he did not specify why this was the case. 

 Pané’s account of sociopolitical power in Taino society, would prove significant. This is 

because the Laws of Burgos took as one of their central priorities the corporeal care of the 

Indians that were to be organized into its encomienda system, in addition to their evangelization. 

What was more, however, the cultural practices that maintained the spiritual and sociopolitical 

power of the bohuti were to be taken equally seriously. This was evident in the fact that, as we 

will see, the Laws made a brief but important accommodation for the continued observance of 

areytos, ceremonial songs and dances administered by the priestly class. This is particularly 

curious given the fact that these elements were potentially at odds with the establishment of a 

thoroughly Christian society itself. Indeed, in reporting on the practice of the areytos, Pané found 

its closest analogue in the daily calls to prayer of the recently-expelled arch-nemeses of Spaine, 

the Moors, writing that, “just as the Moors [do], [the Taino] have their laws gathered in ancient 
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songs [areytos] by which they govern themselves, as do the Moors by their scripture.” Thus, 

somewhat paradoxically, as the strategies of Indian governance and, ultimately, self-governance, 

sought to replace the foundations of the autochthonous authorities as it was reported by Pané, 

they simultaneously relied upon specific elements of Indian difference that Pané had indexed and 

narratively produced, such as the areytos. Consequently, such practices were not to be expunged, 

but were instead selected and promoted on the very basis of their inherent and characterizing 

differentiation of Indian society, in order to ensure the stable continuity of Indian conduct.  

 Central to all of this, however, was the fact that, as Pané consistently underscored to his 

readers, “I have seen it in part with my own eyes, although of other matters I have only told what 

I have heard [frequently], especially from chiefs, with whom I have interacted more than with 

others.” (20) Thus repeating his insistence on not only his first-hand knowledge of Taino beliefs, 

practices, and sociopolitical structures, but also again advising the necessary recognition of 

epistemological limitations that followed from the practice of gaining first-hand experience.   

However, the simultaneous appeal to his careful and accurate recording of Taino beliefs and 

structures, alongside his possible reordering of their narration as he received them according to 

his perception of what an appropriate order of such narration might have been, evidence the 

complex and often contradictory ways in which Indian difference, in and of itself, was from the 

first produced as an object of anthropological knowledge. 

  Indeed, it was on the basis of this experience and the narrative re-ordering of it by its 

author that Pané’s work gained currency shortly after it was received back on the Iberian 

Peninsula. Pané’s self-imposed limits thus may have rendered him an unreliable source for 

information about Indian peoples beyond the Taino of Haïti on his own assessment. But this 
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seemed to have mattered little to Peter Martyr, who would utilize the testimony that the Monk 

solicited to both substantively and formally re-produce a depiction of the Indians as subjects both 

critical of and conducive to the legitimacy of Spanish and Catholic authority in the western 

hemisphere.  

The Emergence of the Indian Subject 

Pané’s work was indeed central to Martyr’s great innovation in his First (1504) and Second 

(1514) Decades: The use of the knowledge of the Indians as the basis of a critical posture against 

contemporary colonial policies that forestalled the productive governance of those peoples as 

subjects of both the Church and the Crown. Unlike Pané’s strict focus on Taino life in the 

Antiquities, Martyr’s First (1504) Decade developed an image of the populations encountered in 

“the New World” (De Orbe Novo, as the collected edition of the eight Decades Martyr penned on 

the topic was called in the collection of them that was published posthumously in 1531) as a 

narrative supplement to his Chronicle of the exploits of Columbus and the men who followed 

him across the Atlantic. Moreover, Martyr’s Second (1514) Decade, commissioned by and 

addressed entirely to Pope Leo X, expanded on the First and offered more sustained and outright 

criticisms of the explorers that had followed Columbus. In order to draft these texts, Martyr 

relied heavily upon the first-hand accounts by his friend the Admiral and other participants in the 

expeditions across the Atlantic. Nevertheless, aside from that version of events, Pané’s 

Antiquities was Martyr’s primary source of information on the Indians Columbus had 

encountered. Accordingly, he seemed to have taken a lesson from Pané’s imperative for accuracy 

and veracity.  
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 In this way, while Martyr never visited the Antilles himself, it is important to position 

him as a key figure in the early-modern formulation of Anthropology. This is because Martyr 

was not only largely responsible for advocating for the importance of the accurately and 

truthfully knowing the Amerindian objects of observation and governance. What is more, Martyr 

crucially elevated the Indian through testimony — that is, the introduction into the course of 

narration the Indian as a speaking subject — as an essential element of the conceptualization of a 

general humanity both overt and opaque which motivated and rendered his work salient. The 

addition of the testimony of the characters of one’s chronicle was a well-established convention 

among Renaissance chroniclers of Martyr’s level of education (Cochrane, 1985). However, 

Martyr’s innovation in this regard was his use of a thick sense of social, political, and spiritual 

difference characterizing those Indians by whom such testimony was being communicated in his 

narrative, a difference that was both the ground of upon which moral similitude and rectitude 

between colonizer and colonized could be evaluated, as well as the limit-condition against which 

colonial agents were to measure the legitimacy of their own conduct as governing authorities. 

Thus, Martyr transformed the knowledge Pané had produced about Indian difference into a 2

critique of, and attempt to reform, institutions of colonial governance. As we will see, not only 

did the Laws of Burgos thus seem to rely on accurate knowledge about the Indians in order to 

formulate the best means of their governance. What was more, Indian testimony was to be the 

Crown’s last recourse to correcting that administration’s evident shortcomings when they sought 

to remediate the conditions of Indian life and establish limited forms of Indian self-governance 

after 1516. 
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 Martyr’s work is important for understanding the arts of colonial governance for four 

reasons: First, he established a framework of accuracy and veracity corroborated by the citation 

of Indian testimony. Second, and consequently, Martyr presented his readers with a thorough 

catalogue of the proper names for, and so categorical difference between “good Indians,” with 

societies characterized by centrifugal and hierarchical structures of authority, and “bad Indians,” 

with no discernible sociopolitical order and who practiced cannibalism. Thirdly, Martyr 

established a strict evaluation of the good and/or evil of different Indian communities as this 

related to their treatment of women. Finally, Martyr subtly used this distinction to place the 

Indians on a rhetorical spectrum of animality that rendered them eligible for, or too corrupt to 

enter, the Christian pastorate. By re-presenting the anthropological information he had extracted 

from Pané and other informants through the testimony that Indians themselves provided, Martyr 

rendered those peoples potential subjects capable of conducting themselves and, in turn, setting 

legitimizing limits on the conduct of Spanish authorities as well. The cumulative effect of these 

aspects of Martyr’s work was that it enabled the transformation of the Indian from an object to be 

observed and understood for the simple fact of the difference inscribed on its being, into a 

subject constituted through those marks of difference as one capable of evaluating itself, 

evaluating those whom it encountered, and thus evaluating and granting legitimacy to the forms 

of governance to which it was and might be subjected. 

 If Pané largely saw the Indians as seriously corrupt, though still eligible and capable of 

conversion into Christianity, Martyr was more ambivalent. To be sure, there were certainly 

moments when the Chronicler viewed the Amerindians as the heathen simpletons that Pané 

portrayed. As Martyr (1504) wrote in the introduction of the extended passage in which he 
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overtly summarized the Hieronymite’s report, “these things [that Pané described] are only the 

fancies of the islanders; nevertheless, though fanciful, they are more interesting than the true 

histories of Lucian, for they really do exist in the form of beliefs, while the histories were 

invented as a pastime; one may smile at those who believe them,” (167). Indeed, Martyr appears 

to have relied upon much of the information the Monk provided in the Antiquities in order give 

substantively detailed descriptions of the Amerindians that figured into his chronicles. 

 One of the most important moments in which Martyr (1504) summoned Pané’s work in 

the text was not in his summarization of the Monk’s Antiquities (the recounting of which would 

here be a rather unedifying and turgid enterprise), however, but rather when the Chronicler 

inserted into his narrative the Taino fable in which Guagugiona lured native women to Matinino. 

Here, Martyr wrote to the Viscount Ascanio Sforza about the island of “Madanina… inhabited 

exclusively by women,” which had Columbus visited during the course of his second expedition, 

which Pané had joined. Curiously, however, Martyr there identified as the source of this 

information neither the Admiral nor Pané himself. The source, wrote Martyr, was one of the 

Indians that the Admiral and his men had taken captive the previous year before returning to 

Spain from their first voyage. “The cannibals,” Martyr thus relayed, “went at certain epochs of 

the year to visit these women, as in ancient history the Thracians crossed to the island of Lesbos 

inhabited  by the Amazons. When their children were weaned, they sent the boys to their fathers, 

but kept the girls, precisely as did the Amazons.” And, he continued, “It is claimed that these 

women know of vast caverns where they conceal themselves if any man tries to visit them at 

another than the established time” (73). Even if Martyr here disguised Pané, the Monk was 

nonetheless likely the source of Martyr’s information for such a story. Martyr had clearly read 
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Pané, and even if the story had been repeated by the Admiral or his men, it would have only 

bolstered Martyr’s confidence in the story. And in any case, Martyr seemingly sought to solidify 

his reader’s confidence in the tale by attributing it to the testimony of the Indian who had 

originally told it. 

 It is important that Martyr disguised Pané by ventriloquizing his work through an 

Indian’s voluntary testimony. Equally important is the fact that, through such testimony, the 

“ancient texts” and fables of the Old World, such as that of Lesbos, which served as  Martyr’s 

interpretive toolkit for the things of the New World, were given new life through the testimonials 

that the Indian characters populating his chronicle provided. Far from a simple act of cultural and 

narrative assimilation as readers of Martyr have suggested, however (e.g., Elliot, 1990; Grafton 

1995; Hodgen, 1971; Pagden, 1986), what the above passage reveals is that ancient texts worked, 

for Martyr, as little more than metaphorical devices, reference points to uninitiated readers that 

would make the New World more intelligible to his reader. Less important than the similarity 

between Madanina and Lesbos, to Martyr, in other words, was that the very possibility for 

evaluating such a similitude was enabled by information that had come from an Indian himself. 

Only after this fact had been established did it matter at all that this information recalled the tales 

of Greek travelers.  

 Thus, “absurd” though he may have held the Taino beliefs Pané reported to be, Martyr 

also held a decided sympathy, if not outright admiration, for the Indians. And, the very grounds 

of such an estimation largely relied upon the anthropological data that Pané’s account both 

explicitly and implicitly supplied. Were the reader of Martyr to doubt his attachment of a positive 

value to a truth about the New World solicited through the testimony of its original inhabitants, 
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she would only need look at how Martyr narratively used Indian testimony in order to make 

more sweeping generalizations about and comparisons between both Taino society and Martyr’s 

Europe. Indeed, Martyr gave the knowledge about all matters of Indian life an overt moral and 

political valence. In this way, Martyr seemed to suggest, when properly understood, the very 

difference of those matters in life could not but indict the behaviours of European Christians in 

the New World, inviting colonial authorities to devise better laws and practices according to the 

grounds such knowledge offered. It was in this regard that the Chronicler transformed the Indian 

and his difference from object of knowledge into the subject of colonial governance in the 

Antilles. To this end, Martyr (1504) painted a scene in which, “assisting at mass one day, 

Columbus beheld a man eighty years old... coming towards him, accompanied by a number of 

his people. During the rest of the ceremony this man looked on full of admiration; he was all 

eyes and ears.” After the end of the ceremony, Martyr wrote, the man presented Columbus with a 

basket of native fruits, before launching into the following soliloquy:  

It is reported to us that you have visited all these countries, which were formerly unknown to you, 
and have inspired the inhabitants with great fear. Now I tell and warn you, since you should know 
this, that the soul, when it quits the body, follows one of two courses; the first is dark and dreadful, 
and is reserved for the enemies and the tyrants of the human race; joyous and delectable is the 
second, which is reserved for those who during their lives have promoted the peace and 
tranquillity of others. If, therefore, you are a mortal, and believe that each one will meet the fate he 
deserves, you will harm no one (103).  

 Such a scene was doubtless, in the first instance, carefully designed and deployed by 

Martyr to underscore to his reader the heroic characteristics of Columbus and his expedition, 

especially in the Admiral’s mission to care for the souls of the Indians, such that they could exalt 

and expand the faith. This rhetorical strategy had an additional effect, however. Portraying the 

Indians in this way worked to simultaneously position Martyr himself as a privileged observer of 

not only the goodness or evilness of their true nature as their own words would indicate. Indeed, 
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the author was from here on capable of evaluating goodness or evilness of European civilization 

itself when considered alongside that of the Amerindians. This can be observed in the fact that 

Martyr immediately followed this lionization of Columbus as a defender of the meek and a 

crusader of the faith, writing that  

It is proven that amongst them the land belongs to everybody, just as does the sun or the water. 
They know no difference between meum and tuum, that source of all evils. It requires so little to 
satisfy them, that in that vast region there is always more land to cultivate than is needed. It is 
indeed a golden age, neither ditches, nor hedges, nor walls to enclose their domains; they live in 
gardens open to all, without laws and without judges; their conduct is naturally equitable, and 
whoever injures his neighbour is considered a criminal and an outlaw. They cultivate maize, 
yucca, and ages, as we have already related is the practice in Hispañiola (103). 

It was significant that this passage concluded with Martyr’s reference to the Taino vocabulary of 

maize, yucca, and ages. Indeed, Martyr had already catalogued these and other quotidian 

practices and the names for them in the first letter of the Decade. Martyr’s ability to catalogue 

and explain the Indians’ vocabulary, in fact, established very early on in his letters his ability to 

reliably distinguish between those Indians who could not only receive the faith but point 

European Christians toward their own purer practice of it, as his critique suggested. It was to this 

end that Martyr established, and throughout his text returned to, the significant contrast between 

the orderly Tainos, with the man-eating Caraibes. Indeed, Martyr (1504) put it succinctly when 

he wrote that the name Taino itself signified, for the Europeans anyway, “good men and not 

cannibals,” the latter appellation of Caraibes therefore being reserved for those who engaged in 

anthropophagy (81). 

 Central to this distinction between good and bad Indians as the presence or absence of 

cannibalism and the related capacity to receive the word of God, for Martyr, was the presence or 

absence of centrifugal and hierarchical forms of sociopolitical authority in Taino society that 

were relatively recognizable as “kingdoms.” Here again, proper names mattered greatly to 
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Martyr. In the second letter of his Decade, after describing how the lines of communication 

between the natives and the Europeans had been opened up, Martyr was able to report to his 

readers that “cacique” was in fact the more general name which referred to kings in the natives’ 

language. Indeed, such progress had been made by this point that, when describing a cacique 

named “Cacique Caunaboa,” (who, it will be remembered, laid siege to the fort of Magdalena 

during Pané’s tenure on the island) Martyr (1504) was able to translate the man’s name for his 

readers as “the Lord of the Golden House; for in their language boa is the word for a house, 

cauna for gold, and cacique for king, as I have above written,” (82). 

 What’s more, Martyr extended the inferential entanglements between Taino sociopolitical 

forms and gender divisions that Pané had drawn in his Antiquities, the former evidently hoping to 

demonstrate the extent to which native hospitality or hostility, as he understood it, was mediated 

through the women of these societies. Writing of Columbus and his mens’ arrival in Hispañiola, 

Martyr (1504) reported that on first sight, the Indians fled away from the men, into the woods, 

“like timid hares pursued by hounds.” Nevertheless, the Admiral and his men, Martyr continued, 

“succeeded in capturing one woman, whom they took on board their ships, where they gave her 

plenty of food and wine and clothes (for both sexes lived absolutely naked and in a state of 

nature).” Being won over by the Christians’ civility, Martyr wrote, “this woman, who knew 

where the fugitives were concealed, returned to her people, to whom she showed her ornaments, 

praising the liberality of the Spaniards; upon which they all returned to the coast, convinced that 

the newcomers were descended from heaven.” “As soon as more intimate relations were 

established and the Spaniards came to understand the local customs,” Martyr concluded, “they 

gathered by signs and by conjectures that the islanders were governed by kings. When they 
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landed from their ships they were received with great honour by these kings and by all the 

natives making every demonstration of homage of which they were capable,” (62). 

 Martyr’s use of the metaphor of “hares” and “hounds” in this passage is telling in itself. 

Martyr regularly positioned the “good natives” in a corresponding position on a spectrum of 

animality that reflected their appropriateness for incorporation within the larger body of the 

Christian pastorate. He frequently figured the cannibalistic peoples he described as “wild beasts” 

in need of the pursuit and neutralization by intrepid European hunters. Indeed, shortly after 

relating the account of the old man’s supplication to Columbus, and the nobility of that man’s 

people when brought into critical comparison with Europe’s own, Martyr (1504) wrote that on 1 

September, 1493, the Admiral had “reached the port he had named San Nicholas, and there 

repaired his ships, intending to again ravage the cannibal islands and burn the canoes of the 

natives... [being] determined that these rapacious wolves should no longer injure the sheep, their 

neighbours,” (104). The ecclesiastical import of this language would be fully confirmed by the 

time that Martyr wrote his Second Decade more than ten years later, at the request of Pope Leo 

X. There, Martyr (1514) wrote to the Pontiff that “I have wished, Most Holy Father, to furnish 

you these particulars concerning the religion of the natives... that Your Beatitude might be 

convinced of the docility of this race, and the ease with which they might be instructed in the 

ceremonies of our religion... Thus shall you see the number of the sheep composing your flock 

increased each day,” (245).  

 In this way, Martyr’s text needs to be read to have produced, in the course of his 

cataloguing and critical evaluations of colonial practices, a fully formed Anthropological subject. 

Like Pané’s object of Indian difference before it, this subject could be known, grouped, and 
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governed in all its particularity and locality, so that it could be integrated into the universal 

mandates of the Faith and the global structure of the Empire. But, Martyr rendered Pané’s object 

subjective insofar as, in Martyr’s depiction, the Indian emerged as a unit of governance that was 

human precisely because of the differences it exhibited through its simplicity, its proximity to the 

natural laws ordained by Divine Providence. Consequently, this simplicity and proximity 

simultaneously formed the basis upon which a critical distinction from and evaluation of certain 

Spanish behaviours could be articulated by a European and Christian scholar. Thus, if Pané’s 

anthropology of the Taino furnished the necessary data upon which the Anthropological Indian 

could emerge as an image in the consciousness of European imperial governance, it was Martyr 

who provided the template for how one could mobilize that data into a sustained, critical, and 

culturally-attuned assessment of colonial rationalities and forms of governance more generally. 

And it was these rationalities that would ultimately coagulate into the raison d’être for the Laws 

of Burgos. 

Governing the Indian Subject Differently 

Most accounts concerned with the drafting and promulgation of the Laws of Burgos wrestle with 

an inherent paradox in the seeming rationality which, they argue, motivated the Crown to finally 

call the junta that would result in the 1512-13 ordinances. On the one hand, the Laws are said to 

be a response to the Dominican Friar Antonio de Montesinos’s famous 1511 condemnation of the 

gross maltreatment of the Indians in the Antilles, desperately asking whether the Indians were 

not themselves men with rational souls capable of recognizing the glory of God (Las Casas, 

1527b). On the other hand, the Laws are said to have been the first attempt to resolve the still-
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open question of what legal rights, aside from or in addition to Alexander VI’s 1493 Papal Bull 

Inter Caetera, the Crown possessed in order to enact its Conquest of America. It was this second 

problem to which Juan Lopez de Palacios-Rubios’s and Matias de Paz’s infamous requerimiento, 

drafted shortly after the first version of the Laws was promulgated, attempted to provide much 

more expedient resolution. For that reason, along with Palacios-Rubios’s position on the Royal 

Council of Castile (and his attendant friendship withde Paz), the Laws and the requerimiento 

have come to be seen as co-extensive (Green and Dickison, 1993; Pagden, 1986; Seed, 1995; 

Todorov, 1999; Sanchez-Domingo, 2012; Williams, 1992). 

 Anthony Pagden (1986), for example, has attempted to account for the problem posed by 

the seemingly opposed motivations for the drafting and promulgation of the Laws. On Pagden’s 

estimation, the Laws in general, and Palacios-Rubios in particular, sought to resolve a fragile 

paradox which required a justification of the view of Indians as naturally slaves, whilst 

simultaneously maintaining that they were inherently, and ought to be, free men. The matter, on 

this account, seems to have come down to a competition between what Pagden categorizes as the 

neo-Platonism of Martyr, and the neo-Aristotelianism of Palacios-Rubios, the latter of which 

ultimately won the day. Thus, The Laws and their drafters sought to reconcile the paradox posed 

by the necessary presumption of humanity latent in the effort to evangelize the Indians with the 

continued assumption that they were naturally slaves, by suggesting that they could only be 

cultivated as proper human subjects under a condition of slavery. Such a project was to guide the 

Indians into their own liberty, while simultaneously maintaining a steady supply of the labour 

necessary to continue extracting revenues from the colonial holdings. 
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 Pagden’s argument, as others, may place too much confidence in treating Palacios-

Rubios’s judgements as coterminous with the governing rationality of the Laws, however. Or, if 

Palacios-Rubios’s arguments were indeed decisive, there are elements of those arguments that 

are incongruous with accounts that position as Palacios-Rubios and de Paz as the sole epistemic 

authorities consulted during the 1512 junta, and in at least three ways. First, if the problem was 

that, as Pagden (1986) puts it, “the paradox which makes the Indian both a slave and free was 

also an attempt to save the harmony of the natural world, which demanded that, within certain 

well-defined limits, all men must behave alike or resign their claim to being men,” (56) this does 

not seem to answer for the preservation of certain objects of constitutive difference within the re-

organization of Indian life, such as the cacique system and the areytos. Second, it follows that 

were the principle of natural slavery the organizing principle of the Laws’ vision of Indians, 

indeed, a matter which the Laws themselves were largely supposed to settle, one would expect to 

find it codified in the text of the legislation itself. However, the Laws contain nowhere in their 

text a sustained view of the Indians as “natural slaves” [esclavos naturales]. They contain, at 

best, a tacit recognition and endorsement of the fact of slaveholding, but this is a rather different 

matter from codifying slavery as such. Third, if answering these two questions sufficiently places 

their continuity with a doctrine of natural slavery in doubt, accounts such as Pagden’s would thus 

further fail to account for the rapid attempt, after 1516, to shore up the perceived and reported 

failures of the Laws’ implementation on a demographic basis, which took the form of a Royal 

Inquiry sent to the Antilles to determine the conditions of, and causes for, the continued 

immiseration and mass death of Indian wards.  

 In response, one could posit that the Laws largely embodied, and sought to further 
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materialize, the Anthropological figuration of the Indian that Pané and Martyr were largely 

responsible for having first produced and circulated in the learned classes of southwestern 

Europe.  And, while neither Palacios-Rubios nor de Paz made overt reference to Pané’s and 3

Martyr’s works on Indian difference, small but telling references to unnamed knowledge about 

the Indians that those canonist doctors made in their respective tracts, De Las Islas del Mar 

Océano and Del Dominio de Los Reyes de España Sobre Los Indios, read alongside the final text 

of the Laws, suggest that knowledge of the type Pané and Martyr each provided would have been 

essential. Indeed, It is in this way that one can begin to make sense of how the Laws 

conceptualized and addressed the roughly four specific aspects of Indian life they sought to 

govern: The Indians’ corporeal care; their spiritual care and education; their autochthonous 

sociopolitical structures and cultural practices; and the place of their women within those 

structures. Attending to these matters, according to the Laws, was to enable Indians to live such 

that they could, as the 1513 Amendments put it, “in the course of time, what with their 

indoctrination and association with Christians... become so apt and ready to become Christians, 

and so civilized and educated, that they will be capable of governing themselves.” (New Iberian 

World: A Documentary History, 1984: 347).   4

 Accordingly, the first task for colonists that the Laws mandated was the relocation of the 

natives to live in closer proximity to the Spaniards. Closer proximity to the Spaniards would 

cultivate in these vassals a spirit of industriousness conducive to both their Faith and their 

potential capacity to be governed. This technique would obviously ensure that the encomenderos 

would not abuse their wards, thus undermining the ends of their sacred task. Just as important 

however, on the Laws’ estimation, was the fact that this would force encomenderos to provide a 
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minimum of subsistence to the Indians themselves in the form of clothing, weekly meals, shelter, 

hammocks for sleeping, and regular payment. It would also allow for the Indians to continue a 

kind of agricultural lifestyle that they had, on accounts such as Martyr’s, already practiced in 

some fashion. Thus, instead of codifying a vision of absolute and natural servitude, the Laws 

seemed to at least hope for a willful and collaborative form of labour and settlement between the 

Indians and the Europeans. Such a vision was, perhaps tellingly, congruous with a description of 

the repartiamento-encomienda system that Martyr (1511) had offered to his first Spanish patron, 

Iñigo Lopez-de Mendoza, Count of Tendilla in the tenth letter of the First Decade, which 

Mendoza had in fact commissioned personally after the publication of the unofficial 1504 

version (Wagner, 1946):  

Each industrious Spaniard, who enjoys some credit, has assigned to him one or more caciques 
(that is to say chiefs) and his subjects, who, at certain seasons in the year established by 
agreement, is obliged to come with his people to the mine belonging to that Spaniard, where the 
necessary tools for extracting the gold are distributed to them. The cacique and his  men receive a 
salary, and when they return to the labour of their fields, which cannot be neglected for fear of 
famine, one brings away a jacket, one a shirt, one a cloak, and another a hat. Such articles of 
apparel please them very much, and they now no longer go naked. Their labour is thus divided 
between the mines and their own fields as though they were slaves. Although they submit to this 
restraint with impatience, they do put up with it. Mercenaries of this kind are called anahorios. 
The King does not allow them to be treated as slaves, and they are granted and withdrawn as he 
pleases (Martyr, 1511 [1912]: 181-2). 

 This passage is revealing not only for the extent to which it envisions a positive, 

consenting, and reciprocal relationship of agricultural industriousness between Spaniards and 

Indians. Moreover, it reveals the extent of the strategic role that Spanish understandings of the 

Taino institution of the cacique played in early schemes of colonization. We have seen that in 

Martyr (1504), for example, where it was said to have existed, the cacique represented a 

centrifugal and hierarchical form of autochthonous authority could taken to indicate the 

“goodness” of the Indians in question. This was no small matter, for the Spanish. Not only was 

this was reflected even in those moments of Palacios-Rubios’s  (c. 1511 [1954]) justifications of 
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the supremacy of the Crown’s authority, to the extent that he felt compelled “to deal with the 

power and jurisdiction that the island lords, called ‘Caciques', had over their subjects to 

determine whether… after they received the baptism, they maintained them and can put them to 

work,” (69); the appropriate legal response to this being, Palacios-Rubios affirmed, that said 

subjects were to be maintained as subjects to the caciques, albeit only by consent of the Crown 

and the Church. Moreover, the preamble of the original document of the Laws, as Roland Hussey 

(1932) had transcribed it, expressed the Crown’s “mucha voluntad [que] los Caçiques e yndios 

de la ysla de San Juan veniessen en conocimo de nira Sancta Fe catolica, [my emphasis — T.V.]” 

(306).  And, while de Paz (c. 1511 [1954]) did not employ the terminology of caciques as such, 5

he did seem to affirm not only the positive moral evaluation of the institution of the cacique that 

was available in Martyr’s reports of the overseas adventure, an affirmation which de Paz himself 

based on the common assertions who had observed the Indians. Indeed, de Paz wrote to that end, 

in a passage that particularly recalled Martyr’s declaration of “the golden age” characteristic of 

Indian life, said Indians “possess some domains among themselves, though they are not in 

accordance with our government, nor according to the method of life that is common among us. 

There are, however, according to repute, in some of these regions, men of great decency, not 

covetous, avaricious or malignant, but in a great degree docile and easily amenable to the faith, if 

they are known properly and treated charitably. And it is possible that… some of them conduct 

themselves well and live according to the natural law,” (222).  

 Part of both recognizing and ensuring this good conduct according to natural law, as de 

Paz put it, inhered in the Laws’ identification of the institution of the cacique as the sociopolitical 

vehicle through which they could undertake the responsibility of ensuring their wards’ spiritual 
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well being. To that end, the Laws asserted, were the current and future “sons of the chiefs of the 

said Island, of the age of thirteen or under, [to] be given to the Friars of the Order of St. Francis 

who may teach them to read and write and other things of our Holy Catholic Faith” over a period 

of four years. Indeed, the Laws went much further, mandating that for every fifty Indians an 

encomendero held in his charge, he was “obliged to have a boy (the one he considers the most 

able) taught to read and write, and the things of our Faith, so that he may later teach the said 

Indians, because the Indians will more readily accept what he says than what the Spaniards and 

settlers tell them” (NIW, 1984: 347). Thus, the emphasis that the Laws placed on the education of 

both Indian boys generally, and especially those who were the offspring of the chiefs of 

Hispañiola and the other islands, demonstrate the Spanish belief that the cultivation of an Indian 

flock capable of properly governing itself crucially depended upon the ability of caciques, their 

sons, and other Indian authorities, as Indian authorities, to both receive and subsequently 

evangelize the word of God. This is to say that the Laws expressed the importance of producing 

the Indians as Indians — and thus, as different kinds of persons — within the parameters of a 

regime of governing subjectivity that was both amenable to the autochthonous society and 

therefore legitimizing of the order that the colonial administration sought to impose on them. 

 It was in this sense, too, that the decidedly-patriarchal and patrilineal vision of the 

institution of the cacique and Indian societies in general seem to have yielded in the Laws a 

series of provisions concerning the management and conduct of women. These ranged from a 

moratorium on the employment of pregnant women and mothers of children under three years of 

age for any hard labour, with the mothers themselves being expected to nurse the children until 

such a time as the children had matured enough to be left behind when the mother returned to 
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work. Married women were not to be separated from their husbands, unmarried daughters were 

to be kept with their fathers, and unmarried orphans were to be confined to their estates strictly in 

the company of other women, “to prevent their becoming vagabonds and bad women,” (346-7). 

 While the articles stipulating the proper treatment of Taino women were comparatively 

brief, they are important, and for several reasons. First is the basic fact that they were expressly 

oriented around the question of reproducing a steady labour force for the encomiendas. As we 

will see in the next Chapter, this was a matter that would occupy the minds of reformers and 

advocates for the attenuated forms of self-governance that were designed to support the re-

population of Indians on Hispañiola in the wake of a devastating smallpox epidemic. Indeed, it 

was the failure to maintain a steady population of Indians under the conditions of Spanish 

colonization that prompted the introduction of African slavery after 1518 (Wynter 1984ab). 

 It is also here, however, that it seems possible that the Laws sought to draw a limitation 

on the degree of Amerindian difference that they would tolerate. Here we ought to recall Pané’s 

narration of the distribution of gender roles in Taino societies in his Antiquities, and read this in 

light of reports of contemporaneous practices of infanticide among women of the island. As Pané 

described Taino origin stories, we will recall, women had absconded with the zemi Guagionia to 

the island Matinio, where they were left to themselves, only to be occasionally visited by the 

zemi. In the context Pané’s efforts to map the contours of Indian difference as an object to be 

governed and transformed through conversion, this story clearly reads as an abdication of the 

responsibilities of motherhood, with Eve-ian echoes of congress with unsavoury spiritual agents. 

However, it may also be possible to read this story as an affirmation of the necessary 

independence of women and the irreducibility of their social importance to simply one of 
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reproduction and childrearing. As Spivak (1999), Simpson (2014), and Hartman (2016) have 

each argued in different contexts, the agency of colonized women can often only be inferred in 

readings of colonial archives through the negative space created in the historical record by 

womens’ acts of refusal (and the historical records’ refusal of womens’ acts) to participate in the 

conscription of their bodies for the necessary reproduction of colonial order. If we read Pané’s 

relation of the Taino belief about the separation of genders in this second sense, then, we might 

understand reports, such as de Paz’s (c. 1511) that “the women, before giving birth, sacrifice 

their unborn children, so as not to see their offspring reduced to such slavery, which is a very 

horrible and crime creditor to the greatest severity,” (255) and Las Casas's later reports of the 

same, often with several hundred women at a time undertaking the act (Las Casas, 1527b, 1542), 

as one form of countering this conscription, perhaps as a mode of insisting on the continued 

differences of Taino society structured around a rather different, understanding of women’s 

social roles, one far less suffused with basic domestication and reproduction. 

 Thus, while some measure of the preservation of the Indians’ original social order as 

European observers such as Pané and Martyr had come to understand those orders would, it was 

assumed, thus help to augment and expedite the conversion process, this preservation was still 

underwritten by the objectives of Christian morality and colonial material necessities such as 

those which governed understandings of gender relations for the colonists. Indians would remain 

Indians, within limits, and especially the women of their society.  

 Still, in this regard it is curious to note that, although the mission of the Laws and their 

re-envisioning of the encomienda system was directed toward the end of cleansing Indian 

societies of their lascivious and idolatrous proclivities toward paganism and maintaining a dutiful 
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and sustainable labour force inculcated in the virtues of industriousness, the Laws also stipulated 

that “since we have been informed that if the Indians are not allowed to perform their customary 

dances [areytos] they will receive great harm, we order and command that they not be prevented 

from performing their dances on Sundays and feast days, and also on work days, if they do not 

on that account neglect their usual work stint,” (340-3). What was particularly curious about this 

inclusion was not only that it seemed to fly in the face of, say, both Palacios-Rubios’s and de 

Paz’s (c. 1511) assertions that the extant forms of Indian social life were to be brought into strict 

concordance with Christian forms of social and political organization and practice. What was 

more,  the term never appeared in either of those tracts, though it did appear in the original text 

of the Laws themselves (Hussey, 1932: 313).  It was one thing to retain an office of paramount 6

governing authority (a policy which would have considerable influence over the ensuing decades 

and centuries of colonial rule in the Americas, as we will see in Chapter Four). It was quite 

another, however, to retain a practice that Pané had, in his first reports of it, likened to the 

practices of the Moors, no friends to the Doctrinal experts in the Iberian Peninsula. 

 It is not at present clear, from whence the word areytos itself would have arrived in the 

final draft of the document, especially if one maintains that Palacios-Rubios and de Paz were 

solely responsible for the final language of the ordinances, since the word did not appear in their 

texts. The most plausible explanation seems to be that it was imported in some fashion from 

Martyr’s work, who himself of course had gotten it from Pané. The lacunae raised by the 

provenance of this word, thus underscores the probability that while Palacios-Rubios and de 

Paz’s visions for evangelization and cultural assimilation through labour and educational 

institutions certainly underscored many of the strategies of governance articulated in the Laws, it 
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is unlikely that theirs were the only ideas suffused into the regime. This probability is 

strengthened by the fact that the Laws not only relied on the autochthonous institution of the 

cacique as the primary mechanism through which corporeal and spiritual care could be 

administered (an institution, we will recall, Palacios-Rubios held in little regard), and the 

preservation of extant Indian practices such as areytos in order to maintain social cohesion and 

purchase in the encomienda system. Indians, to be sure, had to be brought into line, and in many 

of the ways the famous authors of the requiriamento proposed. But, the success of that effort 

hinged on the extent to which Indians’ differences were in some measure respected and 

accommodated, and moreover, the extent to which those Spaniards charged with bringing them 

into line were able to conduct themselves accordingly. This was an idea we have seen at play in 

Martyr especially. 

 To that end, the Laws even included a provision attempting to police a derogatory 

language of animality that encomenderos were known to use, stipulating that “no person or 

persons shall dare to beat any Indians with sticks, or whip him, or call him dog, or address him 

by any name other than his proper name alone,” (347-8). The Indian was therefore not a “beast,” 

as the Aristotelian doctrine of natural slavery held, though he was certainly not a god either. He 

was a human, albeit a very different kind of human for whom the contemporary knowledge of 

Christian Europe was just beginning to account, the meaning of whose existence was seems to 

have been attributed by works like those of Pané and Martyr, to canonist doctors such as 

Palacios-Rubios and de Paz, and the governing regimes for which they were responsible, such as 

the Laws. Reading the figurations of and attempts to re-produce Indian life by the Laws in light 

of the aforementioned authors thus helps to account for the the preservation of certain 
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constitutive elements that marked the Indians’ difference, the absence of a thorough doctrine of 

natural slavery in the Laws, and indeed, the continued effort to re-produce Indian life, largely as 

the Laws conceived of it, for more than two decades following their promulgation. 

“Send me to Hell!” 

Although the Laws had sought to protect and preserve Indian life so as to lead them into self-

governance, by 1516 the project had seemingly failed, and indeed miserably so. A massive and 

relentless smallpox epidemic had begun to sweep the island of Hispañiola which would 

ultimately result in the loss of what is today estimated to be over ninety percent of the original 

population (Cook, 1993; Crosby, 2003). This loss of Indian life both contributed to and was a 

result of considerable famine that had also begun to sweep the island on account of the 

overlapping factors of settlers’ singular focus on extracting gold from the mines of the island 

instead of organizing any sustainable agricultural life, as well as tactics of Indian resistance 

which took the form of scorched-earth abandonments of villages as European settlers began to 

encroach (Martyr, 1504). Similarly, Indians had continued to abandon the encomiendas en masse. 

Some Indian continued to stage considerable military campaigns aimed at repulsing the 

continued expansion of European power on the island through the famed insurgence of the 

cacique Enriquillo which lasted until 1533. Many Indian maroons, however, reportedly found 

ending their own lives — and as de Paz had earlier reported, if they had borne or yet-unborn 

children, theirs as well — to be preferable to the possibility of being recaptured and returned to 

their encomenderos (Hanke, 1935). 
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 The colonists should have, perhaps, seen this coming. After all, as Las Casas (1542) 

would later write in a famous passage of the Destruction of the Indies, in 1511 (the same year 

that Montesinos had declared his disgust with the behaviour of the Spanish on the island), a 

Taino cacique named Hatuey had been famously put to the stake for having conducted a serious 

of deadly raids on Spanish settlements across Hispañiola and Cuba. As the flames from the pyre 

rapidly ascended and began to sear the flesh of his feet, Las Casas wrote that a local priest 

overseeing the execution approached Hatuey and asked him whether he might now wish to 

convert to Christianity, so that his soul might be forever saved and the Lord would forgive him 

for his wicked ways. To this, Hatuey inquired if he converted, whether he would go to Heaven. 

Yes, the priest responded. And if he went to Heaven, would there be Christians there? Of course, 

the Priest responded again, all Christians who repent and seek the Lord’s forgiveness went to 

Heaven after they died. To this Hatuey responded, “Send me to Hell!” before being engulfed in 

flames. “And this,” Las Casas concluded with abject disgust, “is the fame and honour that God 

and our faith have won by the work of those Christians who have gone out to the 

Indies,” (18-20).  

 The remorse indicated by Las Casas’s estimation of the savage reputation that the early 

colonists of Hispañiola had brought to the Faith in their treatment of the Taino was matched by 

the Crown’s response to the Laws’ rapid and evident failure. Indeed, in 1517, the Crown 

launched an inquiry into the conditions of Indian life and the still-open possibility for their self-

governance (Las Casas, c. 1527; Hanke, 1935). Importantly, the three Hieronymite Friars were 

thereby explicitly ordered to consult with “the caciques... a full explanation of Spanish policy [to 

be] given them, [with] the testimony of an Indian [to be] worth as much as that of a Spaniard, 
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unless a royal judge should direct otherwise,” (Hanke, 1935: 27). Space unfortunately does not 

allow for a full discussion into the nature of this inquiry and its ultimate result — the attempt to 

place under the charge of certain Indian caciques themselves certain encomiendas on the island 

of Cuba.  It is nevertheless important to highlight the matter, for the simple fact that it reveals 7

that in the face of the failure of the Laws of Burgos, the inquiry made the very testimony of the 

Indian subject himself — that central device through which the truth of Indian subjectivity could 

be discerned, for Martyr, through which the Indian made himself a knowable object, for Pané. 

Crucial to the solicitation of this testimony was the appreciation of the constitutive difference 

that the remaining Indian populations continued to pose to the envisioned form of political life in 

the colony that Spanish authorities put forward. And, indeed, if the latter were to succeed in both 

its material and ideational mission, it would have to continue to reconcile with the former. 

 Such, of course, was not the view of the governors and most prominent settlers in the 

Antilles, and because it was to them that the major parts of the success or failure of the 

“experiencias” in Indian liberty fell, the project was doomed from the start. The Friars 

themselves, in their letters to Cisneros, expressed as much, even if they seem to have sided with 

the views of the Spanish in the Antilles more than in any sense of the colonists’ material and 

ideational interest and intention to deliberately engineer the failure of such an experiment. Still, it 

was reported that that the Indians, even faced with the relatively promising prospect of being 

organized into encomiendas governed by their kin, continued to exhibit what could be read as 

their sense of hopelessness about the prospects of a life worth living under conditions of an 

encomienda system that still involved the regular presence of Spaniards in their world for the 

foreseeable future: The suicides continued, the encomiendas themselves fell into disrepair, 
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certain Indians continued to antagonize the Spanish, and likewise the Spanish remained at best, 

mortally negligent and at worst, violently hostile to the Indians.  

 Thus, by 1535, the project was officially ended (Hanke, 1935). The Laws of Burgos were 

all but abandoned, the Antilles largely depopulated of their original inhabitants, Martyr and Pané 

were long dead, only to be fitfully memorialized for the rest of the century in Spanish by Las 

Casas (1527a, 1527b, 1527c), and in English by Richard Eden and Richard Hakluyt the younger 

(1555, 1584). Mexico and Peru had come to occupy the imperial imaginary and energies of the 

Spanish Crown, and the Antilles from there on largely served as an outpost for the nascent 

production of sugar by African slaves who had begun to be imported to the region to supplement 

the loss of Indian labour after 1518 (Andrews, 1978; Mintz, 1985; Wheat, 2016; Wynter, 1984a, 

1984b). 

 The Laws of Burgos and the subsequent attempts to ensure their success nevertheless 

represented a marked manifestation of the transformation of the Indian from object of 

knowledge, which began with Pané, to subject of government, as that figure was first sketched 

out by Martyr. This was a matter that, if connected to the question of imperial legitimacy, was 

one of quite a different nature and represented a very different vision of empire than what the 

requieriemiento would and has since come to represent when it was later used, in particular, by 

Hernando Cortès and his men in the conquest of Mexico. Indeed, this was a vision of empire that 

relied upon emerging arts of governance which were to be grounded in, and limited by, the 

critical knowledge of the truth of the populations that being governed (Foucault, 2008, 2009). 

These arts not only assumed, but indeed required, some degree of agentic subjectivity of the 

governed, a subjectivity constituted through the very difference from the governors that the 
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existence of the governed represented. That difference, understanding it, delimiting it without 

destroying it, was essential to the legitimacy of the colonial government. It was this, above all, 

that made Pané's and Martyr’s respective works the essential foundations of the colonization of 

the Americas both in their own time, and indeed, for posterity, at least until the end of the 

seventeenth century. 

 Thus, while the Laws themselves may have fallen into disrepair, the principles that they 

established were not to be abandoned by the Spanish until at least 1577, when Philip II would 

order a moratorium on the production of knowledge about the Indians under his imperial 

command. As Robert Ricard (1966) has noted, the Laws informed a 1523 cédula issued by 

Charles V which sought to establish the acceptable parameters of the continued practice of pre-

Columbian traditions within the terms of a concerted and coordinated effort to make Christians 

of the Indians of Mexico (137). The same was true, as Brading (1996) has discussed, in the 

Peruvian context of the Toledo reforms and the establishment of the curaca-based mita system. 

Moreover, of course, the elimination of Indian slavery that the Laws envisioned was to be legally 

codified in the 1542 New Laws, the famed emancipation document for which Bartolomé de Las 

Casas has largely been credited. Las Casas was an avowed admirer of both Martyr and Pané’s 

works (1527a, 1527b; 1560), and there is important work to be done in tracing the relationship 

between these three authors. The Laws have, more recently, come into some regard with the 

renewed attention paid to the sixteenth century origins of international humanitarian law, its 

relationship with Anthropology, and discourses of indigenous self-governance (Alland, 2009; 

Green and Dickison, 1993; Seed, 1995; Sanchez-Domingo, 2012; Williams, 1992). Though, for 

reasons that should by now be clear to the reader, that these origins — if indeed one is committed 
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to that form of marking time — represented a relatively benevolent and potentially emancipatory 

approaches to questions concerning the colonial genesis of the modern human sciences ought to 

remain a matter of debate. 

Conclusion 

Attending to the production of Indian difference through articulations of the intersection between 

Anthropology, politics, and their legal concretization into the governing institutions of the early 

colonial period of the Antilles demonstrates that, from the start, early-modern theories of the 

human sought to open that category up to more capacious and self-reflexive understandings of 

certain kinds of cultural difference. The preceding chapter has attempted to read the intersection 

in the spirit of optimism about the possibly mutually-beneficial relationships between 

Amerindians and Europeans that is evident in the texts and the Laws it has studied. The reader 

should by no means conflate such a hermeneutic exercise, however, with the author’s 

endorsement.  

 The point of the above exercise has been to demonstrate that the colonizer-colonized 

relationship is not only expressed solely through attempts to eliminate the differences of 

colonized populations, as it has become the popular (indeed, almost axiomatic) to assert, 

especially as regards the original inhabitants of the western hemisphere and the so-called “New 

World” generally (Brunstetter, 2010; Mamdani, 2015; Wolfe, 1998, 2006; Todorov 1999). The 

relationship between colonizer and colonized has also been expressed in the production of 

knowledge about the fundamental differences between the two groups, knowledge which seeks 

to at once set the parameters for what is possible in the former’s project of organizing and 
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managing the latter, and conversely, to identify those points through which the project of 

organization and management might be most effectively directed in autochthonous forms of 

sociopolitical order. 

 In this regard, the points that this chapter has raised require some further comment here. 

In particular, I wish to briefly is a return to the value attributed to (and thus this chapter’s re-

evaluation of) contemporary historiographies of the human sciences that seek the origin of 

humanitarianism, humanism, and Anthropological critiques of governance on the basis of the 

difference of Amerindian populations: It must be remarked that the production of knowledge 

about colonized populations, the efforts to comprehend and respond to the difference that they 

represent in that knowledge, and the attendant densification of those efforts into deliberate 

strategies and institutions of governance should not be understood outside of the imposition 

(often forcefully so) of a vision of social, political, and spiritual order quite different from what 

is being studied. Nowhere was this more obviously the case during the early colonial experience 

in the Antilles than with the colonial treatment of Amerindian women, and the social, political, 

and spiritual displacement of the female half of the original populations in the western 

hemisphere, as the above case suggests. There are few indications beyond the extant reports of 

the structure of Taino society, such as Pané, and speculative archaeological hypotheses seeking to 

match inferences from remaining material culture to such reports (and indeed, it is Pané’s which 

dominates above the rest), [CITATIONS]. Still, as I noted in the third section of this Chapter, it 

is possible to re-read texts such as Pané’s as indicating a rather different order of gendered 

relations in Taino society from that which the Laws of Burgos ultimately sought to promote, for 

reasons of labour reproduction and the promulgation of Christian familial structures. In this 
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regard, while space unfortunately does not allow for such an exercise, the case presented above 

might be, in another study, productively compared with much later schemes to displace 

matriarchal forms of membership, especially in North American tribes throughout the nineteenth 

and twentieth centuries (Goeman, 2014; Piatote, 2013; Simpson, 2014; Shaw, 2008). While it is 

not clear whether Taino society was or was not matriarchal, the fundamental principle of 

structuring Amerindian societies through the manipulation and circumscription of women’s roles 

is did clearly begin on Hispañiola encomiendas, and therefore offers important dimensions to 

that history. 

 The argument that colonial governance is productive of those very identifying categories 

that later comes to contest it been put forward for quite some time now. This has especially been 

the case among scholars concerned with matters of state sovereignty, economic exchange, war 

and security, and the provision of human rights and their attendant material necessities 

(Mamdani, 2012; Mitchell, 2002; Spivak, 1999; Shaw, 2008). Unfortunately, these lessons seem 

to have been largely lost on contemporary scholarship seeking to unpack the conditions of the 

self-determination and self-governance of the original inhabitants of the Americas in the history 

of international law, Anthropology, and political thought (e.g., Anaya, 2004; Crawford, 1994; 

Cook-Lynn, 2010; Lightfoot, 2016). 

 Accordingly, the formal operations traced above — the recognition of the difference of 

colonized population as an object to be countenanced, the transmutation of that difference from 

the marker of an object to the condition and limit for a certain type of political and legal 

subjectivity, and the critical auto-legitimation embedded in the logic necessitating colonial 

governments to attend to difference as the basis of a political and legal subjectivity for certain 
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populations — remain firmly in place in the context of relationships between “indigenous 

peoples” (a category to which we will return in Chapter Three) and domestic and international 

legal regimes. While there has been a rather considerable, and healthy, skepticism of these of 

operations as they have been mobilized especially in the context of so-called “settler states” in 

the Americas, the Pacific, and Southwest Africa (Coulthard, 2014; Mamdani, 1996; Povinell, 

2002; Pinkoski, 2011; Simpson, 2014), there remains a relative paucity of such a reconsideration 

in the context of more internationalist orientations in the human sciences.  

 Indeed, these operations can be observed quite readily in the declarative intentions that 

the legal and institutional regimes of the modern international put forward as evidence of its 

capacity and willingness to accommodate and incorporate “indigenous peoples,” and especially 

those descendants of the original inhabitants of the western hemisphere who have been legally 

recognized as such by their dominating states; specifically taking the form of United Nations 

Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP [2007]), the UN Permanent Forum 

on Indigenous Issues (UNPFII), the Expert Mechanism on Indigenous Peoples, and the UN 

Special Rapporteur on Indigenous Peoples to the Human Rights Council. As the former Special 

Rapporteur S. James Anaya (2004) has put it in his treatise concerning the status and placement 

of indigenous populations in international law, “international law is a universe of authoritative 

norms and procedures — today linked to international institutions — that are in some measure 

controlling across jurisdictional boundaries… [and although it was] once an instrument of 

colonialism, [it] has developed and continued to develop… to support indigenous peoples’ 

demands,” (3). For Anaya, recognizing not only the constitutive limit that the indigenous subject 

poses to modern forms of politics embodied in the state and the states-system on the basis of that 
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subject’s inherent diffference, but indeed, the historical violences through which that limit has 

been policed, forms the basis of the conviction that the violent relationship that erupts where and 

when both parties meet each other — that is, at the limit — can be remediated, recuperated, and 

renewed in the name of a universal right concretized in the very structures and systems that have 

enacted the violence that must be overcome so as to confirm that right. 

 Perhaps unsurprisingly, Anaya begins his story in the sixteenth century, with Vitoria and 

Las Casas as competing visionaries of early-modern international law and institutions (2004). 

The tragedy, for Anaya, seems to be the loss of a Bartolomean vision of politics to a Vitorian one.  

In other words, Anaya seems to lament that a more culturally-inclusive and ecumenical regime of 

human rights law characteristic of Las Casas’s care for the Indians and Indian difference was 

abandoned in favor of Vitoria’s attenuated, and possibly begrudging, admission that the Crown 

could not legitimately wage war on Indians because of their ignorance of the Christian Faith 

(unless they refused it) nor because they simply constituted different kinds of communities 

(unless they refused entry and trade with Spaniards) (e.g., Anghie 2007). While, certainly, if one 

is presented with this option, the former is preferable, it is a strikingly paltry and dis-spiriting  

choice to reflect upon.  

 Indeed, contemporary scholars interested in such matters seem rather uninterested in the 

complex operations of power that go into producing notions of  “Indian” or “indigenous” 

difference with the same subtlety, nimbleness, and sense of complication which they frequently 

declare the issue deserves. Perhaps this is due to a fear that complicating the image of an 

independent and unsullied Indian difference, quietly recalling that “golden age” to which Martyr 

harkened when he reflected on such matters, would be to forfeit the moral and rhetorical purity 
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of a posture opposed to the violence of colonial institutions in the western hemisphere and their 

legacy for the descendants of the original inhabitants with whom that terrible wave of European 

Christendom’s expeditions of discovery first collided. This is understandable, and not in every 

sense unreasonable. It has only been the ambition of this chapter to submit to such efforts the 

consideration that attaching moral righteousness to the identification of difference in studies of 

colonial institutions and contexts might be a legacy of the legitimizing enterprise essential to 

those institutions such opponents of them seek to contest. 

 But if it is the case that the continued conjugation of moral righteousness and Amerindian 

difference is reminiscent of that “veritable golden age” that Martyr depicted, though, it must also 

be the case that that difference must be attached to some defining qualities. This is to say the 

obvious: Difference does not exist outside of a series of overlapping and mutually-consitutive 

relationships, relationships which are largely determined by the parties naming the difference in 

the first place. This brings us to a point which will be taken up in the following chapter. This is 

that Amerindian difference, particularly in its incipient and early-modern emergence into the 

cognizance of the Western human sciences, began to establish a specific set of qualities of 

naturalism and vitality that were deliberately positioned over and against the inherent mortality  

and unliveability that the original inhabitants articulated, in speech and in act, during early 

attempts to conscript them into the extension of colonial governance.  



CHAPTER TWO: NATURE AND THE NATIVE 

Introduction 

“Nature,” according to the Oxford English Dictionary [OED], has four primary senses in which it 

can be used: Those “relating to physical bodily power, strength, or substance;” those “relating to 

physical or mental impulses and requirements;” those “relating to innate character;” and those 

“relating to the material world.” What each of these senses of “nature” share in common, when 

varyingly used, is the granting of a primary quality to things or persons. “Native,” according to 

the OED, thus corresponds to nature insofar as, when used as a noun, it describes persons by 

virtue of a relationship they possess with their place of birth as one of inherent origin (not least in 

colonial contexts). When used as an adjective, it pertains to senses “relating to a natural state or 

condition,” and again, “senses relating to conditions of birth or origin,” or “senses relating to 

place of birth or origin.” Consequently, the identification of the quality of nativity is supposed to 

reflect a corresponding relationship between the quality, its possessor, and the order of the world 

in which it is situated — that is, nature. This chapter is concerned with how this etymological 

link between nature and the native crystallized through a certain set of governing rationalities 

concerned with relations between European, Christian colonists and the original inhabitants of 

the western hemisphere over the course of the sixteenth century, particularly in Spanish and 

British colonial thought between the years 1516 and 1590. 

 Conventional studies of the relationship between nature and ideas about the original 

inhabitants of the western hemisphere rarely focus on the early-modern period. Even more rarely 

do such studies interrogate how modern ideas concerning nature itself were evaluated and 

consolidated through the information colonists and thinkers of colonialism ascertained about 

native peoples in the western hemisphere. Instead, studies which do take up the issue of the 
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relationship between nature and ideas about native peoples tend to focus on the problematic 

dimensions of the Enlightenment ideal of the so-called “noble savage,” and the inheritance of 

that idea in nineteenth- and twentieth-century anthropology or ethnographically-attuned research 

concerning contemporary native communities and their relationships with natural resources and 

the natural environment (Harkin and Lewis 2007; Krech 1999; Redford 1991; Muthu 2003; 

Tallbear 2000; Taussig 1987). In these cases, and even in those select cases where early-modern, 

or indeed pre-modern relationships between nature and the native are considered (e.g., Crosby 

2003; Cronon 1983; Carlos and Lewis 1993; Kay 1984; Martin 1982), such approaches tend to 

take an overtly demystifying tone. They emphasize that while, as Shepherd Krech III (1999) puts 

it, “few visual or textual representations of the Native North Americans have been as persistent 

over time as [the ecologically-benevolent native] has, in one form or another, and few others are 

as embedded in native identity today,” and while such an identity “may occasionally serve… 

useful polemical or political ends,” they are “ultimately dehumanizing,” since “they deny both 

variation within human groups and commonalities between them,” (23-6). 

 The information surveyed by these studies indeed provides a different picture of the 

varying relationships between native peoples and nature. However, the arguments they forward 

still tend to revert to an idea of nature that functions as a more or less a stable concept — while 

acknowledging that the mismanagement, cycles, patterns, of the systems nominated by “nature” 

are anything but. Conceptually then, this move renders nature itself the skeleton key through 

which one can unlock the mysteries of native relationships to nature, even if nature itself is a 

complex and unpredictable bundle of phenomena. If we can appreciate the invariable fact of 

nature’s complexity and unpredictability, the argument goes, we might unlock how the 

misappropriation of things natural by all persons, natives included, can serve as a moral and 
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scientific guide for a better future inhabitation and stewardship of the earth. Thus, because 

natural systems “are open systems on which random external events like fire or tempest have 

unpredictable impacts,” (23) the random and varying events of native people’s interventions into 

these systems would have had unpredictable impacts that cannot a priori or, always a posteriori 

be considered benevolent. While there are certainly critical merits to such an argument, so 

construed, studies like Krech’s fail to take the fundamental element of the relationship between 

nature and native peoples very seriously. This is because these argument do not so much call into 

question the identification of the quality of nativity with a corresponding relationship between 

the quality, its possessor, and the nature it inhabits. Instead, those arguments simply substitute 

one version of a fundamental and primary relationship that natives hold vis-à-vis nature (the 

noble savage) for another (the complicated, varying, and sometimes mismanaged nature of 

certain native groups), without ever troubling the premise at its core. 

 A symmetrical, if inverted, version of these arguments has cohered in a field of study 

which contests that ideas about native peoples can be exclusively, or almost exclusively, 

understood vis-à-vis their relationships with the nature in which they live, often also rendered as 

their “land” (a possessive and political relationship I interrogate further in Chapter Four). On 

these accounts, modern forms of political community in the form of nation-states and the 

territorial system of states have presumed and overdetermined particularly problematic ideas 

about the relationship between nature, space, and political identity which actively obfuscate the 

way in which native people define and conduct themselves (e.g., Atleo 2005, 2012; Basso 1996; 

de La Cadena 2015; Deloria 1972 [2003]; Descola 2013, 2014; Coulthard 2014; Green 2013; 

Kawagley 1995; Kohn 2013; Povinelli 2016; Rifkin 2009; Shaw 2008; Tully 1995, 2000, 2009; 

Vivieros de Castro 2004). Such arguments are at particular pains to emphasize the near-
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indistinguishability between, if not native peoples themselves, then at a minimum their modes of 

thinking about and through their natural environments. As Vine Deloria, Jr. (1972) famously 

argued in this regard, when we compare the spatiotemporal ontologies of “the American Indian 

[against that of] the Western European immigrant… the fundamental difference is one of great 

philosophical importance. American Indians hold their lands — places — as having the highest 

possible meaning, and all their statements are made with this reference point in mind… The vast 

majority of Indian tribal religions have a center at a particular place, be it a river, mountain, 

plateau, valley, or other natural feature,” (75-81). 

 Following from Deloria’s initial observations, Glen Coulthard (2014) has recently argued 

that the implication of not only this ontologically distinct posture toward space and land in 

general, but indeed the particular political movements it produces among native peoples, is that 

they both must be seen as “struggles not only for land, but also deeply informed by what the land 

as a mode of reciprocal relationship (which is also itself informed by place-based practices and 

associated form of knowledge) ought to teach us about living our lives in relation to one another 

in a respectful, nondominating, and nonexploitative way,” (60). It is not this paper’s interest or 

aspiration to contest in any way native peoples’ ontologies and epistemologies concerning space 

and land. Nor can one plausibly argue against the basic premise that those philosophies are not 

only distinct from those of the European Christians who gradually dispossessed and displaced 

the original inhabitants of the western hemisphere, but that they have been subject to a great 

degree of violent hostility borne from European Christian ideas and their secularized afterlives. 

Still, the presumption that European Christian ideologies have always and everywhere been 

incapable and unwilling to incorporate or recognize native relationships to nature is not entirely 

accurate, even if it is accurate to say that by certain moral standards both contemporaneous with 
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and now historically removed from those attempts there were indeed serious problems with 

them. Nor, will we see, is it entirely the case that, as Deloria claims, Christianity’s problem was 

only temporal and definitively non-spatial. Accordingly, while there is great pedagogical and 

polemical value in definitively parsing out “native” practices relating to nature from those of 

European Christians, the ideas about nature which the latter group developed were in fact, at 

their incipience, shaped by the active and historically contingent facts of Indian labour, 

knowledge, life, and death, particularly in the contexts that this chapter examines.  

 Finally, and orthogonally, the historiography of the early-modern period studied here 

typically look at either the status of “nature” in concepts of rights, law and governance generally 

(e.g., Brett 2010; Tierney 1997; Strauss 1953 [1999]; Tuck 1979; Wolin 1960 [2004]); or 

“nature” as this concept was undergoing revision in the early years of the scientific revolution 

(e.g., Barrera-Osorio 2010; Cooper 2007; Eamon 1994; Hadot 2008; Latour 1988; Ogilvie 2006; 

Rossi 1984; Shapin 1998); or, as already mentioned, theories of natural law as they were applied 

to the colonial enterprise. However, such studies rarely, or only rather superficially, treat these 

topics synthetically.  In the realm of law and governance, for instance, Annabel S. Brett (2010) 8

has recently shown with regard to the distinction between “the state” and “nature” generally 

during the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries that “the central problem with which natural 

law discourse in this period wrestle[d] [was] that the city or state must pull away from nature to 

form itself at the same time as being grounded in nature to motivate it and legitimate it,” (5). So, 

too, was this the case with roughly contemporaneous theories of “nature” as such. As Pierre 

Hadot (2002) has argued in this context, scholars of the period recognized “nature [as] both a 

spectacle that fascinates us, even if it terrifies us, and a process that surrounds us,” (98) and in 

response to this awesomeness, sought to discover “the means of progressing in a decisive and 
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definitive way in [a] project of dominating nature, limiting themselves the rigorous analysis of 

what is measurable and quantifiable in sensible phenomena,” (123). And, as we saw in Chapter 

One, the immediate response to native difference that Spanish colonial agents thoroughly versed 

in the doctrines of natural law took was to simultaneously maintain the distance that that 

difference marked and to incorporate it into the legal architecture of the new polities across the 

Atlantic that they sought to construct. Ultimately however, none of these historical treatments of 

either nature in its legal or scientific sense, nor those that treat the natives of the western 

hemisphere during the period which those concepts were under significant change, accounts for 

the intimate etymological link between these two concepts, nor how that link gathered its 

particular texture through the experience of the early-modern colonial enterprises under way in 

America. And, in the rare case where such attempts have been made (e.g., Gerbi 1985 [2010]), 

they have remained limited to focusing on only the national scientific culture of either Spain or 

Britain, unfortunately limiting our understanding of the intimate intertextual exchanges that took 

place between the two competitors, especially as the latter looked to challenge the former. 

 This chapter thus brings each of the above literatures together, and intervenes on their 

lacunae. It accomplishes this by tracking how, over the course of the sixteenth century, 

connections between ideas of nature and ideas of nativity emerged through the necessity for both 

Spanish and British observers of the lands and peoples of the western hemisphere to name and 

qualify the natural and so native characteristics of the things and groups of persons that they 

were observing and with whom they were forced to negotiate. Such nominations or qualifications 

were supposed to properly reflect the corresponding relationship between the characteristics 

possessed by the thing or group of persons so named or qualified and the placement of that thing 

or group of persons in the order of the world. This was especially necessary not only because the 
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“discovery” of the New World forced a fundamental reconsideration of the spatial, temporal, and 

demographic parameters of European knowledge up to the sixteenth century. 

 In tracking this process, I argue that the etymological and so conceptual correspondences 

between nature and the native and the political imperatives they generated took on two distinct 

but interacting dimensions. These can be referred to as the eschatologies and the use-values of 

native naturalism in Spanish and British colonial thought. These dimensions were eschatological 

to the extent that they presumed some possibility of salvation from a looming catastrophe, 

namely, a final judgement on the malpractice of colonists’ relations with the natives of the 

western hemisphere and the nature with which they interacted. They were likewise shot through 

with a sense of utility-value, to the extent that the proper discernment of the relationship between 

nature and the native would in the end, it was believed, yield some degree of material benefit for 

the persons and communities recognizing that inherent relationship. 

 The eschatology and utility-value of native naturalism in both the Spanish and British 

contexts, while distinct, shared three primary modes of development. First, each was most 

immediately a response to the gradual realization that the Americas could not be accounted for 

by pre-Columbian, Biblically- or Classically-derived, understandings of the geographic and 

demographic constitution of the world and its populations. This made the very space of the world 

in which European Christians lived, the very definition of nature itself, highly unstable for first 

Spanish, and later British thinkers. Thus, these thinkers etymologically and conceptually linked 

ideas about the natives or “natural inhabitants” of these lands in such a way that nature itself 

could be conceptually stabilized by making natives the primary thing through which the qualities 

of an emergent idea of nature could be read.  
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 Secondly, it follows that the eschatology and use-value of native naturalisms in both the 

Spanish and the British context was not simply a matter of the conceptual impositions of ideas 

about natures from without. Instead, ideas about both the nature of the world, and particularly the 

world as it had to be understood through reference to the existence of America and its native 

inhabitants were fundamentally shaped by the activities in which the latter groups engaged upon 

the arrival of European Christians upon their shores. To be sure, these activities were rarely 

optional, much less benevolent, for the original inhabitants of the Americas. They typically 

involved one or some combination of the work of slavery, death by disease, sexual violence, 

active resistance, and/or semi-voluntary exchanges on the part of the natives which were 

demanded by Spanish and British colonial agents, some examples of which we encountered at 

the end of Chapter One. Still, these activities, and the persons involved in them, decisively 

shaped European Christian ideas about their own and their colonial subjects’ relationship with 

nature, and this pertained in both theologico-legal terms concerning the imperial mission and its 

agents, as well as in matters economic and scientific on Spanish and British estimations. While 

tracking this process of conceptual formation is in no way fully representative of either then-

contemporaneous ideas about nature that native peoples held, nor of contemporary native 

peoples’ continuation and developments of those ideas, the points of enforced labour, sexual 

violence, active resistance, or semi-voluntary exchange do reveal the complex and inherent 

imbrications between native peoples practices vis-a-vis nature, and European ideas of nature and 

nativity. Especially important in this context was the way in which native women were forcefully 

positioned, often through means of both physical and conceptual violence, as bearers of both the 

evidence of transgression of the order of nature by Europeans, as full representations of the 
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relationship between nature and the native, and as potential bearers of the European resolutions 

to having transgressed the boundary in the first place. 

 Finally then, I demonstrate that, distinct though the registers of the eschatology and utility 

value may have been not only in their conceptual forebears but additionally in their sociopolitical 

and economic points of reference, they both overlapped with one another in each of the 

respective Spanish and British contexts to a considerable degree, and indeed, the exchange 

between epistemic communities of  European Christian scholars that helped to sharpen a sense of 

the divide between europeans and Indians. In other words, if we aim to understand the 

relationship between ideas about nature and ideas about native peoples in European Christian 

thought generally, we must understand the way in which ideas circulated and travelled across 

political divides during the course of early-modern imperialism, since many of the primary 

agents formulating the programs for their home-nations’ imperial projects rarely respected those 

boundaries when it came to gathering information and estimating what the enterprise itself might 

involve. This, we will see, was particularly the case as British colonial thinkers began to consider 

how to both compete with and adopt the most successful strategies of their chief imperial rivals 

in the late sixteenth century, the Spanish. 

 Accordingly, in the next section of this chapter, I turn my attention once again to the 

context of Spanish, Catholic, natural law doctrine and its constitutive debates. Here, I 

demonstrate that the relationship between nature and the native in this context crystallized in the 

reference to Indians [indios] as “natives,” or more precisely, native or natural inhabitants 

[naturales]. The eschatology of native naturalism in the form of naturales that emerged out of 

mid-sixteenth century Spanish formulations of natural law theory reflected the broader debates 

within the Crown’s imperial bureaucracy and intellectual class over the Indians humanity, the 
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beginnings of which we examined in Chapter One. Central to Spanish debates concerning Indian 

humanity and/or inhumanity was the promise of salvation for the outside observer from the 

damnation almost certainly guaranteed by that observer’s complicity with the sins that his 

civilization had committed against the natives. The eschatology of native naturalism emerged in 

this context as a vision of the inherent and unique communion that the native held with the laws 

of nature as established by Divine Providence, a communion so close as to render the native and 

the laws of nature conceptually and lexically indistinguishable from one another. However, and 

concurrently, that eschatology was firmly grounded in a pragmatic sense of the utility and value 

that Indians generated for the Spanish. This utility-value was mainly derived from their original 

conscription into the forced labour of mining that generated the majority of Spanish wealth in the 

Americas from 1492 onward. 

 Following this discussion, I turn my attention to the British case, where early modern 

natural philosophy figured the Algonquin-Roanoke of present-day Virginia and North Carolina as 

both as “naturall inhabitants” of the region. This mode of figuring nature and the native was a 

product of colonial endeavors undertaken by privately commissioned officers, such as Sir Walter 

Raleigh, pursuant to the nascent British empire’s primary interests in the acquisition and use-

value of the land, flora, and fauna of the western hemisphere. Where the texts concerned with 

these endeavors did exhibit an interest in evangelization and the salvation of European and 

Indian souls, it was largely imbued with either a sense of competition with its Catholic 

counterparts in France and Spain, or, with alleviating the anxieties of sexually active 

frontiersmen and noble courtiers taking forceful pleasure from the women culled from the 

original populations of the new-found lands. Consequently, in both its eschatological and utility-

valuation modes, British native naturalism proposed an earthly and material benefit accessible to 
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both the native and to the outside consumer or investor who was capable of appreciating that 

native naturalism. 

 The purpose of such an overview is therefore documentary. My primary ambition is to 

provide an impressionistic trace of the way in which a redemptive and useful value came to be 

attached to the relationship between natives of the western hemisphere and the nature they 

inhabited.  At a minimum, this inquiry might provide a helpful point of reference for those who 9

wish to continue challenging the troubling conflations of native peoples with nature. As the 

concluding remarks of this chapter discuss, it is hoped that the implications of this inquiry might 

prompt further reflection about certain epistemological axiological orientations that even such 

challenges continue to hold, especially in the contemporary historiographic context of unfolding 

climate catastrophe. 

 In terms of the present study, examining the way in which “native” information as an 

object and process of prefiguring and producing an indigenous subject through reference to the 

relationship between the nativity of the person(s) and the information they are conveying, in both 

bodily and speech acts, to nature demonstrates at least two important points. First, it 

demonstrates that for European thinkers in the late Renaissance and early Scientific Revolution, 

properly understanding the relationship between the perceived characteristics of the original 

inhabitants of the western hemisphere and the nature which they inhabited was not only 

politically and legally necessary according to the parameters of legitimacy that an 

acknowledgement of Amerindian Difference set. What was more, understanding the knowledge 

that the natives possessed of their natural environments was an essential aspect to opening up 

and intensifying sites and objects of resource extraction in the Americas which both fueled the 

economic engines of Europe’s transformation, and as we will see, the intellectual engines of its 
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increasing sophistication of medical and scientific knowledge. In short, for an indigenous subject 

to be prefigured and produced as part of the processual operation of native information, the idea 

of nature itself had to change according to the information that a person deemed “native” to the 

western hemisphere provided. Once this idea of nature was altered, even if only slightly, those 

things and persons nominated as natural and native could then fit into the world which European 

Christians sought to construct. 

Naturales 

There are few more ready and iconic images of the confusion that was immediately prompted by 

the collision between European Christian explorers and the original inhabitants of the western 

hemisphere than the almost-uniform use of the misnomer of “Indians” [indios] that was initially 

applied by Columbus to the peoples he and his men encountered upon landing in Antilles (Seth, 

2010). Other narratives, as already discussed, have focused on the Aristotelian categories of 

“natural slavery” and “barbarism” as the legal terms in which the original inhabitants were 

figured (Hanke, 1959; Pagden, 1986). Still others have speculated that the etymology of the word 

“cannibal” to the Carib population of the Antilles was itself the product of a mistranslation on the 

part of the Admiral Columbus, so convinced he had arrived in the Kingdom of the Great Khan, 

that he immediately determined the name of the people he encountered to be “kahn-ibale” [sic] 

(Cheyfitz, 1997; Todorov, 1999). None of these tales are without their didactic value. All three 

fables reflect the arrogance of the European Christian mind even in that most uncertain enterprise 

of plotting a new path around the Earth, an arrogance assured by the preeminence guaranteed 

that explorer and his civilization by pre-Columbian world picture which he continued to hold in 

his head. They also therefore reflect that the tremendous shock that that novelty posed to the 
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European Christian mind nevertheless rendered many of the presumed truths of ancient and 

Biblical texts surprisingly stable throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries (Elliott, 

1992; Grafton, 1995); and this, despite their consistent impeachment to the contrary by the 

reports of those men returning from the western hemisphere, as elsewhere.  

 However, each of these tales tends to overlook an orthogonal, yet distinct, rendering of 

human subjectivity,  applied specifically to Amerindians, in the works of many of the authors 10

they consider. This rendering is the less frequent, but still consistent and equally telling, 

adjectival and/or nounal reference to the original inhabitants in sixteenth century Spanish 

imperial knowledge: naturales. The use of naturales to either qualify or directly identify the 

original inhabitants was a significant rhetorical and conceptual innovation to the extent that it 

nullified the possibility of the very discursive being of the original inhabitants of the western 

hemisphere contradicting the delicate natural order laid down by Providence in its cloaking them 

under the fog of obscurity, as Las Casas (1527a) put it, for so many centuries. In Spanish, the 

term naturale itself is effectively synonymous with nativo, but carries with it an added moral, 

spiritual, and political weight (DEL). This is because while naturales was an infrequent, though 

thoroughly significant, nomination for native inhabitants [naturales habitadores] it identified in 

the western hemisphere in sixteenth-century discourses, it was shared with the more frequent 

qualification of right [derecho] and law [leye], and of course in constant concourse with 

significations of nature [naturaleza] and qualifications of “naturalness” [natural] proper. 

The choice to refer to the naturales of the western hemisphere (over and against such 

options as nativos, indios, cannibales, and the like), can be explained by and thus reflects a 

specific problem borne of the intersection between Christian ontology and the legal doctrines 

that were supposed to follow therefrom. This was the problem of knowing where and how 
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certain groups of persons could be said to rightfully inhabit the geographic spaces of the earth 

that they inhabited. In the pre-Columbian world-picture, those persons inhabited those places on 

the earth that longitudinally and so hierarchically placed them closer to God in accordance with 

their capacities for civilization and Faith, with Europe at the top, naturally followed by Asia and 

Africa proceeding toward the bottom (Rossi, 1984; Wey-Gomez, 2007). But, as the geographic 

and demographic realities about what Columbus had “discovered” began to come into clearer 

focus for European Christianity, governors, theologians, philosophers, and legal theorists back in 

Europe were forced to confront two related and constitutive facts that characterized the original 

inhabitants of the western hemisphere, facts for which reversion to the pre-Columbian world-

picture which both Scripture and the Ancients had offered could not, on its own, account.These 

facts were first that, as Palacios-Rubios had written in De Las Islas del Mar Océano (c. 1511 the 

existence of those peoples and lands in the Indies had not been foretold in either the Holy 

Scripture or in the works of Antiquity, nor by generations of scholars of either canon; and 

second, that by virtue of their geographic isolation from the birthplace and contemporary seat of 

Christendom, those populations whom Europe had newly encountered had not yet encountered 

the Word of God (71). Thus, it followed that the Crown and the Faith were both threatened with 

the nullification of the principles of natural law upon which the temporal laws granting them 

legitimate legal authority in the western hemisphere relied (O’Gorman, 1961; Pagden, 1986; 

Wey-Gomez, 2007).  

 In several of its earlier appearances, and indeed, well into the mid-sixteenth century, the 

usage of naturales functioned, at best, as a descriptive terminology devoid of any of the baggage 

of these problems. In this way, naturales may have very distantly harkened to the same laws 

[leyes] and rights [derechos] it otherwise qualified, but only obliquely, and not to great 
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consequence. Accordingly, Oviedo (1535 [1852]), especially known for his disdain for the 

Indians, had sometimes deployed naturale to describe them as an alternative to the more 

prevalent, though not exclusive, nomenclature of indios (68). Vitoria (1538 [1946, 1991]), too, 

would later use the term back at the Salamanca school, albeit in a rather different manner, 

describing “children born in the Indies of a Spanish father [who wished] to become citizens,” in 

effect describing the predicament of so-called “mestizo” persons (92). What the use of this term 

across this variety of contexts shared, however, was a more general and longstanding meaning 

simply intending to connote what we could today anachronistically refer to as the “domestic 

nationals” of a specific country, sometimes in Europe, sometimes in the Americas. Thus, 

naturales might be read in such cases to have, at a minimum, signified a sense of geographic, 

cosmological, and spiritual belonging that specific groups of persons held to specific places. 

However, this did not seem to signal any major break with its common uses to describe the 

“domestic subjects” of any particular monarchy. Indeed, several scholars had used this term to 

describe and refer to individuals and communities not just in the Indies, but indeed, back in 

Europe as well (e.g., Brett 2010, 11-37). 

 Alternatively, and more congruent to the unique problem that the original inhabitants and 

lands of the western hemisphere posed to European Christendom, albeit more mendaciously so, 

naturales was sometimes also used in a manner that carried within it overtones of direct hostility 

on the part of the Catholic Crown toward the presumed infidelity of the Indians. Such was the 

case, for instance, in the thirteenth item of a 1518 set of instructions (Documentos Ineditos del 

Archivos del Indias XII, 1869)  given to Hernando Cortès as part of the grant that the 11

conquistador had received to explore the still-unexplored islands, lands, and “Ocean Sea” [“las 

islas y tierras nuevamente en el mar Oceana”] especially around the Central American isthmus 
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and the Yucatan peninsula. Penned by then-governor of Cuba Diego de Velazquez, the 

instructions dictated that because the primary grant had originally been given to Cortés in order 

to spread the faith and ensure that the Holy Father was to be exalted, it would be necessary to 

“delicately and with great care to inquire into and know, through all the ways and modes that 

thou can, if the natives of the said islands, or some of them, have any place or faith or rites or 

ceremonies in which they believe, or anyone whom they worship, or if having mosques or some 

other houses of worship, or idols, or other similar things, and have persons under whom those 

ceremonies are administered, in such a way as faqīh or other ministers do[,]” [“terneis mucho 

cuidado de inquerir é saber, por todas las vias é formas que pudierdes, si los naturales de las 

dichas islas ó de algunas dellas tengan algunos seta ó creencia ó rito ó ceremonia, en que ellos 

crean ó en quien adoren, ó si tienei mesquites ó algunas casas de oracion ó idolos ó otras cosas 

semejantes, é si tienen personas que administren sus ceremonias, así como alfaquies ó otros 

ministros[.]”] (230-5). In this context, the use of naturales did indeed work to attach some sense 

of geographic, cosmological, and so spiritual belonging, but a rather hostile place of belonging, 

likening the natives [naturales] as it did to an anterior and ready image of infidelity that the 

European Christian would certainly hold in his mind: namely, that of the Moor, or Muslim, and 

his places and modes of worship. Such indeed, we will recall, was the case when Pané likened 

the Taino priestly class and its administration of areytos or song and dance as a form of prayer to 

the Moors. Still, Velasquez’s figuration of the naturales of the western hemisphere in this sense 

hardly settled the problem of belonging definitively. This was because infidels akin to the Moors 

though the naturales may have been on this view,  this was still only a similarity; if there was 12

no extant knowledge of Christ and his Word, it hardly followed that their Islamic repudiation 

would have existed prior to contact across the Atlantic either. 
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 It is thus against the backdrop of naturales’ more banal and/or bellicose usages that the 

distinctly eschatological key in which Las Casas’s use of the term with reference to the original 

inhabitants of the western hemisphere ought to be read. This is because, Las Casas’s usage of 

naturales retroactively, if somewhat elliptically and only suggestively, indicated that the 

relationship that the natives of the western hemisphere possessed with the place of their 

inhabitation was firmly in accordance with the natural law that was expressed through the 

distribution of populations across the continents — this, even if Scripture had not revealed the 

truth of the existence of the western hemisphere and its native populations. The Friar laid out the 

problem quite clearly in the prologue and opening chapter of his three-volume History of the 

Indies [Historia de las Indias] (1527 [1875]a): The existence of cultural, social, political, and 

religious difference in the world, wrote Las Casas, was the product of a preordained design that 

God had in mind for the post-diluvial lineages of peoples that were to populate the Earth during 

its second age. These lineages could be traced back to the eight survivors of the Flood — Noah, 

his wife, his sons Ham, Japheth, and Shem, and their respective wives. While, at the beginning of 

this age, the Earth had only been populated by these people, as time progressed, their offspring 

continued to procreate and to migrate from their country of habitation, since it had so struggled 

to sustainably contain such multitudes and their livestock as the descendants of the Flood’s 

survivors required. Consequently, those descendants had come to be scattered and separated not 

only from one another over the Earth’s greatest distances. Moreover, as these scattered and 

mutually alien populations emerged as nations, they came to forget the truth of how they had 

been begotten unto this world by God Himself. To be sure, the ingeniousness and curiosity that 

God’s design had bequeathed to Man, alongside the unavoidable fact of Man’s mortal tendency 

toward evil, had resulted in a multitude of false beliefs and ignorances, such as to populate the 
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world with as many kinds of peoples. But, to observe such human, perhaps all too human, 

imperfections and errors, was emphatically not, for Las Casas, to observe some great oversight in 

the planning of the Earth and its peoples’ destiny on the part of Divine Providence. It was, 

instead, an invitation to discern the true unity of Mankind (35-40).  13

 Consequently, even if the result of the post-diluvial distribution of peoples and nations 

was that the great majority of those peoples had forgotten the truth of their origin and so 

knowledge of the one true God, it was nevertheless the case that the differences that emerged 

from such lapses in memory were themselves the intentional product of his Providence. The 

Indians and their lands of inhabitation, Las Casas continued, were above all evidence of this. 

Thus, for Las Casas, “to undertake writing on those principal things [of the Indies], some of 

which I have seen happen with my own eyes for sixty years or more, up to the present day,”  was 

ultimately to reveal and to clarify “the principle end pursued by Divine Providence with 

[European Christendom’s] discovery of these peoples and these lands; which was nothing other 

than that which covered all our mortal being and flesh, to know the conversion and salvation of 

these souls, [the mission] to which all temporal law necessarily is to be deferred, subordinated, 

and submitted,” (20).  

 The jurisprudential thinking that the Friar expressed in this regard was hardly innovative. 

It reflected a thoroughly conventional tripartite and hierarchical order of operations between 

Divine, Natural, and Temporal or Human Laws as these had been of course delineated by 

Thomas Aquinas in the thirteenth century. Las Casas himself hardly claimed any innovation in 

this sense. Indeed, as the Friar put it, the kind of history that he sought to write with regard to the 

natives of the western hemisphere and the evils that had befallen them after Spanish contact, was 

“not insignificant to establishing juridical values for numerous enterprises of great importance, 
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[it was] necessary for kingdoms and useful for human affairs.” According to jurists and 

chroniclers alike, he continued, it had been history’s capacity, since the Ancients, to furnish the 

proofs and support the judgements of legal arbitrators that had granted it such a privileged place 

in all renowned societies. Thus one could observe, for example, the physical preservation of 

history in the form of public archives dedicated to the kings and/or kingdoms in whose service 

that history had been written (13).  It was in “reflecting upon… and oftentimes considering with 

care the flaws and errors,” which previous historians of the Indies had committed, and so seeking 

to undo the horrific harm that had resulted from the relaying of such falsehoods about the Indies, 

that Las Casas “wanted to undertake writing on those principal things [of the Indies], some of 

which I have seen happen with my own eyes for sixty years or more, up to the present day, since 

I have been to a number of different places, kingdoms, provinces, and countries in the Indies.” 

This was crucial for Las Casas, in particular, because he noted, “it is in the true relation to the 

facts that, as the jurists put it, the law is born and has its origin.” (29). 

  It is therefore highly significant that the Friar lexically linked his jurisprudential 

architecture grounded in a claim to nature to the place of the original inhabitants in the order of  

the world and the universe that that architecture buttressed, such that the original inhabitants 

themselves were rendered evidence of the natural order of the universe as such — i.e., naturales. 

In the prologue to the History (1527a) alone, for instance, one observes a frequent and consistent 

weaving together of the order, right, and laws of nature with the figuration of the natives of the 

Indies. Thus, Las Casas argued, it was not possible that God had left such a numerable quantity 

of his people to inhabit such vast regions of nature [“no era posible tan numerosa ó innumerable 

parte como cupo á estas tan dilatadas regiones de la naturaleza de los hombres”] (20). Nor was 

it possible that he had deprived such peoples of the capacity to govern themselves or partake in 
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any other rational action, because nature always, or almost always, tends toward its own 

perfection in the realization of any particular species, and it rarely fails in doing so [“la 

naturaleza siempre ó cuasi siempre, y por la mayor parte, lo más y lo mejor y perfecto, de lo 

cual apenas y rarísimas veces fallece”] (20). Indeed, the Friar challenged anyone who doubted 

him to go to the Indies themselves and to see just how much harm ignorance of this fact had 

caused the “natural inhabitants” of that world [“Por esta falta de noticia, según dicho habemos, 

de las cosas de suso apuntadas , será manifiesto á quien quisiere mirar en ello, han procedido 

(los grandes y no otros comparables, cuanto á ser incomparablemente nocivos) errores que 

acerca de los naturales habitadores deste Orbe”] (26-7). 

 It was therefore in this sense that naturale became possessed of a direct legal, political, 

and indeed, eschatological valence when applied to the natives of the New World. As the Friar 

had written in his most legalistic treatise concerning the proper method of evangelization, The 

Only Way of Conversion [De unico vocationis modo] (1536 [1942]), “it is mindless, wrong, evil, 

to wage war on pagans who never heard of our faith or our Church… who never harmed the 

Church — and to do it so that once subjected to Christian power by war their souls would be 

prepared to accept salvation in the Christian religion, or at least the impediments to faith would 

be removed,” [“Es temeraria, injusta y tiránica la guerra que los infieles… a los infieles que 

nunca han sabido nada acerca de la fe, ni de la Iglesia, ni han ofendido de ningún modo a la 

misma Iglesia, se les declara con el solo el objeto de que, sometidos al imperio de los cristianos 

por medio de la misma guerra, perparen sus ánimos para recibir la fe o la religión critiana, o 

también para remover los impedimentos que puedan estorbar la predicación de la misma fe”]  

This was not least because, he continued, “the law of nature is violated by a war in which a 
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sovereign people — not living under Christian rule, not provoking a thing — is struck down by a 

horde of irreparable harms: murders, massacres, muggeries, lootings, enslavements, and such 

like,” [“Es contra el derecho natural esta guerra con que se les causan infinitos e irreparables 

daños, como son muertes, carnicerías, estragos, rapiñas, servidumbres y otras calamidades 

semajantes, a personas que viven en sus tierras y reinos, separados del imperio de los cristianos 

y sin tener de su parte ninguna culpa”] (422-3). To ignore the goodness and generosity that the 

natives exhibited in their “natural character” and the sovereignty thereof, was thus to ignore the 

very natural law upon which European Christendom staked its claims to authority and 

superiority, claims which for Las Casas, could only be corroborated and fully realized by 

attention to and care for the natural purity of the Indians’ bodies and souls. 

 The earthly, political costs that such ignorance would incur upon the Spanish Empire was 

everywhere clear, for the Friar. In his account (1527 [1875]b), for example, of the 1497-8 war 

that erupted between three factions composed of Columbus and his Brother Bartholomew, the 

colonist Francisco Roldàn and his followers, and the five primary Taino Chiefs on the island of 

Hispañiola [Haïti], Las Casas characteristically chose to focus on the brutalities that many 

Spanish settlers had committed upon the Indians of that island before and throughout the period 

of hostilities. Tellingly, the turmoil was prompted by the unscrupulousness and brutality of 

Roldàn in his attempt to establish an autonomous government from the Spanish. In addition to a 

general discontent with the Adelantado’s governance of the island, an increasing desire to extract 

more provisions for his town and to continue acquiring territory, and a refusal to pay tribute to 

the Crown, Roldán’s revolt also turned upon, and exacerbated, hostilities with Guarionex. This 

was because, Las Casas wrote, Roldán and one of his most trusted advisors and companions had 
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kidnapped and raped Guarionex’s wife, an action for which the Adelantado reportedly wished to 

enforce a strict punishment. Still, the Adelantado Columbus remitted none of his demands for the 

labour and tributary payment of the natives in the mines of Hispaniola. If anything, Las Casas 

wrote, the outbreak of hostilities between Bartolomé Columbus and Francisco Roldán resulted in 

the “killing and destruction [of the Indians] with new and exquisite forms of cruelty, and it 

happened not rarely but often and regularly that, as a pastime, one among them would shoot an 

Indian to see if he could be pierced by one’s crossbow,” or descend upon them and “cut them to 

pieces.” And if, Las Casas noted, the natives tired of their charge to provide four arrobes 

(approximately 12-15 kg) of gold per day, they would have their fingers cut off at the knuckles, 

and be put under the command who had met their quota. Consequently, it was to these conditions 

that Guarionex, an otherwise “peaceful and gentle man” who had not wanted to wage war against 

the Christians, the Friar wrote, launched his revolt (150-9). 

 Accordingly, not only were these hostilities largely attributable to the revolts of the Taino 

nations against the settlers. What was more, Las Casas (1527 [1875]a) wrote, the Christians 

“suffered greatly from hunger and fatigue, because they had persecuted or depleted the Indians.” 

This was because, the Friar continued, “God, who is a just judge, punished them and tormented 

them with their own work, even if it appeared to them as though they were going to triumph over 

the miserable savages,” (76-7). Indeed, that the Spanish continued to suffer such deprivations 

and hardships was a just reward for the fact that they had pursued the ends of riches, not the 

evangelization of the natives. Their failure to recognize in the native his inherent humanity, to 

coax out of him the natural purity of his spirit so it could be brought into the Lord’s flock and so 

he could know the Good News, was duly reflected in the Spaniards’ sufferings at the harshest 
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edges of the Crown’s imperial reach. It is telling, and should come as no surprise then, that in the 

midst of narrating the specific events of these hostilities, the Friar (1527b) described two 

particularly intrepid messengers of the chief [cacique] of Ciguayo, Mayobanex, as a natural of 

his original country of residence on the island [“natural ciguayo”] (171). 

 But such political and terrestrial implications ultimately only worked as an index of the 

more profound spiritual and eschatological implications that were bound to follow from 

misrecognizing the natives’ natural legalism. Las Casas made those implications clear in his 

appeal to King Charles V at the end of the Brief Account (1542 [2003]). Having surveyed the 

disasters wrought by conquistadores like Roldàn, Cortez, and Pizarro over the course of the 

previous five decades, Las Casas informed his Royal Audience that he could either continue to 

allow such destructions and, as was so often the case, attempted usurpations of the Crown’s 

sovereignty by such conquistadors themselves.  Or, on Las Casas' recommendation, the King 14

could, and should, recognize the inherent humanity of “all these universal and infinite peoples a 

toto genere, [whom] God created to be a simple people, altogether without subtility, malice, or 

duplicity… [and who] are among the cleanliest and most unoccupied inhabitants of the earth, and 

of a lively understanding, very apt and tractable for all fair doctrine, excellently fit to receive our 

holy Catholic faith and to be endued with virtuous customs, and the people with the fewest 

impediments to this that God has created upon the earth,” (5-6). Adhering to that prescription 

would, Las Casas concluded, allow the King to begin to create and realize a culture of universal 

justice that would ultimately work to support and to corroborate the legitimacy of the claim of 

Spanish sovereignty, as it had been established in the Indies since 1493. “[Praying] that God not 

destroy [Castile] for the great sins committed against its faith and honour,” Las Casas hoped that 
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“the king and emperor of Spain… may come to understand… the acts of malice and treachery 

which have been and still are being done upon those nations and lands, against the will of God 

and his own, and that he may bring an end to so many evils and bring relief to that New World 

which God has given him, as the lover and cultivator, as he is, of justice,” (86-7).  

 But, while Las Casas’s usage of naturales can thus understood in this largely 

eschatological sense, it is no less the case that much of the problematization of Indian humanity 

which naturales was meant to connote was borne out of a valuation of Indian life based on its 

utility to the Spanish empire, and indeed, in an overtly economic sense. It was largely in response 

to Las Casas’s first act of advocacy for the Indians, his Memorial for the Remedy of the Indies 

(1516) which he delivered to the Trustee of the Castilian throne Cardinal Ximenes Cisneros 

himself, for instance, that the aforementioned Hieronymite inquiry into the conditions of Indian 

life in Hispañiola and Cuba in 1518 was launched. However, that Las Casas — then simply an 

unknown former encomendero inspired to become the champion and “Protector” of the Indians 

by the much more famous Montesinos — was the messenger was doubtless of less consequence 

than the message that he delivered: The Crown was on a very dangerous and unstable path to 

bankrupting itself by ignoring the harm that it was visiting upon the Indians. 

 Indeed, before the 1519 invasion of Mexico under Hernando Cortés, for instance, the 

near-entirety of the gold that entered first the Spanish, and subsequently the emerging world-

economy came from the Antilles.  Between 1503 and 1520, for instance, total imports of gold 15

from imperial enterprises amounted to 4,051,251 ducat coins, with imports increasing every year 

during that period by roughly ten percent. (Elliott 2002: 184; Hamilton 1929;1934: 34).  In 16

short, the imperial project was profitable, and it would have become clear early on to the Crown 
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that the eradication of the Indians through means of disease, destruction, or deprivation would 

only result in a loss of the massive revenues their labour generated. revenue which was necessary 

to not only evangelize abroad but also to consolidate power at home. The relatively early nature 

of this realization can thus, perhaps unsurprisingly, be read in Cardinal Cisneros’s 1516 usage of 

the term naturales to describe the natives of Hispañiola in his first letter to the Hieronymite 

Friars instructing them to go to the island and evaluate the conditions of Indian life there. As 

Cisneros wrote, since the Indians were “Christians suffering from such a great damage… to 

remedy it, mainly in the spiritual and then in the temporal [sense]… [could] not be provided but 

by seeing the earth and knowing the condition of the natives, and how they deserve to be 

organized” [“como cristianos doliendose de un tan gran dano como este, deseando remediarlo, 

principalmente en lo espiritual y despues en lo temporal, visto que non se puede bien proveer 

sino veyendo la tierra y conosciendo la condicion e manera de los naturales, y como merecen ser 

hechos cuartos,”]. Moreover, the reason for which Cisneros concluded that this had to be done 

leaves the translator with a telling ambiguity, as the Cardinal wrote to the Hieronymites that they 

were to undertake the mission to alleviate this suffering “por lo que vienen á procurar,” which 

could be translated either as  “so that they [the natives] might come to thrive,” or  “so that they 

[the natives] might come to procure,” which is to say, produce (DIIvii, 1867: 438). 

 It was against this backdrop then, that Las Casas (1516) both wrote his Memorial  

arguing for the immediate melioration of encomendero brutality, and in the process, developed 

his thinking as it related to the place of the Indians in the order of the Empire and the world 

itself. Thus, while Las Casas did not use the term naturales in his first known work, the 1516 

Memorial for the Remedy of the Indies, it was there that the Friar articulated the need to curb the 
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“evil and obnoxious custom that the Spaniards have in using the Indians,” which had already 

killed a significant number of them and would, he predicted, “cause many of them to die, and to 

die in a short time.” Directly addressing the deterioration of the conditions of Indian life that 

Montesinos had passionately criticized in 1511, and which the Laws of Burgos sought to 

manage, the remedies Las Casas proposed in his Memorial, he wrote, “seem[ed] to be needed so 

that the evil and harm that occur in the Indies cease and that God and the Prince our Lord may 

have more benefits than up till now, and that the republic with these remedies be better preserved 

and comforted,” (15). Indeed, it was not only on basis of the European’s mission of Providential  

duty, but equally on basis of the Indians’ utility that the Friar made his fourteen initial proposals 

to Cisneros, envisioning a whole milieu of hospitals, churches, schools, and trading posts 

(particularly in those communities organized around mining) (40). 

 Particularly telling, in this case, was the language of Las Casas’s third and fifth proposals 

for remedying the situation in the Antilles. Anticipating the dispatching of religious officials to 

the islands to inquire into and oversee the conditions of life on the islands that Cisneros was to 

implement later that year, Las Casas implored the court to “order to be placed on those islands — 

each one of them — a religious person, zealous in the service of God, and to your highness and 

to the population of that land, and that he seek the usefulness and conservation of the Indians 

with much vigilance and much care, under whose jurisdiction the said Indians will be, so that 

they will not be abused without cause and without justices [my emphasis — T.V.],” [“Vuestra 

reverendisma mande poner en aquella islas, en cada una dellas, una persona religiosa, celosa 

del servicio de Dios y de S.A. y de la población de la tierra, i que procure la utilidad y 

conservación de los indios con mucha vigilancia e cuidado,”] (20-1). Likewise, for Las Casas, 
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Spanish settlement everywhere on the islands was to be promoted, with settlers of lesser means 

to be given five Indians per family. The conditions of the shared labour that would necessarily 

follow from such a repartiamento, would under the conditions of collectivized the profits as 

established by the previous remedy, not only promote a brotherly relationship between Spaniards 

and Indians. What’s more, the mechanisms of micro-accountings that these projects would 

necessarily entail would eventually, Las Casas claimed, civilize the Indians through the 

education it would provide them in the use of currency. Moreover, Las Casas hoped, the 

closeness of the relationships that this system promoted would encourage Spaniards and Indians 

to “mix” and procreate [“y asimismo se mezclarán casándose los hijos de los unos con las hijas 

de los otros, etc.”] (19-21). 

 It is in that sense that the eschatology of native naturalism — and indeed, arts of 

governance leading toward self-governance as discussed in the previous chapter — in the 

Spanish context must be understood as being endowed also with the use-value attributed to 

understanding the natives as belonging to a specific place on the earth that was to be indicative 

of the proper order of the universe, the proper discernment of which would affirm European 

Christianity’s continued claims to superiority therein. The utility-value of this understanding and 

encouraging the renewal of the natives’ life in the place of their natural inhabitation can be 

understood from two interrelated facts. The first was Las Casas’s provisions call for an end to the 

labour that they provided until such a time as that labour could follow from the happy state of 

their naturally inhabiting their native lands. In other words, while the Indians’ labour was 

valuable, the utility of having the natural inhabitants of the Indies thriving in the place where god 

had put them was deemed, by the Friar any way, to be of even greater value. This was 
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underscored by a second fact which is that it was in the 1516 Memorial that Las Casas made his 

notorious proposal to mitigate the potentially reduced productivity of a well-cared-for labour 

force of Indians by supplementing any such losses that program might incur through the use of 

African slaves. Consequently, in 1518 the Crown issued its first asiento for the importation of 

black slaves, thus setting into many of the well-known horrors of Transatlantic African slavery 

(Wynter 1984ab). In short, as Frank Wilderson (2010) has noted in a more general, philosophical 

frame, the fungibility of devalued African life enabled a higher valuation of Indian life and thus 

the coupling of ideas making up the eschatology and use-value of native naturalism in the 

Spanish Catholic context. 

 This coupling of ideas concerning the salvation of Europeans and the utility of Indians to 

that end was likewise embedded in the most conceptually proximate usage of naturales by the 

man who some (Brading 1996; Pagden, 1986) have argued was Las Casas’s most likeminded 

contemporary, the Jesuit José de Acosta, author of the Natural and Moral History of the Indies 

[Historia natural y moral de las Indias] (1590 [1894, 2002]). There, Acosta deployed the term in 

an congruous, if somewhat more ambivalent manner to Las Casas. As he put it in the opening 

pages of the Natural and Moral History (1590 [1894]a), “many authors have written sundry 

books and reports in which they disclose the new and strange things that have been discovered in 

the New World and the West Indies and the deeds and adventures of the Spaniards who 

conquered and settled those lands. But hitherto, I have seen no author who deals with the causes 

and reasons for those new things and their natural wonders, nor has any made a discourse and 

investigation of these matters; nor have I encountered any book whose matter consists of those 

some ancient Indians and natural inhabitants of the New World,” [“Del nuevo mundo é Indias 
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Occidentales han escrito muchos Autores diversos libros y relaciones, en que dan noticia de las 

cosas nuevas y extrañas, que en aquellas partes se han descubierto, y de los hechos y sucesos de 

los Españoles que las han conquistado y poblado. Mas hasta ahora no he visto Autor, que trate 

de declarar las causas y razón de tales novedades y extrañezas de naturaleza, ni que haga 

discurso é inquisición en esta parte: ni tampoco he encontrado libro, cuyo argumento sea los 

hechos é historia de los mismos Indios antiguos y naturales habitadores del nuevo orbe,”] (xiii). 

Indeed to write such an account, for Acosta (1590), was the whole point of natural history: “All 

natural history is in itself agreeable,” he argued, “and for anyone who thinks about it in a 

somewhat loftier sense it is also useful for praising the Author of all nature… Persons who enjoy 

discovering the true features of this nature, which is so varied and abundant, will receive the 

pleasure that history gives and history that is all the greater insofar as the events in it are made 

not by men but by the Creator,” [“Toda historia natural es de suyo agradable y a quien tiene 

consideración algo más leventada es también provechosa para alabar al autor toda la 

naturaleza… Quien holgare de entender verdaderos hechos de esta naturaleza, que tan varia y 

abundante es, tendrá el gusto que de la historia, y tanto mejor historia cuanto los hechos no son 

por trazas de hombres, sino del Criador,”] (167). 

 Despite its appearance in the context of a more general discussion of the defense of the 

Indians’ inherent rationality (despite what he perceived to be their many civilizational and 

spiritual shortcomings), and so the most pragmatic means through which one could conscript the 

products of that rationality into the good governance of those subjects, Acosta’s use of naturales 

was frequently more descriptive. Thus, he used naturale as a nominative category in a chapter 

“On the Government of the Kings of Peru.” Describing what he perceived to be the order and 
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orderliness of Incan modes of governance, Acosta (1590 [1894]b) simply wrote that “when the 

Incas conquered a new province, it was in their practice to immediately transfer most of the 

inhabitants [naturales] to other provinces or their court,” (177). Likewise, in the following 

section of that volume the author would write once more of the “natives” [naturales] of a 

Nahuatl town of Malinálco (245), and repeated this usage several more times throughout the 

remainder of the text. 

 Acosta’s use of the term naturales is of particular interest because, as we will see in 

Chapters Three and Four, thinkers from across Europe whose ideas were essential to the 

development of protean versions of linguistics, experimental science, and international law in the 

early seventeenth century would rely heavily on the Jesuit — far more so than they even tended 

to rely on Las Casas. Francis Bacon, for example, cited Acosta several times throughout his 

magnum opus the Novum Organon (1620), and indeed, Hugo Grotius’s ( [1884]) controversial 

theses concerning the continental origins of various Amerindian populations both relied upon, 

and were disputed by his contemporaries with reference to the Natural and Moral History 

(Rubiès 1991; Wright 1917). And, as we will see especially in Chapter Four, it was precisely on 

the basis of what was declared to be his “Naturall” status in Peru that the works of the Incan-

descended thinker and historian Garcilaso de La Vega were adopted as authoritative sources of 

information concerning the original inhabitants of the western hemisphere among English 

thinkers of colonialism in the seventeenth century. 

 Accordingly, when Cisneros, Las Casas, and Acosta, used it, it is clear that the effect of 

naming the naturales was to entitle the natives it so named to the full natural rights (derechos 

naturales) that flowed from the distinctively human sphere of ius gentium, or Law of Nations, as 
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Spanish thinkers had rendered this Thomist notion in the mid-sixteenth century. The valences of 

the nomination naturale therefore underscored the fact that the natives’ existence was not only 

well within the mandate of natural law as it has been Divined, but moreover, that they lived in 

perfect congruity and communion with that law, implicit and hidden though their understanding 

of it may have been. By figuring the natives as an Anthropological proof of natural law, naturale 

implanted that figure that it either qualified or to which it referred firmly at the center of a project 

the primary purpose of which was to assess, evaluate, and if necessary attempt to rectify the 

destiny of European Christendom, precisely through its treatment of the natural, native, subject. 

In addition to this eschatological value, however, it is clear that the Spanish also invested the 

natives of the western hemisphere with a use-value attributed to their continued existence and 

survival. While this utility was perhaps always conjugated with the more overt eschatological 

concerns of Spanish Catholicism, it was no less significant for the fact. Indeed, it might be said 

that in large part the utility-valuation of native naturalism consisted in its ability to both produce 

revenue and to provide an eschatological alibi for those European Christians who could properly 

discern it. 

 Alibi though it may have been, and obviously embedded in the linguistic genetics of 

colonial authorities however, naturales as an index of the natural rights to which natives 

themselves were to be entitled could not have been formulated without the activities in which the 

Amerindian peoples of the lands the Spanish colonized were engaged. This took a variety of 

forms, of course, and several of these forms of activity should immediately foreclose a uniform 

reading of “agency” and “subjectivity” on the parts of native peoples themselves: Slavery, rape, 

and mass death, such as they have been described are not acts of agency, they are activities in 
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which persons are forced to participate as objects (e.g., Hartmann 1997; Todorov 1999). Still, the 

abject objectification of native persons in this regard was necessary such that Spanish thinkers — 

even those as seemingly benevolent as Las Casas —  could reformulate and attempt to repair 

their very conceptualizations of not only natural legal doctrine but, indeed, the very idea of 

“nature” upon which that doctrine precariously relied. This was less the case when Acosta would 

turn his attention to the civilizational developments of the Mexicans and the Peruvians, and we 

will see in subsequent chapters, this was essential to formulating regimes of authoritative 

knowledge upon which colonists, colonial thinkers, and adjacent scholars in Europe would rely 

when considering fundamental questions concerning the nature of language, life, and political 

authority. In either case, however, what is clear is that the activities in which Amerindian peoples 

were either already engaged, or to which they were put under pain of death (frequently still 

succumbing to death in the process), were essential for the Spanish reformulation of the concept 

of both Indian persons as naturales whose existence, and the cessation thereof, held the key to 

understanding the function of nature, and the laws by which it was governed, itself.  17

Naturall Inhabitants 

Thomas Harriot’s (1588) A Brief and True Report of the New Found Land of Virginia has  

rightfully garnered the attention of scholars interested in the role that Sir Walter Raleigh’s 

doomed Roanoke expeditions of 1584-1590 played in reshaping of British conceptions of the 

physical, social, cultural, and political world (Greenblatt 1988, 21-66; Mancall 2007; White 

2005). These works, however, do not seem to make much of the fact that Harriot’s Report almost 

exclusively referred to the original inhabitants of Virginia as “naturall inhabitants” and “naturall 
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peoples.”  This is a curious omission since Harriot’s quotidian but consistent deployment of this 18

terminology is indicative of a broader problem of reconceiving of nature in the early Scientific 

Revolution, a process with which Harriot was notably involved during the period in which he 

drafted his Report. Indeed, several historians of science have noted that Harriot’s involvement 

with the colonial enterprise enabled and was benefitted by his work as a mathematician and 

cartographer (Alexander 2002; Fox 2012; Pepper 2012; Goulding 2012). So far the information 

he claimed to have ascertained from from the natives with whom he was in contact has seemed 

of minor importance to this matter. However, Harriot’s role in developing new methods for 

conceiving of nature, his unique description of the original inhabitants of Roanoke as “naturall 

inhabitants,” and the frequency and context in which he used this term in the context of 

cataloguing those things of potential value to colonists and colonial investors in the Report, is 

suggestive of the centrality that native information played in the reconceptualization of nature 

itself in the early years of the Scientific Revolution. And, indeed, this native information was 

thoroughly imbued with both utility and eschatological values, though in manners somewhat 

distinct from the Spanish modes of evaluating naturales.  19

 To understand the uniqueness manner by which Harriot’s figured the “naturall 

inhabitants” of Roanoke, it is helpful to cast it into relief against what is perhaps the earliest 

appearance of an eschatology and use-value of native naturalism in English works. This is 

because this initial manifestation of the phenomenon was more or less an extension of the 

Spanish precedent. Indeed, it was imported from the writings of Las Casas himself. However, it 

was used as a means of justifying a more aggressive policy of English expansion into the New 

World. Here, “native” appeared in Richard Hakluyt’s long-lost 1584 petition to Queen Elizabeth, 
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A Discourse on Western Planting, which was written on behalf of Walter Raleigh to request the 

Crown’s legal and material support to the latter’s expeditions to the coast of America, the first of 

which Raleigh had already sent under the command of two trusted members of his household, 

Arthur Barlowe and Philip Amadas, by the time Hakluyt wrote the Discourse. While the 

Discourse largely relied on the same account of a Providential mission and evangelical methods 

that could be observed in, for example, Las Casas’s texts, Hakluyt (1584) argued that that 

Providential mission had fallen to the British, since the Catholic Kings’, and their corrupt 

Church-sponsors, had predictably abrogated and perverted their mission, due to their greed, their 

ostentation, and their gross superstitions. As Hakluyt put it, “it is necessary for the salvation of 

those poore people [the natives of America] which have sitten so longe in darkenes and in the 

shadowe of deathe, that preachers should be sent unto them. But by whome shoulde these 

preachers be sente? By them no doubte which have taken upon them the protection and defence 

of the Christian faithe. Nowe the Kinges and Queenes of England have the name of Defendours 

of the Faithe.” In this regard, however, Hakluyt’s proposed method of evangelization was largely 

identical to those Spanish arts of evangelization and governance, as we examined in Chapter 

One: 

Nowe the meanes to sende suche as shall labour effectually in this busines ys, by plantinge one or 
twoo colonies of our nation upon that fyrme, where they may remaine in safetie, and firste learne 
the language of the people nere adjoyninge (the gifte of tongues beinge nowe taken awaye), and 
by little and little acquainte themselves with their manner, and so with discretion and myldenes 
distill into their purged myndes the swete and lively liquor of the gospel. 

 On this count, Hakluyt asked, if the Spanish could have established up to sixteen 

archbishoprics throughout their colonial holdings and over two hundred houses of worship, even 

on the basis of their ostentations and superstitions (which were not infrequently met, he did not 

fail to point out, with the violent uprisings of the native peoples themselves), what might the 
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English sovereign and her representatives, true defenders of the Faith, be able to accomplish? 

“The people of America crye oute unto us,” wrote Hakluyt, “their nexte neighboures, to come 

and helpe them, and bringe unto them the gladd tidinges of the gospell. Unto the prince and 

people that shalbe the occasion of this worthie worke, and shall open their cofers to the 

furtheraunce of this most godly enterprise, God shall open the bottomles treasures of his riches, 

and fill them with aboundance of his hidden blessinges; as he did to the goodd Queene Isabella, 

which beinge in extreme necessitie, laied her owne jewells to gage for money to furnishe out 

Columbus for the firste discovery of the West Indies,” (176-9). On this configuration, Spain was 

both the model of the Providential mission and source of information upon which early English 

empire would construct itself, and at the same time, the constitutive antithesis to the mode in 

which the English would come to identify itself as an imperial power. It was in this context that 

the term “native” appeared, specifically, in a citation of Las Casas’s Brevisima Relacíon, where 

Hakluyt translated the Friar’s account to read “there [remain] not nowe twoo hundreth natives of 

[Hispañiola],” (Hakluyt, 1584: 216; my emphasis — T.V.) [“en tanto grado que habiendo en la 

isla Española sobre tres cuentos de ánimas que vimos, no hay hoy de los naturales della 

docientas personas,” (Las Casas, 1542: 14-16)]. 

 It would certainly stretch credulity to argue that Hakluyt was as devoted an observer of 

the Americas and as sympathetic to the plight of the original inhabitants as Las Casas, even. 

Indeed, invoking Las Casas was becoming common practice in England during Hakluyt’s time, a 

tactic used to promote the so-called “black legend” which, as we can see in Hakluyt’s own 

justification for English expansion, was more about countering Spanish dominance of the 

Atlantic and America and gaining the bottomless riches and treasures that God was sure to 
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shower upon Englishmen for truly doing God’s work in America, showing up the savage and 

ruthless Iberians (e.g., Greer, Mignolo, and Quilligan, eds.,  2014; Pagden, 1998). Thus, if there 

was an eschatological valence to the use of “natives” and some attachment of them to nature at 

all in Hakluyt’s text, it was largely only to the extent that it was thoroughly imbued with the 

anticipated utility-value that native salvation would yield for the British empire in the crude 

terms of net profit.   20

 Harriot’s (1588) Brief and True Report worked rather differently from Hakluyt’s missive, 

however. In the first instance, the problem of nature generally, for Harriot, was not the same 

problem of nature that Las Casas, for example, had framed through his attempt to reconcile the 

existence of America and its original inhabitants with postdiluvial historiography; though, to be 

sure, there were quiet echoes of the Friar’s concerns with Providence and the proper distribution 

of populations across the surface of the earth in accordance with God’s will. Indeed, Harriot’s 

work was distinct because his presentation of native information emerged as an element of his 

overall reputation as a “man of science.” Indeed, Harriot was not only renowned for his  

development of early telescopic devices independent of but contemporary with Galileo. He was 

also in regular correspondence with Johannes Kepler, developing alongside the German 

astronomer a notion of imperfect elliptical orbits similar to those of the German astronomer 

(Goulding, 2012). Harriot’s signal contribution to early-modern sciences and maths, however, 

was likely his “rectification” of the “Mercatorial problem,” a proto-trigonometric issue that 

particularly plagued cartographers and navigators attempting to measure the spherical surface of 

the earth within the grid laid across it delineating the planet’s latitudes and longitudes (Pepper, 

2012).  Harriot’s interests in and contributions to such matters thus reflect that intellectual 21
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transformation, in which he was directly involved, whereby the very idea of nature itself was in 

considerable flux that has since come to be known as the Scientific Revolution (Cooper 2007; 

Koyré 1957; Mancall 2017; Ogilve 2006; Serres 2009; Shapin 1998). And, accordingly as Amir 

Alexander has shown (2002), it was especially Harriot’s direct concern with matters of marine 

navigation and immediate observation of foreign territories that both enabled his growing 

reputation as a man of science, and which were enabled by the logistical necessities of ensuring 

the success of Trans-Atlantic voyages and colonial settlement. It is thus against this backdrop, in 

contrast to Hakluyt’s recycling of Spanish ideas for English ends, that the uniqueness and 

significance of Harriot’s use of the term “natural inhabitants” to describe the original inhabitants 

of Roanoke, and so the utility-value and eschatology that he embedded into his particular 

figuration of the natural inhabitants, comes into starkest relief. 

 This was most evident in Harriot’s Brief and True Report (1588), which he had drafted 

and published following his journey to Virginia during the notoriously brutal expedition Raleigh 

dispatched there under the military command of Ralph Lane. The expedition had gained 

significant notoriety because, as Lane’s military contingent attempted to chart the surrounding 

marshes and rivers, they had eventually declared open warfare on the local Roanoke, most 

famously attacking the village of Dasemunkepeuc and overseeing the execution, by beheading, 

of the village’s leader, or weroance, Pemisipan (sometimes also referred to as Wingina, a 

translation which Harriot later refuted while serving as a ghostwriter for Raleigh’s History of the 

World). Unfamiliar with the local climate and so the best ways to sustain themselves, and having 

alienated most of the nearby Algonquian communities through the ferociousness of their attack 

on Dasemunkepeuc, the colonists suffered through a harsh and hungry winter on the coast, 
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waiting for a relief party from Britain that never came, and only survived the ordeal by being 

rescued in 1586 when Francis Drake had returned from his raids on the Spanish in the Caribbean 

and the Isthmus (Donegan 2014; Kupperman 2007; Morgan 2003; Quinn 1985). 

 Still, the Report offered a fairly positive assessment of Virginia, its potential riches, and 

of course, its original inhabitants. The Report itself was arranged into three chapters: The first 

enumerated the “Marchantable commodities” of Virginia. The second described those 

“commodities which wee know the countrey by our experience doeth yeld of it selfe for victuall, 

and sustenance of mans life; such as is usually fed upon by the inhabitants of the countrey, as 

also by vs during the time we were there.” The third described those things Harriot thought 

“behoofull for those that shall inhabite, and plant there to knowe of; which specially concerne 

building, as also some other necessary uses: with a briefe description of the nature and maners of 

the people of the countrey.” (8-9). The majority of the pamphlet was, every bit an advertisement, 

designed to arouse the interests of potential colonists and private investors. It began by arguing 

that the rumors of Indian brutality and the harshness of the conditions in America had been 

greatly overstated. Indeed, Harriot wrote, such rumors were patent untruths deliberately 

perpetuated by those unsavoury men who were either too brutal to be allowed the permission to 

remain in the colony, or, who were too accustomed to the pampering comforts of a civilized life 

in England to adequately survive in the New World. Harriot then proceeded to offer some kind of 

degree of proof of the fact through his exhaustive catalogue of the plethora of flora and fauna to 

be found in Virginia which might be of potential value to investors willing to finance their 

capture and monopolization for sale back in European markets through material support for the 
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requisite colonial settlements that could harvest those goods (e.g., Cook 2007; Harvey 1981, 

2003; Ince 2013; Wallerstein, 1974).  

 In these regards, Harriot’s Report for the most part makes for a rather turgid and 

laborious read; apart, of course, from his comparably benevolent view of the natives, which was 

not shared by the military commander of the 1585 expedition which Harriot had joined, Ralph 

Lane,  and so his implicit indictment and belittling of the men under Lane’s command. These, 22

however, are matters which historians of the Roanoke voyages are much better equipped to deal 

with than is this study or its author. What is of interest in Harriot’s pamphlet for the purposes of 

inquiring into native information as object and process of prefiguring and producing indigenous 

subjects, however, is that as Ed White (2005) has argued, “what at first appears [in Harriot’s text] 

to be a wholly English list of commodities… shows signs of an alternative, Algonkian 

classificatory system,” (757). Indeed, as Harriot (1588) himself put it in the opening pages of the 

Report, “I have… thought it good beeing one that have beene in the discoverie and in dealing 

with the naturall inhabitantes specially imploied; and having therefore seene and knowne more 

then the ordinarie: to imparte so much unto you of the fruites of our labours.” In so doing he 

included several Algonquian words as the proper names of the commodities he catalogued, such 

as Okindgíer (Beans), Wickonzówr (Peas), and Uppówoc (Tobacco). Harriot thought this was 

particularly important for his readers because, he continued, “that you seeing and knowing the 

continuance of the action by the view hereof you may generally know & learne what the 

countrey is, & therupon consider how your dealing therein if it proceede, may returne you profit 

and gaine; bee it either by inhabiting & planting or otherwise in furthering thereof.” (6-7). 
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 Harriot’s move here was subtle, but important. This is because it established that the 

natural inhabitants of Roanoke could be observed and described in their immediate relation with 

nature in a scientific manner. And, so observed, the natural inhabitants would reveal not only 

“what the countrey is” — i.e., the”nature” of Virginia itself. What was more, they would reveal 

the utility value to which their unique epistemic and practical relationship with that nature could 

be put. This sequence worked as follows: First, in referring to the “naturrall inhabitants” that he 

had “specially imploied” in such a way that allowed him see and know “more then the 

ordinarie,” Harriot signalled to his reader that he had a special relationship with natives from the 

region whom had tasked to the explicit ends of showing him how value could be ascertained out 

of the things which they used in their daily life. This privileged epistemic relationship was 

further underscored by his demonstrable knowledge and inclusion of Algonquian vocabulary, 

similar to the way in which the use of Taino-Arawakan terminology buttressed the epistemic 

validity of Pané’s and Martyr’s respective works. That Harriot was recognized as a trusted 

authority on the Roanoke is underscored by the fact that he was asked to provide written 

ethnographic details on the engravings in which John White had depicted them in the volume, 

published by Theodor de Bry, under the title Virginia Richly Valued (1609).    23

 Second, it followed from this that Harriot (1588) could be trusted when he argued not 

only that the “natures and manners” of the “naturall inhabitants” were “in respect of troubling 

our inhabiting and planting… not to be feared; but that they shall haue cause both to feare and 

loue vs, that shall inhabite with them.” What was more, the epistemic authority Harriot had 

accrued in his observation of the natural inhabitants could be trusted when he estimated that the 

knowledge of their natural environment which they demonstrated could indeed create value out 
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of the raw materials of Virginia because, he wrote, “notwithstanding in their proper manner 

considering the want of such meanes as we haue, they seeme very ingenious; For although they 

haue no such tooles, nor any such craftes, sciences and artes as wee; yet in those thinges they 

doe, they shewe excellencie of wit,” (34-6). Indeed, Harriot would later (1609) repeat and 

expand upon this assertion in his curation of the images that White engraved, at several points 

describing, for instance, “the manner of makinge their boates in Virginia” as being “very 

wonderfull,” the manner in which Roanoke women made earthenware pots as showing “special 

Cunninge,” and their manner of eating as “very wise,” leading to relatively long lifespans among 

them “because they doe not oppress nature,” (50-6).  

 Here too, Harriot’s reputation as a man of considerable scientific ability among the 

learned English circles that were in contact with the men of Raleigh’s house was an important 

factor. This was because the buy-in of potential colonists, investors, and merchants was 

necessary to the success of a establishing a new colonial outpost. However, these prospects 

remained wary of channeling funds into so uncertain an enterprise, and so it was largely on the 

strength of the information and the credibility of its messengers — both of which Harriot was 

able to provide to a considerable degree —  that  the success of a venture might rely (Alexander 24

2002; Erikson and Samila 2015; Latour 1988). Articulating and communicating the utility value 

of what could be found overseas was the use to which men like Harriot, and indeed, his native 

informants, were put to work by figures like Hakluyt and Raleigh, and the utility, if it could be 

demonstrated, was high indeed: It has been estimated that the margin of profit on items from 

overseas trade sold in the burgeoning urban centers of England and northwest Europe was 

between two hundred and three hundred percent of the initial acquisition costs (Wallerstein 1974: 
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120). In this way, Harriot directly connected the trustworthiness of his first-hand observation of 

the natives to the potential “profit and gaine” that might be reaped by potential investors or 

participants in future colonial expeditions to Virginia. 

 What was more however, Harriot’s claim to the special relationship with the natural 

inhabitants in his employ, his consistent reference to his “experience” of the commodities, 

having “seen” and “known” their uses by virtue of that relationship, contextualized his figuration 

of the “naturall inhabitants” of the western hemisphere in such a way as to establish an inherent 

and indissoluble relationship between what could be seen and experienced, what could be 

known, and therefore what could be valuably put to use. In so doing, Harriot made the “natural 

inhabitants” a unique point of natural existence of that territory. He also made those inhabitants 

and their knowledge a natural resource that in and of itself could be readily catalogued among 

the many other potential investments or products for a settler’s use. The “naturall inhabitants” of 

Virginia were a unique and distinct species that could be numbered among the flora and fauna of 

those still strange and distant lands. And of this species, a potential settler or investor could make 

quite profitable use if he were to understand that creature properly.  

 The implications of this, however, went beyond a simple calculation of potential profit. 

This was because Harriot seemed to suggest that in knowing the natural place of the “naturall 

inhabitants” of the western hemisphere through the epistemic relationships they held with their 

natural environs, a European Christian could henceforth come to know his or her own place of 

belonging in the world. And it was here that the economic investment and potential rewards that 

would be yielded from appreciating the relationship that the “naturall inhabitants” demonstrated 

a person could have with rather quotidian commodities (grains, cedar, tobacco, gourds, beans, 
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and the like) overlapped with the potential for resolving and making good on anxieties involved 

in the libidinal and political investments that the colonial enterprise involved.  25

 One item in particular demonstrated how that “excellencie of wit” that the “naturall 

inhabitants” possessed with regard to their environment might be of most profitable value to 

potential investors or settlers in equally eschatological, economic, and indeed, sexual and 

political turns: “Sassafras, called by the inhabitantes Winauk, a kinde of wood of most pleasant 

and sweete smel; and of most rare vertues in phisick for the cure of many diseases,” (11) 

Pharmacologically relating the plant to Guaiacan, a similar species from the West Indies, Harriot 

assured his readers that it had been “found by experience to bee farre better and of more uses 

then the wood which is called Guaiacum, or Lignum vitæ,” (12) but in both cases referred to a 

recently-translated (1596) work by the Spanish physician Nicholas Bautista Monardes, The 

Joyfull Newes out of the New-Found World for further consultation of the origins and 

experiences of the use of such plants as a medicine. 

 Harriot’s reference to Monardes’s text can thus be read to have given his figuration of the 

“naturall inhabitants” of Roanoke a valence that was overtly eschatological as well as useful, 

since it combined economic, sexual, and political concerns. This is because Monardes’ (1596) 

monograph made clear that the primary use of Sassafrass and its relatives was for the treatment 

of syphilis (or, “the Pox,” as it was then known). It was likely for this reason that Harriot chose 

to simply refer his reader to this text (the only other European source the Pamphleteer invoked in 

the course of his advertisement), instead of sullying the sumptuous and bucolic image of riches 

he was at careful pains to paint in the Brief and True Report. Indeed, Monardes’ text 

demonstrated the established value of native knowledge by describing the plants’ longstanding 
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use as a remedy for syphilis. And this, it is worth noting, was not without its own eschatological 

and geopolitical implications. 

 Monardes's account of the pharmacological value of Sassafrass explicitly drew a 

connection between its use as a natural remedy for syphilis, the knowledge that the natives 

possessed of this quality, and Providence’s designs for the redemption of European Christendom. 

As Monardes wrote, it was “an Indian that gave knowledge [of the plant’s medicinal usage] to 

his master,” who at the time was “suffer[ing] great paines of the Pox, which he had taken by the 

company of an Indian woman.” That man’s Indian slave, however, “being one of the chief 

Physitions of the country, gave unto him the water of Guaiacan, wherewith not onely his most 

grievous paynes were taken away that he did suffer, but he was healed very well of the evill.” 

Consequently, Monardes continued, “many other Spaniardes, that were infected with the same 

evill were healed also… and from thence it was divulged throughout al Spayne, and from thence 

throughout all the worlde, for that the infection was sowen abroad throughout all partes thereof: 

and surely for this evill it is the best and most chief remedy of as many as hetherto have been 

founde.” Importantly and in this regard, Monardes concluded, this was likely because “Our Lord 

God would from whence the evill of the Pox came, from thence should come the remedy for 

them,” (11). 

 Of course, that Harriot found useful the reference to Monardes’s text in this regard to at 

once stem and alleviate the sexual anxieties of potential English investors and/or explorers and 

settlers back at home, whilst simultaneously arousing their economic appetites could simply be 

read as a clever rhetorical tactic in an early-modern advertisement (e.g. White 2005, 756). But, 

the suggestion that Harriot also found Monardes’s account useful and redeeming to the extent 
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that it accorded a place in nature for the original inhabitants of the western hemisphere, can be 

plausibly entertained by the fact that Hakluyt (1584) had evidently spoken with Monardes before 

writing his own Discourse in 1584, and related that he had been told that the origin of syphilis, or 

“the Pox” had been the French, who were also commonly accused of having generated and 

spread the disease at the time (Berco, 2011; Arrizabalga Henderson, and French eds., 1997; 

Quétel, 1992). According to Hakluyt’s  (1584) summary, “the Frenchemen which had bene in the 

Florida, at the time when they came into those partes had bene sicke the moste of them of 

grevous and variable diseases, and that the Indians did shewe them this tree, and the manner 

howe they shoulde vse yt, &c; so they did, and were healed of many evills,”(184-5). The 

Americas and the natives of those continents, particularly and particularly the women of those 

populations, were from whence the disease and so also its cure came. Europe was the repository 

of such evils, but also the potential beneficiary of the pleasures that they brought with them. And, 

anyway, if a European understood the relationship the native had with the flora that made up his 

natural environment, a colonist could expect to be purified of any potential ailments that might 

follow from his excessive indulgences.  26

 Thus if, for Harriot, to see the use and value that the “naturall inhabitants” made out of 

their natural environment, and if Harriot thought enough of Monardes’s account which posited 

that “from whence the evill of the Pox came, from thence should come the remedy for them,” 

then it is plausible that for Harriot, recognizing that the natives knew how to use Sassafrass to 

remedy syphilis might, on some level, alleviate sexual anxieties and helped to stimulate the 

economic fantasies of potential planters, explorers, and settlers. Once again, Harriot’s later 

(1609) commentary in Virginia Richly Valued helps to underscore the point. This is because nine 
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of the first eleven illustrations of that text were devoted solely to depicting the bodies and modes 

of dress of the Roanoke themselves. And of those nine illustrations, four featured Roanoke 

women. But whereas in Monardes’s rendering, “Indian” women had been rendered bearers of a 

particularly anxiety-inducing disease whose contraction revealed the impure proclivities of 

European explorers, in Virginia Richly Valued, Harriot described their bodies and dress in 

potentially stimulating detail. To White’s engraving of “The Chief Ladies of Secota,” Harriot 

added, for instance, that “ The woeme of Secotam are of Reasonable good proportion. In their 

goinge they carrye their hãds danglinge downe, and air dadil in a deer skinne verye excellẽtlye 

wel dressed, hanginge downe frõ their nauell vnto the mydds of their thighes, which also 

couereth their hynder partz. The reste of their bodies are all bare,” (42). Likewise, under another 

engraving White had included that depicted “A younge gentill woeman doughter of Secota,” 

Harriot wrote of “Virgins of good parentage,” who were known to “lay their hands often vppon 

their Shoulders, and couer their brests in token of maydenlike modestye,” though “the rest of 

their bodyes are naked, as in the picture is to bee seene,” (44).  

 These revealing images, coupled with the promise of an endlessly fertile and exotic 

landscape, populated by curious and enigmatic inhabitants in such perfect and intimate harmony 

with the flora and fauna which surrounded them that to know them was to know the land itself, 

promised as much peril as pleasure. The naturall inhabitant had to not only fulfill the role of a 

bearer of knowledge that could help a potential investor survive in a foreign land and among an 

unknown people that had already repelled the first attempts of Englishmen to establish 

themselves in the Americas; what was more, s/he had to positively entice the man of adventure to 

come and seize the nature for itself, to force it to bear its fruits and make him wealthy and happy 
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in ways he perhaps could not yet imagine. Sickness and cure, threat and opportunity, American 

nature and the original inhabitants that populated it were one and the same. And this was acutely 

the case for the women that populated America. 

 This was a feeling that it seems the Spanish and the British shared. Whether in Roldàn’s 

violent seizure and attack on Guarionex’s wife, or Las Casas’s promise of a new, mestizo race 

supplemented by forced African labour, or the modest maiden of Roanoke with her hand placed 

delicately upon her shoulder, the tantalizingly out of reach world of the native, the natural world, 

was one which, as both Las Casas and Harriot had put it, had to be seen for ones self. And yet, to 

see the thing for itself was to put one in great peril, though always with the promise of profit and 

possibly, purification. But, where Las Casas kept his eyes and his hands turned ever upward, 

kneeling before God in supplication and crying out that he now understood why He had so long 

ago hidden the naturales from knowledge of Christians (it was, as ever, a test of faith), Harriot 

stared straight ahead, infinitely into the intricate and intimate interstices that separated, or 

possibly connected, the nature of America with its inhabitants. 

 As Evelyn Fox Keller (1990) and William Eamon (1994) have shown, the period during 

which the figures and texts we have here examined was also the period during which, as Keller 

(1990) puts it, “the rhetorical shift in the locus of essential secrets [moved] from God to nature.” 

This process, she continues, was essentially a product of the transformation in what she calls the 

“interlocking demarcations” which governed the figurative relationships between God and 

woman, and woman and nature. Whereas under Thomistic doctrine, as we will recall, all powers 

of nature were mere expressions of God’s own interior and ever-secretive Will, Reformation 

theological doctrine, Keller argues, had radically separated God’s powers from intervention in 
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the world. In other words, God’s absolute sovereignty reigned over the world, but, because God 

had been quarantined by the Reformation in his autonomy behind seemingly inaccessible 

boundary, this rendered nature, women, and life itself no longer mere instruments of his will but, 

like men, equally separated from Him. As Keller puts it, “as long as the power associated with 

women, nature, and life was seen as belonging to, or at least blessed by, God, it too was 

inviolable.The critical move in the transformation of these relations came in the dissociation of 

these powers from God and, accordingly, in the dissolution of the sanctions an earlier association 

had guaranteed. Unless severely checked, the power that had been and continued to be associated 

with women, nature, and life, once dissociated from God, automatically took on an autonomy 

that seemed both psychologically and conceptually intolerable,” (230-2). 

In this way, the eschatology and use-value embedded in native naturalism enabled native 

information to emerge as an object whereby the truth of nature itself could be verified, whether 

in Liturgical or nascently scientific terms. And, it simultaneously inaugurated a process that 

prefigured the native, naturale, or “naturall inhabitant” of America as a bearer of that truth. But, 

in turn, in the circulation of these ideas produced these populations as subjects required to bear 

that truth out. It shall not come as a surprise then, as we shall see in Chapter Four for example, 

that when Locke turns to America he turns to a “state of nature,” or that the the saliency of a 

native author from whom he draws most of his ideas about the Americas, Garcilaso de La Vega, 

is presented to English readers as a “Naturall” of Peru. 

 In sum then, as figurations of the relationship between nature and the native were 

refracted through the boundaries that supposedly firmly separated European powers — 

Protestant or Catholic; Spanish, British, or French; property rights or forced labour; empiricist or 
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evangelist — what one observes is less a fundamental decomposition and sui generis 

reconstruction of ideas concerning the original inhabitants of the western hemisphere than a 

transmutation or expansion of the value those persons are said to have for those parties observing 

them. The means of inference may have remained rather distinct, but the ends to which they were 

directed can largely be said to have remained the same: government and obedience, rationality 

and diplomatic concourse, correction of European missteps taken toward the original inhabitants 

in the pursuit thereof, and so the provision of a new and more redemptive horizon for Europeans 

and those natives whom they have conscripted into the service of their salvation. 

Conclusion 

The 2015 Encyclical Letter Laudato Si’ of Pope Francis, entitled “Care for Our Common Home,” 

(more colloquially referred to as the Pope’s “Encyclical on Climate Change”) notes that “Many 

intensive forms of environmental exploitation and degradation not only exhaust the resources 

which provide local communities with their livelihood, but also undo the social structures which, 

for a long time, shaped cultural identity and their sense of the meaning of life and community.” 

“In this sense,” the Encyclical continues,  

it is essential to show special care for indigenous communities and their cultural traditions. They 
are not merely one minority among others, but should be the principal dialogue partners, 
especially when large projects affecting their land are proposed. For them, land is not a commodity 
but rather a gift from God and from their ancestors who rest there, a sacred space with which they 
need to interact if they are to maintain their identity and values. When they remain on their land, 
they themselves care for it best. Nevertheless, in various parts of the world, pressure is being put 
on them to abandon their homelands to make room for agricultural or mining projects which are 
undertaken without regard for the degradation of nature and culture (109-10).  27

While, as we have seen, such a rationale in itself is in no way novel for the Catholic Church,  

(though it may be one that has been inactive for some time), there is a singular irony in such a 

statement finding its way into official doctrine at this historical juncture. This, because not only 
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is the language of the order itself quite passive and curiously presentist in noting that “pressure is 

being put on [native peoples]” (by whom we are not told, and this, seemingly only at this 

moment). What is more, only twelve weeks after issuing the Encyclical, Francis announced the 

canonization of the founder of the notoriously brutal California Missions of the eighteenth 

century, Junipero Serra (CNN 23 Sept., 2015). But, the acute cognitive dissonance of Catholic 

Doctrine in this regard (as in most) notwithstanding, the basic thrust of the Encyclical’s 

statement on the relationship native peoples have with a nature that should be protected, and 

especially by them, is hardly unique. A 2006 information sheet distributed to participants of the 

annual meeting of the United Nations Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues (UNPFII), for 

instance, notes that native peoples “possess invaluable knowledge of practices for the sustainable 

management of natural resources.” 

 That the Encyclical frames its order concerning the respect that is to be given to native 

peoples and their relationships with nature in terms of mortal sin and God’s final judgement, that 

it simultaneously makes the more generically evaluative statement that “when they remain on 

their land, they themselves care for it best,” and that the UN factsheet underscores that the 

knowledge native peoples possess about the lands that they inhabit is “invaluable” for “the 

sustainable management of natural resources” reflects the persistence of the eschatological and 

utility-value dimensions of native naturalism this chapter has traced — and probably better than 

any further commentary could hope to accomplish. They reflect the seductive power that treating 

native peoples as a kind of aleph through which any perceived misapprehensions about the 

meaning and function of nature, in either a spiritual sense or in a technic and productive sense, 
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continues to hold for those who still inhabit many of the European ways of conceiving the world 

traced above. 

 Conceiving of nature and native peoples as coterminous, we have seen, allowed colonial 

thinkers in the sixteenth century to open for themselves, and for those natives whom they had 

conscripted into the service of their salvation, new horizons of redemption in the face of 

otherwise inconceivable destruction and degradation of both self and other. But, we have also 

seen, it was only through the very activity of the natives themselves, even if it was an activity 

performed under the very denial of their humanity which was to be retrieved through their 

nomination as natives and so natural, human, beings, that that conceptualization was, 

paradoxically, made possible. The interwoven attribution of a redemptive eschatology and 

economic, empiricist use-value to the relationship that natives were said to hold vis-à-vis nature 

during the sixteenth centuries has much more to say about the anxieties of the authors and 

scholarships doing the recognition than they do about the populations supposedly being 

recognized. Much the same can be said about the anxieties of the modern world order that have 

bequeathed to us the modern Catholic Church and the United Nations which issued the 

statements described above. 

 Today’s scholarship seems no less immune to these seductions than do the Pope or the 

functionaries of the United Nations. Indeed, at a time when unfolding climatological catastrophe 

renders our very concept of history itself as apocalyptic and eschatological as ever (e.g., 

Chakrabarty 2009; Connolly 2013, 2017; Klein 2015; Latour 2016; Serres 2012), it is perhaps no 

surprise that scholarship, as discussed in the introduction, is increasingly turning to the 

relationship between native peoples and nature as some kind of metric about how humans have 
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interacted, could better interact, and might or might not interact, with their natural environment.  

To be sure, this is not new for those scholars and activists from backgrounds that are deeply 

rooted in the contemporary communities descended from the original inhabitants of the western 

hemisphere (e.g., Wildcat, Coulthard, Iribacher-Fox, McDonald, et. al. 2014). This is because the 

destruction of natural resources, and the difference in the relationship between their own peoples’ 

ontological orientations toward the environment have long been both practically of existential 

importance and philosophically necessary for their survival. By consequence, the activistic and 

scholarly turn to native relationships with nature more generally reflects a context where the 

work of native scholars and activists have begun to force a reckoning among non-natives in the 

Americas about the intimate connection between the violence done to native peoples in the 

western hemisphere and the violence done to the environment, and for this reason, it is not 

entirely unwelcome. Thus, while a great deal of time, intellectual effort, and institutional 

transformation separates the sixteenth centuries from our current era, contemporary scholarship 

and political policies frequently continue to emphasize the centrality of a continuum and indeed, 

communion, between native peoples and nature, for better and worse.  

 It may well be true that, as noted with regard to those (frequently themselves native) 

scholars and works of scholarships discussed in the introduction to this chapter, there is no 

necessary distinction between nature and Man for native peoples as there was for Europeans. 

However, it follows from this logic that there is no necessary relationship between the 

identification of that particular and provincial boundary Europeans and their colonial offshoots 

across the Atlantic set up, and the presumed redemption that corrections for the injustice of its 

enforcement over and against native populations are assumed to generate. This, we have seen, 
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except for the meanings that are attributed to the new boundary that is drawn between the 

ignorance and exclusions of the observer’s yesterday, and the enlightenment and peaceful 

cohabitations of her or his imagined tomorrows.  



CHAPTER THREE: GRAMMARS OF HISTORY 

Introduction 

Indigeneity and its nounal root, “indigenous,” are the central and most prevalent nominatives by 

which non-state peoples, particularly in the western hemisphere, identify themselves today.  28

Specifically, the political, cultural, and legal subjectivity connoted by the nomination of groups 

as “indigenous” figures this characteristic as the central fulcrum of a historical sensibility vis-à-

vis established, contemporary forms of political, cultural, and legal authority. The encounter 

between “indigenous” groups and present modes of governance is supposed catalyze a historical 

shift toward pluralized, and decolonized, future order(s) at both national and international levels. 

The basis for that shift is an originary knowledge of local vernaculars and sets of cultural 

practices that pre-exist modern colonial authority, particularly as this is said to begin with 

Columbus’s arrival on the shores of the Americas.  Thus construed, the “indigenous” brings past 29

existence of local and vernacular groups to bear on a critical reconsideration of the present order 

at a global level. And this, in turn, will effect a mutation in the historical process toward a more 

equitable and empirically accurate set of political relationships in the future. This chapter is 

particularly concerned with how the historical basis of local vernacularity came be attached as a 

critical value to the quality of “the indigenous,” especially as this term nominates the original 

inhabitants of the western hemisphere and their contemporary descendants.  

 This chapter offers a formal-philological account of the emergence of the term 

“indigenous” to index the identity and so localized qualities of the original inhabitants of the 

western hemisphere and their descendants.   Moreover, this chapter is especially interested in 30

how critical moral value came to be attached to this term, signifying the agency of local groups 
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to effect historical movement from one form of authority to another, especially based on the 

localized qualities of their origins. The intention of this chapter is to trace the accretion of both 

the historical dimensions, the vernacularity, and so the specific demographic referent, that 

“indigenous” today most readily and frequently signifies; namely, the original inhabitants of the 

western hemisphere. Accordingly, the primary claim of this chapter is that the “indigenous” and 

“indigeneity” emerged as a conspicuously European category that was essential to the 

consolidation of Renaissance humanism. 

 While the meanings and expectations embedded in a notion of “indigenous”-ness, or 

“indigeneity” may seem self-evident today, it was neither necessary nor self-evident that the term 

would come to connote the peoples of the western hemisphere, nor perhaps, non-European and/

or non-state peoples in general. The emergence of “the indigenous,” and certain Romance 

variations of this term to identify the original inhabitants of the western hemisphere can be dated 

between 1534 and 1646. Before these dates, “indigenous” — or more precisely indigenere, as its 

Latin ancestor was transcribed — fulfilled much the same function as naturales in Spanish prior 

to 1516; namely, the connotation of “domestic nationals” of a specific region (OED). Between 

these dates, however, “indigenous” came to accrue its “modern” the connotations of a condition 

of origin within a broader semantic context deliberately designed to evoke an appropriate critical 

attitude toward extant authority.  

 It is difficult, however, to pinpoint a specific place and date in which the term began to 

take on these characteristics. If, for example, one wants to isolate the point at which 

“indigenous” takes on its specifically modern connotations, one would want to highlight its 

origins in François Rabelais’s novel Gargantua et Pantagruel (c. 1532-1564). In this text, 
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Rabelais used the term in the context of his narration of the adventures of his protagonist, 

Pantagruel, specifically in an episode where the character encounters a Man from the province of 

Limousin who speaks in a strange, inimitable, and almost incomprehensible form of Latin. If, 

however, one wished to narrow the inquiry to the matter of direct and unequivocal nomination of 

the original inhabitants of the western hemisphere, then the first usage would be in the tenth 

chapter of the sixth volume of Sir Thomas Browne’s (1646) Pseudodoxia Epidemica. There, the 

author inquired into the causes for “The Blackness of the Negroes,” as the chapter’s title 

suggested, using the word “indigenous” as a mechanism of racial distinction to explicitly 

describe the original inhabitants of the Americas and the curious fact of their divergent 

phenotypes from the primary objects of that chapter’s inquiry, despite the often similar qualities 

of the geographic spaces each respective group inhabited. 

 This chapter examines each of these usages below. In doing so, my aim is to demonstrate 

how, between Rabelais and Brown, the word “indigenous” came to connote sense of difference 

through vernacular locality that characterized the original inhabitants of the western hemisphere. 

This locality was both a product of and the motivating force for emerging frameworks of a novel 

historiography that sought to date the origins of populations and track their development, quite 

apart from received Classical and Liturgical accounts. This historiography was intimately tied to 

the development of Renaissance thinkers’ efforts to catalogue, taxonomize, and infer from an 

understanding of local vernaculars the implications for Mankind’s development as a unique 

species through time — what is today referred to as the study of Linguistics (e.g., Cassirer 1955; 

Chomsky, 1965 [2014]; de Saussure, 1972 [1986]; Derrida, 1968 [1997]; Seuren, 1998). 
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 In this context, “indigenous” worked to consolidate the central subject of Renaissance 

humanism — the human being itself. Because Indians, as we have seen in the previous two 

chapters, had already been rendered as constitutively different, and indissociably intertwined 

with a natural belonging in space; and because the term “indigenous” itself, we will see, 

emerged in Rabelais as a signifier of antedated vernacular locality-as-difference, “indigenous” 

eventually came to inhere as a particular signifier of the unique kind of difference that Indians 

were said to possess. The indigene thus emerged as a figure invested with a new kind of history 

that did not exclusively rely upon (though it did not exclusively deny) both Classical and Biblical 

visions of world order and the human history through which it was constituted. Instead, as a 

point of reference for a novel understanding of the human, “the indigenous” demonstrated the 

importance of understanding local vernacular histories of human beings in order to provide the 

critical material necessary for pushing the present forward into a new political order for all 

humans in the future. 

 In allowing for the consolidation of Renaissance humanism, of “the indigenous" provided 

the primary grammar for the history of the modern subject. To speak of the indigenous as 

providing a “grammar” for the modern history of the modern subject, I mean that it is the 

structuring syntax and means of indicating the way in which a relation to past time is positioned 

and conceptualized. This relation to past time is rooted in and concerned with particular localities 

which enable a critical faculty necessary for evaluating the legitimacy of extant structures of 

authority — theological, political, or economic. This critical faculty, however, by virtue of its 

posture toward present forms of authority, is in turn rendered necessary and relevant to a global 

and all-encompassing future for humanity. This is because the universalist gap that such forms of 
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authority left behind had to be filled. This universalist gap was, of course, filled by the 

emergence of the modern human subject generally, a creature that was capable of thinking of 

itself and for itself, a creature inevitably particular and idiosyncratic in its Manifestation but 

inherently generalizable and modular in its ability to frame the the question of human being. 

Especially important in this context was a general framework through which an historical 

account of the coming-into-being of the human could be provided (Cassirer 1963 [2010]; Fasolt, 

2013; Heidegger 1977 [2013]; Husserl 1970; Mignolo 2011; Trouillot 1995, 2003; Walker 2009; 

Wynter 1995). And ultimately, as we will see, the figure of the “indigenous,” and especially the 

indigenous Indian, began to emerge in this context as the representative embodiment of both the 

origins and destiny of the modern subject, as Renaissance humanism envisioned it. 

 As history, and especially the history of humans, came to take on new and less 

Classically- and Scripturally-doctrinaire dimensions during the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries, this required new mediums through which this dimension could be expressed that 

simultaneously detached the human subject from the orthodox readings of those texts while still 

leaving their fundamental truths in place (Cochrane 1998; Cooper 2007; Fasolt 2013; Rossi 

1984). Since language was at this point determined to be, following the old Aristotelian 

distinction between logos  and phone, a distinctively “human” capacity, language itself possessed 

a signifying function of the development of humans through time. One could quite literally 

chronologically and hierarchically arrange human societies according to the perceived 

sophistication and proximity or distance of specific languages to an a priori determination of 

human destiny (e.g., Cassirer 1955; Derrida 1997; Foucault 1994; Mignolo 2003). I refer to this 

as the signifying function of language, and by this I mean not the specific functions of 
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signification in which all languages, as languages, are constantly engaged, though this is 

obviously an important operation in which one becomes engaged once language has established 

its first signification. Instead, the signifying function of language means the symbolic place that 

the category of “language” itself came to occupy within the cosmological and anthropological 

predicates of Renaissance humanism. It was especially with regards to the signifying function of 

language that “the indigenous,” the original inhabitants of the western hemisphere, and 

eventually, the combination of these two, constituted the grammar of history for the modern 

subject. 

 Accordingly, this chapter tracks the process through which, in the late sixteenth and 

early-seventeenth centuries, references to both “the indigenous” and the Indian worked, first in 

parallel, and then in concert, to constitute a new form of historicity appropriate to the 

representations and sciences of the human generally. And, they did so by highlighting the role 

that language was believed to play in uniting humanity as a single species and challenging extant 

forms of scientific and political authority on that basis. With reference to both “the indigenous” 

and the original inhabitants of the western hemisphere, the signifying function of language that 

provided the human subject with a formal characteristic did so by necessitating and supplying a 

historical framework for understanding the development of human societies in time that 

increasingly departed from Biblical (specifically, Mosaic) accounts of the emergence and 

development of the human species. On this configuration, language became a matter of concern 

in itself, for itself. To understand the development of language was thus to simultaneously 

understand the historical development of Man. Language, was the prism through which history 
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could be read, and each vernacular locality was a valuable piece in a more universal puzzle 

concerning the destiny of Mankind. 

 The chapter that follows then is an inquiry into the development and trajectory of the 

form of the “indigenous” as a characteristic category of the modern subject, as well as a  

philological account of how “indigenous” came to be attached to imaginaries of the original 

inhabitants of the western hemisphere. This necessitates a slight shift in focus from that of the 

previous two chapters. While the previous two chapters have focused almost exclusively on 

Spanish and British thinkers directly involved in the colonial enterprise, this chapter begins with 

a focus on three thinkers who were not directly involved in the colonization of the Americas, but 

who fundamentally established the formal dimensions of “the indigenous” on the one hand, and 

the linguistic historicity of the American Indian, on the other, as essential elements of elaborating 

the principles of Renaissance humanism. These thinkers and texts were the aforementioned 

Rabelais and his novel Gargantua et Pantagruel (1542 [2006]), Claude Duret’s Thresor de 

L’Histoire des Langues de c’est Univers (1613), and the works of the English doctor and 

philosopher Thomas Browne (1646-1658). Browne is a particularly interesting figure, indeed, 

because in his highly prosaic adoption of a new Baconian grammar of empiricist scientific 

philosophy, he stands as an tellingly intersectional figure linking the ideas and conventions of the 

late Renaissance, and particularly its concern with developing a new philosophy of Man (e.g.,  

Cassirer 2010; Trouillot 1995, 2003), with the early Scientific Revolution’s forceful pursuit in to 

open the secrets of nature itself through new means of observation, evaluation, and curation of its 

findings, as we explored this through Harriot in the previous chapter. As we will see, the 
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“indigenous” Americans to which Browne frequently made reference in his writings were a key 

figure through which he articulated some of his ideas which were reflective of that intersection.  

 Tracing the formal-philological trajectory of how “the indigenous” as a spatiotemporal 

form of modern subjectivity came to be attached to images of the original inhabitants of the 

western hemisphere through these thinkers not only provides insight into the development of this 

category in itself. In terms of the overall import of such an inquiry to this study’s focus on native 

information as object and process of prefiguring and producing an indigenous subject, focusing 

on such Renaissance thinkers in this way has several important implications for how we 

understand the concept overall. First, and most importantly, this chapter’s focus on thinkers not 

directly involved in the colonial enterprise reveals the extent to which the colonial knowledges 

we have so far examined in this project (such as produced by the previously-discussed Martyr 

and Acosta) were essential to the configuration of the early-modern human sciences back in 

Europe. Second, such an inquiry reveals how, once the raw data of native information with 

regard to difference and nature had been collected in the colonies as object and process 

responding the immediate needs of colonial legitimacy, this information began to be digested, 

either directly or vicariously, by intellectuals back in Europe who played not inconsiderable roles 

in furthering the philosophical agendas of the late Renaissance and the early Scientific 

Revolution. Thirdly, however, The ingestion and digestion of native information during this 

period, and its figuration as what was at first a conspicuously European subject — the French 

peasant, in Rabelais — allowed, in turn, a renewed prefiguration of the original inhabitants of the 

western hemisphere as, in Browne’s words, decidedly “indigenous” subjects themselves.  
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 The culminating effect of this was that indigenous was at once positioned as a figure, 

whether he was a French peasant or an American Indian, tensely torn between  an antiquated 

past, an oppressive present, and an incipiently liberating future. He was in his very being a figure 

of the past, an extension of the landscape which preexisted the present occupations of extant 

forms of authority. Through his language he offered evaluations that, while sometimes 

backwards, sometimes inscrutable, offered in some measure critical reflections or at least the 

occasion to evaluate the conditions of the present that extant forms of authority had wrought. In 

this way, it followed that his language and its enunciation was the harbinger of a historical 

movement leading Men toward a future in which extant forms of authority, in which the very 

structures of human subjectivity themselves, would be transformed. But, because the indigene 

was still but an extension of his ancestral landscape, because his language had not changed, at 

the very moment that announced the dawn and awakened the modern subject, his own voice and 

the language it carried with it was to fade into the background, like the first morning sparrows 

drowned out by the cacophony of a city after the sun has fully risen. The native information 

which brought the indigenous subject to the fore simultaneously positioned the indigene as a pre-

existing entity blocking the rays of light of modern reason, leaving those marked by the category, 

— ultimately, the original inhabitants of the western hemisphere — mere shadows awaiting the 

moment of their own illumination. 

 Accordingly, this chapter proceeds as follows. The next section offers a close reading and 

analysis of Rabelais’s use of the term “indigenous” in its first formally modern sense. Here I 

demonstrate how Rabelais used “indigenous” to depict a character in his novel that represented 

both a local vernacularity in a Manner that augmented the global, polyglot, and cosmopolitan 
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ambitions of the narrative, critical interventions on the then-contemporary forms of Scholastic 

and Ecclesiastic authority which his novel famously lampooned. Likewise, in the following 

section, I demonstrate how the spatiotemporal form that “the indigenous” signified in Rabelais’s 

work was mirrored in early-modern studies of language exemplified by Duret, especially as he 

focused his attention on Amerindian languages. For Duret, the original inhabitants of the western 

hemisphere were the subjects of the study of the history of language par excellence. As such, 

understanding the specificities of the vernaculars of Amerindian peoples was of great 

consequence for understanding the history of Mankind in general, for Duret. Consequently, in the 

third and final section of this chapter, I demonstrate how these two symmetrical but parallel 

understandings of “the indigenous,” on the one hand, and the original inhabitants of the western 

hemisphere, on the other, came to be united in the work of the English doctor and Man of letters, 

Thomas Browne. Not only was Browne the first European thinker to use the term “indigenous”  

to describe the original inhabitants of the western hemisphere, as mentioned. What is more, 

Browne regularly and explicitly positioned the original inhabitants of the western hemisphere as 

representatives par excellence of a novel form of spatiotemporal relations that each population of 

human beings had with their localities, especially as this was expressed in the vernacular 

languages that those peoples spoke, thus awakening the modern subject. However, if we 

recognize the constitutive tension with modernity that these figurations of “indigenous” 

constitute, this leaves open the question as to the significance of modernity itself for defining 

indigeneity. I therefore briefly return to the question of the relationship between modernity, 

indigeneity, and forms of colonial governance in my concluding remarks. 
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The Ruler of the Thirsty Ones and the Death of Roland 

François Rabelais’s novel, Gargantua et Pantagruel (c. 1532-1564), is essential to understanding 

Renaissance humanism generally, and the establishment of the modern form of indigeneity 

which provided the modern subject with its necessary historical dimension, specifically. This is 

not only because Rabelais is frequently positioned in the canons of European thought and 

Renaissance literature alongside the seminal works of Miguel de Cervantes and William 

Shakespeare. Moreover, Rabelais has come to represent the highest and most complete 

Manifestation of “folk culture” and its “carnivalesque” practices which coalesced and generated 

“second worlds” of play centered upon the embodiment of becoming, of regeneration and 

renewal, and of humour in the early-modern period. As we will see, it is especially in the latter 

regard that we will want to understand the fundamental importance of Rabelais’s use of 

“indigenous.” This is because the aspects of French peasant folk culture which saturated 

Rabelais’s writing were crystallized through his use of “indigenous” in his novel in a Manner 

characteristic of his sensitivity to a kind of folk-peasantry whose sensibilities Rabelais sought to 

introduce into the literary and philosophical systems of early-modern French thought (Bakhtin, 

1968 [1984]). Especially central to this, moreover, as François Rigolot (1972 [1996]) has argued, 

was the multiple, ambiguous, chaotic, indeed near-schizophrenic, nature of language which 

Rabelais’s texts foregrounded. As Rigolot notes, “the problematic of language [in Rabelais] 

begins before the book.” “Pantagruel,” Rigolot continues,” “presents itself as a repertoire of 

modes of expression: oral or written, ‘natural’ or artificial, polyglotism or logomania, 

‘Ciceronian rhetoric’ or  absurd ‘baboonery’,” (10-11).  
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 Rabelais’s playful and somewhat chaotic figuring of language itself and the problems it 

posed were what provided his use of “indigenous” with its first modern connotation as a 

condition of origin within a broader semantic context deliberately designed to evoke an 

appropriate critical attitude toward extant authority. Rabelais’s use of “indigenous” may have 

provided this category with these formal aspects, however, but it did not populate that form with 

images of Amerindian people. Indeed, one of the great ironies of the emergence of “indigenous” 

in its modern form in Rabelais’s work is that this category worked, in the novel, as a necessary 

counterpart to the increasingly global awareness that European incursions into, and products 

from, places like the New World signified during this period, particularly in France (Welch, 

2011). The character who describes himself as “indigenous” — whom we will refer to as the 

indigene of Limoges — in Rabelais’s novel works to provide a grounding and originary 

knowledge of the local and the vernacular, such that a critical, humanistic, and adjudicative 

order, represented by the main protagonists Pantagruel and Panurge, can be rendered global, 

polylingual, mobile, and ultimately, transcendent. Indeed, it is the latter characters who Rabelais 

frequently associates with narratives, objects, and imaginaries of the New World: Pantagruel, for 

example, is a native of the fictional land of Utopia, a reference to Thomas More’s eponymous 

1516 work which, it has been argued, largely relied upon early reports about the discovery of 

new lands across the ocean sea for its imagination of an ideal social and political order (Baptiste, 

1990). Likewise, when Rabelais (c. 1532) catalogues the texts that Pantagruel consults while 

studying the “seven liberal arts” at the Library of Saint Victor in Paris, among the many fictitious 

and parodical titles that the author includes in the catalogue — such as The Codpiece of the Law 
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and The Profit-rolls of indulgence — is On the Entry of Antonio de Leiva into Lands Frazzled 

like Brazil (37-9). The indigene of Limoges, on the other hand, is not only given a place of origin 

that corresponds to an actually existing region in France, Limousin, and one well known for its 

peasant culture (Le Roy Ladurie, 1974). What is more, Pantagruel’s father and another 

significant protagonist in the novel, Gargantua, was in fact popular character in many folk-

narratives whose origins have been traced to Limousin in the late-fifteenth century (Thomas 

1906, 2). 

 As a representative of the local peasant vernaculars and historicities, the indigene of 

Limoges therefore operates in an augmentative relationship to the transcendent and mobile 

ambitions of a new humanist attitude that his counterparts embody in Gargantua et Pantagruel 

(c. 1532-1564). This is most immediately observable by considering the appearance of the 

indigene of Limoges in the order in which Rabelais narrates the respective origins of that 

character and the novel’s three main protagonists — Gargantua, his son Pantagruel, and 

Pantagruel’s servant and friend, Panurge. Rabelais’s narrations of the respective origin of each of 

his characters seems to suggest that careful attention to the origins of persons and communities 

must at once become the basis of critical attitudes to existing authority. At the same time, 

however, Rabelais presents such strict locality in a Manner that must be thenceforth transcended 

through mobility, polylingualism, and transcendent new modes of universal judgement. 

 In the first chapter of the First Book (1542 [1913, 2006]) of his novel, for instance, 

Rabelais frames the question of Gargantua’s origin as both the basis of authority and the 

necessary critical limit for the inversion of an extant order of authority. He does so through three 

turns: First, through reference to the postdiluvial historicity of Mankind; second, through the 
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history of the transfer of empires from Antiquity to the present; and third, through the problem of 

origins as a matter of narrative authority as such. Addressing readers who might take exception 

to the sometimes-salacious parodies his novel contains, Rabelais writes (1542) “Would to God 

that every Man could trace his own ancestry as certainly from Noah’s Ark down to this our age! I 

think that many today are emperors, kings, dukes, princes and popes on this earth who are 

descended from pardon-mongers or hodmen in vineyards, just as there are on the contrary many 

beggars in workhouses (wretched and needy) who are descended by blood and lineage from great 

kings and emperors.” Here, the possibly low ancestral origins of contemporary kings, dukes, 

princes and popes does not preclude their being presently esteemed rather greatly. It follows, for 

Rabelais, that these men of noble title ought not to esteem those who are at present “lowly” in 

accordance with that socioeconomic station. This, not least because the lowly of today may be 

descended of royalty. And this, he continues, is itself a consequence of the “remarkable transfer 

of kingdoms and empires: 

— from the Assyrians to the Medes; 
— the Medes to the Macedonians; 
— The Macedonians to the Romans; 
— the Romans to the Greeks; 
— and the Greeks to the French” (209-10).   31

 Paralleling these anxiously-attended paradoxes of origin in the relationship between 

succession and station is the paradox of origin that is signified, by Rabelais, through reference to 

the language through which origins were themselves narrated. So, writing that the discovery of 

Gargantua’s genealogy was the happy coincidence of some peasants striking his tomb in the 

course of digging one day, Rabelais notes that “the beginning of [the genealogy] had been 

gnawed away by rats and cockroaches,” drawing attention to the inscrutable beginnings of 
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Gargantua’s origin by highlighting the absence of (or at least, impossibility of discerning) the 

language that would articulate and specify those beginnings:  

#¡±,≥ arrived the Cimbrian conquerer 
∆•¿:>ing through air for fear of all that dew 
=.+\≠e arrives, the tubs can take no more 
/‘“÷resh butter pouring down like stew. 
≈‡ bespattered grandma in full view: (210-11). 

The paradox here is clear: Origins are essential to understanding the contemporary stations of 

people, the history of political successions, and indeed, these origins cannot exist without careful 

attention to the language through which those origins are expressed. And yet, origins are 

impossible to discern; they cannot be definitively traced, they remain obscured, like the origin of 

language itself. But, if they can be discovered at all, they will be discovered who quite literally 

work the soil of the place to which any claim to origin is directed. Thus, every claim to origin 

would have to corroborate its claim to authority in its ability to both properly know and to serve 

the locality over which it is asserting that doubled claim to both origin and authority. 

Accordingly, such claims have to demonstrate that that ability to serve the locality in fact derived 

from its transcendence of any of the particular limitations that a restriction to locality might 

otherwise impose. 

 Rabelais later echoes this paradox of origin through station, succession, and language in 

his narration of the Second Book’s main protagonist, Pantagruel (1533  [1913, 2006]). The son of 

Gargantua and Babadec, Pantagruel is born during the time of a great drought which has spread 

from his homeland Utopia through Africa and France. These circumstances of birth render 

Pentagruel, in his very nativity [nativité], a paradox and a prophecy of salvation. His mother 

Babadec dies in childbirth, which confounds his father and the monarch of Utopia, Gargantua. 

The patriarch is unable to decide whether to weep over the death of his wife or to laugh and 
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rejoice over the birth of his son. Gargantua chooses the latter, Rabelais writes, before disrobing 

and inaugurating a carnival of celebration for Pantagruel. Pantagruel’s birth is prophetic to the 

extent that it occurs at exactly the same moment that the common people of the drought-ridden 

kingdoms, “were at their devotions and conducting a handsome procession with ample litanies 

and fine sermons beseeching Almighty God to vouchsafe to look down upon them in their 

affliction with an eye of compassion, [as] great drops of water were then clearly and visibly 

exuded from the Earth, just as when anyone copiously sweats.” Thus, Rabelais continues, 

“because Pentagruel was born on that very day, his father imposed that name on him (for panta 

in Greek means the same as ‘all’ and gruel in Hagarene means the same as ‘thirst’) wishing to 

signify that at the hour of his nativity [sa nativité], all the world was athirst, and for seeing in a 

spirit of of prophecy that he would one day be Ruler of the Thirsty-ones [les altérés],” (23-4).  

 In this passage, Rabelais ties Pantagruel to a long line of kings through a series of 

successions of noble titles. The primary purpose of such kings however, as Rabelais reminds us, 

is to relieve the suffering of the people over whom they rule — it is the thirsty people from 

whom their authority is derived. And indeed, this is not a relief to be delivered through some 

spiritual salvation flowing from any kind of Divine right. Relief is instead to be delivered 

through bodily restoration, through the cessation and quenching of a drought in the form of 

celebration and wine. Pantagruel’s birth inaugurates a cleansing flood that recalls the great 

Deluge about which God forewarned Noah, and which as we saw in the previous chapter, served 

as the primary point of historiographic departure from which sixteenth-century thinkers struggled 

to narrate a history of Mankind that by that point had to include the existence of  the Americas 

and its original inhabitants. However, Pantagruel’s flood is not sent from the heavens, but 
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emerges from the land and the soil itself. It does not eliminate all the people and creatures it 

touches, either. Rather, it makes them fundamentally different [les altérés] by the relief of that 

thirst that Pantagruel’s arrival heralds. Thus, by virtue of their constitutive condition of thirst in 

their locality, by virtue of the prayers they offer in search for deliverance, and by virtue of 

Pantagruel’s appearance as the inaugural sign of that deliverance, he is made the ruler of those 

thirsty ones. Pantagruel is thus the king of the people, but a king only insofar as his appearance is 

in the service of the delivery of the people from their suffering, and this, by virtue of the very 

locality and soil they stand upon. 

 The next character to appear in the narrative, then, features Pantagurel’s encounter with 

indigene of Limoges. And, it is above all this character who underscores the folk peasantry, or 

lay people, as the primary source of the Pantagruel’s authority, alongside the local historicity to 

which forms of authority henceforth must be attentive to maintain their legitimacy. Indeed, in his 

encounter with the indigene of Limoges, Pantagruel restores through violence the linguistic and 

regional specificities of those folk cultures. This is because the indigene of Limoges (the capital 

city of the Limousin region) not only recalls, by virtue of his place of origin, the real-world 

origins of the mythical folk figure, Gargantua, Pantagruel’s father. Moreover, after the restoration 

of the indigene’s properly indigenous attribute — namely, his folk-vernacular — Pantagruel can 

then be narratively augmented, improved, and propelled forward in the remainder of his 

adventures through the contact that he makes with the capricious, ever-mobile, polyglot trickster 

Panurge. 

 Pantagruel’s encounter with the indigene of Limoges unfolds as follows: As Pantagruel 

makes his way from school in Orleans to Paris, he encounters a student  who is leaving just as he 
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is arriving, beyond the walls of the city. This young Man, Rabelais writes, possesses the 

unmistakeable accent of the countryside, but nevertheless speaks in the archaic, over-adorned, 

Latin characteristic of some of Paris’s worst men of learning.  Upon Pantagruel asking the 32

dapper young Man where he is coming from, the latter replies “‘From that alma, illustrissime and 

celebrated Academe vocate Luctece’.” Pantagruel cannot understand this, and turns to one of his 

traveling companions for help with a translation. Learning that the young Man means to say 

Paris, Pantagruel then asks him what students do in Paris. Receiving a similarly Latinistic 

response, Pantagruel exclaims, “‘What diabolical language is this! You, by God, are a heretic!’,” 

a charge which the student emphatically denies in turn: “‘Mammon never super-ingurgitates one 

ob into my pecuniary receptacle, I am somewhat rare and lentando in supererogiationally 

eleemosinating to egenes who from ostiary to ostiary are quesititious of a small stipendium’.” 

“‘My lord,” says one of Pantagruel’s men in response, “‘without any doubt, he is trying to ape 

the language of the Parisians; yet all he can do is to flay Latin alive. He thinks he is pindarizing; 

he believes he is a great orator in French because he despises the common spoken usage’.” The 

student then refuses one more chance that Pantagruel offers to speak as he ought to be speaking, 

in response to which Pentagruel declares “By God, I’ll teach you how to speak, but first tell me 

where you come from?’” It is worth reproducing the remainder of the exchange here in its 

entirety: 

To which the student said: 
— ‘the primeval origin of my atatavics and avics was indigenous [indigène] to the Lemovic 
regions, where requiesce the corpus of the hagiarch Saint Martial.’ 
— ‘I get you’, said Pantagruel, ‘ You come from Limoges. That’s what it all boils down to. Yet 
you want to ape Parisian speech. Come here, then, and let me curry you down.’ 

He then seized him by the throat, saying 
— ‘You flay Latin! By Saint John, I’ll make you flay up the fox: I shall flay you alive.’ 

Whereupon that wretched denizen of Limoges began to say: 
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—- ‘Whoa, there, Maister! Aw! Zaint Marsault zuccour me! Ho, ho. In Gawd’s name. Lemme be! 
Don’ee touch me!’ 
— Pantagruel said, ‘Now you’re talking naturally’ [naturellement]. And he let go of him, for that 
wretched Man from Limoges was shitting all over his breeches (which were tailored in cod-tails, 
not stitched along the seam). At which Pentagruel said: 
— ‘By Saint Alipentinus! What a stench there below. Reek of the civet-cat. The devil take the 
turnip-muncher: how he stinks’.  

And thereupon he released him; but for the rest of his life he was so remorseful and parched 
that he often said, ‘Pantagruel has got me by the throat!’ After a few years he died the death of 
Roland, brought about by the vengeance of God, so demonstrating to us what the philosopher and 
Aulus Gellius said: that we ought in our speech to follow the common usage, and also what Cesar 
said: that we ought to avoid silly words as ship’s captains avoid reefs at sea (34-6). 

 Though this episode is rather abbreviated and the indigene does not appear after this 

moment in the text, it is important for several reasons. First is its narrative function. A great deal 

of the action that will take place for the rest of the novel takes place once Pantagruel has reached 

Paris. And, indeed, much of that action centers upon his inversions and comical undermining of 

the established authorities of learning, law, and religion that the indigene of Limoges here 

represents. Indeed, Pantagruel here encounters the indigene as the former is leaving behind his 

own festive sojourn among several cities and institutions of humanistic higher learning in France 

(Bordeaux, Orleans, Montpellier), and heading to Paris to practice his playful intellectualism at 

the center of French cultural, economic, and political life. 

 The second significant aspect of the episode is the figuration of the indigene of Limoges 

himself as a creature characterized by his relationship to historical time and to a proper 

relationship to vernacular language. Pantagruel first encounters the indigene as the latter is 

leaving the bounded walls of Paris. This, combined with the doubled revelation of his identity as 

a figure of both antiquated forms of Scholastic learning, and simultaneously, as a figure of a kind 

of provincial folk-peasantry, renders the indigene most essentially a figure of history and 

succession. He is endowed with and representative of, as he says, a “primeval origin” [l’origine 
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primève]. And this, once again, carries the secondary valence of obliquely referencing the 

possible origins in Limousin of the mythological character whose existence is the condition of 

possibility for the episode and indeed the whole novel itself, Pantagruel’s father Gargantua. 

Moreover, in disclosing his indigenous, primeval origin in Limousin, the indigene is fixed, 

literally and metaphorically, to a language that is more “naturally” [naturellement] his. Language 

here becomes a signifier of history, but primarily history as the coming into being of a people 

specific to a geography, a specificity that is natural, native. He is thus likened to Charlemagne’s 

greatest general Roland, memorialized in the Carolingian Cycle for having died in his 778 AD 

attempt to maintain the Frankish empire in the Basque region over the Moors (Millinger, 2011); 

the indigene’s death is the death of a noble defender of an overextended order retreating to its 

place of natural habituation.  

 The locality that the indigene represents, therefore, and paradoxically, is insufficient on 

its own terms. As soon as it is named, it is likened to the death of an antiquated order, not unlike 

that which it is supposed to replace. Narratively then, the scene and its central figures — the 

indigene and Pantagruel — can only be revived, extended, and perhaps resolved, in the 

appearance of a mobile, global, polylingual figure that is the exact opposite of the indigene. This 

is Panurge.  

 During an afternoon stroll, once again outside of the city walls, with his followers and 

students, Pantagruel  “met a Man handsomely built and elegant in all his bodily lineaments but 

piteously injured here and there and so bedraggled that he looked as if he had just escaped from a 

pack of dogs, or better still like an apple-picker from the orchards of Perche.” Upon sighting this 

Man, whom we will soon learn to be Panurge, Pantagruel exclaims to his companions, “‘Do you 
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see that Man coming along the road from the Pont de Charenton? I swear he is poor only by 

chance, for I assure you from reading his face that nature produced him from some rich and 

noble ancestry, but the trials which befall folk who are eager for knowledge have reduced him to 

such poverty and penury.” Calling the Man over, Pantagruel begs him leave to ask a few 

questions, in return for which which he promises “all the help I can [to amend] the wretched state 

I see you in; for you move me to great pity.”  

 What follows is a scene of miscommunication and confusion that mirrors Pantagruel’s 

encounter with the indigene with Limoges. In his encounter with Panurge, however, there are 

two important differences. First, unlike the indigene of Limoges who responds only in either 

antiquated Latin or in a peasant-vernacular characteristic of Limousin, Panurge responds to 

Pantagruel’s repeated inquiries — for information, then for translation and clarification — in a 

variety of languages that include German, Hispano-Moorish, Italian, Scottish, Basque, 

Lanternese (evidently an invented, quasi-Scandinavian language), Dutch, Spanish, Danish, 

Hebrew, Classical Greek, a language which parrots Thomas More’s invented language for 

Utopia, Latin, and finally, French (50-7). Second, whereas in the case of the indigene of 

Limoges, Pantagruel is quickly moved to irate violence and the disabuse of his interlocutor of 

any pretensions to Scholastic authority in favor of a specifically-regional vernacular, in the 

encounter with Panurge, Pantagruel bears with patience the variety of languages with which his 

interlocutor responds to his repeated inquiries and calmly asks for a translation at every turn.  

What is more, in the encounter with Panurge, Pantagruel is moved “to great pity” at the sight of 

the wanderer, a sight which, it should not be overlooked, recalls the lesson that Rabelais urges us 

to ascertain from the paradox of succession and station demonstrated in his narration of 
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Gargantua’s origins. Likewise, the wretchedness of Panurge’s current state upon his encounter 

with Pantagruel is nevertheless betrayed by the fact that the latter can quite readily discern, 

simply upon examining his face, that he is descended from a royal, noble, lineage fashioned by  

nature itself. 

Panurge ultimately wins Pentagruel’s affections then, precisely because he undermines 

the kinds of lofty and out-of-touch Scholasticism to which his indigenous counterpart from 

Limoges attains. Panurge’s linguistic capacities obviously exceed those of the peasantry, but in a 

lateral polyglot mode, as opposed to the indigene’s hierarchical Scholasticism and/or folkism. 

Because of this cosmopolitan knowledge, and this valiant defense of things festive and 

humanistic, Panurge’s narrative union with Pantagruel thus forms a dialectic of transcendent 

propriety and civilized achievement with a celebration for the inverse or inverted [á l’enverse], 

the critical and playful, and the vernacularly local.  

It is for this reason then that, immediately after his first encounter with Panurge, 

Pantagruel is portrayed as a “superhuman” lawmaker “manifested in so hard and thorny a 

judgement” that is presented to him by two errant noblemen — Lord Bumkis and Slurp-ffart — 

who have entered into a dispute that Rabelais deliberately renders nonsensical. In large part, 

Pantagruel’s wisdom in the course of adjudicating this case is attributed to his demanding that 

the litigants abandon their “daft and unreasonable reasons and irrelevant opinions of Accursius, 

Baldus, Bartolo, Castro, Imola, Hippolytus, Panormitanus, Bertachinus, Alexander, Curtius, and 

other old curs who have never understood the least law of the Pandects… they knew no 

languages: no Greek — and no Latin save the Gothick and barbarous kind… the laws originally 

came from the Greeks, for which you have the testimony of Ulpian on the posterior law of ‘On 
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the Origin of Justice’.” Instead, he demands that they “first burn all those documents for me, and 

secondly, summon the two noblemen to appear in person before me.” Once again, therefore, 

Pantagruel is rendered the evaluator of the origin, the solicitor of first-hand testimony and the 

advocate of local knowledge in favor of antiquated scholasticism. And yet, he is simultaneously 

rendered “superhuman” and infinitely wise, and this only after his union with Panurge, that 

figure of global, and polylingual futurity (74-88). 

We should now see why we must read Gargantua, Pantagruel, Panurge, and the indigene 

of Limoges in constant tension with and mutual imbrication of one another. Each is the 

grounding condition of the other, each inverts the other in some way, each substitutes for what 

the other lacks. This means, specifically with regard to the “indigene” in the first modern 

iteration of that particular type of subject so qualified, that this figure connotes aspirations to a 

universal intellectuality that must nevertheless always be grounded and circumscribed to 

vernacularity. In other words, as the truth of his very being is established through the signifying 

function of language, the indigene provides the legitimating necessities of locality, vernacularity, 

and discernible and primeval origins to Pantagruel. However, these primeval origins are 

decidedly those of a local folk-peasantry, and not yet those of the distant lands and peoples of the 

western hemisphere. Pantagruel, in turn, requires these qualities in order to continue constituting 

a humanistic, critical, and properly adjudicative order, on the one hand, which is itself rendered 

universal and always informed by the transcendent, mobile, globality of Panurge, on the other.  It 

is, indeed, not until after the episode that the Americas are mentioned at all, and not until the 

fourth book of the novel that “Canada” — the specifically-French object of colonial endeavours 

in the late-sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries — is mentioned at all; in other words, the 
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indigene was at the time of its first appearance, the precondition for the countenance of the 

Americas and their peoples, but not yet coterminous with them. The indigene instead returns us 

to the original paradox of Pantagruel’s birth and his anterior condition of possibility, Gargantua, 

that figure whose mythological origins are traceable to Limousin, home to the indigene himself. 

As we will see, however, these movements between a historiography rooted in locality and 

oriented toward globalism, signified through language, were simultaneously being tracked 

through the figure of the American Indian in contemporaneous and subsequent studies of 

language and the history of Mankind. 

Knowledge from the Fire 
Claude Duret’s (1613) Thresor de L’Histoire des Langues de c’est Univers [sic] was one of the 

first systematic attempts to catalogue, taxonomize, and infer general implications for humanity  

from the variety of languages known by European-trained scholars to be spoken throughout the 

world.  Accordingly, Duret and his work represent a more general turn to language as a 33

phenomenon that was worthy of study in itself, for itself, that was characteristic of Renaissance-

thinkers’ revival of Classical about the fundamental structures of experience and humanity. To be 

sure, Duret’s own linguistic inquiry reflected what, for contemporary Linguists, constituted a 

more rudimentary and primitive form of analysis insofar as it privileged word-formation over 

sentence-formation and semantic structures (Seuren 1998 37-46). However, Duret’s study 

nevertheless introduced an essential dimension of history to the formation of languages in 

themselves, and specifically, the importance of understanding the specific and respective 

histories of peoples as localized phenomena that essentially provided different languages with 
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their identifiable characteristics,  (Fields 1984; Gautier 2017; Mathieu-Castellani 1981). In this 

way, much as Rabelais’s indigene of Limoges worked to demonstrate the necessity for a proper 

understanding of local origins and folk-vernaculars in order to cultivate a proper attitude toward 

extant authorities that had consequence for a more general understanding of law and governance 

as such, so Duret demonstrated that a sensitivity toward the localism of history and the 

specificities of languages that such localism produced was of paramount importance in 

understanding Man generally as above all a linguistic being. For Duret, the local histories and 

specific languages which demonstrated this argument perhaps better than anything else, were 

those of the American Indians. Thus, if one of the central ways in which Renaissance humanism 

was consolidated was through the study of language as a unique human phenomenon, with its 

own history, its own logic, and its own implication for humanity by virtue of these attributes, 

then we can observe in Duret’s work that it was especially with reference to Amerindian peoples 

that that consolidation could indeed take place. 

 Language, for Duret, could be described as either that “great and excellent [gift] of grace 

that God, as sovereign, had imparted to Man,” (19), or alternatively, as that gift of the knowledge 

of artifice that came with the fire [“l’artificielle sagesse avec le feu”] that Prometheus had first 

given to Man (2). Both understandings reflected, for Duret, not so much “any reward of the 

miseries and calamities or the transgressions of our first parents,” as much as they represented, 

instead, the “work, dangerous maladies, inconveniences, and misfortunes [from] which the 

fragilities of the abandonment” of Man’s condition as a speaking and reasoning being flowed. It  

thus reflected, Duret argued, that “great mystery” of human being which the Greeks had 

understood under that solitary word logos [λόγος], or reason.  Language, as the vehicle for Man’s 
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reason, enabled him to engage in the arts of writing, and so in the mechanical and liberal arts as 

reflections upon abstract thought. These arts were themselves products of the first function of 

language, which was to provide Man with the ability to conceive of and reflect upon the gods. 

And this took the form of both speech and writing, which were, on this view, “servants in 

expressing the interior conceptions of our soul, from whence comes principle node and link of 

human society, which is to know how to conserve, without written policy [une police], good 

order… to establish [this] otherwise by means of reason,” (19).  

 In other words, focusing on language in itself and for itself, allowed an observer like 

Duret to delineate a discrete field of human action through which the development of humans in 

time could be revealed. This consequently enabled the concomitant emergence of a critical 

attitude to extant authority that was proper to the progress of human society. If one could read the 

origin and development of human societies, attention to the rules by which language itself 

functioned, and how these rules reflected the proper relationship between populations and the 

spaces they came to inhabit, one would be capable of making quite distinct claims about the 

proper foundations of authority and the ends to which political institutions were to govern 

specific groups of people. This, however, raised at least three specific questions for Duret, the 

answers to which he attempted to offer over the course of more than one thousand pages, through 

the etymology and grammar of the linguistic systems of virtually every major “civilization” 

which was then known to the author: The first and most central question was which of the known 

languages was in fact the oldest — in other words, which was the first language that had been 

spoken. The second, which followed from this, was what this origin of language itself signified 

in terms of its purpose for humanity. The third question, consequently, concerned the extent to 
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which one could say that language was indeed a unifying characteristic for humanity, as Duret 

had originally claimed. 

 Answering these questions required a delicate balancing act. This was because, on the 

one hand, reference to an originary and unifying set of characteristics and, indeed, purposes for 

Mankind obviously necessitated that a thinker like Duret recall for his readers the fundamental 

truths contained in the works of Scripture and Antiquity, as he did when he articulated the very 

purpose of language itself. In this regard, Duret highlighted the centrality of language as a 

distinct and emblematic characteristic of humanity given by God and first exercised by the 

Ancients within the realm of human activities, by arguing that the oldest known language was 

Hebrew. This could be observed, Duret argued for example, in the famed narrative of King 

Psammetichus that Herodotus had related in his account of Egypt in the Histories. By postulating 

Hebrew as the original language through this reference, Duret was thus able to maintain both a 

deference to the Ancients and establish a point of departure from which he could narrate a fairly 

conventional Liturgically-framed historiography of the spread and development of human 

societies. 

 On the other hand, however, by the time Duret wrote, such reference to the fundamental 

truths of Scripture and Antiquity of course raised questions about the validity of these sources 

and the historiography that they suggested, particularly because of their failure to forecast the 

existence of the New World and its original inhabitants. In this regard, Duret followed the 

aforementioned José Acosta’s (1590 [2002]) argument that “it [was] clear that the ancients either 

believed that there were no men beyond the Tropic of Cancer, as Saint Augustine and Lactantius 

thought, or that if there were men at least that they did live in the region between the Tropics, as 
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Aristotle and Pliny and before them the philosopher Parmenides affirm[ed],” and that above all, 

the existence of the western hemisphere and its original inhabitants disproved this thought (39). 

Consequently, because one could not fully rely upon either the Ancients or Scripture to assure 

knowledge of the history of those peoples themselves, one would instead have to rely on 

alternative sources of knowledge about those peoples, and especially how they had come to 

inhabit the places they inhabited. For Duret, the signal key to this inquiry was attending to the 

languages of the Indians themselves recorded in some of the most widely-available ethnographic 

accounts of Amerindian peoples in his day, chief among which were the works of Acosta and 

Peter Martyr. 

 So, while the old forms of knowledge were still reliable in their accounts of the moral 

architecture that the use of language provided to human societies, Duret in fact sought definitive 

proof for this claim through recourse to ethnographic knowledges of the original inhabitants of 

the western hemisphere that men like Acosta and Martyr had produced. Thus, recalling the 

testimonial function of the Indian that Martyr’s narratives had produced a century earlier, Duret 

used the opening episode Martyr’s Decades narrated (1504), in which we will recall, the 

Chronicler described how despite the initial language barrier between Columbus and the Taino 

the two groups were able to establish “good relations,” through “signs and gestures” (67). For 

Duret (1613), such an episode made it clear that the reason that language expressed through Man 

extended to all of humanity. Not only might we say in somewhat anachronistic terms that the 

Indians were the perfect “control,” for such a hypothesis, given that, much like the children in 

the Psammetichus fable, they had long been geographically isolated from the development of all 

other languages in the civilizations of “Old” World. What was more, Duret continued, despite the 
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fact that the Indians were “so savage, barbaric, uncivil, and bestial, being deprived of the usage 

of reason” that the Spanish were able to conquer them handily, and despite the fact that “between 

[the Spanish] and [the Indians] one could not separate their conceptions further,” still, “as if there 

had been demonstrated between them one familiar, reclusive, spirit, within these people,” one 

“could almost look with admiration upon the gifts and messages that they put with their hands to 

[the Spanish] to carry with them.” Indeed, Duret continued, how else but for a shared capacity 

with language, at some basic level, could the Spanish have held those barbarians in obedience 

and subjection, and to have put them to work, and understood their conspiracies and staved off 

their revolts (19)? In short, because the Ancients and Scripture could not be fully trusted Indian 

language itself had to contain and provide not only the history, but indeed the very humanity of 

the Indian, in doing so signaling the specificities of their locality for the purpose of a global 

knowledge of Man as such. 

 The existence of language in Amerindian societies therefore demonstrated, for Duret, that 

the fundamental and universal basis of humanity proper was in Man’s capacities with language 

and, by extension, that all languages shared a common origin and basis of understanding which 

united human societies at a primitive level. Indian languages legitimated, this is to say, that 

Duret’s thesis was that Man was, at his most archaic level, a speaking, conversant, reasoning, 

being united by a primitive language he shared with his fellow men across time and space..  

 Duret, however, went even further. Not only was Man an inherently speaking animal. 

Indeed, he was a linguistic creature in the fullest sense — that is, he was a writing animal. 

Writing always followed from speaking, Duret contended (19), and this, too, was confirmed by 

careful attention to the Amerindian. In this regard, Duret pointed to reports by Martyr, Acosta, 
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and Francisco Gomara that indicated that the Amerindians in Mexico, Peru, and even the 

Antilles, possessed some form or another of writing. The Mexicans, Duret wrote, possessed, a 

form of hieroglyphics similar to those of the Egyptians. Likewise, certain Antillean peoples were 

even known to peel sheets of bark off of certain kinds of trees and to use them for practices of 

transcription. And, according to Acosta, whose Natural and Moral History Duret reproduced at 

length throughout his universal catalogue of languages, the Inca were known to have possessed 

forms of writing known as quipus and a specifically-designated class of scholar-administrators 

known as quipumayus, a fact which, we will see in the following Chapter, was further publicized 

by the Inca historian Garcilaso de La Vega’s writings on his people’s history during this same 

period (935-6). 

 Whatever form writing and language took among the Indians then, Duret was confident 

in reflecting upon this fact that one could in fact specifically date the origin of the American 

Indians through a consideration of their vernacular forms of writing itself. “Of those Indians 

[whom] we have learned have men [in their societies] who are masters of writing, such as the 

quipumayus,” Duret wrote, “anything that they mention is not more than four hundred years old, 

and all that is said about the time before that is so confused, foggy, obscure, and dark, that there 

is no book or scripture that can open up any truth” about that antecedent period (936). Still, no 

matter how barbaric, rude, primitive, or simply inscrutable certain moderns had determined the 

Indians’ languages to be, men like Acosta, and even more proximately Marc L’Escarbot and 

André Thevet, in their respective treatments of New France and Brazil, proved that those peoples 

possessed not only language, but writing. Indeed, Duret reported, dignified persons of the faith 
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informed him that in Mexico, for instance, there existed texts that not only recounted the Indians’ 

history but that, in fact, contained their letters and hieroglyphics as well (944-5).  

 Duret’s conclusions on these matters were of significance, ultimately, to the extent that 

Indian was above all the legitimating evidence in favor of Duret’s primary thesis: That all 

language shared a genetic memory and purpose in the human species, which was to call forth 

from the archaic recesses of human reason [logos] the establishment of proper order and the 

administration of good governance in accordance with both God’s commands and what we might 

dare to call the imperatives of reason [logos] itself. Amerindian societies indeed possessed 

language and writing, and it could be shown, on Duret’s account, that they used these capacities 

to build civilizations of relatively decent order in the context of the local formations. The 

significance of Duret’s decision to render the Indian the most immediately available 

contemporaneous proof of this thesis, one that nevertheless signified a much longer and deeper 

history than that contemporaneousness might otherwise suggest, cannot be understated. What 

Duret’s work introduced was language as a site of interrogating the history of Man as a species 

created by God, but not reducible to a strictly scriptural historiography, and central to this was 

the Indian. 

 Heterodox and fledgingly secular as Duret might have been in giving to language the 

significance of a relatively discrete phenomenon from which certain histories and 

historiographies could be ascertained, that significance sat apart from  the Ancients and from 

Scripture quite uneasily, if at all. Indeed, Duret was keen to underscore, “the wisdom 

[connaissance] and doctrines [doctrines] of several languages [were] very useful,” not least 

because they were “necessary [for] the intelligence of the books of Theology and all other 
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sciences” (967). Knowledge of language was important, and perhaps worked to supplant much of 

the historiographic predicates of a strictly Scriptural and/or strictly Ancient historiography. This, 

not the least when one paused to consider the existence of the western hemisphere and its 

original inhabitants. But, knowledge of language and the multiplicity of languages remained as 

necessary to the effort to corroborate the universal and fundamental truths of the Ancients and of 

Scripture as they did to address the considerable lacunae in the propositions about the nature, 

composition, and distribution of the spaces of the earth and the peoples arrayed across it that that 

canon offered. 

 Considered at its broadest level, such a move was, we have seen, not uncommon among 

Renaissance thinkers involved with Spanish and British imperial efforts contemporaneous with 

the time of Duret’s study itself. Indeed, in previous contexts we have seen how a general 

knowledge of the American Indians whose very existence so challenged the fundamental world-

image of Antiquity and Christianity was in fact configured so as to reaffirm the basic truths that 

that image contained. But, Duret is singular among the thinkers we have so far considered for at 

least two reasons. Firstly, as we have noted, this is due to the extent to which Duret worked to 

establish the study of language as an object worthy of scholarly countenance in itself, for itself, 

and one which opened the possibility of reading history somewhat differently than what had 

theretofore been offered by the canons of Ancient and Christian thought. It is true, for instance 

that Martyr had catalogued certain vocabularies of the Taino as they had been reported to him, 

and that Harriott, we now know, composed the first known syllabary and dictionary of the 

Algonquian language during his sojourn to Roanoke. But, such acts were never organized into a 

broader and systematic study of language as such, nor attached to a deep and detailed historical 
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dimension in which their emergence as linguistic artifacts signified something more fundamental 

about humankind. Some contemporaneous works of this sort were being composed by 

mendicants and semi-elite native informants in the Americas, the most notable among whom 

were Bernardino de Sahagùn and his Nahuatl students and Alva Ixtlilxochitl in Mexico, the 

unnamed authors of the Yucatec books of history and prophecy the Chilam Balam, and the 

aforementioned de La Vega as well as Guaman Poma de Ayala in Peru (Adorno 2000; Brading 

1996; Brian 2016; Mignolo 2003; Todorov 1999).  

 However, and here is the second reason that Duret’s work is remarkable, Duret was 

unlike these figures, and like Rabelais, not involved in any material sense with early colonial 

enterprises in the western hemisphere. Duret worked mostly as a judge and botanist based in the 

region of Moulius during his short that only lasted from 1570 until 1611, dying two years before 

his wife submitted the Thresor (1613) for posthumous publication. As it was for Rabelais, the 

France of Duret’s lifetime was not yet a considerable overseas power or imperial competitor 

among the more robust seafaring nations of Britain, Spain, Portugal, the Italian city-states, and 

the Netherlands. In this sense, Duret’s Thresor is important because, perhaps even more than 

Rabelais’s novel, it reveals the extent to which problems of colonial knowledge and the 

governance that was to follow therefrom, as this was articulated by men like Acosta and Martyr, 

became the matters upon which a decidedly European sense of selfhood and the world could be 

translated. Thus, Duret’s adoption of the Decades, for instance, demonstrates that that knowledge 

was slowly seeping into the broader constitution of the Renaissance human sciences throughout 

Europe and its efforts to constitute a unique focal point for its studies (e.g., Rubiès, 1991). And, 

as we will see, as this seepage permeated such scholarly efforts as Duret’s, it would come to 
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saturate the established form of “indigenous” that Rabelais had established, ultimately 

crystallizing in Thomas Browne’s racialization of the original inhabitants of western hemisphere, 

subsequently positioning those peoples as the point of reference for thinking of oneself as 

simultaneously a local and global, modern subject. 

The Indigenous Awakening of the Modern Subject 

Thomas Browne (1646-1658) ultimately consecrated the figure of the indigenous Indian as the 

figure who signified, par excellence, historical dimensions necessary for the consolidation of the 

modern subject. For Browne, the indigenous Indian was that figure who signified a localized, 

specific, and discrete historiography that was grounded in a primeval place of origin (and 

specifically, the Americas), on the one hand; and on the other, the who served to propel the 

modern subject into being through the possibility that that figure left open for the modern subject 

to always inquire further into, and expand his understanding of, a global and differentiated world 

as a future horizon. While Browne primarily worked as a physician during his lifetime, he has 

become well-known as a figure of the English Renaissance. He may at the same time, however, 

be seen as an early adopter of certain tendencies that would later congeal into the Scientific 

Revolution; this was especially because Browne worked to popularize the still-somewhat taboo 

scientific epistemology of Francis Bacon, whose works Browne especially attempted to emulate 

in the Pseudodoxia (e.g., Johnson, 2011; Preston, 2013). Browne is therefore a curious figure in 

whose thought the Renaissance humanism of figures like Rabelais and Duret congealed with the 

early Scientific discourses we have seen at work in figures like Thomas Harriot. For Browne, this 

is likely because both movements allowed one to develop a thick claim to the conditions under 
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which knowledge ought to be sought, produced, and disseminated, and the critical import that the 

establishment and enforcement of those novel conditions would have. It was in this context that 

Browne consecrated of the term “indigenous” to describe Amerindian peoples, and made 

frequent recourse to images and understandings of those peoples in their locality to offer a robust 

claim about what it means to be a modern subject. Browne’s though thus demonstrates the extent 

to which Renaissance humanism and the early Scientific Revolution relied upon native 

information and began to prefigure and produce “indigenous” subjects in order to consolidate 

European modes of knowledge and identity. 

 Browne performed his consecration of this figure in three ways: First, he established the 

racial discontinuity between the “indigenous” peoples of the western hemisphere, as he described 

them, and the “Blacknesse of the Negroes,” as the title of his chapter on the matter in his 

Pseudodoxia Epidemica or Enquiries into Commonly Presumed Truths (1646 [2009]) indicated. 

Secondly, he positioned the “Americans,” as he frequently called them otherwise, as a 

historiographic antecedent and so model for an understanding of British national and cultural 

identity in particular, and European identity more generally. Here Browne used positioned the 

Indians as “native” and so natural by virtue their signifying function of language, in such a way 

that they became the human embodiments of the historical break in the history of thought that the 

existence, discovery, and colonization of America itself represented. Consequently, Browne’s 

third act of consecrating an understanding of the indigenous Indian, consisted in his positioning 

that figure as one whose very existence provided a store of ancient memory upon which the 

modern subject could begin to envision his future. 
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 Browne’s efforts to establish a racial discontinuity between Black Africans and the 

indigenous peoples of the Americas reflected the overall ambitions of his Pseudoxia Epidemica 

which were to dispel the epidemic of commonly-held errors (as the title of the work suggested) 

through an inquiry into things and their causes in themselves. And this, specifically over and 

against, as he put it, “a resolved prostration unto Antiquity,” which he argued was “a powerful 

enemy unto knowledge.” Indeed, such a project was designed explicitly, by Browne, to 

undermine “any confident adherence unto authority or resignation of our judgements upon the 

testimony of any Age or Author whatsoever,” (34). Thus, to inquire into the truth of things and 

their causes in themselves was to establish a critical posture in relationship to the established 

conventions and forms of epistemic authority, specifically as they were rooted in Antiquity and 

an unthinking adherence to Scripture as a literal, and not philosophical, text.  34

 However, such a work was highly speculative, and the critical posture toward Antiquity it 

required would only be possible to the extent that the inquirer cultivated both a patience for 

ambivalence as well as a thorough grasp on the infinite possibilities of knowledge through his 

inquiry. To undertake such a project was, as Browne put it, to be “fain to wander in the America 

and untravelled parts of Truth,” (iii). Indeed it is in this regard in particular that Browne’s debt to 

Baconian epistemology and rhetorical practice is most clearly evident. This is because, in his 

invocation of America as a spatiotemporal signifier of a decided historical break between the 

errors of the Ancient canon and the truths of a new, scientific, method of inductive reasoning, 

Browne’s words directly recalled those of Bacon, who had, for example, famously argued in his 

own Novum Organon (1620) that his new method required “tak[ing] into account that many 

things in nature have come to light and been discovered as a result of long voyages and travels… 
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and they are capable of shedding new light in philosophy. Indeed, it would be a disgrace to 

Mankind if wide areas of the physical globe, of land, sea and stars, have been opened up and 

explored in our time while the boundaries of the intellectual globe were confined to the 

discoveries and narrow limits of the ancients,” (68).  35

 Accordingly, Browne (1646) wrote when turning his attention to the constitution of 

different races brought together by the introduction of America proper, “it is evident not only in 

the general frame of nature, that things most Manifest unto sense, have proved obscure to the 

understanding: But even in the proper and appropriate objects, wherein we affirm the sense 

cannot err, the faculties of reason most often fail us,” (479). To this end, Browne argued that “a 

subtiler act of reason to distinguish and call forth [the] natures” of things was especially 

necessary when one faced the question of “why some men, yea and they a mighty and 

considerable part of Mankind, should first acquire and still retain the gloss and tincture of 

blackness?” To this end, Browne sought to confront the two most prevalent, and equally 

unsatisfactory, answers to that question in Europe in his time: “The heat and the scorch of the 

sun,” particularly as this position had been advanced by the ancients in their nomination of sub-

Saharan Africa as Æthiops meaning, “of burnt and torrid countenance;” or, alternatively, “the 

curse of God on Cham and his Posterity,” (480). 

 Browne proceeded to “endeavour a full delivery hereof, declaring the grounds of doubt, 

and reasons of denial, which rightly understood, may, if not overthrow, yet shrewdly shake the 

security of [such Assertions],” (480). Much of his responses involved highly specific 

engagements with either ancient cosmology and meteorology, or Scriptural historiography, 

especially in favour of chemical and corporeal causations for changes in the colours of various 
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bodies, the details of which it would be too excessive to catalogue here. However, it was in the 

context of his provision of such details that Browne effected a racial disentanglement of the 

peoples of the western hemisphere and those of Africa. Specifically seeking to contest the 

“fervour of the Sun” thesis, Browne argued that by extension “it were also reasonable that 

Inhabitants of the same latitude, subjected unto the same vicinity of the Sun, the same diurnal 

arch, and direction of its rayes, should also partake of the same hue and complexion, which 

notwithstanding they do not.” Not only was this true of “the Inhabitants of Cambogia and Java,” 

as well as in those parts of Asia “now inhabited by the Moors.” “This defect” in the original logic 

of racial difference, Brown continued, was even  

more remarkable in America; which although subjected unto both the Tropicks, yet are not the 
Inhabitants black between, or near, or under either: neither to the South-ward in Brasila, Chili, or 
Peru; nor yet to the Northward in Hispaniola, Castilia del Oro, or Nicaraqua. And although in 
many parts thereof there be swarms of Negroes serving under the Spaniard, yet were they all 
transported from Africa, since the discovery of Columbus; and are not indigenous or proper 
natives of America (482). 

 While this is the only known instance of Browne’s usage of the term “indigenous” itself 

— the good doctor was more prone to refer to the original inhabitants as “Americans” — its 

appearance in his œuvre is an important index of the means through which the dimensions of 

indigenous subject provided the early modern human sciences with the a more general figure 

through which they could frame and direct the historiographic perspective proper to the modern 

subject they were beginning to constitute. This is because we can read it in the context of 

Browne’s positioning of the original inhabitants of the hemisphere in his thought. Indeed, while 

Browne’s references to the original inhabitants were brief, they were in fact frequent and of the 

greatest significance to his thinking. This is because such instances contributed to an 

understanding of the reorientations of the history of thought America effected itself, as we have 
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seen. What was more, and by consequence, knowledge of the specificities of local American — 

that is, “indigenous” — peoples represented the possibility, for Browne, of linking a specifically 

Briton and Saxon subject to the noble Antiquity of European civilization, whilst maintaining the 

decisive distance from the “resolved prostration” in favor of Ancient thinkers against which 

Browne had adamantly positioned his thought. 

 This was clear, for example, when the discovery of ancient burial urns (believed to be of 

Roman origin in Browne’s time, but in fact of Saxon Manufacture [Endicott, 1967]) served as the 

occasion for Browne to draft an extended meditation on the antiquity of the British nation and its 

legacy of imperial grandeur that that discovery suggested for the British people in his 

Hydrotaphia, Urne-Burial, or, A Discourse of the Sepulchral Urnes lately found in Norfolk (1658 

[1967]). Here, the opening metaphor of the work explicitly referenced the Americas:  

In the deep discovery of the subterranean world, a shallow part would satisfie some enquirers; who, 
if tow or three yards were open about the surface, would not care to rake the bowels of Potosi, and 
regions toward the Centre… Time hath endlesse rarities, and shows of all varieties; which reveals 
old things in heaven, makes new discoveries in earth, and even earth itself a discovery. That great 
Antiquity America lay buried for thousands of years; and a large part of the earth is till in the Urne 
unto us (249). 

As we have seen, America and its peoples signaled for Browne a decisively modern 

historiographic break in Man’s understanding of the world, and so its invocation in this case 

worked to open up a more capacious ethnographic understanding for the reader of the 

Hydrotaphia. This is because, laudatory such a noble antiquity of British nationhood may have 

seemed on its surface, the discovery of the urns simultaneously suggested a pagan ancestry that 

could not be denied, to the extent that the urns contained cremated human remains. Accordingly, 

the main task Browne undertook in the Hydrotaphia was to demonstrate that, as he put it, “all 

customs were founded upon some bottome of Reason,” (251).  
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 But here, Browne went further, arguing that not only do “Civilians make sepulture, bur of 

the Law of Nations, others doe naturally found it and discover it also in animals,” (254). The 

demonstration of this posture of the historically- and culturally-removed observer toward the 

expression of some religious reason in such funereal practices, Browne thus affirmed, was the 

fact that, “The same practice extended also farre West, and besides Herulians, Getes, and 

Thracians, was in use with most of the Celtae, Sarmatians, Germans, Gauls, Danes, Swedes, 

Norwegians; not to omit some use thereof among Carthaginians and Americans,” which thus 

made the practice “of greater Antiquity among the Romans then [sic] most opinion, or Pliny 

seems to allow,” (250). The funerary practices of Amerindian peoples in general were, it is well 

known, intimately connected with understandings of and legal debates within the colonial 

context of the Americas in particular, especially those practices which involved ritual sacrifice 

and anthropophagy (e.g., Brunstetter, 2010; Cheyfitz, 1997; Hanke 1994; Pagden, 1986; Saldaña-

Portillo, 2016). At least since the Stoics, and possibly since Herodotus, however these practices 

had also been a a matter of considerable debate between various groups on in the Mediterranean 

world about the relative barbarity of one society or another (e.g., Avramesçu, 2011; Cassirer, 

1963; Hartog, 2009). As Christopher Heaney (2016) and Eric Seeman (2010) have both argued, 

in this regard, what was unique about the nature of English conceptualizations of Amerindian 

funerary practices was not so much the comparative function of assessing the “deathways” of 

one’s own society against those of another’s. Rather, according to Heaney (2016) what was 

unique about the examination of the deathways of Amerindian societies was the intimate 

entanglement between efforts such as “England’s… recent efforts at mortuary reformation” to 

establish a more thoroughly modern and rational English identity, on the one hand, and on the 
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other, “European encounters with the New World dead… helped Europeans determine the 

manner in which local peoples could be approached, incorporated, or converted,” (613-15). Thus, 

while the primary occasion and site of Browne’s assertion in this regard was Britain itself, it was 

no small matter that an essential historiographic framework was provided, once again, by the 

space and peoples of the Americas. Accordingly, it seems plausible to say that here a sense of 

local, specific, Briton personhood in a fledgingly nationalist sense was fundamentally augmented 

and made legible through reference to the space and indigenous peoples of America.  36

 As much as such reflections were rooted in an emergent nationalism and British 

vernacular, however, it was nevertheless the case that Browne was not terribly invested in the 

enterprises in America. It was perhaps for this reason that Browne maintained a more global 

orientation toward the production of knowledge and its implications, as both his historiographic 

framing of America and his concern with the distinctions between its indigenous inhabitants and 

black Africans seemed to suggest. Indeed, Browne’s thought can be said to be generally marked 

by a decided ambivalence between, on the one hand, a local, homogenized, and somewhat 

chauvinist Brittano-Christianity, and on the other, a capacious, ecumenical, and cosmopolitan 

futurity grounded in an appreciation of pagan humanisms.  

 Here was an awkward ambivalence though, and one which Browne played out, curiously, 

through the signifying function of language in his Miscellany Tracts (1688 [1967]). It was here, 

too, that Browne connected a sense of native naturalism to the propriety of place and the order of 

history that language as a hermeneutic of Mankind signified, in particular when considering the 

natives of the Americas. Opening his meditations “Of Languages, and Particularly of the Saxon 

Tongue,” Browne used the example of linguistic diversity in the Americas to not only 
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demonstrate the problem of mutual understanding between societies as a product of that 

diversity, but likewise, the antiquity of that problem quite apart from the Mosaic account offered 

in the story of Noah, in particular: 

If America were peopled of old by one nation, some Oracle must tell us, how their great varietie of 
Languages did arise in that separated part of the earth. And if, by diverse nations, as is most 
probably conjectured, yet doth the number of different planting nations no waye answer the 
multiplicity of the present distinct and diverse languadges. Even in the northerne nations and 
uncommunicating angles thereof, where they may bee best conceaved to have the most single 
originalls, their Languages are widely different. A native interpreter brought from California 
proved of little use unto the Spanywards upon the neibour coasts. From Chiapa to Guatimala, St. 
Salvador and Honduras there are at least eighteen languages, which are also so numberous both in 
the Mexican and Peruvian provines, that great princes are fayne to have one common language, 
which beside their vernaculous and mother tongue, may serve for commerce between them.  

From this fact, Browne concluded, the natives who were indigenous to America were only of use 

to those Spaniards and British who would be able to translate for them, in matters of commerce, 

in the regions in which they were originally found, as there was an immediate and continuous 

relationship, presumably, between each vernacular and discrete linguistic region. Moreover, 

Browne argued, that “confusion of tongues” reflected the fact that “those of the new world 

[were] present at the work of Babel in Sinaar, where the primitive languadge is conceived to 

have been preserved in the family of Heber,” though the extent to which one could still presently 

read that primitive language in contemporary languages was “not unreasonably 

doubted,” (425-6). 

 Browne’s reflections on language demonstrated few clear conclusions, either on the unity 

or discreteness of Mankind, nor on the political implications that followed therefrom. This, aside 

from the locality and vernacularity of language as a common human function, such that if one 

knew not “the dialects spoaken about Montpellier and Thoulouze… part of that speech … 

[spoken] in Prouence, Languedock, part of Gascoigne, and Catalonia,” Browne commented, 

“you cannot well read the works of Goudelin, or exactly apprehend that notable peece of Rablais 
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[sic],” (436). That one could read the diversity of languages and their development over time 

through an introductory allegory of the American contexts and its indigenous natives was thus 

illustrative of a fact which plagued the ability of present speakers of Saxon, Germanic, or Gaullic 

languages, though not penetrative enough an illustration to offer any deeper insight on the form 

and nature of language itself. 

 The indigenous Indian, the native of America whose language only allowed one access to 

a very small region of that massive and world-history-altering continent whilst simultaneously 

signifying, posed both a problem and a promise in this context. This figure was a problem 

because, whether understood through his funerary rites and practices, or linguistically as through 

the mutual intelligibility and legibility of his speech as it useful to an understanding of (but no 

further than) the place of his nativity, he signified nothing more than a figure of absolute 

isolation, of locality, vernacularity. And yet, his very historical presence as an isolate, vernacular, 

local, and one’s proper recognition him as such, rendered him the promissory solution to a 

modern thinking subject’s capacity to reconcile an expansive appreciation of Man, of nature, and 

indeed, of the nature of Man. To know the indigenous was to be able to wander safely, if not with 

absolute certitude, through “the America” of the understanding; it was to look upon history with 

an understanding of one’s place relative to that history, and to look out toward the future as an 

infinite and open horizon that one’s knowledge of history would help to shape. To know the 

indigenous Indian was to know there was always more to know, and it was thus to know that 

there was a self capable of knowing. As Browne put it (1658) when thinking upon the absolute 

finitude that a figure like Machiavelli had suggested in his preference for the salvation of his city 

over his soul,  
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It is the heaviest stone that melancholy can throw at a Man, to tell him he is at the end of his 
nature; or that there is no further state to come, unto which this seemes progressionall, and 
otherwise made in vaine. Without this accomplisment, the naturall expectation and desore of such 
a state, were but a fallacy in nature; unsatisfied Considerators would quarrell the justice of their 
constitutions and rest content that Adam had fallen lower, whereby knowing no other Originall, 
and deeper ignorance of themselves, they might have enjoyed the happinesse of inferiour 
Creatures; who in tranqulity possesse their Constitutions, as haveing not the apprehension to 
deplore their own natures. And being framed below the circumference of these hopes, or 
cognition of the better being, the wisedom of God hath necessitated their Contentement: But the 
superiour ingredient and obscured part of our selves, whereto all present felicities afford no 
resting contentment, will be able at last to tell us we are more then our present selves, and 
evacuate such hopes in the fruition of their own accomplishment (278-9). 

 For Browne, those obscurest but most infinite parts of the self were to the modern subject 

as America and its indigenous inhabitants were to the modern use of reason in general. It was in 

this spirit, it seems, that he concluded the fifth and most perplexing chapter of the companion 

volume to the Hydrotaphia, the Garden of Cyrus (1568). Here, Browne meditated upon the 

numerology of the ancients as the basis of their pharmacological relationship to wine. It was, 

perhaps, only through sleep through which one could conceive of such things, because to be 

awake was to be rational whereas, “Night which Pagan Theology could make the daughter of 

Chaos, affords no advantage of order.” Night, for the ancients, was the experience of absolute 

finitude, the acquaintance with it, and as such a resignation to the limits of the self. To avoid such 

oneiric paganism, for Browne however, was to look plainly upon the world, “to act,” he wrote 

“our Antipodes. The Huntsmen are up in America, and they are already past their first sleep in 

Persia. But who can be drowsie at that howr which freed us from everlasting sleep? or have 

slumbring thoughts at that time, when sleep it self must end, and as some conjecture all shall 

awake again?” (344). 

 The awakened state of the huntsmen of America, for Browne, thus recommended to him 

the necessity of awakening in the spirit of the modern, Renaissance Man that he sought to 

cultivate, a similar state of vigilant and perspicacious wisdom. Because the indigenous American 
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was in himself a figure of at once the antiquated, local, and immemorial times of ancient Man, on 

the one hand, and on the other, the living embodiment of that emergence from everlasting sleep 

into which Man (and, particularly, Man in Europe) had been lulled by the superstitions of his 

own ancestors, it was in the appearance of the indigene that a text like Browne’s could call forth 

a future of enlightened wisdom. The revelation of the truth of the Americas and its indigenous 

inhabitants as such, as this was recorded, catalogued, and verified by the litany of texts which 

testified to and contained the testimony of the modes of existence of the indigenes of those 

regions themselves, served as the morning call by which the new Man could and would be 

awakened. If one understood how the indigenous American existed, one could understand how to 

exist, as a Briton, as a Nation, and as a Man. Central to this, too, was the determination that the 

indigenous American was to be forever severed from any kinship or shared history with the 

African, and so always the metric against which the African’s baseness as a race was to be read. 

For these reasons, it was in 1646 that Indians were made indigenous, and at this moment of 

inception, indigeneity became an epistemic mechanism that made both European nationalism and 

cosmopolitan imperialism legible and articulable. 

Conclusion 

It is perhaps too polemic to claim that the problem of being indigenous is a peculiarly European 

problem in the formal aspects of the relations such a category demands of individuals and 

communities to their places of inhabitation and the history of their inhabitation of those places. 

The record of the development of this idea between the initial collision of European Christianity 

with the original inhabitants of the western hemisphere as we have so far undertaken to establish 
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it certainly agitates, in many regards, in favour of such a claim, though such a claim is doubtless 

more barbarically formed and enunciated than it is carefully and patiently considered. The 

European heritage of the category of indigeneity, and the specific problems of European origin to 

which indigeneity is proposed as a solution for Europeans, by way of signifying the original 

inhabitants of the western hemisphere will be ignored or easily dismissed by those who (often in 

the name of “discursive” understandings of the circulation of ideas, ironically) would simply 

reject this historical episode, and not for entirely unfounded reasons. Still, one suspects, such 

neglect or dismissal will be to the continued frustration of those who turn to “indigeneous” as a 

condition of radical historical transformations on the basis of its inherent qualities, only to find 

that such transformations are much more amenable to the continued hierarchies of persons and 

political priorities than such claimants are at present prepared to acknowledge. We will see, in 

the following chapter, how this took place in the latter half of the seventeenth century. 

 There is a second possible claim that one can make in reflecting upon the provenance of 

the category of “the indigenous,” however, and one which is likely more to the satisfaction of 

those of us who are indeed interested in inquiring into the formation and terms of those 

hierarchical orders of persons and political priority in order to to undermine them. This the claim 

that the problem of being indigenous is a peculiarly modern problem. Such a claim can be made 

rather more expansive and capacious if one is first willing to admit (and many, we know, are not) 

in such a claim a definition of modernity that is not beholden to a Europeanized historiography 

of its development, however (e.g., Abu-Lughod 1991; Chakrabarty 2007; Chatterjee 1993; 

Gilroy 1995; Grovogui 2006; Guha 2003; Mazrui 1967; Taiwo 2010; Thornton 1995; Trouillot 

1995, 2003). If these facts of the development of “modernity” are acknowledged, then it will be 
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possible to reconsider how the category might have accreted to it a sensibility of critical posture 

toward extant authority, albeit a posture that was encoded with a rather distinct historiography, 

geography, and racial order than that which its isolation of the original inhabitants of the western 

hemisphere in the early-modern human sciences effected. Such was indeed the case by 1804, for 

instance, when the revolutionary army under the command of Jean-Jacques Dessalines referred 

to itself as L’Armée Indigène; referred more generally to the peoples of the island as indigènes 

(and not, as was the fashion of the American and French revolution “men,” [l’Hommes] 

“society,” [societé] or “citizens” [citoyens]); invoked the memory of a long-gestating nation that 

had been as they wrote, “consecrated by the blood of the people of this island,” (thus not 

restricting such personhood to, tellingly, the “blacks,” [les noirs], “mulattoes,” [mulatres], 

Africans [Africaines or kongo], or “slaves” [esclaves]); and  of course, ultimately restored to San 

Domingue the Arawakan name given to the island by its original inhabitants — Haïti (e.g., 

Geggus, 1997; Shilliam, 2017).  

 Whether considered as a conspicuously European or, more broadly, a conspicuously 

modern problem then, the cases presented above suggest that no matter the context in which “the 

indigenous” is proffered as a solution to a problem of authority, it presupposes a specific history, 

space, and so type of political personhood embedded in the indigenous subject. This may be to 

state the obvious, which is that the claim of the indigenous is always already a political claim. 

But, in fact, what enables the a priori politicality of the claim to the politics, the reader should 

now have seen, is that the indigenous is first an epistemic, historical, and geographic claim that is 

constitutive of modern subjectivity. If one can thus appreciate the plasticity and tenuousness of 

the epistemic, historical, and geographic dimensions of that claim, it follows that the plasticity of 
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the modernity and the subjectivity they thenceforth encode ought to be reconsidered as well. It 

does not, to be sure, follow from this that there is a satisfactory political society that follows 

from this claim. It does follow, however, that the possibility of a political society more 

satisfactory to conceptions of belonging, morality, and justice is at a minimum opened up 

through the claim to plasticity. All this, however, amounts to a matter for quite a different study 

altogether. 

 Indeed, while a decisive politics of the difference between claiming “indigeneity” and/or 

images of “indigeneity” frequently occupy the concerns of contemporary scholarship (Alfred, 

2005; Byrd, 2011; Deloria, 1998; Povinelli, 2002), such a claim still presumes a critical 

sensibility, rooted in a local and vernacular historicity, that has import of global consequence. 

The fundamental formality of such propositions remains, in such studies, uninterrogated, for 

better and worse. It is not in the interest of this study offer political or moral evaluations of those 

propositions. It is instead simply my hope that what studying the emergence of the modern form 

and the philological process through which “indigenous” came to connote the original 

inhabitants of the Americas reveals, is that the access to a certain immediate experience of lay-

life — that is, culture and society beyond traditional political authority — which this category 

provided was essential to the establishment of the modern subject in the context of Renaissance 

humanism, and so the regimes of knowledge out of which that subject emerged. The indigene  

helped to bridge the divide between old canons and the new facts that had to be reconciled in 

order to maintain the basic sense of order out of which new forms of authority emerged.  



CHAPTER FOUR: CHIEF PROPERTIES OF SOVEREIGNTY 

Introduction 

“In the beginning, all the world was America,” John Locke (1698II, 49) writes toward the end of 

his chapter “On Property,” from his Second Treatise on Government. This statement continues to 

present something of a paradox for contemporary critiques of colonial governance and its 

attendants systems of thought. On the one hand, this statement seems to presuppose a rather 

fantastical understanding and portrayal of the original inhabitants of the western hemisphere and 

their relationships with their traditional territories. By rhetorically utilizing the figure of “the 

wild Indian” (II, 26) as an exemplary embodiment of Man in a state of a nature which lies in wait 

to be transformed through the alchemic process of labour into property, Locke makes the 

foundation of his liberal political thought and governance the systematic and constitutional 

denial Amerindian peoples’ inherent rights to their traditional lands; adequate, accurate, and so 

truly representative political agency; and thus the capacity to enter into good-faith and reciprocal 

agreements with other political entities. And yet, on the other hand, the references America and 

its original inhabitants are so recurrent throughout not only the chapter on property, but indeed, 

the Two Treatises overall that it is hard to conclude that Locke had no knowledge of either. 

Moreover, Locke insists that even “the fruit, or venison, which nourishes the wild Indian… must 

be his,” suggesting that even in such a state the peoples inhabiting it have some inherent right to 

the lands and resources on which they subsist. This chapter attempts to make sense of this 

seeming paradox at the heart of John Locke’s political theory, particularly as it concerns America 

and its original inhabitants. 
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 This paradox has produced two roughly distinct, though not mutually exclusive, 

approaches to engaging with Locke’s relationship with colonization in the Americas. Both 

centrally turn on his involvement with the Carolina enterprise. The first approach is more directly 

critical of Locke, arguing that the reason for his flawed understanding and a priori denial of 

Amerindian rights, representation, and access to reciprocal agreements can be traced to his 

involvement as a key agent in several of the enterprises involved with the actual colonization of 

the Americas, and especially the Virginia Company of London and as the chief secretary of the 

Lords Proprietor of that company. This required him to theoretically justify the removal of 

Amerindians from and so dispossession of their lands for early English settlers. This is 

particularly evidenced by his central role in drafting the 1669 Fundamental Constitutions of the 

Carolinas (and its 1682 revisions [Armitage 2004]), which established a proprietary colonial 

province of the British Crown in what is today the American southeast on the basis of the 

English Palatinate system which had already bequeathed statuses of nobility to the Lords 

Proprietors of that colonial enterprise — chief among whom numbered Locke’s patron, Lord 

Anthony Ashley, Earl of Shaftesbury. In the process of assisting with the establishment of the 

colony and translating that institutional experience into a more abstract set of presumptions and 

principles about the conditions of self-determining, representative, sovereign governments 

organized around the protection of property as an inherent right, not only did Locke willfully 

ignore the rich and deep structures of Amerindian life in the Americas prior to the arrival of the 

British and other Europeans according to these arguments (e.g., Hindess 2007; Martens 2016; 

Ince, 2011, 2017; Lebovics, 1986; Nichols, 2017; Seth, 2010; Shaw 2008; Tully 1993, 1995). 
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 Somewhat differently, contemporary political theorists and historians of the Carolinian 

context in which Locke was so intimately involved have sought to demonstrate the ways in 

which the period and institutions in question were marked by a profound “hybridization” of the 

forms of authority that were constituted in the region, especially after 1669 (e.g., Hinshelwood, 

2013; Hsueh, 2010). On this account, not only were the constitutional arrangements of the 

Carolina colony made possible by the assistance and participation that the local, original 

inhabitants of the region provided. What is more, certain forms of political, social, and economic 

practices were inherently informed by the local knowledges and political systems of Amerindian 

peoples in the area, especially those of the Catawba, Edisto, Westo, Savannah, Yammasee, and 

Kyawah communities of the area (Merrell 1991), among others. To be sure, not all forms of 

participation in this regard were wholly benign, with Amerindian agents of the Carolinian 

context frequently operating as slavemasters and slavecatchers of enslaved Africans and 

Amerindians either captured from other tribes in the region or shipped to the Carolina colony 

from the Caribbean (e.g., Dubcovsky 2016; Perdue 1987; Willis, 1963). Nevertheless, such 

arguments go, in the absence of any direct and explicit textual connection to Amerindian modes 

of life, the high probability that colonists on the ground would have been forced to engage with 

the Indians in basic matters of practices of subsistence and trade, forces us to reread the 

Carolinian context generally, and Locke’s political theory specifically, as a much more 

hybridized than ignoring such likelihoods would allow. 

 While both of these approaches are essential to appreciating both Locke’s context and 

legacy, neither account is wholly accurate. While the first claim is correct in its assertion that 

Locke’s understanding of Amerindian societies was flawed and that his theory eventually 
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enabled the dispossession of Amerindian peoples generally, it is not true that Locke a priori 

denied them either proprietary rights, nor was he disinterested in their forms of sociopolitical 

authority. Indeed, the Fundamental Constitutions codified the title of a landholding person in 

possession of a “barony” or “signory” of approximately 12,0000 acres was by the Taino-

Arawakan term Cassique (for example in Articles V, VIII, IX, X, XI, XII, and so forth [e.g., 

Smith 1910]).  Correspondence from the Lords Proprietors to colonists in Carolinas thus reveals 37

that the English, including Locke, understood this term to be an autochthonous title of authority 

among the original inhabitants of coastal Carolina and the Piedmont. On the colonists’ 

understanding, such a title entailed legitimate proprietary rights and territorial authority. In this 

regard, the record demonstrates Locke was in fact actively engaged in underscoring to settlers 

the importance of respecting these boundaries. Moreover, at several points throughout both of the 

Treatises Locke makes reference to the best-known (and then-only published) Amerindian-

descended author of his day, Garcilaso de La Vega el Inca, a half-Incan Peruvian emigré to Spain 

who wrote voluminous histories of Peru from the pre-Columbian origins of the Incan empire and 

Hernando de Soto’s failed 1539-41 conquest of the regions of Florida (which then included the 

Piedmont and Lowcountry regions of contemporary Appalachia and the coastal Carolinas). 

 Despite these facts, it is also not the case that, as the second strand of argumentation 

holds, the Carolina context was a product of “hybridization.” Carolina was not a case of what the 

hybridization thesis proposes, namely, the formation of a colonial political community and 

culture that is characterized by the admixture of elements from both the autochthonous and alien 

groups involved that was contingent and indeterminate in the potentialities of the outcomes that 

might have flowed from such an admixture (e.g., Bhabha 1988, 1994 [2004]; Bruyneel 2007; 
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Hsueh 2010, 21, 83-113; Marion-Young 2000). It is true, as Merrell (1991) has noted, that the 

presence of Anglo-American trading networks and modes of entreating with native peoples in the 

region became the basis upon which “Indian and colonist hammered out a new framework of 

exchange,” and thus relations with one another. However, Merrell continues, in the process “it 

became clear that native independence was a thing of the past” (50-1). This was largely because, 

Merrell demonstrates, the Catawba and the antecedent communities out of which they formed 

had little choice in determining their life outcomes in their traditional homelands; this included 

increasing reliance on English trade, smallpox epidemics and attendant mass death among 

several contiguous but separate communities, an illicit slave trade in captured Indians, and 

increasingly aggressive territorial and military encroachment on native peoples in the Carolina 

coast and Piedmont region (94-133). Thus, the Carolina context, is better understood as a product 

of the projection of colonial ambitions onto Amerindian peoples in such a way as they were 

forced to adapt to the terms set by the invaders, terms which were nevertheless derived from the 

production and acquisition of native information.  

 This chapter therefore responds to each of these approaches to Locke and his context by 

arguing that Locke utilizes native information to positively postulate an indigenous subject in 

whom natural rights to property, political representation, and equitable entreatment are 

simultaneously legible and necessary, in such a way as to render that subject forever vulnerable 

to legitimate dispossession and disenfranchisement under the conditions of the abrogation their 

strictly circumscribed indigeneity. This is because Locke, both in theory and in practice, set the 

terms of what Amerindian practices of proper sedentary subsistence, centrifugal and hierarchical 

systems of authority, must look like in order for Amerindians to legally and conceptually register 
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as Amerindians. So long as Amerindians possessed some territorial and proprietary claim, so 

long as they had some degree of centrifugal and hierarchical authority, and so long as they 

remained at least capable of entreating with Europeans, their status as Amerindians could be 

recognized and legitimated. Locke could not, however, make this argument without some 

reliance upon antecedent knowledge of how Amerindian societies function, or at least how he 

understood them to function. It is in this context that the two overlapping factors of Locke’s 

experience in administering the Carolinas, and his reference to the work of Garcilaso de La Vega, 

help us to account for the seeming contradiction in his work. This is because as part of his 

involvement in the Carolina enterprise, Locke helped to institute the office of Cassique as both a 

form of sedentary and paramount native authority among the original inhabitants of the region 

that colonists were to respect, as well as a title that certain landholding title that settlers and 

metropolitan landowners could arrogate to themselves. And while this title was a foreign import 

from the Spanish colonial system, its use was authorized in the work of Garcilaso de La Vega, 

whose writings outlined a theory of imperial, graduated authority in which the cacique and its 

corollaries in Peru were central to the success of Incan imperial rule prior to European 

colonization.  

 Accordingly, the next section of this essay aims to briefly lay out the curious puzzle of 

Locke’s work. As noted, Locke simultaneously enfranchises the Indians of his America with a 

modicum of territorial rights and, as we will see, political agency. However, in the course of 

doing so he simultaneously renders Indians vulnerable to both dispossession of either proprietary 

rights and their political autonomy. He does this through what I call the overlapping economic 

and political mechanisms of Amerindian enfranchisement and disenfranchisement. The economic 
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mode of enfranchisement and disenfranchisement functions through the antinomies of the value 

of land in America and the possibility of the introduction of monetary exchange there. The 

political mode of enfranchisement and disenfranchisement functions through the antinomies 

Locke presents as existing between the legitimacy of the constitution of Amerindian political 

societies, and the necessary problems that would follow from settlers seeking to appropriate land 

were those societies to remain constituted as such. Thus, these two mechanisms, which are 

central to Locke’s theory of natural rights and the transition from the state of nature to a 

constitutional political community, require he remain consistent with their fundamental 

principles, which explains his tacit recognition in his accounts of Indians’ proprietary claims and 

political capacities. But, insofar as Indians might seek to transcend the tightly circumscribed 

conditions under which either can and should be guaranteed, they are opened up to the 

requirements of commodified land values through the introduction of money as a compact of 

exchange, and/or, they are opened up to the requirement of entering into a single body politic 

with a community of fellow proprietary partners in exchange whereby the political autonomy of 

the original Amerindian polity would have to be first dissolved in order to guarantee and enforce 

any natural rights to property in the first place. 

 The second section then goes on to demonstrate how Locke’s theory emerged and 

developed in practice in the period immediately prior to and contemporaneous with his drafting 

of the Two Treatises. Specifically, the problems that Locke works out in the theory of the Two 

Treatises is matched by the practice of adopting the term cacique/cassique as a protean strategy 

of paramountcy in the context of the Carolina colony. Cacique/cassique are curious in this 

context, above all, because they are a foreign import from the earliest days of Spanish colonial 
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attempts to govern the Taino in the Antilles over a century and a half prior to the founding of the 

Carolina colony. I argue that the proliferation and dissemination of the term among the legal 

texts and correspondence concerning the original inhabitants of the Carolinas was the 

consequence of two factors. The first was that cacique/cassique was a term that several colonial 

chronicles, among which numbered Garcilaso de La Vega’s, had established sedentary, 

centrifugal and hierarchical, and eagerness to trade as characteristics of Amerindian societies 

organized around caciques/cassiques. The second factor is that reports from explorers the Lords 

Proprietors commissioned to survey to the Carolina coastline described the chief persons of the 

Amerindian groups with whom they entreated by term Cassique, and in this context it carried 

effectively the same connotations as it did in chronicles like de La Vega’s. It is unclear whether 

there was a direct relationship between de La Vega’s writings on the one hand, and the 

exploratory reports on the other. Nevertheless, entreating with Cassiques appears to have become 

a mechanism through which English colonists, and so their bosses back in Europe, began to 

develop a sense of legitimacy in the actions of land acquisition acquisition they were 

undertaking. In short, the native status accorded to Cassiques in the Amerindian communities of 

the coastal Carolina and Piedmont region were, upon the transition into “modern” forms of 

entreatment and trade with whites, legitimately encroached upon since Indians in this case had 

stepped outside of the bounds of what constituted a legitimate practice and exercise of those 

rights; despite the fact that this was a step which they had little choice in making. 

 Finally, the third section extends the initial observation about the value de La Vega’s 

“native” status held among his English readership, and demonstrates that this status was further 

bolstered by the political theory of an Indian empire emerging from a state of nature that he 
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offered in his history of his ancestral Incas. Not only did de La Vega both epistemologically 

value himself, and make methodologically central to his history his cultural upbringing in and so 

access to the Inca. What was more, he enunciated a theory of an Indian empire as evidence of the 

self-civilizing capacities of Amerindian peoples through his privileging of Incan theology and the 

sophistication of their political forms. Especially important in the latter was both the introduction 

of sedentary agriculture to non-Incan Andean peoples that Inca conquest of the region 

introduced, and the graduated system of regional governance of those peoples and their lands the 

Inca developed, known as the curacas, or alternatively, caciques. 

 In this way, this chapter concludes this dissertation’s examination of the study of the 

valuation of native information and the ways in which it worked to constitute an indigenous 

subject in early modern arts of colonial governance. By using the native information he 

ascertained from a figure like de La Vega, Locke created something of great value in his 

figuration of the Americas and the Indians: He created an Indian identity endowed with rights to 

their lands, their natural resources, and their political communities. Indeed, Locke did so in both 

theory and in practice. In theory, Locke economically and politically advocated for a 

distinctively Indian identity upon which the rights of such subjects could be legitimately claimed 

and recognized. Likewise, in practice, Locke worked to institute a form of legal and proprietary 

authority among the original inhabitants of the coastal Carolina and Piedmont region whose 

colonization he actively worked to administer from across the Atlantic. But this identity came at 

a significant cost. Theoretically, this identity entailed the stark (and ultimately) false choice he 

presented for Indians as either being one of the preservation of their traditional modes of 

subsistence and proprietary and political rights, or engaging in forms of modern monetary 
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exchange and constitutional modes of government. Likewise, in the Carolina context, Locke’s 

institutionalization of the title of cacique/cassique not only obviously overturned the extant 

forms of authority among the original inhabitants in that region. What was more, it opened up a 

legal and institutional space whereby colonial authorities could adopt the legitimacy of native 

property ownership through arrogation of the title. The information that de La Vega, in his 

capacity as a native reporting on the conditions of Amerindian life, provided to Locke in this 

regard was essential insofar as it enabled the justification of these regimes. While it would be 

incorrect to attribute blame to de La Vega for the colonial ambitions of Locke’s political theory 

and practices of the Lords proprietors, understanding how the value his thought as a native 

informant lay at the very heart of those projects demonstrates how, as colonialism in the 

Americas began to mutate into ever more aggressive and complex formations, indigenous 

subjects were summoned forth in order to justify the very actions which would ultimately deny 

the personhood they were supposed to fully inhabit. 

Two Regimes of Right for the Indian Subject in John Locke’s Two Treatises 

The image of America and its original inhabitants allows Locke to make three of the most 

primary claims of the Two Treatises. First, God gave the right to subdue and the earth to all men 

in common. On Locke’s account (which was largely positioned to refute the monarchal 

apologias of figures like Robert Filmer in the context of the English Civil War, the Glorious 

Revolution, and the Succession Crisis [Dunn 1982; Laslett 1960; Tully 1983]), the rights of 

dominion and sovereignty did not descend through paternal lines that could be traced back to 

Adam’s original possession and cultivation of the earth itself. Instead, it was the fact that God 
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had ejected Adam unto the earth from Eden that forced Adam to begin cultivating it for his own 

subsistence after the fall, and it was the open and common nature of the earth in which Adam had 

begun anew which proved that men were free to both acquire property and establish their own 

governments among themselves. Second, it followed from this that the mixing of labour with 

what was given to Man by God in common in nature was the basis through which Men’s natural 

rights found their material expression in the world. On this basis, moreover, Men entered into 

pre-political forms of compact, particularly through transactions of property that were best 

mediated through the use of money as a store of the value of the property being exchanged. 

Thirdly, however, because there were no consistent mechanisms for the enforcement of either the 

private rights to property in the commonly-given state of nature, nor the terms of the compacts of 

exchange into which men in that state entered, it was only through a fiduciary compact explicitly 

designed to institute and defend the natural right of individuals’ possession of property in a 

constitutional government, for the ultimate benefit and preservation of all, that political authority 

could be legitimately derived.  38

 If the image of America allows Locke to make these arguments, these arguments in turn 

provide two mechanisms whereby Locke simultaneously enfranchises Amerindian peoples with 

proprietary and political rights, and renders those rights vulnerable to revocation in terms 

consonant with the fundamental principles that he outlines in the Two Treatises. First, is the 

economic mechanism which inheres in Locke’s claim that the condition of this state of nature is 

such that even the original inhabitants of America inherently possess some degree of property 

rights, as noted at the top of this chapter. But, those rights are only valid insofar as the Indians 

agree to remain contained within the discrete bounds of those lands of which they can make use 
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in the minimal ways characteristic of their extant forms of subsistence. This is because, if Indians 

do agree to enter into forms of exchange and barter wherein value is determined by the level of 

labour mixed with land and stored in unlimited qualities as money, the compact of money and 

the value it represents can then kick in and legitimize dispossession. This, we shall see, was 

exactly what was at stake in Locke and his colleagues’ simultaneous attribution of the title of the 

cacique/cassique to the perceived paramount authorities of the original inhabitants of the 

Carolina region, as well as their arrogation of the title Cassique to certain Englishmen involved 

in the colonial enterprise there. Still, to the extent that, as Locke argues, in such a state “every 

one has a right to punish the transgressors of that law to such a degree as may hinder its 

violation,” this state of natural freedom and equality thus produces its own natural limit that 

would preclude any license that would allow “all men… from invading others rights, and from 

doing hurt to one another” (II, 9). This would therefore include any Englishmen would seek to 

dispossess the Indian of any of his rights. 

 Second, and relatedly, it is on this basis that Locke ultimately argues that men are 

inclined to transition from such a state of nature in which the threat of a state of war breaking out 

over the disputes concerning the invasions of right, into a constitutional government through 

compact. Herein lies the basis of the political mechanism of Locke’s simultaneous 

enfranchisement and disenfranchisement of Amerindian peoples in his political thought. Since, 

Locke argues, there exists no license to disabuse other individuals of their property in a state of 

nature, there is still no coherent and consistent mechanism other than supposedly wronged 

party’s judgement and capacities to punish perpetrators for their perceived transgressions. The 

solution to this is that, as Locke famously puts it “Where-ever any number of men are so united 
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into one society, as to quit every one his executive power of the law of nature, and to resign it to 

the public, there and there only is a political, or civil society… and where-ever there are any 

number of men, however, associated, that have no such decisive power to appeal to, they are still 

in the state of nature” (II, 89). And this, Locke argues by first making explicit, and later implicit, 

references to de La Vega, is as much the case among the original inhabitants of the Americas as it 

was among the Greeks and the Romans. One reading of Locke’s diagnosis of the problems 

necessitating the formation of political societies, and indeed, his claim that the universal nature 

in which they are formed through consent can be seen among Amerindian societies is that, in 

fact, the latter are indeed legitimate political societies whose self-determination can be 

recognized and ought to be respected. However, the way in which he narrates these processes in 

Amerindian communities also allows for the possibility that extant communities can be dissolved 

and re-constitute a new community with those Englishmen or other Europeans with whom they 

are engaged in proprietary exchange relationships. In this way, Indians preserve their individual 

property rights but lose any distinctiveness as Indians in a community thereby defined. 

 Major elements of Locke’s economic mechanism of simultaneously enfranchising and 

rendering vulnerable to dispossession the Indian subjects he formulates have already been 

notably highlighted in other terms by certain of his most influential critical readers (e.g., 

Lebovics, 1986; Tully 1993, 1995). These critiques have quite helpfully demonstrated the 

apparent contradiction to which I have already referred: In Locke’s depiction of America as a 

state of nature Indians simultaneously possess some measure of property rights but, because 

America is a state of nature, everything there is given to common and so open to appropriation. 

Locke resolves this contradiction, the arguments hold, through his caveats about the rational and 
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industrious cultivation of land, combined with his invention of money as a store of value that 

allows for the appropriation of more from nature than what basic subsistence requires, form the 

basis upon which Amerindians, in Locke’s theory, lose their title to their traditional lands. 

Because Locke asserts that the “chief matter of property” is land, so long as there is “still 

enough, and as good left,” the “appropriation of any parcel of land, by improving it, [does not] 

prejudice any other man,” (II, 30). In America in particular, Locke (1698II) continues, this is 

largely due to the fact that one finds there “wild woods and uncultivated waste… left to nature, 

without any improvement, tillage, or husbandry” (II, 37). Indeed, Locke argues further, since 

“nothing was made by God for man to spoil or destroy” and since God gave the earth especially 

to “the use of the industrious and the rational” (II, 30), it is incumbent upon Men to make good 

use of land simply being left to lie waste. This is also, relatedly, the same reason for the invention 

of money and the compact that tacitly emerges through men’s use of it (e.g., Ince 2011, 2017): 

“This I dare boldly affirm,” Locke notes in this regard, “that the same rule of property (viz.) that 

every man should have as much as he could make use of, would hold still in the world, without 

straitening any body; since there is land enough in the world to suffice double the inhabitants, 

had not the invention of money, and the tacit agreement of men to put a value on it, introduced 

(by consent) larger possessions,” (1698II, 36).  

However, this reading misses important caveats and equivocations in Locke’s argument. 

Consequently, it misses how Locke’s theory of property simultaneously, and knowingly so, 

outlines a case for Indian title to land, which is simultaneously the basis upon which they could 

be legitimately dispossessed of it. Locke provides the Indians with a modicum of inherent 

proprietary rights, and indeed, proprietary rights that follow from their traditional modes of 
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subsistence. However, he also argues that to the extent that Indians seek economic exchange and 

compacts with non-Indians their Indian status will no longer be considered as a relevant 

condition of the protection of their property. It is only on the condition that Indians and 

Europeans enter into compacts of exchange that would follow from that then allows one to make 

a case about the spoilage of what are perceived to be unused lands and open them up to colonial 

acquisition. The reason for this lays in the inherently identitarian nature of Locke’s theory of 

property, which both Tully (1983) and Balibar (1998 [2013]) have pointed out. 

Here it is worth returning to Locke’s statement that “In the beginning, all the world was 

America.” This is because Locke immediately follows up by saying, “and more so than that 

[America] is now; for no such thing as money was any where known,” (II, 48-50). In effect, 

Locke what is arguing here is that in the beginning the world was America, but, only if one takes 

the imaginary image of America that most people unacquainted with what is happening there 

believe to be the case. True, Locke continues, Indians put a minimum of labour into cultivating 

the products of nature on which they subsist in America. And for Locke, the consequence of this 

fact is that this lack of cultivation not only allows the land to remain of little value, but also 

allows for the absence of the store and exchange of value through money characteristic of more 

civilized societies. For this reason, Locke concedes, this confirms to some extent the image that 

many English and Europeans hold of the Indian as living in an impoverished, uncivilized state. 

As Locke writes, “there cannot be a clearer demonstration of anything, than several nations of 

the Americans are of this, who are rich in land, and poor in all the comforts of life; whom nature 

having furnished as liberally as any other people, with the materials of plenty, i.e. a fruitful soil, 

apt to produce in abundance, what might serve for food, raiment, and delight; yet, for want of 
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improving it by labour, have not one hundredth part of the conveniencies we enjoy: and a king of 

a large and fruitful territory there, feeds, lodges, and is clad worse than a day-labourer in 

England,” (II, 41-2).  While there is an obvious ethnocentrism at play in such a statement, it is 

also significant that Locke describes the “several” Amerindian communities that he is discussing 

are, as being “rich in land.” Regardless of the want of labour that the uncultivated state of the 

land demonstrates to Locke, he is nevertheless required, by virtue of the very the terms of the 

argument he is setting forth, to recognize an inherent proprietary right that those “several 

nations” of Indians possess vis-à-vis their land. One cannot be rich in something unless one first 

possesses it. 

Locke also shortly hereafter offers something of an explanation as to why persons in 

America might be so rich in land and poor in the comforts of life. On this account, one of the 

main reasons for the want of the cultivation of the “fruitful soils” of America can be attributed to 

the lack of an adequate economic and political infrastructure in which the potential value of that 

land would be worth the same or more than the labour necessary for cultivating it. As Locke puts 

it: 

what would a man value ten thousand, or an hundred thousand acres of excellent land, ready 
cultivated, and well stocked too with cattle, in the middle of the inland parts of America, where he 
had no hopes of commerce with other parts of the world, to draw money to him by the sale of the 
product? It would not be worth the inclosing and the we should see him give up again to the wild 
common of nature, whatever was more than would supply the conveniences of life to be had there 
for him and his family (II, 49). 

As Ince (2011) has helpfully observed in his interpretation of this passage, “whether a plot of 

land is ‘worth inclosing’ is predicated on whether it is possible to accumulate the value that is 

derived from it, which, in turn, hinges on the use of money. As a result, money becomes the 

nexus around which the religious teleology of subduing the earth and the geared towards the 
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accumulation of value coalesce” (46). Absent a system of storing the value created out of the 

mixing of labour with land in such a way as to produce more than what is necessary for 

subsistence, and absent a system for exchanging this value, the incentives to engage in such 

modes of production would be minimal, for Indians as for European farmers. This condition, 

Locke suggests, continues to pertain in the America of his day, writing that “A acre of land of 

land, that bears here twenty bushels of wheat, and another in America, which, with the same 

husbandry, would do the like, are without doubt, of the same natural intrinsic value: but yet the 

benefit mankind receives from the one in a year, is worth 5l. and from the other possibly not 

worth a penny, if all the profit an Indian received from it were to be valued, and sold here… it is 

labour which puts the greatest part of value upon land,” (II, 43). 

 To be sure, Locke certainly expects that the introduction of monetary exchange in 

America can and will work as the necessary incentive to make the seemingly-infinite amount of 

land there appear as something that can be worked up into a product of even greater value 

through the labour of either European settlers or more industrious Indians. Indeed, Locke makes 

this point rather clear in his speculative historiography of the relationship between human 

society, labour, land an money:  

Men, at first, for the most part, contented themselves with what un-assisted Nature offered to their 
Necessities: and though afterwards, in some parts of the World (where the Increase of People and 
Stock, with the Use of Money) had made Land scarce, and so of some Value, the several 
Communities settled the Bounds of their distinct Territories, and by Laws within themselves, 
regulated the Properties of the private Men of their Society, and so by Compact and Agreement, 
settled the Property which Labour and Industry began; and the Leagues that have been made 
between several States and Kingdoms, either expressly or tacitly disowning the rights to the Land 
in the others Possession, have, by common Consent, given up their Pretences to their natural 
common Right, which originally they had to those Countries, and so have, by positive agreement, 
settled a Property amongst themselves, in distinct Parts and parcels of the Earth: yet there are still 
great Tracts of Ground to be found, which (the Inhabitants thereof not having joyned with the rest 
of Mankind, in the consent of the Use of their common Money) lie waste, and are more than the 
People who dwell on it do, or can make use of, and so still lie in common. Tho’ this can scarce 
happen amongst that part of Mankind that have consented to the use of Money (II, 45).  
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However, if, as Locke argues, “every Man has a property in his own Person [which] nobody has 

any right to but himself,” and if the property becomes such through the mixing of “the labour 

that was mine” with what is removed from the common state of nature “hath fixed my Property 

in them,” then there is no condition other than the attempt to shift that property from the use of 

personal subsistence to the use of exchange through the compact of money in which the 

dispossession of that inherent, personal, and identifiable right to the property one has created and 

the profit one receives from it is legitimate. From this, it follows that the Indians of America 

have one of two choices. On the one hand, Indians can continue to derive the minimal forms of 

profit that they currently derive from their land if do not enter into any compacts of exchange 

with Europeans through the use of money. This is to say that Indians can retain the original value 

of their land, as Indians. If Indians do agree to enter into the kinds of compacts of exchange 

where value is estimated and stored in this manner, their traditional modes of production oriented 

toward basic subsistence will immediately find themselves devalued and, moreover, the lands on 

which they subsist would be open to dispossession by virtue of the fact that on the terms of this 

system they are allowing it to lie in waste. 

 It may well be true then that Locke a priori determines that, from the perspective of 

someone from “the rest of Mankind,” wherein the use of money is common and necessary, the 

Indians who quite naturally fall into the category of those who “have not yet joyned” in the use 

of money still allow their lands to lie in waste. But, Locke has already acknowledged that these 

Indians possess some degree of property in the land they inhabit, and so as Indian persons, 

characterized by the forms of labour that they mix with that land in order which renders it 

proprietarily theirs. Locke cannot violate this right if he is to remain consistent with himself. In 
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which case, there is no legitimate basis, except for their entry into the rest of Mankind through 

the use of money, on which the value of that land can be open to the forms of dispossessive 

appropriation that follow from the devaluation that monetary calculations project onto the ways 

in which it has already been appropriated by Indians. Conversely, however, there would be no 

functional basis in which Locke could propose that Indians could and should consider entering 

into to such a system of production, valuation, and exchange unless they first possessed property 

and lands upon which they could labour in such a way as to render them eligible participants in 

the system. Thus, whether Indians choose to enter this system or not will turn on whether they 

wish to remain engaged in Indian modes of production on their land, thus making that land 

Indian, or whether they will engage in monetary modes of production and render their land 

eligible to the valuation of “the rest of Mankind.” 

 It is in this regard that the second, political, mechanism of the enfranchisement and 

disenfranchisement emerges in Locke’s discussion. Not only can Indians retain their rights as 

Indians on this reading. What is more, the inherent proprietary relationship that what he has 

called these “several nations” possess over their land, uncultivated though it may be, constitutes 

those groups as “nations,” and indeed, nations which are governed by “kings” (II, 41-2). 

However, the very condition of viewing Indians as “nations” governed by “kings” in a legitimate 

political sense here becomes the condition of possibility through which one can envision the 

dissolution of such entities. Locke’s language of “nations” and “kings” here is rather important. 

This is because, on the one hand, Locke is aware that even in a situation where such groups enter 

into modes of entreating with those Europeans like himself who value land and the labour put 

upon it in monetary terms, the matter of simply taking up land that the latter perceive to lie in 
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waste among the Indians not be so easily justified to those persons already inhabiting it. And it is 

certainly not guaranteed that even if such acts of appropriation are in principle justified that they 

can be undertaken safely. As Locke has already already argued, “those who have the Supream 

Power of making laws in England, France, or Holland are to an Indian, by like the rest of the 

World, Men without Authority,” (II, 9). Not only does Locke here assert that this demonstrates 

that such communities can be said to live in a state of nature because their relationships with one 

another are such that each “hath a Right to punish the Offender, and be executioner of the Law of 

Nature,” — the latter of which, we will recall, is the “preservation of all” in his person and thus 

his property. What is more, Locke argues, like England France and Holland, Indians constitute 

“independent governments” which have not “[agreed] together to enter into one community, and 

make one body politic,” (II, 14).  

 Indeed, is just such scenarios which necessitate the constitution of political societies in 

the form of a singular, new, body politic. Shortly after the preceding comments, for example, 

Locke turns once again to America, explicitly citing Garcilaso de La Vega in doing so, in order to 

demonstrate his point. “The promises and bargains for truck, &c.,” Locke argues in this regard, 

“between the the two men in the desert island, mentioned by Garcilasso de la Vega, in his history 

of Peru; or between a Swiss and an Indian, in the woods of America, are binding to them, though 

they are perfectly in a state of nature, in reference to one another: for truth and keeping of faith 

belongs to men, as men, and not as members of society,” (14 [276]). This does not negate the fact 

that the societies to which either of the unnamed men on the desert island belonged, nor the 

Indian, nor the Swiss, prior to entering into their respective agreements with one another, were 

not legitimate societies. Instead, it simply demonstrates that so far as those men are members of 
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their respective societies, and do not form a single civil government among themselves to 

“remedy… the inconveniences of the state of nature” in which they find themselves vis-à-vis one 

another, they will remain in that state until such a time as they reconsider forming a more 

binding compact. 

 Such circumstances thus still leave each and every independent government, and/or 

person from one of such independent governments, in such a state of nature as they will be 

constantly under threat of the state of war, to the extent that “want of a common Judge with 

Authority puts all Men n a State of Nature: Force without Right, upon a Man’s person, makes a 

state of war, both where there is and is not a common judge,” (II, 19). And, it is just such a state 

that, Locke argues “is one great reason of Mens putting themselves into Society, and quitting the 

State of Nature,” (II, 21). So natural is this fact, Locke continues later, that nearly all “the 

Examples of History shewing that the Governments of the World, that were begun in Peace, had 

their beginning laid on that foundation and were made by the Consent of the People.” Not the 

least of such examples are several specific specific instances in which “conformable hereunto we 

find the people of America.” In this regard, Locke provides such instances of conformity his 

model three times in his effort to inquire into the  “original of common-wealths,” (II, 104-6).   

Importantly, Locke frames his description of the instances of conformity of forms of 

Amerindian political self-constitutions as a rebuttal to “Josephus Acosta” having reported that 

“in many parts of America there was no government at all,” Locke proceeds to argue that this is 

not in fact the case, if one understands government as he defines it here. And indeed, this is 

because Locke is able to summon a key passage from Garcilaso de La Vega, albeit implicitly, in 

order to provide the necessary counterpoint. Citing Acosta directly and annotating him only 
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slightly, Locke writes, “There are great and apparent conjectures, says he, that these men, 

speaking of those of Peru, for a long time had neither kings nor common-wealths, but lived in 

troops, as they do to this day in Florida, the Cheriquanas, those of Brazil, and many other 

nations, which have no certain kings, but as occasion in peace or war, they choose their captains 

as they please, (Locke 1698II, 102; Acosta 1590, 74). This shift between the consolidation and 

decomposition of political orders in said societies, for Locke however, is precisely the evidence 

of not only Amerindian tendencies to form governments by popular compact between members 

of a community, but by extension a tendency that is shared by Men everywhere. Thus, Locke 

argues in response to Acosta’s claim, “these men, it is evident, were actually free; and whatever 

superiority some politicians now would place in any of them, they themselves claimed it not, but 

by consent were all equal, till by the same consent they set rulers over themselves. So that their 

politic societies all began from a voluntary union, and the mutual agreement of men freely acting 

in the choice of their governors, and forms of government,” (II, 102). 

Locke then goes further, not only refuting Acosta’s point once again but implicitly 

referring to de La Vega in the process, writing a few pages later of those who “live out of reach 

of the Conquering Swords, and spreading domination of the two great Empires of Peru and 

Mexico enjoy’d their own natural freedom, though, cæteris paribus they commonly prefer the 

Heir of their deceased King.” Less important than the fact of this preference toward dynastic 

succession, for Locke, is that it again demonstrates that Amerindian societies such as those in 

Peru and Mexico evince the very human and essentially right mode of conferring authority to a 

governing regime. Indeed, he continues, “if [in Peru or Mexico, the people] find [the successor to 

the previous king] in any way weak, or uncapable, they pass him by and set up the stoutest and 
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bravest man for their Ruler. Thus, though looking back as far as Records give us any account of 

Peopling the World, and the History of Nations, we commonly find the Government to be in one 

hand, yet it destroys not that, which I affirm (viz.). That the beginning of Politick Society depends 

upon the consent of the Individuals, to joyn and make one Society; who, when they are thus 

incorporated, might set up what form of Government they thought fit,” (II, 105-6). 

While de La Vega is not here mentioned by name, it is quite likely that this is an allusion 

to a statement the Inca made toward the end of his Royal Commentaries, about which more will 

be said below. In the closing pages of the Commentaries, de La Vega had written of the waning 

days of the last Inca to claim the title of Emperor, having descended from the official royal line 

— Tupac Amaru I. Part of the reason for the crisis in legitimate succession, he had noted, was 

that at the time of Pizarro’s arrival, the sons of the last legitimate pre-Columbian Inca, Huayna 

Capac, had been engaged in a vicious civil war. It had been this that had not only allowed for the 

relatively easy conquest of Peru, but indeed, the continuation of warring factions in the royal line 

that in large part characterized the tumult of the decades of colonial rule up to de La Vega’s 

present day. Writing comparatively of Mexico, however, de La Vega wrote that “there was no 

problem about the succession [of kings there], since the kingdom was not inherited from father to 

son, but was transmitted by the election of subjects. When the ruler died, the leading subjects 

chose whoever seemed most worth and able to be king. Consequently there has been no 

pretender and no disturbance arising from this cause to put down since Spanish conquest… But 

in my native land such scandals have occurred,” (de La Vega 1617, 1478). 

It is significant that, if de La Vega is the source of Locke’s refutation of Acosta in the 

above passage, Locke in fact attributes the positive value of consenting compact to both Mexico 
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as well as Peru, since de La Vega, in his original account, clearly did not. While de La Vega may 

have been less concerned with such matters, and while Locke’s editorial revision might be 

explained away as a cynical argumentative tactic, it is just as likely that Locke’s move here 

indexes the central value that he places upon Indians and their societies, as Indians. This, we 

have seen, is in the first instance largely because the value of Indians lies in the fact that the 

images of them Locke provides allows him to naturalize many of his claims about the way in 

which property is appropriated and possessed in a state of nature. However, these claims 

simultaneously have to be denied, or at a minimum devalued, as soon as Locke introduced the 

monetary calculation of the value of the labour through which such property was appropriated 

and possessed. Examples such as his subtle citation of de La Vega thus demonstrate that in the 

case of the constitution of political societies, Indians hold for Locke a value similar the economic 

mechanism. Significantly wanting by standards of appropriate economic conduct and 

sociopolitical formation though Amerindian societies may be, on Locke’s estimation, they 

nevertheless can and ought to be recognized as possessing a minimum of both proprietary right 

to (certain) of their lands.  This is because they can be shown to possess a minimum capacity for 

and tendency toward the constitution of properly political societies structured around hierarchical 

authorities entrusted with enforcing and executing laws decided upon by representatives of the 

majority of that community. As Locke puts it, “this much may suffice to shew, that as far as we 

have any light from History, we have reason to conclude, that all peaceful beginnings of 

Government have been laid in the Consent of the People,” (1698II, 112).  

Here, it follows too that, “the great and chief end therefore, of Mens uniting into 

Commonwealths, and putting themselves under Government, is the Preservation of their 
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Property,” (II, 124). If this is the case, it once again underscores that so long as Indian 

governments remain constituted through peaceful and consensual means among themselves, as 

Locke has just shown is their wont, and so long as those governments cannot be overturned 

under the violent invasion of their rights, which Locke later defines as “Conquest” (wherein, 

Locke tellingly refers to the maintenance of the “Native Right” of persons and their properties 

even in the case of an invaders’ successful military victories [II, 193], albeit in a context that 

does not make reference to America). Consequently, Amerindian polities can and should be left 

as they are, unless they choose to enter into monetarily-valued compacts of exchange. 

In that case, however, we are returned to the original problem which necessitates Locke’s 

above demonstration of the ways in which government finds its peaceful origins, and in such a 

scenario Locke’s repetition of Indian communities’ tendencies toward decomposition and 

reconsolidation through compacts of new paramount authorities becomes telling. This is because, 

if Indian communities find themselves in economic entreatment with European settlers, they will 

find their lands legitimately open to devaluation and appropriation through monetary calculations 

of value. On this account, not only will the “chief end” of those governments — the preservation 

of property — be significantly undermined. What is more, the Indian individuals who have so far 

relied on their own governments to  protect their property will likely seek to constitute new 

governments capable of protecting their property. Given the Indians’ tendencies to choose those 

whom they see as the ablest to execute such ends of government, and given the new reality of 

being forced to protect their property in terms of positive laws regulating the exchange of its 

monetary value, Indians will likely come to appreciate and so consent to a compact of 

government in which such structuring principles are front and center. In this way, the political 
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rights and tendencies of Amerindians are preserved, but especially to the extent that it is possible 

that their political constitutions as Amerindians might in the future be dissolved. 

In a somewhat Lockean manner, we might thus ask: Was there ever a scenario in which 

such relations were in fact beginning to take shape? For Locke, we can say that the Carolina 

colony which he was helping to administer during the period of his writing the Second Treatise 

was indeed such a scenario. As we will see, the simultaneous enfranchisement and 

disenfranchisement of Amerindians through both economic and political means were the central 

stakes and ultimate conclusions of the attribution of the title of cacique/cassique to the original 

inhabitants of the coastal Carolina and Piedmont region, and ultimately, the arrogation of the title 

Cassique to Englishment themselves. What is more, in examining this scenario we will be led to 

see the value that the native information of Garcilaso de La Vega held for Locke’s practice and 

theory, leading us to ask why such value was attributed to his works. 

The Cacique/Cassique in Carolina 

The attribution of the title of the Cassique to local Indians reflected efforts to identify those 

individuals in Amerindian societies that would be capable of entering into representative and 

contractual relationships which would be necessary in order to ensure the success of the colonial 

enterprise. However, this title was soon hereafter arrogated by Englishmen themselves in the 

Fundamental Constitutions, following certain reported cases of its ceremonial bestowal 

thereupon by coastal Carolina Indians. Through this process, not only did the Lords Proprietors 

and Locke, who regularly insisted that settlers recognize the rights of the caciques/cassiques of 

the original inhabitants of the region, aim to enfranchise and protect their rights. What is more, 
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and through the use of this title as a central point of reference in economic and political matters 

of entreatment between colonists and the original inhabitants, they were able to dispossess the 

Indian-specific nature of this title and appropriate the legitimacy it conferred for themselves. 

There are two possible, and not mutually exclusive, avenues through Cassique arrived as 

the title of a type of Landgrant in the 1669 and 1682 revisions of the Fundamental Constitutions 

of Carolina. The first is Garcilaso de La Vega’s equivocation of a term nominating local native 

governors under first the Incan, then the Spanish empire — curacas — to caciques in his Royal 

Commentaries. The second possible avenue through which Cassique arrived in the Constitutions 

was a 1666 report addressed to Ashley and his secretary, Locke. In this report, Cassique was 

used by its author to connote the sedentary land-tenure practices, centrifugal and hierarchical 

forms of authority, and a willingness to enter into relationships of hospitality and trade with the 

English, that seemed to pertain among the coastal Amerindians of Carolina that the author 

encountered. 

 The use of the term Cassique in the Fundamental Constitutions is curious because it was 

not autochthonous to the region. The northerly Algonquian-speaking communities near the 

Virginia border had been known, since at least Harriot’s Brief and True Report (1588), to have 

referred to their local authorities as weroance/wiroans. Likewise, in one of the few dictionaries 

available for the Catawba language, which evolved out of the forced migration and consolidation 

of coastal-Carolinian and Piedmont communities such as the Edisto, Savannah, and Ishpow, 

there is no entry for cacique/cassique (Lieber 1858). On Merrell’s (1991) account, by 1749 the 

appropriate nomenclature for relatively congruous positions of authority among the Catawba was 

eractassaw (110). Instead, as had been the case in the Spanish context, cacique and its variants 
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entered into the English vernacular and consciousness of the Americas generally by way of Peter 

Martyr’s effort to demonstrate an understanding of the proper names of the original inhabitants 

that Columbus had encountered in the Antilles, as we saw in Chapter One. The first appearance 

of some form of the word occurred in Richard Eden’s (1555 [1895]) translations of Martyr’s 

Decades, where Eden repeated Martyr’s claim that Columbus’s men had learned the term in the 

course of their “brotherly league” with a “Caccius (that is to saye a kynge),” (72). And, indeed, 

Samuel Purchas (1613), the inheritor of the Hakluyts’ tradition of collecting and relating 

accounts of voyages throughout the world by English explorers and traders, would reiterate this 

information in his own accounts of Hispaniola, citing Martyr and Pané directly of the authority 

the “cacikes” held in their communities. 

 However, Purchas did not exclusively indicate the status of a local authority through 

Cacique/Cacike in the Antillean context. Already in his earlier Pilgrims (1613), Purchas had used 

cassique to refer to local authorities in Peru, following Acosta’s lead (731-2). And, in Purchas’s 

later major collection of works and information pertaining to growing English interest in 

expanding its global reach, Hakluytus Posthumus (1625 [1906]), he had introduced his readers to  

a “Naturall of Cozco,” Garcilaso de La Vega el Inca, whose chief virtue lay in the fact that he 

could, on Purchas’s estimation, “correcteth out of better intelligence” any misinformation 

relating to Peru because of his native status, thus providing the most accurate depiction of “the 

greatnesse of that State, strangenesse of the rising, proceeding, and ruine of the Incas,” (311).  

Accordingly, Purchas’s text included an abbreviated translation of de La Vega’s two-volume 

history of his home country, the Royal Commentaries of the Incas [Comentarios Reales de los 

Incas] (1609a, 1609b [1966]) and the General History of Peru [Historia General del Peru] (1617 
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[1966]. Importantly, in those works, which described the system of local governorships that the 

Incan empire had implemented and sustained throughout its roughly four-century reign in the 

Andes, known as curacas (about which more will be said below), de La Vega himself had 

communicated to the reader that this system of authority was more or less equivalent to and so 

could be described synonymously by the term caciques. As de La Vega wrote, “for each town or 

tribe [the Incan emperor] subdued he chose a curaca, which is the same as cacique in the 

language of Cuba and Santo Domingo, and means a lord of vassals,” (53-4). 

 Purchas (1625) followed this semantic equivocation faithfully in his abbreviated and 

annotated translation of de La Vega (320). And, indeed, de La Vega remained consistent in his 

conflation of the terms curaca and cacique in Peru, as well as in his descriptions of the original 

inhabitants of Florida, coastal Carolina, and the Piedmont region which spread between northern 

Florida and the southern Chesapeake Bay, that he documented in his second-hand account of the 

1539 de Soto expedition, De La Florida del Inca (1615 [1951]). For instance, as de La Vega 

(1617) continued in his narrative of Tupac Amaru I which we have seen Locke likely cited, the 

Incan chronicler described Tupac’s disposition as he was led to the gallows in Cuzco as follows: 

“He suffered the supreme penalty with the courage and greatness of soul that the Incas and all the 

Indian nobility usually display in the face of any cruelty or inhumanity practiced on them, as will 

have been seen from episodes in our history of Florida and the present work, not to mention 

those which have occurred and still do in the wars in Chile between the Araucanians and the 

Spaniards, which the writers of those events have described in verse, or the many cruel deeds 

done in Mexico and Peru by Spaniards of high rank,” (1481). Moreover, de La Vega opened his 

chronicle of de Soto’s expedition into Florida and the Piedmont with the claim that “all Indians 
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observe essentially the same mode of living,” going on to relate the forms of religious and 

sociopolitical organization to that which pertained in his native country (de La Vega 1605 [1670, 

1996], 13-14). Importantly, both of these evaluations appeared in editions of de La Vega’s work 

that Locke is known to have held in his possession (Laslett 1960 [1988], 54).  39

 These equivalencies that de La Vega drew in his work between Amerindian peoples in 

North and South America are important to note. It is possible that de La Vega was in such 

passages asserting a kind of hemispheric solidarity and identification with the original 

inhabitants of several other regions in the Americas (e.g., Fuerst 2018). However, de La Vega 

also remained rather chauvinistic when it came to the civilizational advancement of the Incas in 

particular, and indeed, the civilizing influence that the existence of a distinctly noble class of 

Indians brought to various communities throughout the Andes and the Americas more generally. 

This was because, as we will see, de La Vega credited these classes, in Peru especially, for 

having introduced degrees of centrifugal and hierarchical authority, sedentary land-tenure 

practices, and importantly, capacities to enter into compacts of exchange and governance. And it 

was this account of Amerindian life and the rights that ought to be recognized therein that often 

coloured the descriptions and discussions of America in Locke’s Two Treatises. Thus, de La Vega 

may be plausibly read as having provided his readership with a ready, generalized terminology 

for Amerindian forms of authority in his use of cacique. At a minimum, he affirmed the 

legitimacy of using this term in contexts outside of the Antilles, by virtue of the native status he 

both claimed for himself and which men like Purchas attributed to him.  

 But, while Garcilaso’s work was one possible avenue through which cassique may have 

been adopted as the primary term by which English colonists and their metropolitan sponsors 
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described offices of authority in coastal-Carolina and Piedmont Amerindian societies, it was not 

the only place in which the term was used. It is equally plausible that cassique was adopted by 

the Lords Proprietors and Locke in their drafting of the Fundamental Constitutions in light of the 

information that the explorer Robert Sandford had provided in his official report on the region 

following his exploratory expedition there, known as the Port Royall Discovery (1666 [1897]).  

Indeed, this text is the first documented appearance of the use of cassique as a descriptive 

referent to the central persons of authority in the Amerindian communities of the Carolina coast  

whom Sandford encountered as he and his men surveyed and navigated the shoreline and 

waterways stretching from the Charles River near Cape Fear to the Ashley River near Port Royal. 

 In Sandford’s text, the use of cassique tended to correspond with descriptions of coastal-

Carolina Amerindian communities as being sedentary, centrifugally and hierarchically structured, 

and generally hospitable and open to trade with Europeans. In light of these observations, 

Sandford offered a generally positive estimation of the “very proffitable tillable ground” the 

region possessed, as well as the hospitality and gregariousness of its original inhabitants. The 

profitable and tillable ground was proven, to Sandford, by the fact that upon his landing near the 

river Edisto in the area that he and his company saw “an Indian planted feild which they told me 

bore as tall Maiz as any.” Shortly after seeing this field, Sandford visited a nearby Indian town 

named for that river, accepting an invitation from an Indian man who greeted Sandford and his 

men on the shore and whom Sandford described as the town’s Cassique, “a Cap[tain] of the 

Nation named Shadoo.”   40

 Indeed, Sandford used Cassique frequently throughout the short work, naming at least 

one more such individual, this time from the more northerly Kyawah people, in the course of his 
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narration.  In so doing, Sandford consistently portrayed his Cassiques as overseeing a sedentary 41

society, occupying a centrifugal and hierarchically superior position among and above their 

fellow community members, and ready and willing to offer the British explorers hospitality in 

their towns, as well as to enter into contracts of exchange. In his description of his visit to the 

Edistos, for instance, Sandford wrote once again that he witnessed “at severall distances…

diverse fields of Maiz with many little houses straglingly amongst them for the habitations of the 

particular families,” (64-5). Further, Sandford portrayed the scene of his arrival as one in which 

the village had quite literally gathered around Shadoo, who sat above everyone else in the center 

of a roundhouse, or what Sandford referred to as a “house of State,” erected at the center of the 

village, wherein the welcoming ceremony was to take place (66). Likewise, when Sandford 

described the Kyawah town from which Cassique hailed and where the former had observed the 

aforementioned Spanish crucifix, he described it as being much like the Edisto town, with its 

roundhouse or house of state at the center and surrounding fields of maize (74). Later, Sandford 

continued, he requested that a representative from the Kyawah town return with him to his ship 

so that they could continue negotiating with one another over matters of trade and military 

alliance. In exchange, Sandford reported that he left his companion, Woodward, in the Kyawah 

town as a sign of good faith. Here, the Kyawahs and their Cassique demonstrated their 

hospitality once again, as “the Cassique placed Woodward by him uppon the Throne and after 

lead him forth and shewed him a large feild of Maiz w[hich] hee told him should bee his, then 

hee brought him the Sister of the Indian that I had with mee telling him that shee should tend him 

& dresse his victualls and be careful of him that soe her Brother might be the better used 

amongst us,” (79). 
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 So impressed was Sandford with this hospitality and inclinations to trade that the Edisto 

and Kyawah exhibited that, he concluded the English would “never [have] any occasion of 

dischargeing our Gunns but in merryment and for pastime.” However, Sandford also seemed to 

immediately inflate and overextend the meaning of the acts of hospitality that the Kyawah, for 

instance had demonstrated. After staying a short while longer with Woodward in Kywah, “being 

wounderous civilly treated after their manner,” Sandford arrogated to himself the right to give 

“Woodward formall possession of the whole Country to hold as Tennant att Will of the right 

Hono[urable] the Lords Proprietors,” and then returned to his ship (79-80).  

 It is possible that, in providing the gift of a field of maize and a Kyawah woman to tend 

to him, Sandford here interpreted the Kyawah Cassique to be offering a kind of proprietary title 

and recognizing a parity of authority between himself and Woodward, as a representative of 

Sandford. This would certainly not have been unprecedented in English colonization of the North 

American coastline in the seventeenth century. As Allan Greer (2017) has argued in the roughly 

contemporaneous context of early colonization efforts by Puritan settlers around Plymouth and 

Providence in New England, “the English colonists that historians rely on for information on 

Ninnimissinuok [a collective title for the Massachusett, Pequot, Narragansett, and Wampanoag 

peoples of the area — T.V.] developed a bias that led them to look for signs of strong individual 

ownership, firm sovereignty, defined boundaries, and above all, alienability,” (42). On Greer’s 

estimation, Puritans were concerned with identifying those persons in the community (known as 

“sachems,”) whose positions occupied a minimum form of authority congruous with English 

understandings of this concept, because the settlers took this to imply the Indians’ ownership of 

property. If this could be determined, Greer argues, English colonists could then justify 
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convincing Indian authorities into signing over deeds of title to certain lands colonists 

themselves had drafted, in order to square what amounted to acts of dispossession with deeply-

embedded ideas about common-law notions of property (81-95). Thus, the Kyawah Cassique’s 

gift of a field of maize, and provision of a Kyawah woman to Woodward, may have been an act  

which he intended very differently from the recognition of English authority and attempt to 

entreat with the English as equals that Sandford seems to have taken it to suggest. What is 

important for our purposes, however, is that Sandford calculated this to be the case, or at least 

was able to use this act to justify his own legal conferral of the status of “tenant” upon 

Woodward in such a way that did not contradict theories of property ownership and transfer that 

pertained among the English at this time. 

 While Sandford did not refer to either himself or to Woodward as a Cassique, similar 

presumptions about Indian transfers of property title and/or political authority to Englishmen 

animated the adoption of cassique by those involved with the Carolina colony early on in the 

process of establishing the settlement, Locke included. Thus, in addition to the formal adoption 

of the title in the Fundamental Constitutions, for example, the colonist Maurice Matthews wrote 

in a report to Shaftesbury, and endorsed by Locke (1671), of nearby Amerindian communities 

with whom he had begun to establish friendly relations, such as the “Ishpow, Wimbee, Edista, 

Stono, Keyawah, where we now liue, Kussoo to ye westward of us, Sampa, wando, Ituan, […] 

Sewee, Santee, Wanniah, Elasie, Isaw, Cotachicach.” Some of these communities, Matthews 

noted, “haue 4 or 5 Cassikaes or more.” While Matthews defined the power they held as being 

“noe more (scarce as much) as we owne to ye Topakin in England, or A grauer person then our 

selues,” he and Shaftesbury both seem to have at least taken the title with enough seriousness for 
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Matthews to ask Shaftesbury for permission to accept its honorary bestowal upon him by a group 

of Indians with whom he had begun trading.  Shaftesbury, in his response to Matthews, 42

approved. In so doing, he expressed a characteristic care for maintaining diplomatic relations 

between Amerindian communities and English settlers in the Carolinas, imploring Matthews to 

be “careful to use the Indians justly and kindly, and by none but fair means endeavour to unite 

them to us.” Indeed, should Matthews succeed in meeting these expectations, Ashley concluded 

that this would, make him “a more considerable cassique than any of the Indians there.” 

Likewise, in the minutes of proceedings from a meeting of the Lords Proprietors of Carolina, it 

was recorded that a man named Captain Henry Wilkinson was to be appointed “cacique on 

account of lands, and registrar of births and burials,” (1681).  

 As Matthews’s letter suggested, the adoption of cassique by the English as an official title 

in Carolina for themselves did not preclude colonists from still referring to local Indian 

authorities by the same title. Thus, for example, in the 1669 instructions to the first Governor of 

Carolina, Willliam Sayle, the Lords Proprietors dictated that no colonists would be allowed to 

“take up land within two miles and a half of any Indian town if it be on the same side of a river.” 

This was because, the memorandum went on to say, the Lords Proprietors hop[ed] in time to 

draw the Indians to our government.” Accordingly, the instructions affirmed “the quantity of a 

barony to be left about every cassique's house or town.” Likewise was Sayle to reiterate a 

message, written in Locke’s handwriting, from the Lords Proprietors to a storekeeper in Carolina 

by the name of Joseph West to deliver trade “to the Indian cassiques [in order] to purchase their 

friendship and alliance,” at such prices and in such quantities that the settlers were not to be seen 

as being prejudicial to any particular group (1669). Indeed, Shaftesbury and the Lords 
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Proprietors consistently implored colonists like Maurice Matthews to respect and defend the 

cassiques’ territorial boundaries, instructing Matthews in 1677, for instance, that if “it be not 

already done, pray come to an agreement with the Indians to their satisfaction about their 

bounds,” (1677). Likewise, in 1682, the Lords Proprietors wrote to William Sayle hoping to 

remind him that “We forbid any person to take up land within two miles, on the same side of a 

river, of an Indian settlement. [And that] those who take up lands near the Indian settlements 

must help them to fence their corn that no damage be done by the hogs and cattle of the English. 

For we conceive that the Indians will be of great use to the English,” (1682).  

 It is in this regard that we might best interpret the the Lords Proprietors’ use of cassique 

as they attempted to formulate a strategy of governing relations between Indians and Whites in 

Carolina. This strategy, we can see, involved recognizing authority between the two groups 

through, among other means, the territorial boundaries and trading relationships that the English 

associated with the title of cassique. Indeed, in light of Sandford’s early attribution of the title to 

the Edisto and Kyawah men he encountered, and the subsequent adoption of the title by the 

English themselves, it seems likely that the use of cacique/cassique in this context can be read as 

an index of the efforts on the part of colonists and their bosses back in England to identify those 

individuals in Amerindian societies that would be capable of entering into representative and 

contractual relationships which would be necessary in order to ensure the success of the colonial 

enterprise. 

 Cacique/cassique, nevertheless, remained a projection of Hispano-Amerindian 

institutions into the context of coastal-Carolina and Piedmont Indian relations with Anglophone 

settlers. It is in this sense that Garcilaso de La Vega’s conflation of all forms of Amerindian 
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authority to the title cacique, remains conspicuous. This, not least because, as we have seen, de 

La Vega’s name appeared in Locke’s Two Treatises before or in the midst of the extended 

discussions of America and its original inhabitants that were central to Locke’s political theory of 

property, natural right, and the compacts around which formed the basis of legitimate 

government. Accordingly, we must interrogate how Garcilaso claimed to represent the truth of 

Amerindian societies in his work in order to see both how readers of the Inca, such as Locke, 

would have understood the office of the cacique/cassique in the context of the colonial 

arrangements they were helping to design. 

A Native State of Nature and a Theory of Indian Empire 

Locke’s engagement with Garcilaso de La Vega is most frequently reduced to his brief citation of 

the Inca in the First Treatise on Government, which he had also included in his Essay 

Concerning Human Understanding. In the former, an extended effort to refute Robert Filmer’s 

decided Royalism in the arguments Filmer had advanced in the Patriarcha, concerning both the 

scriptural and natural bases for absolute monarchical rule in the institution of Patriarchal 

authority, Locke had written that  

if the Example of what hath been done, be the Rule of what ought to be, History would have furnish’d our 
A——  with instances of this Absolute Fatherly Power in its height and perfection, and he might have 
shew’d us in Peru, People that begot Children on purpose to Fatten and Eat them. The Story is so 
remarkable, that I cannot but set it down in the A——’s [Garcilaso de La Vega’s] Words. ‘In some 
provinces, says he, they were so liquorish after Mans Flesh, that they wou’d not have the patience to stay 
till the Breath was out of the Body, but would suck the Blood as it ran from the Wounds of the dying Man; 
they had publick Shambles of Man’s Flesh, and their Madness herein was to that degree that they spared 
not their own Children which they had Begot on Strangers taken in War: For they made their Captives their 
Mistresses and choisly nourished the Children they had by them, till about thirteen Years Old they 
Butcher’d and Et them, and they served the Mothers after the same fashion, when they grew past Child 
bearing, and ceased to bring them any more Roasters. Garilasso de la vega hist. des yncas de Peru, I. I. C. 
12.’  (Locke 1698I [1988], 57-8 [181-2]). 
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This is, indeed, a fair and accurate translation of a passage from Garcilaso’s Commentaries. 

However, contemporary observers who take Locke’s citation of this passage as evidence of his 

presumptions about total Amerindian barbarity and savagery (e.g., Martens 2016; Seth 2010; 

Shanks 2014) and so disregard for Amerindian sociopolitical formations and philosophies have, 

ironically, in so doing hastily disregarded the sociopolitical thought of the Amerindian author 

that Locke here cited.   43

 In the above-cited passage, for instance, the chapter from de La Vega to which Locke 

refers in this  passage, which the Inca titled “The life and government of the ancient Indians, and 

the things they ate [my emphasis — T.V.],” Garcilaso opened by arguing that “these gentiles 

were as barbarous in the style of their houses and villages as in their gods and sacrifices. The 

more civilized had villages without squares without any order in their streets and houses, but 

rather after the fashion of a den of wild beasts.” De La Vega continued that such tribes that were 

“not conquered by the Inca kings, remain[ed] in that state of primitive savagery. They are the 

most difficult to reduce both to the service of the Spaniards and to Christianity, for as they never 

had any doctrine, they are irrational beings, who only had a language to make themselves 

understood within their own tribe, and so live like animals of different kinds which do not meet 

or deal or communicate between one another,” (de La Vega 1605a, 35). It was this image of 

Amerindian societies that Filmer held to be the case, and it is this precisely this 

misunderstanding or ignorance of such societies that Locke seizes upon in the First Treatise, in 

order to fill out his sustained refutation of Filmer’s argument on all counts. Indeed, for both 

Locke and de La Vega, the familial organization of disaggregated, pre-political communities 

represented a general danger, and one which development of the organization of certain 
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Amerindian societies like the Inca, over time, in themselves came to mitigate. Thus, by citing de 

La Vega’s arguments regarding the anthropophagic practices of pre-Incan Amerindians, Locke 

was using an Amerindian source in order to demonstrate the inherent savagery of Filmer’s vision 

of Patriarchal authority. Implicitly and by extension, this suggested that post-Inca society had 

demonstrated, for Locke as it did for de La Vega, a tendency to overcome and transcend that 

form of savagery. 

 This passage therefore evidences two elements of de La Vega’s work which are worth 

highlighting in order to demonstrate the value that his theory held for Locke. The first such 

element has already been alluded to in my discussion of Purchas’s introduction of de La Vega to 

an English readership above. This was what Purchas called de La Vega’s “naturall,” or “native” 

ancestry. However, the value that such a status suggested, for Purchas, was not simply imposed 

upon de La Vega. It was instead a value which de La Vega himself first chose to adopt and which 

he used as both a central methodological premise and so a claim for the veracity and validity of 

his work. This was important because of the way in which it bolstered the second element of de 

La Vega’s work that was of value to Locke: His theory of an Amerindian empire and the native 

state of nature which de La Vega construed as existing prior to the advent of that empire. Indeed, 

de La Vega’s theory held that the Incan empire was a civilizing force in the Andes, one which 

was was fundamentally rooted in an account of the empire’s promotion of developing land tenure 

systems and establishing local authorities among the non-Incan Andean peoples they conquered. 

 Garcilaso de La Vega el Inca (née Gomez Suarez de Figueroa [Mazzotti 2009]) was born 

in Cuzco around the year 1540. He was the son of one of the original participants in Pizarro’s 

1533 expedition of conquest (also named Garcilaso de La Vega) and an Incan woman, Isabel 
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Chimpu Occllo, who traced her lineage through lines of pre-Columbian Incan nobility in Cuzco. 

De La Vega the younger spent much of his adult life in Spain, having traveled there to appeal to 

the Court in 1560, ultimately unsuccessfully, to inherit the proper attribution and recognition of 

his father’s titles of nobility in his own person. Following this failed petition, de La Vega turned 

to chronicling the history of the civilization in which he had been primarily raised and which 

granted his mother a royal lineage by descent. Thus, de La Vega devoted the rest of his life to 

writing the histories of both the conquerors and the conquered. 

 These biographical details are important because, in de La Vega’s work, he centered the 

oral narrations to which he had been privy as a member of the remaining Inca elite during his 

childhood as one of the primary methodological frames through which he both collected 

testimony and so could himself testify to to the forms of natural reason and good governance 

that, he ultimately argued, the Inca practiced. In other words, de La Vega rendered his native 

status as one of the primary virtues of his work in comparison to other accounts of the history of 

the Inca and the Conquest of Peru. As he put it in the Preface to the Reader of his Royal 

Commentaries, “as a native of the city of Cuzco, which was formerly the Rome of [the Inca] 

empire, I have fuller and more accurate information than that provided by pervious 

writers,” (n.p.). Describing the means through which he came into possession of this knowledge 

in later chapters, de La Vega depicted his childhood as being filled with conversations where he 

would ask relatives, for instance, “Inca, my uncle, you have no written records, how then can 

you remember these things of the past, and what can you know about the origins and beginnings 

of our kings? The Spanish and the nations that are their neighbors possess books; they know their 

entire history, and can even say how many thousands of years ago God created heaven and earth. 
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But you who have none, how are you able to tell us of our past?” To which de La Vega’s uncle 

would reply, “‘my nephew’, said he, ‘I shall answer you with the greatest pleasure, because it is 

important for you to have heard these things and you should preserve them in your heart’.” It was 

on this basis, de La Vega continued, that he could be deemed a reliable and especially capable 

reporter of the Inca and their ways of life prior to the arrival of the Europeans: 

I was brought up among these Indians, and as I frequented their society until I was twenty I was 
able to learn during that time something of all the subjects I am writing about, for in my childhood 
they used to recount their histories, just as stories are told for children. Later, as I grew up, they 
talked to me about their laws and government… In short, I would say that they told me about 
everything they had in their state… Apart from what the Indians told me, I experienced and saw 
with my own eyes a great deal of their idolatry, festivals, and superstitions, which had still not 
altogether disappeared in my own time… I have also listened to many accounts of the deed and 
conquests of those kings in addition to what my relatives told me and what I myself say (49-50). 

 To be sure, de La Vega did not forsake the inheritance of his Spanish ancestry in the 

writing of his histories, both of Peru and Florida. De La Vega’s Royal Commentaries (1609a, 

1605b [1961], 1617) were themselves divided into two volumes, the first detailing pre-

Columbian Inca kings and society, and the second detailing the process of Conquest itself. The 

historical break that split the volumes’ arrangement emphasized was that which was marked by 

the arrival of Pizarro and the overthrow of the Incan Emperor Atahualpa in 1533. Each volume 

thus represented, de La Vega wrote, his maternal ancestry in the Incan empire and his paternal 

ancestry in the Spanish Conquest, respectively. Indeed, it was to both of these lineages that de La 

Vega sought to accord due reverence (de La Vega 1605b, 365-6). Likewise, de La Vega wrote in 

the Preface to his account of de Soto’s Florida expedition (1615), that he felt himself “under 

obligation” to record in narrative form the details of the conquest that his sources — men who 

had participated in the expedition — had conveyed to him, being that “I am the son of a Spanish 

father and an Indian mother,” (xxxvii). And, if his readers had failed to read the Preface, 
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Garcilaso did not fail to remind them a of his Indian status in the Florida’s first chapter, using 

Hernando de Soto’s earlier participation in the Conquest of Peru as an occasion to offer a brief 

history of the Incan empire and its downfall with the arrival of Pizarro in 1533 (3-6). 

 Insofar as his European ancestry and influences were concerned, readers of de La Vega 

have noted his inheritance and indeed, technical mastery of, the Renaissance style of chronicles 

through which most accounts of conquest, especially prominent among authors writing in the 

Romantic languages of southwestern Europe during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Brading 

(1996) and MacCormack (1995, 2009) in particular have drawn attention to the considerable 

influence of Jean Bodin’s historiographic method by which the fallen status of man was tracked 

through the proceeding stages of anarchic savagery to true civilization. So too was de La Vega 

indebted to the neo-Platonist philosophy of the Jewish-Italian poet Leone Ebreo, who portrayed 

as Man continually tarrying with a quest for clarity of a true knowledge implicit in man by virtue 

of Divine wisdom bestowed upon him, particularly as this emanated from the Sun. But, even if 

de La Vega did inherit these decidedly Renaissance approaches, he nevertheless sought to mould 

that historiography to decidedly Indian ends and inflect it thoroughly with Indian knowledge, of 

which the oral histories he recalled from his uncle were an essential element. As Brading (1996) 

puts it, “all this was grist to Garcilaso’s historical mill. For here in this philosophy he found 

justification to interpret Inca myths and doctrines as an autonomous source of wisdom, derived 

from Divine intelligence, which illumines all precepts of Christian revelation,” (259).  

 De La Vega’s moulding of Renaissance historiography and philosophy into a form that 

was decidedly shaped by his Indian point of view, as he himself attested, was on full display 

when he sought to narrate the origins of the Incan empire, and evaluated the meaning of its 
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emergence in and conquest of the Andes. For de La Vega, the Incan empire was the high-

watermark of Indian civilization in the Americas generally. And this was not least due to the fact 

that the Incas were able to accomplish several difficult tasks in relatively short order: First, they 

conquered, then converted, nomadic and unproductive modes of subsistence into forms of 

productive land-tenure and sedentary agriculture. These came to be the allotments of land and 

organization of villages which the curacas/caciques were tasked with managing. Secondly, 

however, de La Vega demonstrated that the success of the Incas’ conquest lay in the reciprocal 

recognitions and agreements between metropolitan authorities in Cuzco and local communities 

throughout the Andes that they absorbed into the empire, in the form of a graduated system of 

authority through different levels of curacas/caciques. In other words, de La Vega portrayed the 

emergence of the Incan empire as evidence of the self-civilizing and self-governing capacities of 

his own Indian race, evidence which he, in his capacity as a native author, was best positioned to 

present and verify to his audience. And, central to this process of civilization was the institution 

of the curaca/cacique. 

 As de La Vega told it, life before the Incas’ ascendance to power in the Andes, and 

indeed, tribal life across the Americas in general,  was often (though not exclusively) a nasty, 44

brutish, and short business. Indeed, de La Vega portrayed pre-Incan life in a manner that 

anticipated later images of the state of nature offered by both Hobbes and Locke. As de Le Vega 

wrote, before the Incas’ conquest of the region, the people of the Andes had “led a life of 

banditry, stealing, killing, and burning villages.” They misguidedly worshipped only their local 

petty rulers as gods, especially if they were in any way benevolent. “Elsewhere, they lived 

without rulers or governors, and were unable to form a republic of their own to settle and 
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regulate their lives.” This absence of virtue and corresponding absence of self-governing 

capacities and practices were especially reflected in the unproductive forms of subsistence in 

which pre-Incan Indians were engaged. As de La Vega put it, pre-Incan Indians “were 

astonishingly savage and barbarous in their food and eating; and in many places the two things 

were found together. In the hottest and consequently most fertile areas they sowed little or 

nothing, but lived on herbs, roots, wild fruit, and other vegetables that the earth yielded 

spontaneously or with little improvement from them. As none of them desired more than to 

sustain their natural lives, they were satisfied with little,” (36). 

 Indeed, de La Vega wrote, the transition from pre-Incan savagism to Incan civilization in 

the Andes was due to the fact that the wretched state in which pre-Incan peoples lived, had 

shamed “our father the Sun,” the primary deity in Incan cosmology as it was here described. 

Thus, the Sun-father was compelled to send “one of his sons and one of his daughters from 

heaven to earth, in order that they might teach men to adore him and acknowledge him as their 

god; to obey his laws and precepts as every reasonable creature must do; to build houses and 

assemble together in villages; to till the soil, sow the seed, raise cattle, and enjoy the fruits of 

their labors as human beings.” After the Sun-father had sent his children to earth to settle the 

land, de La Vega wrote that the son and daughter tasked with establishing a civilized order in the 

Andes took upon themselves the names the Inca (King) Manco Cápac and the Coya (Queen) 

Mama Ocllo Huaco. Manco Cápac, de La Vega wrote, was responsible for founding the royal 

city of Cuzco and “settl[ing] his vassals in villages and [teaching] them to till the soil, build 

homes, make irrigation channels and do all the other things necessary for human life. At the same 

time he instructed them in the urbane, social, and brotherly conduct they were to use toward one 
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another according to the dictates of reason and natural law, effectively persuading them to do 

unto one another as they themselves would be done by, so that there should be perpetual peace 

among them and no ground for the kindling of envy or passion.”  

 This process of conquest was what gave birth to the curaca system of governance. And it 

was this system, we will recall, that de La Vega argued that was effectively synonymous with 

that of the cacique in the Antilles. Curacas/caciques were assigned according to regionalized 

decimal units of 10, 100, 500, 1000, and so on up to 10,000 people, overseeing the collection of 

tithes and redistribution of collectivized product from these allotments. They were  spread across 

four administrative districts, or suyu, Chinchasuyu, Andesuyu, Collasuyu, and Condesuyu, which 

together formed the Incan imperial bureaucracy which was generally referred to as Tawanitsuyu. 

Although Manco Cápac had instituted the allotment of specific lands to each yanacona, 

supervised by a tiered-system of regional governance under a hierarchy of curacas, de La Vega 

argued, it came to characterize the succession of Incan imperial authorities over what was 

estimated to be the roughly four-century period separating Cápac from Pizarro’s arrival in 1533. 

The import of this form of political arrangement, on de La Vega’s own estimation, was that the 

appointment of a curaca/cacique was based upon the virtuous merits of a leader, and not his 

hereditary relationship to the Inca himself. Thus, any person who had “laboured” in 

“subjugating” the Indians in a “most affable, gentle, and merciful” manner oriented to the 

common good was eligible to take upon the role of the curaca/cacique. Moreover, and as 

importantly, this resulted in the “[gathering] of the fruits of the earth… in each town to be kept in 

common so as to supply each with his needs, until it should be feasible to give each Indian land 

of his own,” (54). 
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 De La Vega was careful to note that this process of conquest did not simply work as a 

system of unilateral and direct rule on the part of the imperial center over and against colonized 

peripheries. While, as de La Vega had argued, many pre-Inca Andeans had left their land 

uncultivated and largely unproductive, where the Inca did find themselves forced to negotiate 

antecedent property and land-tenure regimes in peoples they conquered, the empire, on de La 

Vega’s account, dealt with this deftly. Not only did the Cuzco elite require that curacas/caciques  

make fastidious account of the amount, kinds, and boundaries of local properties. Moreover, the 

Inca demanded that yanaconas [peasant] labour be collectivized and tribute be collected by local 

curacas/caciques. However, in order to prevent resentments and rebellions against the 

collectivization of labour and the collection of tributary payment among the yanaconas, curacas/

caciques were charged with overseeing the protection of common lands that were maintained for 

the common use of local Indians only. Further, de La Vega noted, while two thirds of the 

collectivized tribute was redistributed to both the religious orders and the royal governors, 

respectively, the final third of collectivized tribute was to be redistributed to locals; and, in order 

to ensure that the higher beneficiaries of collectivized labour would not be taken as a corrupt and 

parasitic upper class, whatever was leftover of the tribute provided to the religious orders was to 

be reallocated to “the poor, or disabled, lame, limbless, blind, paralyzed, and so on,” (269-72). 

 While de La Vega’s efforts toward casting Amerindian peoples in a positive, civilized 

light were perhaps most acute in his discussion of his native Inca, he nevertheless preserved 

some of the admirability he ascribed to their sedentary practices and centrifugal, hierarchical 

forms of authority when he discussed the Indians of Florida. True, de La Vega (1615) argued that 

“[they] hold their lords and kings in such veneration and respect that they obey and worship them 
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as gods rather than as men,” much in the same way that pre-Incan Andean peoples had, as we 

have seen him describe them in the Royal Commentaries. Nevertheless, de La Vega insisted of 

the Florida peoples that “there are Indians of very fine understanding who in peace and war, and 

in adverse and prosperous times are able to speak like the people of any nation of much 

wisdom,” (160-3). Indeed, in those moments in the narrative where de La Vega related that de 

Soto and his men encountered insurmountable resistance from the Indians of Florida, despite de 

La Vega’s commitment to demonstrating the honorable and virtuous deeds of the Spanish whose 

“deeds have been so much nobler than those of the Greeks, Romans, and peoples of other 

nations,” (195) the Inca portrayed the curacas/caciques of the region as no less noble. Often, de 

La Vega would figure this nobility through the testimony that his native characters themselves 

offered. This was evident, for instance, in an episode de La Vega narrated where de Soto and his 

men attempted to push forward into the Apalachee region. There, they encountered a particularly 

resistant curaca/cacique of a province by the name of Acuera, de La Vega wrote. This curaca/

cacique responded to de Soto’s sustained pleas that the “chieftain… come out peacefully and 

accept the Castilians as his friends since they too were warriors and people of valor,” by 

asserting that “‘I am king in my land, and it is unnecessary for me to become the subject who has 

no more vassals than I. I regard those men as vile and contemptible who subject themselves to 

the yoke of someone else when they can live as free men. Accordingly, I and all of my people 

have vowed to die a hundred deaths to maintain the freedom of our land. This is our answer, both 

for the present and forevermore’,” (117-19). 

 Aside from the occasional mention of the Floridian Indians’ regular reliance of corn and 

passing reference to the cornfields which surrounded their villages e.g., 15, 181), de La Vega did 
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not go out of his way to greatly emphasize the sedentary nature of their subsistence in the way 

that he had with the Inca, though even these passing mentions inferred some degree of 

sedentarism. Thus, as the vassals’ willingness to die for their caciques represented their relative 

primitivity, so too did their modes of subsistence, on de La Vega’s account. Still, that he 

described them as curacas/caciques, and that episodes such as the Acuera encounter were not 

accompanied by sustained lamentations on the barbarities of the Indians suggests a commitment 

on de La Vega’s part to portraying Indians generally in a somewhat positive light. As Brading 

(1996) writes, “the natives of Florida,” on de La Vega’s rendering, “were presented as 

remarkably exempt from all the vices usually attributed to them by the Spaniards,” (257). Thus, 

even in the absence of an overarching civilizing presence such as the Incan empire (and, what 

was the natural inheritor of this, for Garcilaso, Christianity), episodes like the Acuera standoff 

demonstrated a degree of nobility, authority, and ultimately, proprietary territoriality that de La 

Vega was not keen to undermine. Indeed, that the curaca/cacique of Acuera, like many of the 

other curacas/caciques that de Soto and his men would encounter throughout Florida, were 

resoundingly defensive of their peoples and provinces in the face of the forceful and often 

destructive incursions of the Spanish into the region, seemed designed to represent those 

communities as at least fairly perspicacious about the boundaries, jurisdictions, and to some 

extent proprietary claims that they attached to their land. 

 To be sure, it would be dangerous to reduce de La Vega’s intentions and philosophy to his 

value as a native informant of the Americas, and his ideas about an Indian empire emerging from 

a pre-Inca state of nature. Indeed, both the Royal Commentaries and the Florida, as Sabine 

McCormack (1995) has argued, were “a most meticulously crafted composite of history and 
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theory, in which each piece of historical evidence is carefully set in its place in relation to each 

corresponding step of theoretical interpretation,” (334). In this regard, we should note, while de 

La Vega had attributed the success of the pre-Columbian Incan conquest of the Andes in large 

part to the policy of the redistribution of a third of the funds collected from tributary yanaconas, 

as mentioned, he also highlighted another essential element to the Incas’ success. This was that 

the conquering Inca administration often maintained local authorities and ruled alongside them in 

the distant reaches of its Empire. In fact, by the mid-fifteenth century, de La Vega noted that the 

emperor Pachacútec had so successfully folded the leaders of conquered Quechua tribes from the 

easternmost frontier of Inca holdings in the Andes into the formal system of curaca 

administration through the attribution of the title by decree rather than by hereditary relations, 

that he would come to stand in the memory of Incan people as the single most notable reformer 

and gracious leader in the history of the empire (93-101). Indeed, as de La Vega wrote, 

Pachacútec was held to be “so great that [the natives] have still not forgotten him today,” had 

implemented which were “to the great advantage of the natives,” (396). Thus, de La Vega 

continued, when new provinces would be conquered by the Inca, the local deities would be kept 

in place while the Inca would attempt to convert the locals to Sun-worship of the Cuzco 

metropole. In keeping with this sensitivity to local governance, the Inca would invite the local 

chiefs to Cuzco in order to learn the rites, customs, and laws of the locals and so that the locals 

could likewise learn Inca laws. After this, not only would the local curaca/cacique be restored to 

his former place of authority in his local community, but the Incan emperor would re-promulgate 

the old laws of the community in order to render them legitimate anew under the imperial 

framework, so long as they did not contradict the laws of the empire (de La Vega 1605a, 265-6). 
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 Neither the Spanish, as de La Vega noted, nor later British readers of the Inca such as 

Locke, seemed to have taken this lesson of conquest with much seriousness. For de La Vega, this 

was not an unequivocal failing since, as he saw it, one of the other great consequences of Inca 

conquest was the extent to which it primed the populations of the Andes for conversion to 

Christianity.  And, indeed, in light of recent studies in the British practice of separating out 45

derogated spaces of what Mahmood Mamdani (1996) has referred to as “decentralized 

despotism” in later colonial experiences of colonization in Africa and Asia, often according to 

implicit recognition of “customary” modes of conduct among a colonized population (e.g., 

Mamdani 2012; Mantena 2010), it would be rash to offer a wholesale endorsement of de La 

Vega’s seeming prototype for such a model, different from the nineteenth-century British empire 

though it surely was. It is possible that Locke did take this lesson seriously, and indeed, his 

adoption of the cacique/cassique title, as well as his use of de La Vega’s texts are a reflection of 

his efforts to engage in the practice of learning from a conquered population the best means 

through which their conquest might be benevolently maintained. However, this is a highly 

speculative possibility which the existing record of either Locke’s theory or his efforts in 

Carolina do not easily corroborate.  

 Whatever the case may be, the importance of an idea such as de La Vega’s theory of 

reciprocal education in the laws and belief-systems of both colonizer and colonized under Inca 

rule is not to argue for some unadulterated key to unlocking the secrets of an Amerindian 

political theorist’s sometimes-problematic account of his native society. It is, instead, to 

demonstrate a depth of complexity to his account that was overlooked in the adoption of his 

work simply because in de La Vega readers such as Locke found in him a native of the Americas, 
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offering a compelling account of the rise and fall of a native empire, in a manner that at once 

recalled the great epics and profound philosophies of the Ancients, structured according to the 

contemporary standards of history-writing, in such a way as to confirm the universality of the 

ideas that European readers held in their minds. Garcilaso cannot be blamed for this, any more 

than any author can be blamed for the unpredictable ways in which their texts will be adopted 

and used to justify any number of programs that might run counter to their writings. Instead, 

Garcilaso is an object lesson of the ideas explored in this dissertation, the invention of the 

indigenous subject as the source of informative difference about the native population in the 

colonial context is typically as much in the service of those seeking to assert their authority and 

legitimacy in colonizing as it is in the service of providing some political and legal space for the 

exercise of personhood on the part of the colonized, maybe more so. 

Conclusion 

In 1714, the colony of Virginia, represented by Governor Alexander Spotswood, settled a treaty 

with the Saponi, Hoonthymiha, Occaneechee, and Tottero around the area of Fort Christanna. 

This treaty (1714 [1983]) primarily sought to “settle the said Indians in a manner more 

serviceable for the security of the Inhabitants of Virginia, and more beneficial to the Indians 

themselves.” Several of the articles provided for the continued payment of tribute to the Crown, 

the assimilation of the Indians to Christianity and fluency in the English Language, and promises 

of military alliance to the Virginia colony. Most curious, however, was the fifth article stipulating 

the measurements of what was to be one of the first official reservations for Amerindians in 

colonized North America. As the article declares, “the Settlement of the said nation of Indians 
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who shall hereafter be deemed as incorporated into one Nation a Tract of Land upon the south 

side of James River above the inhabitants equal to six miles square whereon they may build a 

Fort and make improvements for the conveniency and Subsistance of their familys.” 

Additionally, the article stipulated that “all the unpatented lands between James River and 

Roanoke shall be assigned for the hunting grounds of the said Nation and of the Nottoways to be 

divided between those two Nations as the Governour shall hereafter think fit.” However, the 

treaty was also unequivocal in the terms under which these rights would be recognized by the 

colonial government: “the said Indians shall not sell or allienate any part of the Lands so to be 

assigned for them; The same being hereby intended to remain in common to them and their 

posterity; and all sales or Leases thereof made by them to any English man upon what 

consideration soever, are hereby declared to be contrary to this Treaty,” (618-25). 

This Article reflected the Lockean logic of a simultaneous enfranchisement of 

Amerindian proprietary and political rights within strictly circumscribed conditions of 

indigeneity, the transgression of which would immediately nullify the legitimacy of any Indian 

claim to such rights, as this chapter has examined it above. On the one hand, it recognized and 

sought to provide for a specific degree of inherent rights to land and the integrity thereof for the 

Piedmont communities that were signatories to the agreement. On the other hand, however, so 

far as those communities sought to enter into a fully proprietary relationship with that land by 

alienating it as a commodity of value that could be bought and sold, they would not only lose 

their proprietary claim to that land (a necessary consequence of entering it as a commodity into 

transactional systems of exchange). More fundamentally, their very legal and political 

personhood as a distinctively Indian community would thereby be dissolved. The Treaty itself 
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has gone relatively unremarked upon, one entry in a seemingly innumerable archive of 

documents that constitutes a long history of contractual agreements in which the United States 

and its antecedent colonies promised to respect the proprietary rights, territorial and political 

integrity, and so legal independence of the original inhabitants of North America (Deloria 1968 

[1988], 1974 [1985]). And, to be sure, certain of the provisions that the treaty contained were 

explicitly designed to provide Virginia a competitive advantage over neighboring Carolina in 

what remained all-important trading relationships with Catawba and other Piedmont 

communities whose friendship and enmity could still prove decisive in the continued success or 

failure of certain colonial settlements, as the 1711 Tuscarora war had proven, as would the 

Yamasee war which broke out in the year that followed Spotswood’s treaty. Still, as Merrell 

argues (1991), the economic competition between colonies in the region was relatively negligible 

when considered in the context of the shared approaches to trade, alliance, entreatment, and 

hostility between English on the one hand, and the original inhabitants of the region on the other. 

And, in this way, it provides a helpful document in how the Lockean approach to the question of 

the original inhabitants of the region can be observed to been increasingly institutionalized 

across the American Southeast, even as the Lord Proprietors’ authority had faded and Locke’s 

legacy had come to be colored more by his thinking on the Succession Crisis in England than by 

his colonial involvement. 

In what has so far been the keystone for critical treatments of Locke and his relationship 

with the original inhabitants of the western hemisphere’s proprietary and sovereign claims to the 

the Americas, James Tully (1993) famously argued that “Locke is wrong about the nature of 
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property and government in non-state and specifically Amerindian societies.” Had Locke been 

right, Tully continued, he would have seen that  

Amerindians are self-governing nations with ownership of their territories… it [would follow 
then] from the central theory of government of the Two treatises itself that they have the right to 
defend themselves and their property, with force if necessary… Further, if aboriginal property and 
self-government (sovereignty) are guaranteed in the constitution and constitutional law, as the 
evidence shows, and if these are denied and violated in practice; then, by the theory of limited 
constitutional government and rule of law of the Two treatises, and of liberal theories descended 
from it, every citizen has the right to support, with force if necessary, the first nations in their 
constitutional struggle to bring 'arbitrary' government to abide by the 'settled, standing laws' they 
have been 'delegated' to uphold (175). 

However, as I have argued, whether Locke was right or wrong about the nature of property and 

government in Amerindian societies, he was in fact at pains to portray them as self-governing 

nations with ownership of their territories. On this count, Tully seems to have slightly 

misunderstood Locke, his treatment of Amerindian communities, and thus the very stakes of 

seeing indigenous peoples as proprietary, sovereign, political agents with inherent rights that 

could and ought to be defended. 

 Locke was well aware that any semblance of intellectual consistency and honesty, given 

his absolute aversion to “arbitrary” government, required that Indians be understood in just such 

a way. Indeed, so concerned was Locke with this that he not only turned to an Amerindian 

source, de La Vega, in order to corroborate the point, and evaluate and ultimately discredit one of 

the most widely-respected authorities on Amerindians in his day, José Acosta. Further, Locke 

was instrumental in urging Carolina colonists to  recognize  the  proprietary,  territorial,  and 

political agency that the Amerindian institution of the cacique/cassique represented. Of course, 

the ultimate effect of this was, as we have seen, both that Indian political and legal personhood 

only pertained to the extent that they remained committed to forever replicating the forms of life 

that  precluded  their  inclusion  in  the  modern  forms  of  economic  exchange  and  political 
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personhood that Locke preserved for everyone else. What was more, to the extent that a settler 

recognized  those  modes  of  life  as  such,  he  could  become a  Cassique,  enter  into  modes  of 

exchange and political alliance with Amerindians more proper to them, and indeed, still bring 

with him his own claim to an inherent right to be in the western hemisphere.

Locke’s thought, put bluntly, is the entire condition of possibility for contemporary treaty 

obligations between “settler states” and descendants of the original inhabitants of the western 

hemisphere.  It  is  Locke’s  thought  which  enables  and  endows  indigenous  subjects  with  the 

register  of  proprietary  claimants  with  self-governing  modes  of  territorial  sovereignty  in  the 

context of colonial  governance. And, it  is  only through his collection and curation of native 

information such as  it  was provided by Garcilaso de La Vega that  Locke can prefigure and 

produce an indigenous subject as a proprietary, sovereign, contracting person. There are several 

fundamental  implications  for  this  reading  of  Locke  that  have  immediate  bearing  on  the 

contemporary conundrum of the relationship between present-day communities constituted by 

descendants of the original inhabitants of the western hemisphere and the legal obligations owed 

to them by “settler states” such as the United States and Canada. 

The first is that treaties are both essential mechanisms in the preservation of indigenous 

rights, and the same mechanism that enable the dissolution of those rights, because they prefigure 

and produce an indigenous subject whose very being as an indigenous subject eligible to and 

capable of entering into such a contract relies, a priori, on the recognition by an external party. 

This is because the drafter of the treaty first  claims for itself  the exclusive capacity to offer 

fiduciary recognition. Recent scholarship, such as the work of Glen Coulthard (2014) and Audra 

Simpson  (2014)  has  recognized  and  argued  as  much,  and  they  have  understandably  turned 

inwards to demonstrate that the  modes of self-constitution of indigenous communities ought to 
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be privileged above reliances upon the fiduciary relationships of treaties which can often be 

weaponized as mechanisms for the dissolution of indigenous rights themselves.

Reading Locke in this way, however, also has significant consequence to the extent that it 

follows  that  it  makes  it  necessary  to  note  the  importance  of  an  Indian-descended  author, 

Garcilaso  de  La  Vega,  as  a  significant  and  influential  thinker  for  students  of  the  canon  of 

“Political Theory” generally (in an age where the “canon” is said to be undergoing diversification 

and globalization), and indeed even in the more parochial “Western” sensibility that the idea of a 

canon of political theory might connote. Indeed, to fail to read de La Vega is to fail to read Locke 

properly. But in reading de La Vega, and reading Locke's adoption of him, we may also find an 

object lesson in the conscription of native information in the service to articulate a condition of 

political personhood for subjects that will, on the figuration of colonial thinkers, almost certainly 

be threatened in a sense of fundamental right by the encroachment of a colonial order in such a 

way as to ameliorate the potential internal contradictions of that order’s claim to legitimacy. In 

other  words,  de  La  Vega’s  role  as  a  native  informant  achieved  one  of  its  intended  aims  in 

asserting some degree of proprietary personhood against the threat of its nullification. However, 

it was within only highly circumscribed limits of this identity remaining more or less identical 

with its initial figuration that Indians could claim some degree of personhood as themselves, or 

otherwise find themselves required to concede the terms of their personhood to those placed in 

reserve for the rest of humanity.  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CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In virtually every colonial context and text concerned with colonial rule, the “native informant” 

appears as a central type of political subject. There is perhaps no figure more caught between the 

competing claims of colonial structure or agency than the native informant. Frantz Fanon (1963 

[2004]), for instance, in his highly Marxian description of the social structure of colonial rule, 

famously identified those “marabouts, witch doctors, and traditional chiefs” who governed the 

“rural masses” of Africa which still lived in “a feudal state,” by virtue of the exploitative and 

stultifying influence such “traditional” authorities held. This was because “their enemy is not the 

occupier, with whom they get along very well,” but those elements of the urban colonized 

bourgeoisie with whom they struggled to maintain the “indigenous” peasant masses as a captive 

and exclusive market. For Fanon, those “traditional,” and “feudal” authorities were maintained 

as a necessary element of colonial rule over the countryside, and kept the peasants over whom 

they were implanted to rule in “a petrified context,” leaving the peasantry only the choice to 

remain petrified or to “escape to the cities,” to be exploited as a landless and fungible standing 

reserve of labour (65-7).  On this rendering, traditional authorities constituted “native 46

informants” to the extent that they provided the colonial apparatus with a specific image of 

“indigenous” order, and produced the subjects underneath them in the image of what they had 

presented to the colonists. But the native informant can be one that is considerably more 

politically and epistemologically ambivalent, as when Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak (1999) 

famously identified this social type in colonial discourse and governance as an inherently split 

figure: On the one hand, he or she must remain entirely occluded from participating in the 

production of knowledge in modern colonial rule and the intellectual traditions in large part 
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enabled by that political order, in order for both the order and its intellectual institutions to 

sustain a boundary that defines them against the pre- or non-modern over whom they assert 

dominance. On the other hand, however, Spivak has demonstrated how the “native informant” 

must remain in some sense a thinking subject: He or she provide proves him or herself (and so, 

by extension, certain members of the community the informant is representing in information 

about them) capable of speaking back to and participating in modern colonial politics and its 

attendant intellectual formations. This, in turn not only sustains the continuous growth of 

“Western” forms of politics and thought through expanding into spheres of life and thought once 

thought to be antithetical, but now reconciled with the order of the West itself. By consequence, 

this also works as a redemptive alibi for the central claims of modern colonial rule and its 

attendant forms of thought, thereby simultaneously troubling and reaffirming its occlusions, 

oppositions, and boundaries in the first place. In Spivak’s terms, the “native informant” is a 

metonym for both “the name of ‘Man’—a name which carries the inaugurating affect of being 

human,” and simultaneously, “a name for that mark of expulsion from the name of Man—a mark 

crossing out the impossibility of that ethical relation,” (5-6).  

 Native information thus represents, most fundamentally, an essential set of problems for 

the political ambitions of both colonizer and colonized: Is the “native informant” a treacherous 

collaborator or a particularly unfortunate soul moved to cooperation by virtue of the harsh 

necessities of survival placed upon individuals under the structural conditions of violent and 

exploitative colonial occupation? How should the colonized community respond to and interact 

with a “native informant,” if at all? Can the information he or she has provided be trusted as a 

truthful representation of the original inhabitants of the colonized territories and their modes of 
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life, or is he or she providing only the information that already confirms the prejudices of 

colonial occupiers? If it is not truthful or accurate information about the original inhabitants, 

what is the truthful and accurate information that ought to be known, and what ought to made of 

it? Is the “native informant” in fact a double agent, playing a clever trick of espionage on the 

colonizers under the disguise of a helpful collaborator? Are the colonizers even paying attention 

to and properly understanding the information that he or she is providing, and what use are they 

making of this information, if any? Indeed, if the information the “native informant” is providing 

is incorrect, or deliberately misleading, or counter to what the colonizers expected to find upon 

arriving in the colonial territory, how can colonial authorities be certain that the colonial 

enterprise is justified in the first place? 

 All of these questions are anxieties that permeate the archives and experiences of colonial 

contexts and studies of them, particularly after European imperialism began to infiltrate the lands 

and populations of the Americas, Africa, Asia, and Oceania in the early-mid fifteenth century. 

These anxieties are simultaneously epistemic and political. They are expressive of the profound  

obstructions of certainty that emerge in the process of intrusion and permanent establishment of a 

presence by aggressive foreigners into hitherto unknown spaces and communities. These 

uncertainties produce contingencies that determine matters of life and death for both colonizer 

and colonized which are thus the central stakes of the strategies of governance, diplomacy, 

occupation, and resistance that characterize the politics of the colonial situation on all sides.  This 

atmosphere of uncertainty and contingency saturates the sense of necessity out of which native 

information is offered and/or solicited as unambiguous truth. And, in turn, the indigenous subject 

that the information the “native informant” presupposes becomes a subject who is positioned as a 
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discrete and intelligible identity that can be circumscribed, managed, and engaged in 

comprehensible terms.  

 As we have seen in the case of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, however, it was 

difficult to answer definitively to the anxious questions pertaining to native information. It was 

not clear whether there was agentic treachery or structural necessity forcing those Taino who 

worked with Pané, or the Roanoke who helped Harriot draft his syllabary, or de La Vega when he 

sat down to work on his histories of the Inca and the Spanish in Peru, or Shadoo who welcomed 

Sandford into the Edisto roundhouse. It remains unclear, moreover, what the truth-content was of 

the various accounts of the information that these persons communicated to, and frequently 

through, European texts, or even by what metrics it would be possible to evaluate the truth 

content of that information. However, one of my hopes is that, for the reader, it is now apparent 

that the desire to answer these questions in a definitive manner is itself to summon forth native 

information as an object and to set in motion its processes of prefiguring and producing an 

indigenous subject capable of bearing the true and irrefutable answers to these questions. This 

should not be read to suggest that there are no accounts that can and will be provided to 

questions such as these that are more or less plausible, and more or less relevant, for either the 

colonized populations of the western hemisphere and/or those who participate directly and 

indirectly in the governance and production of knowledge relevant to the governance of those 

populations. But, it does mean that we must be very clear about what is at stake when questions 

of Difference, or Nature, or Vernacular Histories, or Proprietary Identities, in isolation, in 

aggregate, or in some permutation of two or more of these essential elements, are invoked with 

regards not only to the process of colonizing the western hemisphere and its original inhabitants 
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in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, but indeed, when the legacies of those questions are 

put into play in the politics of colonialism in this hemisphere, as elsewhere, today.  

 The ambition of the preceding study has been to offer some clarification on these stakes 

by examining the initial formulations, and contemporary echoes of native information as object 

and process that emerged from the complex epistemological and political terrains of colonial 

governance in the Greater Caribbean Basin in the sixteenth centuries. To be sure, clarification 

may not equate to definitive answers or prescriptions. But, it is hoped that clarification can be 

taken to mean valuable documentary insight into the formulation, and likewise a plausible 

narrative account of, the circulation of native information as an object of knowledge for colonial 

arts of governance, and the ways in which this both prefigured and produced an indigenous 

subjectivity. It is also hoped that this study has at a minimum made a case that certain of the 

stakes of native information as object and process of prefiguring and producing an indigenous 

subject remain in some measure embedded in the human sciences’ thinking about the original 

inhabitants of the western hemisphere and their descendants since the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries; or, at least, has provided enough material to consider why or why not such a claim can 

be supported. 

 Native information and the indigenous subjects prefigured and produced through its 

disclosure are highly contingent and plastic entities, that is, they are shaped largely by the 

exigencies in which the individual or group conveying that information find themselves required 

to confront. For the original inhabitants of the western hemisphere, their descendants, and those 

that would seek to further the political agendas set by those persons in the present, this means 

that the attending to the way in which native information connotes notions of Difference, Nature, 
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Vernacular History, and Proprietary Identities, contains a series of complex, not always overtly 

antagonistic dimensions of meaning, that nevertheless remain determined to justify a continued 

European, Christian presence in the western hemisphere, and which remain committed to 

internalizing the criticisms of the original inhabitants as a way of augmenting the 

epistemological limits of the canons that crystallize at the heart of the European, Christian 

identity and its afterlives in the Americas. This was indeed the overt lesson to be learned from 

both Chapters One and Four of the above study, for instance.  

 To view native information as an object and process that is in some ways the product of a 

priori figurations of legal commands, treaty arrangements, and political philosophies that 

required the original inhabitants of the western hemisphere to perform very specific kinds of 

roles under very specific conditions with very specious limits that would constitute grounds for 

the dissolution of the fragile rights those commands, arrangements, and philosophies have 

(however begrudgingly) granted those populations requires a reckoning with two, ostensibly 

opposite impulses. On the one hand, those movements and scholars who have most recently 

advocated for absolute rejections of the terms of colonial discourse and governance (e.g.,  Alfred 

2005; Coulthard 2014; Simpson 2014; Tuck and Yang 2012) and who continue to find 

themselves at best annoyed and at worst constantly infiltrated by the persistence of 

representatives of those who mean well but still attempt to maintain certain principles of colonial 

discourse and governance in place, would do well to consider the complex inter-articulations 

between the very idea of proprietary indigenous subjectivities and the infrastructures and 

institutional logics of colonial government and its administrators. This, not least where questions 

of difference, nature, and vernacular history have been invoked as access points into 
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understanding proprietary identities. This is because the concept of indigeneity as a subjective 

status and as a condition of knowledge production as such is, by definition, constituted in part 

through its epistemic relations with the presence of populations “non-indigenous” to the western 

hemisphere.  

 The second, “opposed” impulse that must reckon with the documentation and narrative of 

native information as object and process that this study has offered then, as I see it, are those 

persons engaged in the difficult and important work of negotiating the legal and institutional 

arrangements of the fiduciary relationships between “indigenous” peoples and national and 

international governments in the present (e.g., Anaya 2004; Henderson 2007; Lighfoot 2016; 

Turner 2006). This is because, as those scholars and activists who advocate for the more 

rejectionist approach to these relationships rightly point out, certain of the fundamental 

principles of such fiduciary relationships preemptively nullify any meaningful attempt to move 

beyond a colonizer-colonized (or perhaps what may amount to the same in the more recent 

internationalization of this movement, a trustee-ward) dynamic. This has been the point of 

observing the way in which ideas about native self-rule, in Hispañiola and Carolina for instance, 

were forwarded as meaningful attempts to provide the original inhabitants of those places with a 

derogated degree of political and cultural autonomy while nevertheless attenuating any possible 

challenge to the dominance of European Christians and their attendant political institutions.  

 For both of these impulses to reckon with the stakes and implications of native 

information requires attention to at least three more general dynamics processes which this 

dissertation has highlighted, or which are raised in the course of appreciating the nature of the 
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evidence I have mobilized to support my claims, but which require future research be conducted 

and presented as an amendment to the present project, or as altogether separate studies. 

 First, and most obviously, it must be recognized that the indigenous subject prefigured 

and produced by native information has been constituted in direct opposition to extant forms of 

authority represented by European Christian populations in the western hemisphere, but in such a 

way as to render that population wholly reconcilable with the original inhabitants of these 

continents. However, it is also the case that native information as object and process, as we have 

seen in Chapter Two and Chapter Three, for example, has often been articulated explicitly and 

implicitly in opposition to the presence of enslaved Africans and their descendants in the western 

hemisphere. To my mind then, the extent to which native information, and the prefigured and 

produced indigenous subject can hope to be successful in loosening the grip of the European 

Christian tradition and presence in the figurations of the object and subject under question, will 

depend upon the extent it can reconcile and readjust its central elements to considerations of 

cohabitation with an African presence. And this, not least, because it was in fact the case that the 

first self-described “indigenes” in the western hemisphere whose political movement and 

ambitions in some way aligned with general principles of anticolonialism and antislavery that 

would be most recognizable to those of us working in the orbit of this category to day were in 

fact Black Africans who had freed themselves from slavery and sought to build a new form of 

life in the Americas, commemorating the genocidal practices against the original inhabitants of 

Haïti that could never be undone, forever required memorialization, and demanded amendment 

by extensions of safe haven to similarly-afflicted Indian populations in this hemisphere, in the 

process. 
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 Likewise, as we have seen, the epistemic and political problem of native information was 

frequently raised in close proximity to the often violent attempt to account for, manage, or 

extract pleasure from women in the communities of the original inhabitants of the western 

hemisphere. While Chapters One and Two have attempted to touch upon these matters, there 

remains a great deal of additional work to be done, as I have suggested above, on the explicitly 

gendered dimensions of the native information. Thus, the success or failure of potentially 

breaking native information away from its intimate entanglement with the desires and demands 

of European Christian traditions will also depend upon a coordinated effort of coming to terms 

with the ways in which it has often been offered as a seductive invitation to exploit, or a 

consolation for having exploited, indigenous women. 

 A somewhat separate, but no less significant point of interest that future research should 

pursue involves the fact that several of the primary documents that have formed the basis of my 

evidentiary body find their first official publication dates in the late eighteenth and early 

nineteenth centuries, periods which do not come under examination in the following work. 

However, it has become clear to me in the course of my research that there is an odd correlation 

between the early publication dates of primary documents concerning the Conquest of America 

in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and the rise of intensified forms of enslavement and 

territorial expansion by European empires during the late seventeenth and early eighteenth 

centuries. Historians of political thought have noted the considerable uptick in English and 

French treatments of imperial contexts during this period (e.g., Ince 2017; Mantena 2010; Mehta 

1999; Muthu 2003; Pitts 2006). Likewise, historians of thought more generally such as Antonio 

Gerbi (1955 [2010]) and Elliot (1992) have identified how the Abbé de Raynal’s 1792 essay 
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competition on the meaning and evaluation of three centuries of the discovery of America 

crystallized many of the stakes of the Enlightenment more generally as a philosophical and 

political period in Europe. This suggests that the memory of the Conquest of America not only 

loomed large in the minds of metropolitan authorities, scholars, and agents involved in the 

colonial enterprise. But, moreover, that this may have been productive of the crystallization of 

the modern disciplines that cohered as the core curricula of Western universities in the nineteenth 

century (e.g., Wallerstein 1984).  

 Ultimately however, I am of the mind that the lessons that can be ascertained from 

studying native information as an object and process go beyond the immediate consequences of 

those interested in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and the legacies of Conquest in the 

western hemisphere that took place during that period. This is not simply because, as I indicated 

in the introduction, this dissertation began from the premise that what took place in America 

during that period remains of great consequence to the shape of modern life generally. What is 

more, and though it was not the project’s intention at its inception, I might be so bold to argue 

that the lessons from the cases and thinkers I have discussed above speak to the general crisis of 

authority that, beneath the immediate material objects of political contention, characterizes much 

of the present intellectual and political moment. Everybody now knows that partisans of both the 

left and the right have begun to exhibit at best an apprehension, and often an outright hostility, 

toward the monopolistic claims to the production of truth that has been claimed by longstanding 

institutions of knowledge production. This hostility can be observed everywhere: Students from 

a diversity of backgrounds long prevented from  accessing higher education now protest the 

terms of address and the curricula in classrooms on university campuses. Heads of state — both 
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in and out of office — regularly warn their constituency/ies about the danger of “fake news.” 

Nontraditional journalism and conspiracy theorists are garnering large-scale followings on the 

worldwide web. There is an emerging cult of zealotry and idol-worship cohering around 

cryptocurrencies on the basis of the promise of an alternative fiduciarity to that of centralized 

banks. Former critics of scientific practice now militate for the rule of science and engineers in 

an age of unfolding climate catastrophe, while advocates of Western exceptionalism whose claim 

relied on the civilizational pretensions that derived in no small part from its scientific 

achievements that now criticize science at every turn. 

 The central challenge common to these various crises of authority lies in the extent to 

which the “truths” produced by authoritative persons and institutions can be believed upon those 

persons’ and institutions’ longstanding claim to legitimacy: Namely, that it is in the interest of the 

student, the citizen, the reader, the individual, or the market actor that such institutions produce 

the knowledge that they do, and so that we can say we know what we know. The truth cannot and 

will not be trusted if the benevolence of that truth encircles you and entraps you. The lesson to be 

taken here is twofold. To those longstanding institutions, it is to alert them to the fact that unless 

they become capable of addressing the historical limits and conditions of their purchase on truth 

among the populations they govern head on, that is, if they do not come to an acute self-

awareness of the fact that benevolent they may even truly believe they have been, and come to 

that awareness quite quickly, they will indeed find themselves confronted by crises not only far 

beyond their capacities but that, indeed, result in the dissolution of every sense of order they held 

in their minds. To those who seek to contest those institutions, Do not think you have escaped the 
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trap that has been laid for you, nor that escape is an option. Indeed, the promise of escape may be 

the very clearly laid out in the terms of your entrapment. 
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NOTES 

 For this reason, as I will discuss further in the chapter, I have chosen not to focus extensively on the well-known 1

role of Juan Lopez de Palacios-Rubios and Matias de Paz’s respective contributions to the notorious requeriemento.

 This was to be regularly repeated by inheritors of Martyr’s works in the later sixteenth century, among whom 2

numbered Bartolomé de Las Casas, and the Incan scholar Garcilaso de la Vega who we will encounter in Chapters 
Two and Four of this study, respectively (Brading, 1996; Smith, 2001).

 It is likely, though to be sure not definitively provable in a causal sense, that Martyr’s knowledge, and perhaps 3

even Martyr himself, entered the discourses surrounding Indians that informed Burgos. In any case, it is decidedly 
not the ambition of this essay to establish a direct line of causality, indebted as it is to a Foucauldian (1969 [1982]; 
1984; 1976 [2003]) methodology of that seeks to excavate the production of certain objects through differentiated, 
though parallel and overlapping, regimes of knowledge and truth, as well as legal institutions and formal social 
relations. In this sense, causal trajectories, if discernible, can be telling, though are of less significance than are the 
points of convergence for several independent, though nevertheless closely related, forms of knowledge. However, 
Martyr was indeed a major figure in the Castilian Court, which held jurisdiction over the Indies, and was proximate 
to many of the individuals and governing organs that influenced policy over the Indies up to and throughout the 
period of the Laws’ Promulgation and the subsequent efforts at their remediation. This is evidenced, for instance, by 
the favour he had held with Queen Isabella, having been personally selected by her to work as a Court scholar 
educating young Spanish noblemen in the manner of his Italian Renaissance training (Macnutt, 1912). Even more 
significant for the focus of the present essay, were the strength of Martyr’s Relationships with Isabella’s Confessor 
and later Archbishop of Grenada, the Hieronymote Friar Hernando de Talavera, as well as Iñigo Lopez de Mendoza, 
Count of Tendilla, the Viceroy of Grenada. It thus seems minimally fair to speculate that at least some version of the 
knowledge Martyr produced was circulating in some fashion among those present at Burgos between 1512-13. 
Indeed, on some accounts (Hartig, 1910; Macnutt, 1912) Martyr is said to have been conferred the position of 
official Chronicler of the Indies for and by the Council in 1511, though it is unclear what sources to which these 
accounts are referring in such a claim. In any case, Macnutt (1912) and Wagner (1946) have maintained the central 
authority of Martyr’s accounts as the primary source of information for Royal officials and Spanish and Italian 
nobility on matters concerning the Indies prior to Cortèz’s letters from Mexico. Moreover, in the rather unlikely 
event that the interrelated works of Pané and Martyr on the one hand, and the works of Palacios-Rubios, Matias de 
Paz, and Laws of Burgos, on the other were entirely unconnected, it is all the more indicative of a strategy of 
governance that is rather different from what has typically been conceived with only a focus on Palacios-Rubios, in 
which case our attention to Pané and Martyr and the relationship between those two texts concurrently with the 
strategies of governance envisioned and enshrined in Burgos in particular would be al the more necessary.

 Hereafter abbreviated NIW.4

 This is indeed a curious omission, an accounting for which would require a separate study of the publication and 5

translation history of the Laws since 1932 which is neither necessary nor possible in the present chapter.

 “rosy por[que] avemos sydo ynformos [que] sy se quitan a los dhos yndios sus areytos e se les ynpidese [que] no 6

los hisyesen somo suelen se les haria muy de mal hordenamos y mandamos [que] no se les ponga ni consienta poner 
ningun ynpedimio en el fazer los dhos areytos los domingos e fyestas como lo tienen por coste e ansy mismo los dias 
de lavor no dexando por ello de travajar lo acostunbrado” (Hussey 1932, 313). 

 This has already been discussed by Lewis Hanke (1935) with his characteristic erudition. Further documentation of 7

the specific reports that both settlers and Indians offered to the Hieronymites, as well as the estimations of what 
ought to be done that the Monks themselves offered, can be found in the archival material published by the Spanish 
government in the nineteenth century, Coleccion de Documentos Ineditos del Archivo de Indias (I 1864; v.VII 1867; 
v.XI 1869).
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 Even more superficial, and indeed, quite troublingly so, has been the recent literature which has attempted to 8

reread the accounts of the Roanoke expedition and the original inhabitants of the area, particularly in the work of 
Greenblatt (1981) and Donegan (2010). For Greenblatt, reading Harriot’s text is mostly, as Ed White (2005) has 
helpfully observed, an occasion to meditate upon supposedly “headier” questions about the theatrical, violent, and 
dissimulating spiritualism of modern power evident in works like Machiavelli’s Discourses and Shakespeare’s 
Henry IV and V. Not only does this tend to reproduce the insignificance of native participation in the formulation of 
such a work as Harriot’s, and thus as White observes, reproduces a fairly conventional and even outdated 
anthropological gaze whereby “Indian theories — even Indian voices themselves — are invisible bullets in their 
ineffectuality,” (754). What is more, it tends to undo any of the claims that New Historicists like Greenblatt might 
make to equivocating the importance “canonical” texts and undermining “grand narratives” of conventional history 
insofar as it treats the capillary moments of national and imperial power in early-modern England as mere tangents 
or appendages of the centrifugal force of the onward march of Renaissance genius from Machiavelli to Shakespeare. 
Though removed by several decades and so textured by the recent emergence of studies in affect and trauma, 
Donegan’s (2010) falls into several of the same pitfalls, though she substitutes a generalized “colonial/ist subject” 
unsettled by his geographically, culturally, and politically novel and liminal position for the Canon of Great Works in 
European Thought which Greenblatt prefers. 

 It should also suggest an earlier periodization of the emergence of the category of “the nation” and “the native” as 9

a governing rationality than has been proposed — still to be sure, to important and illuminating effect — by 
observers of both the development of the phenomenon of nationalism generally (e.g., Anderson 1983 [2006]; 
Chatterjee 1986, 1993; Gellner 1983; Hobsbawm 1990; Hudson 1996), as well as that native-rule and legal spaces of 
derogated authority that were carved out particularly in response to the idea of the native in nineteenth-century 
imperialism in South and Southeast Asia (e.g., Mamdani 1996, 2012; Mantena 2010). Only Brading (1996) has 
traced the origins of nationalism generally to this early experience, as far as I am aware, though he mostly limits his 
analysis to the development of what he refers to as “creole” liberal states in Mexico and Peru, respectively. Saldaña-
Portillo (2016) has also recently linked the early debate between Las Casas and Sépulveda over Indian humanity to 
ideas about the nation, though again, in Mexico exclusively, and ultimately in a manner that projects the 
contemporary border between Mexico and the United States backward into these ideas at the moment of their 
emergence when no such border existed. Nor do either of these authors interrogate the etymological development 
and semantic-conceptual status of naturales as Las Casas and Acosta used, despite the fact that both place great 
weight on the importance of Las Casas to national identity in the contexts they examine. While a more in depth 
discussion of the development of “the nation” and “the native” in these senses are beyond the scope of this chapter 
and dissertation overall, they remain important points for further inquiry, and I suspect would require attention to the 
links between nature and the native that this chapter does examine in detail.

 See, for example, Brett’s (2010) discussion of Domingo de Soto’s doctrine of the rights of foreign vagabonds and 10

beggars in sixteenth-century Spain (11-36).

 Hereafter cited as DIIxii; all other volumes will likewise be cited as DII with their corresponding volume 11

immediately following in small-case.

 Here, the difficulty that Velazquez seems to have struggled with can perhaps be explained by what was at this time 12

a widely-affirmed distinction between two types of infieles, or infidels (which in Spanish usage at the time, can also 
be translated into English to connote the ecclesiastically less severe “heathens” or “pagans”). On the one hand, there 
were those infieles who had been evangelized but who, nevertheless, had rejected the word of God and conversion to 
the faith. It was upon them, for instance, one could potentially wage a just war. But, there were also those who 
existed as infieles only because of their having not yet received the word of God, and who did not therefore invite 
violence upon themselves. This was the opinion that, for instance, de Paz (c. 1511) and somewhat later, Las Casas, 
(1560) held.

 The pagination included above is from the 1875 Spanish edition of the History. Because of my greater facility 13

with French than with Spanish, however, I have also referred to the French translation of the work, Histoire des 
Indes (3 Vols.), translated by Jean-Marie Saint-Lu and J.P. Clement (2002).

 Men like Cortez, Pizarro, Balboa, and Roldan, regularly attempted to usurp sovereign authority in the territories 14

they conquered from the authority granted to them by the Crown’s asientos for Conquest. Las Casas was a devoted 
and highly critical historian of these revolts (Brading, 1996). 
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 To be sure, gold and silver bullion had of course circulated throughout the European and Asian continents prior to 15

the incorporation of America into the emerging world-economy. However, as Wallerstein (1974 [2011]) has 
helpfully laid out, Europe had especially supplied the Arab world, India, and China with silver beginning after 1250, 
in return receiving gold especially through Arabian and North African merchants. However, several factors not only 
effected the supply of silver flowing and thus the amount of golf that could be returning to Europe. First, although 
silver and gold production is believed to have risen between 1252-1500, it was also the case that around 1450 a 
Turkish invasion cut off the main supply of silver coming from the Balkans and Eastern Europe. While between 
1460 and 1500 technological innovations allowed central Europe to engage in silver mining and thus recoup and 
perhaps even exceed the amount that was lost, this did still not meet the demand for the requisite stores of gold that 
were required for continued trade with Asia and, further, the increasing commodification of goods and labour 
(39-51).

 Nor, quite obviously, did that productivity end with the collapse of the original Antillean schemes of colonization 16

around the beginning of the 1520s. Total productivity of the Spanish imperial enterprise in the Americas from 
1503-1660 amounted to 534,561,130 ducats, with an average annual rate of increase of 5.69%. These more humble 
figures, however, are somewhat deceptive: While the years that immediately coincided with the Conquest of Mexico 
and the immediate aftermath of the catastrophes in the Antilles (roughly 1519-1524) witnessed a -86.49% decrease 
in productivity measured by imports in gold ducats, the years that roughly coincided with the importation and 
proliferation of African slavery in the Antillies, the stabilization of conditions in Mexico as a new Viceroyalty was 
constructed there, and the Conquest of and establishment of a Viceroyalty in Peru (approximately 1530-1570) saw 
an overall increase of productivity by about 1,261.77%, or an annual rate of about 31.54% (Elliott, 2002: 184; 
Hamilton 1929; 1934: 34). All of this, it is well known, involved the organization of slave-regimes utilizing both 
Indian and, in particular, African slavery (Brockington 2006; Bryant, 2014; Palmer 1976; O’Toole 2012; Williams 
1944). And, moreover, it is well-known that the massive influx of American gold and silver contributed to the famed 
“price increases” that figured significantly in the transformation from feudal modes of production into a nascent 
world-economy, albeit on largely mercantilist lines that still required much of the hierarchies enabled by previous 
feudal orders. There is a longstanding debate over whether the “price increase” was the cause of the rise of early 
modern capital and its attendant modes of production or whether it was that those modes of production pre-existed 
the influx of American bullion which only intensified and expedited their transformation. Wallerstein (1974) again, 
provides the most accessible overview of the matter (67-80).

 This, of course, is not a particularly new observation, given the fact that Native American peoples’ participation in 17

world-historical events have been essential determining factors in their outcomes. To catalogue the variety of cases 
in which this holds true would be to catalogue a variety of studies ranging from the period here studied, to the 
American Revolution, to the American Civil War, to World War II, and so on. Thrush (2016) and Weaver (2016) 
have both recently offered somewhat of a synoptic view of certain of these contributions, and more proximate to the 
period and region here studied, Merrell (1991) has argued for the importance of Catawba participation in the 
American Revolution, for instance. Richard White’s likeminded treatment of the Great Lakes Region (1991 [2010]) 
has achieved more or less canonical status in examining the productive exchanges between native peoples and 
colonists during this period. In political theory, following from these insights, Hseuh (2010) and Marion-Young 
(2000) have similarly argued for the active participation and essential “hybridity” of early-American constitutional 
forms particularly thanks to the fact of early colonists’ reliance on Amerindian assistance in Maryland, Carolina, and 
Pennsylvania, as well as Benjamin Franklin’s noted fascination with the political philosophy evident in the Iroquois 
Great Law of Peace and its federation of the Six Nations. While I am perhaps less inclined to insist upon the 
“agency” of native peoples in these contexts as these studies do, especially given the levels of violence and 
eradication that those populations faced in those contexts and those treated here, it is an essential lesson of this 
literature that colonialism was not simply the imposition of an alien force but instead the attempt of that alien force 
to wrestle the complexities of governing and negotiate with well-established communities structured by 
autochthonous modes of sociopolitical order. I develop my thoughts on these matters further in Chapter Four.

 For instance, Harriot (1588) uses “sauage [savage]” only once to describe those whom he otherwise referred to as 18

“naturall inhabitants ” (14).
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 It is important to note in this context that, as early as 1585, when Barlowe and Amadas had returned from their 19

first voyage to America, Harriot had made the acquaintance of two Algonquian-Roanoke men, Wanachese and 
Manteo. Barlowe and Amada had brought these men back to London with them, willing explorers, the story goes, in 
their own right, eager to see the lands from which the strange white visitors had come. Wanachese and Manteo had 
reportedly been the first converts to Christianity in Virginia, and while Harriot never acknowledged the fact, it is 
widely believed that the information contained in his Brief and True Report (1588), his unfinished syllabary of the 
Algonquian language (c. 1586), and the later commentary he provided to the collection of John White’s sketches, 
Virginia Richly Valued (1609) was enabled by his collaboration with the two foreigners during their sojourn in 
England (Oberg 2010; Thrush 2016). However, the archival record makes little reference to their individual 
contributions, and while Oberg (2010) and Thrush (2016) have provided compelling speculative hypotheses about 
the nature and extent of the relationship between Harriot, Wanchese and Manto, I am here more interested in the 
terminology he used to describe the Roanoke and the explicit references to his collection of native information in the 
texts themselves. Cf. also Note 8.

 Indeed, in his own words, Hakluyt rarely strayed from nominating the original inhabitants for whom his text 20

performed such extravagant concern as “sauages,” as did men like Ralph Lane, whose chronicle of the failed 1586 
Roanoke colonization attempt would appear in the former’s Principall navigations in 1589. On Lane’s estimation, 
indeed, the risks of continued sabotage and subterfuge by hostile and treacherous “sauages,” coupled with the 
considerable difficulty involved in surveying the terrain of the North American coastline and its anterior 
swamplands, would still be worth the risk provided that either or both a mine with rich veins of either gold, silver, or 
copper could be located, or a maritime path to the “Southsea” could be successfully and safely opened (e.g., 
Donegan 2014; Quinn 1985).

 That problem consisted in the possibility of measuring the length of the curvature of a spherical or global line for 21

the purposes of producing uniform and accurate longitudinal divisions of the Earth. At the risk of simplifying the 
matter (or betraying this author’s incapacities for the complexities of mathematics) Harriott resolved this problem by 
introducing triangular geometrics for the purposes of demonstrating logarithmic, or exponential, equivalencies in the 
geodesic sections of a given spiral.

 Cf. Note 27.22

 While this work was published primarily as an extension of the catalogue of “curiosities,” that Harriot had 23

reported upon in Virginia, it was itself, as Mancall (2007) has argued, a late-in-life attempt by Hakluyt (who had 
arranged the relationship between White and de Bry) to stimulate interest in Virginia once again after the disasters of 
the 1580s and Raleigh’s fall from the Crown’s good graces.
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 While it is beyond the scope of the present chapter to examine the manner in the biographical context that it would 24

necessitate, it is important to note here that this is likely due in large part to Harriot’s role in the early English 
scientific revolution. Like many men of his period, Harriott devoted a great deal of his time as Raleigh’s client to 
mathematical problems characteristic of the transition from the late Renaissance to early Scientific Revolution. 
Known in some circles as the “English Galileo,” for his independent use and contribution to the development of 
early telescopic devices, Harriot was also in regular correspondence with Johannes Kepler, and developed a notion 
of imperfect elliptical orbits similar to those of the German astronomer, though it is uncertain whether this was 
independent from or by virtue of that correspondence (Goulding, 2012). Whatever the case, Harriott’s interest in 
elliptical measurements of the celestial sphere was matched terrestrially by what has been seen as his proto-algebraic 
innovations. In addition to developing an early formula for the sine law of refraction (the measurement of the 
deviations effected in the trajectory of light when it passes through a prismatic boundary), Harriot’s most notable 
achievement was his “rectification” of the “Mercatorial problem.” That problem consisted in the possibility of 
measuring the length of the curvature of a spherical or global line for the purposes of producing uniform and 
accurate longitudinal divisions of the Earth. At the risk of simplifying the matter (or betraying this author’s 
incapacities for the complexities of mathematics) Harriott resolved this problem by introducing triangular 
geometrics for the purposes of demonstrating logarithmic, or exponential, equivalencies in the geodesic sections of a 
given spiral (Pepper, 2012).  
 As Amir Alexander (2002) has argued, what connected Harriot’s achievements in these regards to the 
discursive salience and credibility of his report on Virginia was his contribution to the early-modern scientific 
privilege accorded to the validity and verification enabled by direct observation. Evidence for Harriot’s participation 
in, and possible contribution to this mode of verification (however indirect), consists in the fact that he had penned a 
marginal note in his mathematical works arguing that “the truth when it is seen is knowne without other evidence.” 
Given his place in the circulation of such ideas in early-modern British and European science, it is not unreasonable 
to consider the importance that this might have had for potential profiteers considering whether or not an investment 
in the Virginia colony was a worthwhile endeavor. There is thus a considerable and constitutive correspondence and 
coincidence of Harriott’s mathematical calculations, his study and practice of maritime navigation for which those 
calculations had the most immediate and consequential bearing, and his cataloguing of the similarities and 
differences between the original inhabitants of “Virginia” and the exponential potentialities of properly recognizing 
and understanding their understanding of the place of their “natural” inhabitation. These constitutive 
epistemological entanglements represent the reconciliation of particular measurements and estimations of the 
internal and constitutive dynamics of objects and phenomena within the universal, delimited, and infinitely 
decomposable unity of the “nature” in which those objects and phenomena are suspended characteristic of 
knowledge in the Classical Age (e.g., Foucault, 1994). 
 The extent to which one can trace a direct correspondence in Harriott’s thought between these mathematical 
innovations and his reporting on the Virginia coastline is a matter of some controversy. Pepper argues that it would 
be anachronistic to infer such a correspondence to such a man of the Classical age, given the propensity of its 
scholarship to attempt the neat and discrete containments of both the objects and so corresponding fields of 
knowledge.  To be sure, though, the messy intrusion of matters theological, political, and cultural into those deemed 
“strictly scientific” during this age has been widely and thoroughly rebuked by a variety of studies in the sociology 
and anthropology of science over the last three decades Interesting and important as these debates may be, This 
essay is not concerned with reprising and rehearsing such debates through the figure of Harriott, though it obviously 
errs toward the latter position. (Bachelard 2002; Canguilhelm 1991; Daston, 2010; Foucault 2006; Hacking 2006; 
Latour 1993; Shapin and Schaffer 2017).

 In the use of “anxiety” as a choice of terminology, I am informed by and so refer the reader to Ann-Laura Stoler’s 25

(2009) work on the density of libidinal (that is to say, sexual) and racial problematics faced by administrators and 
other agents of colonial governance, particularly as this regards the invariable sexual mixing (violently or otherwise) 
with the colonized population ensues. For Stoler, this is typically expressed in the subsequent activities of archiving 
colonial governance (and indeed, narrating and re-presenting that archive) through rigid classifications along 
gendered and racial lines which are nevertheless, when subjected to scrutiny, much more contested within the 
archival record itself than its constituent categories would immediately admit. Below, we will see how the 
production of both European identity vis-à-vis anxieties concerning the mixture between European men and Indian 
women, and consequently, the curative properties and so eschatology and utility value of native naturalism are 
formed through the concretization of the categories overlaid on those anxieties in attempt to ameliorate them.
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 Most contemporary paleopathologists simply replicate this conclusion that syphilis originated in the Americas, 26

among the original inhabitants. This is a dubious claim, and one that ought to be understood within the broader 
context of attributing to the “others” and “enemies” of one’s own nation responsibility for introducing the disease 
into the population (e.g., Campbell 1998; Derrida 2000; Foucault 1975 [2003]).The strongest physical data that 
seems to exist in the paleopathological literature on this count are the comparative sets of pre-Columbian skeletal 
samples collected from both the New World and Europe, with greater definition and frequency of skeletal lesions 
(indicative of the presence of the disease) being more evident in the former than in the latter. This, however, remains 
relatively inconclusive, and I am neither capable of, nor terribly interested in, launching into the debate about the 
credibility of the methods or data used by researchers in this matter. (Armelagos, Zuckerman, and Harper 2012); 
(Rothschild, Rothschild, Calderon, and Coppa 2000). The most frequently-cited documentary evidence of the Pre-
Columbian presence of syphilis in the Americas is a brief and seemingly throwaway comment in Pané’s Indian 
Antiquities, as discussed in the previous chapter. Upon Guagugiona a later return to the island of Matinio where he 
had left the women who had absconded with him, and following his excommunication of his father Ancacaguia,  
Guagugonia contracted a strange disease which left him with ulcers all over his body. The Brassé de Bourbourg 
(1864), Pané’s French translator seems to have interpreted this as evidence of the American and Indian origins of 
syphilis (438, n. 1), though Pané himself never seems to have interpreted this to be the case (contra Crosby 2003). 
Nor did Monardes attribute this claim to Pané.

 Many thanks to Kellan Anfinson for pointing this out to me and for insisting on the importance of remaining 27

apprised of liturgical developments.

 On some accounts, “indigenous” has come to so define and redefine the very terms of inclusion in and 28

representations of the original inhabitants of the western hemisphere and their descendants, that it forces a general 
reconsideration of the nature of the distinction between state and non-state societies codified in national and 
international law. Such accounts trace the usage of this term over roughly a four-to-five decade period of 
development beginning in roughly the mid-twentieth century and continuing to the present day. This period of time 
witnessed the transformation of the proper ethnic nominatives of the original inhabitants of the western hemisphere 
from “Indians” to “Natives” (either Canadian or American, in particular), to “Aboriginals” and “First Nations” (as in 
Canada), and finally, to “Indigenous Peoples” and/or “Indigenous Nations.” This process has been uneven and these 
terms remain contested, but they generally seem to have reached a progressive culmination and consensus in the 
“Indigenous” as the most appropriate ethnic neuter term for the vast majority of those identified by and identifying 
themselves in accordance with it (e.g., Anaya 2004;  Bruyneel 2007; Keale 2007; Lightfoot 2016; Niezen 2003;  
Sanders 1999; Tully 2009; UNDRIPS 2007). Another, related, account holds that “being indigenous,” is irreducible 
to any specific legal or anthropological definition. “Being indigenous” is instead a lived experience, composed of an 
assemblage of social transactions grounded in mutual and reciprocal acts of recognition between individuals 
constituting particular territorial, linguistic, and ethnic groups that historically pre-exist the colonial establishment of 
a contemporary state society (e.g., Alfred and Corntassel 2005; Alfred 2005; Byrd 2011; Coulthard 2014; Simpson 
2014; Tuhiwai-Smith 1999 [2012]; Weaver, 2009).

 Recent theories that aim to conceptualize the political import of “the indigenous” as a form of political, cultural, 29

and legal subjectivity possessed by a variety of non-state peoples, and in particular the descendants of the original 
inhabitants of the western hemisphere, clearly evidence the recursive dimensions of the historical sensibility that the 
category is supposed to connote: Indigeneity, or the qualification of “indigenous” in international-political contexts 
are said to signal, for Sheryl Lightfoot (2016), that the advent of “global indigenous politics” constitutes “a subtle 
revolution.” In another context, “indigenous” politics amounts to what Glen Coulthard (2014) has called a 
“resurgence” of lost histories and epistemologies over and against extant authorities in the Canadian nation-state, for 
instance.
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 Cooper (2007) has argued that a notion of “the indigenous” emerged in early modern Europe as a discourse on 30

Europeanness itself in the early-mid seventeenth century, especially through local accounts of the natural history of 
Europe. As we will see, about locality in Europe, expressed through the term “indigenous” is certainly correct. 
Cooper’s argument, however, falls short of its titular claim to provide an account of the invention of “the 
indigenous.” The work does not seem terribly interested in any kind of philological or etymological account of “the 
indigenous” (nor its, by extension, its relationship to “nature,” and “nativity”) such as I am attempting to undertake 
in the present study. In Cooper’s work, it becomes difficult to determine the extent to which “the indigenous” and 
“nativity” simply operate convenient placeholders for the author for more general ideologies of locality and 
belonging in early-modern Europe. While the present study is certainly inclined to agree with Cooper’s arguments 
that ideas of indigeneity, locality, and nativity were certainly internalized products of specifically European anxieties 
in the context of the expansion of early-modern European empires and scientific explorations, it is my contention 
that these ideas were, simultaneously and somewhat paradoxically, endowed with attributes of differentiation from 
“Europeanness,” and this especially as they came to be attached to early-modern figurations of the cultural, 
linguistic, epistemological, historical, and eventually racial (which is to say, physiological and geo-demographic) 
specificities characterizing the original inhabitants of the western hemisphere. In other words, where Cooper argues 
that the contemporary usage of the “indigenous” as a signifier of the “non-European” obscures the early-modern 
European obsessions with “its own” “indigeneity,” (4) I argue that in fact “Europeanness” was in part constituted in 
early literary, scientific, and legal works largely through the differentiated notions of locality that “the indigenous” 
came to signify, by being attached to historically distantiated peoples, eventually and especially the original 
inhabitants of the western hemisphere. 

 This was particularly significant to the extent that anxieties around the authority of the early monarchical state in 31

sixteenth-century France frequently found expressions through confused reference to both the subjugation of Gaullic 
peoples by early Mediterranean Empires, and at the same time, the claim that it was above all the French Crown that 
had inherited the legitimate authority as the present-day seat of those empires (Foucault 2003; Melzer, 2012).

 Rabelais (1542) would later make the characteristic foolishness of this class clearer in the episode where 32

Gargantua himself arrives in Paris, pisses all over “two hundred and eighty thousand and eighteen” Parisians who 
have come to greet him, and subsequently steals the belles of the Nôtre-Dâme Cathedral as piss-buckets for the 
donkey which he had ridden into town. Here, Master Janorus de Bragmardo is “sent to recover the great bells from 
Gargantua,” and displays a similar uneasy commitment to Latin that characterizes the indigene of Limoges (261-4).

 Both Mathieu-Castellani (1981) and Gautier (2017)  are responding in particular to Foucault’s (1994, 34-46) 33

reading of Duret as, among others, a representative of a kind of pre-modern epistème in European thought that is 
characterized by its obsession with establishing a chain of similitudes and sympathies between the signs of the 
things of the world. Both authors rightly contend, however, that both Duret’s method of cataloguing, and indeed his 
hermeneutic of interpreting the origin of languages itself is much closer to the practices of categorization, tabling, 
etc., of the Classical Age that Foucault famously documented. While this chapter is not entirely concerned with this 
debate, Duret’s usage of both the Greeks and the figure of the Indian as vehicles for the signifying function of 
language in, respectively, its archaic and ordering, and legitimating and transcendent functions, seems to corroborate 
that argument.

 As Browne wrote in the latter regard, in particular: “For being unable to wield the intellectuall arms of reason, 34

they are fain to betake themselves unto wasters and the blunter weapons of truth: Affecting the gross and sensible 
was of Doctrin, and such as will not consist with strict and subtile Reason. Thus unto them a piece of Rhetorick is a 
sufficient argument of Logick… being uncapable of operable circumstances, or rightly to judg the prudentiality of 
affairs, they only face upon the visible success, and thereafter condemn or cry up the whole progression. And so 
from this ground in the Lecutre of holy Scripture, their apprehensions are commonly confined unto the literal sense 
of the Text; from whence have ensued the gross and duller sort of Heresies. For not attaining the deuteroscopy, and 
second intention of the words, they are fain to omit their Superconsequencies, Coherencies, Figures, or Tropologies; 
and are not sometime perswaded by fire beyond their literalities.” (13)
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 Bacon (1620) was even more direct elsewhere in the text, writing that deferent to Antiquity simply because of the 35

dialogues, correspondences, and theatrical ideals that emerged from those texts’ covenant of understanding between 
themselves, were of little value to contemporary interpretations of nature. Indeed, he argued, “the signs which can be 
gathered from the nature of the time and of the age [Antiquity] [were not] better than those from the nature of the 
place and of the people. Throughout that period knowledge of time and of the world was narrow and limited; and 
that is a very bad thing indeed, especially for those who stake everything on experience. For they did not have a 
thousand-year history that deserved the name of history, but fables and rumors of antiquity. They only knew a 
fraction of the parts and regions of the world, since they called all northern peoples Scythians and all western 
peoples Celts indiscriminately, they knew nothing of Africa beyond the nearest part of Ethiopia, nothing of Asia 
beyond the Ganges, much less the territories of the New World, even by report or consistent and believable rumor. In 
fact most climates and zones, in which uncounted nations live and breathe, were declared uninhabitable; and the 
travels of Democritus, Plato, and Pythagoras, which certainly did not take them far from home, were celebrated as 
major undertakings. But in our time large parts of the New World and the farthest parts of the Old are becoming 
known everywhere, and the store of experiences has grown immeasurably. Hence if (like astrologers) we are to 
gather from the time of nativity or conception, nothing significant seems to be forecast for those philosophies,” (60).

 To be sure, Heaney (2016) is especially interested in the relationship between English fascinations with the 36

Conquest of Peru by Spain, practices of “grave-opening” by both Spain and, later, England (literally the physical 
disentombment of buried persons in Indian societies), and how “English cosmographers understood that experience 
in light of their own congruent and iconoclastic struggles over the wealth and idolatrous internments of pre-
Reformation dead,” (615). However, his essay indicates that this understanding, while acute in the English-Peru 
encounter (which Chapter Four of this study examines), was common throughout English treatments of Amerindian 
deathways generally.

 That the drafters of the Fundamental Constitutions were at continuous pains to equate the proprietary title of 37

“Landgrave” with that of the “Cassique,” is reflected in the fact that virtually every time the former appeared in the 
text, it was immediately conjoined to the latter by “or” or “and.”

 Also checks and balances of government, including right of rebellion, which I am not particularly interested in 38

here. This is because, even speculatively, if it can be said pace Tully that native people could invoke this right, it is 
not clear that they did, with reference to Locke anyway, until much later.

 It is unclear whether Locke was first introduced to Garcilaso de La Vega by Samuel Purchas, who simply 39

translated the above scene to read that Tupac had “died with great magnanimitie,” (Purchas 1625, 411), or whether 
Locke first encountered the 1633 edition of de La Vega’s works that had been translated into French, which 
numbered among the many works that populated Locke’s library (Laslett 1960, 58 [182] n. 18). It is by extension 
unclear which version of these claims with which Locke would have been familiar by 1669, if any. While Locke (c. 
1704 [1824]) described Purchas as “the next great English collector of travels after Hackluyt,” and whose collection 
he deemed to be “very valuable, as having preserved many considerable voyages which might otherwise have 
perished” (543) in his “Catalogue and Character,” Locke also appears to have been well aware of Garcilaso’s 
volumes on both Peru and Florida. 
 Accordingly, while there is every indication that Locke would have been familiar with de La Vega, and so 
the latter’s ideas concerning the equivalency between all Indian societies and the appropriateness of referring to their 
communal authorities as caciques/cassique, it is less certain that Locke drew solely from the Inca in his figuration of 
that office in his drafting of the 1669 document. Locke would have obviously read de La Vega prior to drafting the 
First Treatise since, as we will see, the Inca worked as a significant point of reference in Locke’s arguments against 
Filmer. Nevertheless, while the publication dates of these Purchas’s Hakluytus Posthumus (1625) and both the 
Spanish and French editions of de La Vega’s Commentarios Reales (1605 and 1633, respectively) certainly makes it 
plausible that Locke was already familiar with this material prior to the adventure in Carolina, it is impossible at 
present to confirm this. 

 Later, Sandford noted in passing, Shadoo was “carryed” whether voluntarily or by force was not indicated to 40

Barbados by one of his associates, William Hilton. This suggests that the slave trade in Indians may have begun on 
the Carolina coast as early as this date, though the existence of only European-authored documents complicates this. 
As Merrell (1991), Williams (1963), Purdue (1987), Résendez (2016), Bowne (2005), and Dubcovsky (2016) have 
each noted, for instance, slave-trading in the region was prevalent among both the original inhabitants prior to the 
arrival of Europeans, and indeed intensified by the colonization of the region after 1666. 
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 However, Sandford’s usage of the term often obscured more as much as it illuminated. On the one hand, Sandford 41

implied, through his frequent usage of the term to describe several separate persons from several different Indian 
communities, including the Edisto Shadoo, as a Cassique, that that term was the general nomination for local 
headmen. On the other hand, Sandford reported in one passage about receiving a visit in Edisto from a 
representative of the more southern Kiwah/Kyawah (Sandford’s spelling was inconsistent in this regard) nation, who 
sought to “trade with us att Charles Towne in Clarendon and is knowne by the name of Cassique,” (68) The latter 
statement seems to indicate that one individual from the Kyawah nation in particular was himself named Cassique. 
However, Sandford’s usage of this term in other contexts, such as the Edisto Shadoo, suggests that Sandford also 
understood the term as titular. Indeed, the matter is all the more confused since Sandford later described Cassique’s 
son as “the Cassique’s son,” a man named Wommony (78), who Sandford and his company took back to England 
with them when they returned shortly after the completion of their expedition on July 12 of 1666. Sandford reported 
that, upon visiting the Kyawah’s village on Cassique’s invitation, a crude crucifix in the center of the town suggested 
that they had already been in contact with the Spanish, who had established a fort in what is today northern Florida 
near St. Augustine (74). It is possible therefore that “Cassique" was given to the man or that he took this from the 
Spanish as a personal name, by which he later introduced himself to his English trading partners. It is similarly 
possible that Sandford and his men applied this as both a personal name and a title to the man, though it is strange 
that he would otherwise make the effort to record the proper names of all of the other Indians with whom he came 
into contact, like Shadoo and Edisto. It is also possible that, given that what little is known of Sandford, since he had 
spent the majority of his early life in the English Antillean colony of Barbados (e.g., Barber 2014, 189-211), that the 
more hegemonic Spanish influence throughout the islands had predisposed him to refer to all Amerindian 
community authorities as caciques/cassiques.

 There are no official entries for “Topakin” in the oxford english dictionary, and to date it has been exceedingly 42

difficult to locate any peer-reviewed information concerning the title. The closest I have been able to find thus far 
has been a brief exchange between Dr. Denise Bossy at the University of North Florida, and Dr. Thomas Lawrence 
Long at the University of Connecticut over some speculative definition of this term on the H-Net (Humanities and 
Social Sciences Online) Public Forums. There, Long proposes “if the word intended is "topark" or "toparch" about 
which the OED says: “The ruler or prince of a small district, city, or petty state; a petty 'king'. 1640 FULLER 
Joseph's Coat 11 By those many Kings mentioned in the old Testament, thirty and one in the little land of Canaan,..is 
meant onely Toparchs, not great Kings, but Lords of a little Dition, and Dominion. 1646 SIR T. BROWNE Pseud. 
Ep. VII. viii. 353 Toparks, Kings of Cities or narrow territories, such as were the Kings of Sodome and Gomorrah, 
the Kings of Jericho and Ai. 1737 WHISTON Josephus, Antiq. XI. iii. §2 The toparchs of India and Ethiopia. 1852 
C. M. YONGE Cameos (1877) I. xxii. 162 The top-arch, Turlogh O'Connor, was the friend of O’Rourke.” The 
exchange can be found at this link: <http://h-net.msu.edu/cgi-bin/logbrowse.pl?trx=vx&list=H-
OIEAHC&month=0809&week=d&msg=zvnBdt1hCHJJxJrRtaD0Ng&user=&pw=>

 Part of the confusion here may stem, however, from the fact that the majority of the First Treatise is articulated in 43

the form of a negation, economically and unrelentingly attacking what Locke takes to be the absurdities of Filmer’s 
arguments in so thorough a manner that the finer details of what each specific point presupposes are obscured. 
However, these are details that are essential to the consistency of the ambition and thoroughness of Locke’s 
refutation itself.

 Florida of the inca44

http://h-net.msu.edu/cgi-bin/logbrowse.pl?trx=vx&list=H-OIEAHC&month=0809&week=d&msg=zvnBdt1hCHJJxJrRtaD0Ng&user=&pw=
http://h-net.msu.edu/cgi-bin/logbrowse.pl?trx=vx&list=H-OIEAHC&month=0809&week=d&msg=zvnBdt1hCHJJxJrRtaD0Ng&user=&pw=
http://h-net.msu.edu/cgi-bin/logbrowse.pl?trx=vx&list=H-OIEAHC&month=0809&week=d&msg=zvnBdt1hCHJJxJrRtaD0Ng&user=&pw=
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 De La Vega’s arguments here regarding the importance of maintaining forms of local belief and authority among a 45

conquered population in pre-Columbian Incan imperialism, as well as that state’s underlying philosophy of the 
governors to the governed, held particular significance in the context of early-seventeenth century discourses 
concerning colonial Peru. This was because, following his 1569 appointment by King Phillip II and subsequent 
arrival in Peru, the Viceroy Francisco de Toledo enacted a program to integrate and conscript the pre-existing 
structure of Incan imperial authority and forms of knowledge, the earlier model of the curacas, in order to organize 
the necessary mining labour and maintain political legitimacy in the region. 
 This resettlement scheme obviously depended upon the removal of Inca and other Andean peoples from 
their original places of habitation, it maintained the legitimacy of those removals precisely on the premise that doing 
so was simply a legal reenforcement of the existing curaca system. Doing so, Toledo seemed to calculate, would not 
only help the Viceroyal government curb the ongoing rebellions being still frequently launched by unruly settlers 
who were agitating against the Crown for land rights and continuing to perpetrate cruel indignities on the Indians 
whom they effectively still held in servitude. Moreover, the strategy of preserving and empowering certain forms of 
prior Incan imperial hierarchy would, Toledo believed, help to simultaneously legally and politically legitimize 
Spanish sovereignty in the region over and against the Incan populations, thus finalizing his quelling of Incan 
rebellions that had ended with the military campaign Toledo had successfully waged to destroy the Tupac Amaru 
insurgency from 1558 until 1572 (e.g., Andrien, 2001; Hemming, 1970 [2003]; Lamana, 2008; Mignolo 1995; 
Mumford, 2012). Indeed, as Toledo succinctly put it, “to govern the Indians, it is necessary to use the 
caciques” (quoted in Brading 1996, 134). 
 To be sure, de La Vega’s narrative portrayed Toledo and these reforms as destructive of Incan society, with 
Toledo himself figuring as an unnecessarily cruel and corrupt governor. Not only had Toledo ignored the advice and 
pleas of not only the majority of Peruvians — Indians, mestizos, and Spaniards alike — and executed the recalcitrant 
Inca Tupac Amaru in 1572, beheading him in the center of Cuzco. What was more, Toledo had returned to Spain 
with a conspicuously large sum of money that, upon learning of his brutality regarding the late Incan king, Philip II 
confiscated as a form of punishment (de La Vega 1617, 1469-89). While these were facts that Purchas was eager to 
point out (1625), for de La Vega (1605a), Toledo’s greatest sin had consisted in the reducciones, which he wrote “led 
to great [and “odious”] misfortunes” (70). Since, de La Vega continued elsewhere, Toledo had partially overturned 
the long-standing practice of maintaining localized, tributary, and legally-derogated forms of authority and 
jurisdiction throughout the Incan empire rendered the Viceroy, on de La Vega’s estimation, a deleterious and 
regressive force in the march of forward progress that first the sovereignty of the Inca, and then that of the Catholic 
Kings, ultimately represented (396). 
 However, de La Vega was not entirely unequivocal in his assessment of the influence of Spanish 
Catholicism in Peru generally. Indeed, while de La Vega was critical of many of the outcomes of the Toledan 
reforms, they remained for the Incan Chronicler an essential backdrop that validated both the veracity of what he 
argued concerning the structure of Incan governance prior to colonization from the testimony that he had collected 
and related, as well as the ultimate implications that he sought to underscore for his audience concerning the nature 
of those structures. While Toledo had violated the basic principles of “mild administration of the Inca kings,” which 
de La Vega concluded, “was superior to that of any other kings or peoples of the New World,” one of the essential 
conditions of articulating that legacy of mild administration could be “clearly shown not only from the annual knots 
[quipus] and traditions of the Indians, but also the trustworthy handwritten reports which Viceroy Don Francisco 
Toledo ordered his inspectors, judges, and secretaries to write after many lengthy enquiries among the Indians of 
each province,” (266). 
 Moreover, it was not simply the case, for de La Vega, that pre-Columbian Incan society was better off 
without the imposition of Spanish authority, and especially Catholicism. If anything, Incan governance, on de La 
Vega’s account, was particularly important to respect because it had prepared the way for the graceful integration of 
Christianity into Inca society, and so the Inca empire into the tributary system of Spanish sovereignty. Indeed, it was 
not only the “mild administration” of the Inca, but what de La Vega estimated to be the significant ease with which 
the integration of Inca and Spanish Catholic civilization was able to take place which made his Amerindian 
ancestors such a singular people in world history. In this regard, de La Vega argued, “we do not read of any ancient 
king of Asia, Africa, or Europe having shown himself so careful, affable, beneficent, free, and liberal toward his 
natural subjects as were the Inca kings toward theirs. Those who read the historical facts as we have written and 
shall continue to write them will be able to understand what were the ancient laws and rights of the Peruvian 
Indians, their customs, statutes, occupations, and way of life, which was so reasonable that all these things should be 

 This was effectively the system of “decentralied despotisim” that Mahmood Mamdani has identified in his history 46

of the institution of the Native Tribal Authority and the development of a landless, urbanized proletariat in the late 
colonial period in South Africa and Uganda (1996).


